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AUTHOR'S PREFACE

Since the first introduction of the spectroscope in scientific research,

spectrum analysis proper and spectrum analysis in its astronomical applica-

tions have been closely and reciprocally related. The rapid development of

spectrum analysis has been largely due to the results it has furnished in the

observation of celestial objects, and these same results have been of the

greatest importance in Astrophysics. It is therefore surprising that hitherto

no text-book has existed for this chief field of spectrum analysis,— astronomi-

cal spectroscopy. It is true that there is no lack of popidar expositions of

this branch, some of them admirable in their way,—we need only recall

Schellen's excellent work,—-but since they do not go beyond the range of

popular comprehension they are suitable neither for the serious study of the

subject nor for the use of scientists as liand-books. Kayser's Lelirhuch. der

Spectralanalyse deals with the suliject in a more scientific way, but it treats of

celestial spectroscopy iji so brief and incidental a manner that it cannot

be regarded as a text-book in this branch of spectroscopy.

As the domain of astronomical spectroscopy has so constantly widened,

every astrophysicist must have felt the increasing need of a work presenting

an exhaustive account of all the modern methods and results of research

in this branch of science. This need has been so strongly felt by myself

as to impel me to undertake the difficult task of compiling a work of this

character. The plan of the book indicates the view by which I have been

governed : I have endeavored to satisfy the requirements both of practice

and theory, while giving at the same time a record of the results thus

far accomplished. I have also thought it desirable that the book should be

made useful for practical work and advanced study by the addition of

a number of spectroscopic tables and a fairly complete Bibliography.

In the statement of the results of the spectroscopic investigations upon the

heavenly bodies, reference has not been made to all individual observations or

discussions, but a selection has been made of those which were sufficient to

represent the present state of oiir knowledge. In the presentation of these

facts I have assumed that the reader has such an acquaintance with the

subject as may be gained from a book like Schellen's.

The reader Avill not fail to notice that the chapter on the sun, with

the exception of the section on the solar spectrum, does not correspond in
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completeness with the remaining chapters of the book, and this requires

a word of explanation. The spectroscopic investigations upon the sun are

so closely associated with theories of its constitution that it is impossible to

give a detailed account of the investigations without a thorough discussion of

the theories. But such a treatment would require a Avhole book for the sun

alone, which is an adequate reason for its omission here, and the brief discus-

sion given was preferred to an entire omission of the subject only for the

sake of completeness. There was another and deeper reason, however, for

deciding against a complete discussion. It is impossible to overlook the fact

that the present state of our knowledge as to the constitution of the central

body of our system does not satisfy the expectations that might be fairly

entertained. On the one hand, Ave have available a large mass of observational

data, although for the most part unscientifically discussed, and on the other

hand an indefinite number of hypotheses and solar tlieories, which are with

few exceptions radically wrong at the start and often contradictory to the

most simple physical views of to-day. But I have been unwilling to undertake

the enormous task of sifting over these observations and theories and then

perhaps setting up a new theory.

In the preparation of this work I have enjoyed the kind assistance of

many colleagues and friends, to whom I here extend my heartiest thanks.

More than to any other this is due to Professor Vogel for his kind and

manifold assistance during the progress of the book.

Dk. J. SCHEIXER.

Potsdam, September 1890.



TEANSLATOE'S PEEFACE

The hearty reception which has been accorded to Die Spectralanalyse

der Gestirne since its appearance in the autumn of 1890 has made it

seem desirable that tlie Avork shoukl be more available for the purposes

of instruction in our higher institutions of learning, as well as more readily

accessible to the large and constantly growing number of English-S})eaking

persons who are deeply interested in the progress of Astrophysics. It is

hoped that in its present form the usefulness of the work may thus l)e

extended.

The advances in this branch of science even in a period of three years

have been such that a mere translation of Professor Scheiner's book would not

adequately represent our knowledge to-day, and hence the translator has freely

added the results of recent observations. Xo attempt has been made to

distinguish the portions so added from the matter of the original, except in

two or three cases where Professor Scheiner has so requested. The endeavor

has simply been to make the work thoroughly homogeneous and to present the

facts and theories as impartially as possible.

The responsibility for the treatment of all observations since 1890 rests

upon the translator, but an opportunity has been given to Professor Scheiner

in this Preface for an expression of his views upon disputed points, such as

the nature of Kova Aurir/ae of 1892.

The fact that in all cases where accessible the original references have

been consulted and carefully compared with the German edition by the

translator, seems to justify the designation of this as a revised edition, and it

is so regarded by the author.

As explaining the fact that the compass of this edition is not materially

greater than that of the original, and as incidentally indicating the relative

compactness of the English and German languages, it may be remarked that

in those portions Avhere the translation follows the original quite closely, the

English saves almost exactly one page in every ten of the German.

In view of the contradictory results of recent investigations upon the

emission of light by gases, it has not seemed wise to make any additions

to the chapter on Kirchhoff's Law.

The condensed statement and criticism of Professor Lockyer's Meteoritic

Hypothesis given in the original has been omitted here.
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The tables of Part Fourth have been considerably changed, with a view of

making them more useful to the large number of spectroscopists who liave

adopted Rowland's scale as a standard. The Bibliography has been carefully

revised, and many errors have been corrected. Each reference there given

which was accessible to the translator has been consulted and verified, and the

most important articles which have appeared since 1890 have been added.

Of the eighty-one illustrations in the text, ten have been added in this

edition.

Owing to the difficulties and delays of communication, it has been only

possible to submit to Professor Scheiner the electrotype-proof, in which no

changes could be made, and hence his suggestions and criticisms could not be

inserted in the text. His suggestions and marginal notes iipon the returned

proof-sheets have accordingly been written out and then re-submitted to him

in manuscript, and now follow in their final form as revised by him. It is not

to be understood, liowever, that the statement here of the author's views upon

disputed points necessarily implies their acceptance by the translator.

Thanks are due to many scientific gentlemen for their kindness in permit-

ting the use of their unpublished observations, and specific acknowledgment is

made where such cases occur. The use of Figures 27 and 69 has been kindly

permitted by the Publisher of Astronomy and Astrophysics.

The translator is under special obligations to Professor Young for his

valuable counsel, and to Professor Taylor Eeed for his aid in reading a large

portion of the proof-sheets.

Finally, the translator desires to acknowledge his obligation to the Pub-

lishers for their liberality in undertaking the publication of a book from

which pecuniary profit is hardly to be expected.

Edwin B. Frost.

Hanover, N. H., May 1894.

ISToTES BY Professor Scheiner,

including the results of some of his more recent observations and his personal

views on disputed points :

(1) Page 166. Professor Sclieiner does not consider that the presence of carbon in

the sun is certainly establislied.

(2) Page 180. In the discussion of the spectrum of sun-spots, further mention

should be made of an important observation by Young,* which has lately been fully

confirmed by Dun^r.f

Upon examining in minute detail the spot-spectrum given by a powerful grating,

Young found that "in certain regions tlie spectrum of the spot-nucleus, instead of

appearing as a mere continuous shade, crossed here and there by markings dark and

* Am. Jour. (3) 2(5, 333-336. t Sur .la rotation du Soleil.
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light, is resolved into a countless number of lines, exceedingly fine and closely packed,

interrupted frequently by lines as bright as the spectrum outside the spot."

" When the seeing is at best and everything favorable, close attention enables one

to trace nearly all these lines out beyond the spot and its penumbra. But they are so

exceedingly faint on the sun's general surface that usually they cannot be detected

outside the spot-spectrum." " The bright lines, of which there are six between b^ and

b^, are generally about as wide as the components of h^. They are sharply defined at

both edges, and are brighter at the center than at the edge, a fact which rather bears

in favor of the idea that they are merely interruptions in the dark line series and not

really superposed bright lines."

" Of course the resolution of the spot-spectrum into lines tends to indicate that the

absorption which darkens the center of a sun-spot is produced, not by granules of solid

or liquid matter, but by matter in the gaseous form."

Dun^r remarks, after quoting the above statements from Young, that " there seems

to be no fundamental difference between the genei'al solar spectrum and that of the

spots." " Since the absorbing layer in the spots has the same chemical constitution as

the photosphere, aside from slight modifications, it is difficult to imagine the spots to

be anything else than cavities filled with metallic vapors, which may be in a vortical

motion as according to Faye, or at rest as according to Secchi," although the observa-

tions of Young and Dun^r seem best to accord with Secchi's theory.

(3) Page 2-il. Substitute for the last paragraph the following :
" The magnesium

line at \ -i-iSl-iS (Potsdam scale) is very interesting from the important role it plays in

the spectra of nearly all stars of Class I.

It generally appears as a broad line,— in some spectra as strong as the hydrogen

lines,— but its intensity decreases just in proportion as the number of lines in the

stellar spectrum increases, so that it is hardly of the average intensity in the solar

spectrum or other spectra of Type Ila, and the author is unable to detect it in the

spectrum of a. Orionis.

Liveing and Dewar have discovered that this line also exhibits a peculiar behavior

in the laboratory, and the experiments of the author have fully confirmed their

observations. The line does not appear in the spectrum of burning magnesium, or in

magnesium vapor in the electric arc, but can only be produced by a high-tension spark.

The dependence of the line upon the temperature thus readily suggests that the temper-

ature of the absorbing vapors upon the stars of Class Ilia is something like that of the

electric arc, while that of the stars of Class Ila is higher, and that of stars of Class la

is at least as high as the temperature of the high-tension spark from a Leyden jar.

This ^dew receives a striking confirmation in the precisely opposite behavior of the

magnesium line at x 43.52-18 (Kayser and Runge's determination). First becoming

visible in the spectra of Type la which have numerous lines, it is strong in the sjjectra

of Type Ila, and increases so as to be one of the strongest lines as we pass towards

Type Ilia. Now, as was found by Liveing and Dewar, this line exhibits just the same

I^eculiarities in the laboratory : in the spark-spectrum it is hardly recognizable, in the

arc-spectrum it is very strong.

This similarity in the behavior of the lines in stars and laboratory makes it hardly

possible to doubt that the above interpretation of the phenomenon is correct, and that

the effects are due to differences of temperature. Accordingly, we obtain for the first
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time a means of precisely fixing the temperature prevailing on the stars, and it will be

noticed that the results are confirmatory of the physical interpretation assigned by

Vogel for the difference in the sjiectral classes of stars."

(4) Page 244. Dele the fourth paragrai^h, in view of the above statement regarding

the behavior of the magnesium line at x 4481.

(5) Page 245. At the close of the section add :
" A second explanation of the

peculiar spectrum of a Aquilae is suggested by the spectroscopic discovery of close

double stars. If this star is really a close binary system, the spectra of the two

components being superposed, we should assign to the brighter component a si:)ectrum

of Tjn[3e la and to the fainter component a spectrum of Type Ila." (See also page 357.)

(6) Pages 252-255. In view of recent observations of ^ Lyrae made at Potsdam

by Vogel and "Wilsing, the author cannot consider that the phenomena exhibited in the

spectrum of the star are nearly as simple as B^lopolsky's observations would indicate.

" There is great probability that more than two bodies are concerned in the case of

/3 Lyrae."

(7) Page 256. Professor Scheiner does not believe it possible that dark lines can

exist in the spectrum of 7 Cassiopeiae, as none have ever been seen in numerous

photographs taken at Potsdam.

(8) Page 258. Professor Scheiner considers that Campbell's observations of a

bright C line coexistent with a dark F line in a stellar spectrum I'equire abundant

confirmation before they can be accepted as certain.

(9) Page 276., Professor Scheiner is decidedly of the opinion that Campbell's

observations of 7 Argus should be confirmed by other observers, before they can be

made the basis of any new theory.

(10) Page 293. After the table Professor Scheiner would add : "It is nevertheless

easily possible that the alteration in the displacement arises from a change in the

appearance of the lines rather than from an actual change in the velocity of the body

emitting them."

(11) Page 294. After the second paragraph add : " ZoUner's hyijothesis has

received iniportant modifications from Vogel which render it much more plausible.

Vogel has shown that neither the very intense continuous spectrum, which at first

almost eqi;alled the bright lines in intensity, nor the bright lines themselves could be

accounted for solely by powerful outbursts of gas from the interior, which rendered the

surface partially or wholly lundnous. It is more reasonable to suppose that some

process of combustion took place which considerably increased the emission of light.

If the combustion lasted for only a short time, the continuous spectrum would decrease

in brightness very rapidly until a certain point was reached (as was the case with the

temporary star of 1876), while the bright lines due to the enormous quantities of gases

which had streamed out from within would maintain their intensity for a long period.

That the waning of the star was associated with cooling of the surface seems to be

clearly indicated by the spectroscopic observations,— the violet and blue portions of

the spectrum decreased in intensity more rapidly than the less refrangible portions, and

furthermore the absorption bands gradually grew darker and broader."

(12) Page 296. After the second paragraph Professor Scheiner would add :
" The

various phenomena which were spectroscopically observed in Nova Aurigae have

naturally led to the proposal of a great variety of theories in explanation of the origin
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and nature ot" temporary stars. While these observations have greatly extended our

knowledge in the matter, they have nevertheless so complicated the problem that we

actually stand before a greater mystery than before, and we can indeed hardly expect

to solve the mystery until a temporary star shall appear and attain such a brightness

that its light may be analyzed under much more powerful dispersion than heretofore.

There are three main points of dithculty which must be satisfactorily accounted for

by any new theory which may be proposed. They are : (1) the presence of more than

two bodies ; (2) the enormous relative velocity indicated by the displacement
; (3)

the complete ti-ansformation of the spectrum of the Xova at its second appearance."

(13) Page 297. Professor Scheiner would add to the last paragraph : " The prob-

ability of the correctness of this view is considerably increased by the fact that the

observed diameters of the 'nebula' actually agree with the computed diameters of the

corresponding circles of chromatic aberration."

(14) Page 298. In place of the second paragraph Professor Scheiner would substi-

tute the following: " Another hj-pothesis as to the origin of temj)orary stars has recently

been proposed by Seeliger, and on a superficial examination it seems very alluring."

(15) Page 299. Professor Scheiner w^ould substitute for the first paragraph the

following :
"• If we accept Laplace's nebular hypothesis of the development of stars from

nebulae, and admit that it is in general not unthinkable that an extraordinary

catastrophe may cause a reversal of the order of development, so that a star may become

transformed into a nebula, we must nevertheless observe that this would be very improb-

able in the case of a temporary star, since the rapid waning of the star has already

shown us that the catastrophe coald not have been such as to affect the interior

portions of the bodies involved.

The author believes that the traiisformation of the spectrum into that of a nebula

may be explained as follows : Whatever may have been the circumstances of the blazing

up of the Xova, it is at least certain that no less than two celestial objects suffered

an intense superficial heating, so that large masses of gas were thrown off from the

bodies as if by an explosion ; and these masses of gas, left behind the bodies, may be in

such a condition as to give a .spectrum like that of a nebula."

(16) Page 299. Professor Scheiner would add to the second paragraph the foUow"-

ing : " A closer examination shows, however, that Seeliger's hypothesis does not at all

relieve the difficulty of accounting for the high relative velocities.

Directly upon the entrance of the dark star into the nebula, the nebulous matter

would rush from all directions toward the body, so that the bright lines would be

broadened. But no other displacement of the lines could occur than that due to the

motion of the nebula itself, and no explanation is afforded of the different maxima

exhibited within the bright lines."

(17) Page 308. " The author has modified the view expressed in the second para-

graph, and concludes as a result of more recent observations that the unsymmetrical

bi'oadening is due to ' clustering,' but is at the same time characteristic of increasing

absorption."

(18) Pages 319-321. Professor Scheiner dissents very strongly from the favorable

opinion of the Draper Catalogue expressed by the translator, and declines to accept as

conclusive any inferences which may be based upon it.
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PART FIRST

SPEC TROSCOPIC APPARATUS

INTRODUCTION

All instruments intended for the spectroscopic observation of any celestial

object except the sun, — conveniently designated as star spectroscopes, ^

—

require as an almost indispensable adjunct an astronomical telescope.

Since one of the chief obstacles in the way of celestial spectroscopy is due

to the faintness of the object observed, an increase in the light gathering

power of the telescope Avill correspondingly diminish the difficulty of obser-

vation, if we neglect for the moment certain necessary evils which accompany

the use of large telescopes, as we shall later explain.

An aperture of about 20 cm (S in.) may be taken as the lowest limit

feasible for a telescope to which a star spectroscope is to be attached, though

for simply determining the sort of spectrum half that aperture may suffice

for the brightest stars.

The purpose of the observations, and still more the nature of the spectrum

under examination, will determine which of the three radically different forms

of spectroscope is to be employed. These are the objective-prism, the ocular

spectroscope and the compound spectroscope. Under compound spectroscope

are included two forms for solar observations,— the spectrometer and the

prominence spectroscope.

The objective-prism is the most simple arrangement of a star spectroscope,

but it is not extensively used on account of the difficulty of obtaining prisms

of sufficient dimensions. The prism is attached in front of the object-glass,

and must have the same aperture, if loss of light is to be avoided. Such a

combination is equivalent to a spectroscope with its slit at an infinite distance,

so that no collimating lens is necessary to render the rays parallel. The star

takes the place of the infinitely distant slit, and is to be considered as a

single point in it. The parallel rays from the star are dispersed by the prism

into a spectrum, Avhich is observed by the telescope. A cylindric lens is

placed before the eyepiece in order to broaden out the slender linear spectrum.
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This form of spectroscope was first employed by Fraunhofer, who also

made use of it in laboratory experiments, the slit being placed at a relatively

great distance.

In the case of the ocular spectroscope, the real image of the star at the-

focus of the objective, instead of the star itself, performs the function of a

slit, and therefore very small prisms can be generally employed. A distinc-

tion is here to be made between two different arrangements of this spectro-

scope : in one the prism is placed inside, in the other beyond the focus of

the telescope. A cylindric lens is also here necessary for broadening the

spectrum.

From the fact that the luminous object itself takes the place of the slit,

it is at once clear that the two forms of spectroscope just described are only

applicable to objects of very small angular diameter, or in general to the

fixed stars.

The compound star spectroscope, however, may be employed for all

celestial objects, including nebulae and comets. It may be called Avith

propriety the star spectrometer, since Avith it alone can the most delicate

measurements in the spectrum be made. With the exception of minor details,

its construction is the same as that of the ordinary laboratory spectrometer.

It must l)e so attached to the telescope tiiat the slit lies accurately in the

focal plane of the objective.

The name spectrograph has recently come into use for instruments of this

sort, in Avhieh the spectra are not directly observed, but are photographed

in a camera placed at the eye end.

Before entering upon the theory and precise description of stellar spectro-

scopes, Ave must consider a fcAV points common to all the different forms of

the apparatus.



CHAPTER I

GENERAL, EEMAEKS ON STELLAR SPECTROSCOPES

1. The ESect of Imperfect Achromatism of the Telescope Objective

The fact that all of the rays are not united in one point by a so-called

achromatic lens, but that each Avave length has its own corresponding focal

point, enters as a disturbing factor into all spectroscopic observations.

The greater the dimensions of the objective, just so much more will the

disturbing influence in general make itself felt. It disappears in the case of

reflectors, which completely unite all the different

rays, and therefore they may be used to advantage

in those investigations Avhere it is important to see

as much as possible of the spectrum at once.

With the refractor the foci corresponding to the

rays of different refrangibility fall one after the

other in the optical axis, so that the bounding sur-

faces of the different rays may be considered as co-

axial cones having the objective for a common base.

A plane perpendicular to the optical axis at, say the

focus of the rays of the wave-length of F,— that is,

the focal plane for these rays,— cuts out for all

other rays a series of small circles, known as the

circles of chromatic aberration, whose diameters de-

pend upon the distance of the various foci from that

of the F rays (Fig. 1).

The distance of these focal points from one

another increases, in general, proportionally to the

focal length of the objective, but in particular it

depends upon the construction of the objective and

the kinds of glass used ; indeed, the order of sequence

of the focal points may be entirely different for

diiferent constructions.

It may only be said for ordinary objectives cor-

rected for the visual rays, orange, yellow, and green,

that the focal points for these rays lie near together,

while the more refrangible rays are united at points lying increasingly distant

from each other. The reverse is true for object-glasses which have been

corrected for the chemical rays.

Fro. 1
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Now the effect of this on the stellar spectra is as follows : the con-

dition that the star-image shall be a point, and that, therefore, the breadth

of the spectrum shall be a minimum (no cylindric lens being employed),

Avill be only fulfilled for those rays for which the spectroscope is focused
;

that is, for those rays which are brought to a focus in the plane of the

slit ; all other portions of the spectrum Avill appear more or less broadened

out.

Although this broadening of the spectrum p^iv se is not injurious, yet the

enlargement of the star-image is attended with disturbing effects which mani-

fest themselves differently according as the star serves as the slit or not. In

the former case, which includes the objective-prism and ocular spectroscope,

the spectrum becomes impure and the lines faint, finally disappearing alto-

gether if the enlargement be too great. In the latter case, that of the com-

pound spectroscope, the otherwise thread-like spectrum will be, of course,

broadened, but this will not be injurious in the same degree, since here the

Avidth of the lines and the purity of the spectrum depends upon the width

of the slit.

For those rays which are thus out of focus, however, only a small portion

of the total light of the star's image will enter the slit, and consequently

the corresponding portions of the

spectrum will become dispropor-

tionately faint. Fig. 2 gives the

appearance of a continuous spec-

trum from an object-glass which

is corrected for the D and F rays. Aside from the employment of a reflector,

there is no other way of overcoming these difficulties than by focusing sepa-

rately upon each portion of the spectrum under examination.

The imperfect achromatism of the eyepiece and eye produce a similar

effect to that of the objective, and is additive thereto in the case of the objec-

tive-prism and the ocular spectroscope.

If the real image of a triily linear spectrum be observed Avith the defective

system eyepiece + eye, only those 2:)ortions of the spectrum will appear sharp,

— like a narroAV thread of light,— which correspond to the wave-length for

wddch the image has the proper focal distance. The image will not be at the

proper focal distance,— the distance of distinct vision,— for the other colors,

but Avill lie in a surface which cuts the system of rays before or behind the

true focal plane, and consequently the really linear spectrum will become

broadened for these colors.

A linear spectrum of uniform breadth for its whole length cannot, there-

fore, be obtained even if a reflecting telescope be employed. The error result-

ing from the imperfect achromatism of the eye and eyepiece is small, hoAvever,

in comparison Avith that from the objective.
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It is always desirable, although not theoretically necessarj'-, to use achro-

matic eyepieces with spectroscopes ; in some special cases, where the prime

object is to examine the whole spectrum at once with the employment of a

reflector, it would be well worth while to construct special eyepieces which
should fully correct for the particular observer the error of achromatism of

his eye, so that the system eyepiece + eye should be perfectly achromatic.

The observation of stellar spectra is rendered much easier if the eye of

the observer possesses a high power of accommodation, provided that the

distances between the focal points of the object-glass for the different rays

be not too great.

As an example of the variation of tlie focal length of the objective for the

different rays, we cite the following data for the large Potsdam refractor,

which is rather unsuitable for spectroscopic observations. This instrument

has an aperture of 298 mm and a focal length of 5.4 m. The rays are approxi-

mately united for D and F ; the distance of the foci of the other rays, of

wave-lengths A, from tliis plane are as follov/s :

6800
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2. Prisms and Prism-systems

An exact knoAvledge of the processes which take phice (hiring the passage

of light through ])risms is necessary for an exphmation of spectroscopic

apparatu.s. Unfortunately a general theory on this snbject has not yet been

given
;
probably the nearest approach to the solution of the problem is tine

to Block ;
* Von Hehnholtz f has given a development of the formulae Avhen

limited to simple prisms.

In all spectroscopic apparatus the source of light is either a luminous

point or line (slit) ; the latter may also, for the time being, be treated as a

point when we remain in the plane perpendicular to the refracting edge of

the prism ; therefore the pencil of rays falling upon the prism is always

homocentric, that is, symmetrical about a central axis. Since only such a

pencil can be united in a point by the eye or by the aid of a lens, it becomes

necessary, in order to obtain sharp images, that the pencil shall remain homo-

centric after passing through the system of prisms. This requisite is only

fulfilled in certain special cases, for in general a homocentric pencil does not

I'emain so after passage through a prism. In a correct construction, these

special cases should therefore be availed of.

An indefinitely thin pencil of monochromatic rays emanating from a point

at a finite distance remains homocentric after passing through a })rism only

in case that the prism be set at the angle of minimum deviation. Here, too,

the pencil must be vanishingly thin in comparison Avith the size of the prism

or it will not remain homocentric, though the error will be small.

This is a reason why prisms should always be used at their angle of

minimum deviation.

A homocentric pencil of parallel rays (that is, a cylinder of rays) remains,

however, homocentric after passage through a prism, even if not at the angle

of minimum deviation. Hence the importance of either placing the slit of a-

spectroscope at a great distance from the prism, or still better of rendering

the rays exactly parallel by the use of a colliniating lens at the focus of which

the slit is placed.

If we now pass from the consideration of a luminous point to a luminous

line, or slit, which is set parallel to the refracting edge of the prism, it is

plain that the error of homocentricity in the direction of the slit's length will

have no effect on the sharpness of the resulting spectrum.

The image of a luminous slit is always formed at the point of union of

the rays in the plane normal to the refracting edge of the prism. The dis-

tance from the image of the slit to the prism is greater than from the slit

* Block, Beitrage zur Theorie der Lichtbrechung in Prisnisystemen. Dorpat, 1873.

t Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen. Bd. II.
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itself, ^vheii the angle of incidence at the first surface of the prism is greater

than for the minimum of deviation ; conversely, the distance of the image is

less than that of the slit, if the angle of incidence is smaller than for the

minimum of deviation. From this we obtain tlie following rule : If a luminous

line or slit be situated at the correct distance for distinct vision, whether

viewed directly or through a telescope, it will still remain so Avlien a prism

is placed in the path of the rays at its angle of minimum deviation.

Shoidd the prism be now turned or rotated, then the focus must be altered

in order to retain the original sharpness.

If, however, the previously mentioned special case occurs that the slit is

situated at an (optically) infinite distance, it will remain so, however the

prism be rotated.

The rules follow at once for the construction of spectroscopes with prisms

which deflect as well as disperse the light.

The first requisite is parallel light ; for then prisms may be used at other

angles than that of minimum deviation.

If, as in the case of ocular spectroscopes, parallel rays cannot be employed,

then the prisms can be only used at the angle of minimum deviation, and

further, the size of the prism must be large in comparison to the pencil of

light. But this would occasion a considerable loss of light, as well as many
difficulties arising from the use of large masses of glass.

Accordingly prisms and combinations of prisms which deflect the rays

should never be used for a spectroscope not provided with a collimator.

Direct vision prisms behave in respect to refraction like parallel glass

plates ; a homocentric pencil remains so after passing through the prism, and

is scarcely affected thereby, even if the pencil is quite convergent or divergent.

Besides the convenience of direct vision, such combinations have the further

advantage that they unite non-parallel rays well ; hence they are employed

exclusively for ocular spectroscopes.

This consideration of tlie homocentricity of the rays emerging from a

prism, leads to the following points as to focusing an ol)serving telescope upon

a spectrum.

The Fraunhofer lines appear sharp Avhen the rays diverging in the planes

perpendicular to the refracting edge of the prism are brought to a focus ; the

longitudinal lines in the spectrum,— due to particles of dust on the slit,—
and the upper and lower edges of the spectrum, ap})ear sliarp, on the other

hand, when the divergent rays in the plane parallel to the prism's edge are

united. In general, therefore, the spectral lines and the dust lines will not

appear simultaneously sharp, that being the case only for the minimum of

deviation.

Schuster's plan (Phil. Mag. 7, p. 95, 1879) is as follows : Suppose the

collimator is out of adjustment, move the telescope slightly out of the position
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of minimum deviation ; then two positions of the prism will exist, which will

bring the desired ray into the middle of the field. Call this position in which

the first incidence is greatest, A, the other, B. (1) Put the prism into the

position A, and focus the telescope until the line in question, either dark or

bright, is distinctly seen. (2) Move the prism into position B, and focus the

collimator until the same line is distinctly seen. (3) Repeat the operation,

always focusing the telescope when the prism is in position B. After three

or four trials no change of focus is required, both collimator and telescope will

be adjusted for parallel rays.

The amount of dispersion which can be employed in stellar spectroscopes

depends upon the brightness of the object to be investigated, and the aperture

of the telescope at disposal. If the latter be given, then the question arises

as to what prisms may be most advantageously employed. Leaving out of

consideration the objective-prism, the choice may be made from the simple

prism, the Kutherfurd prism, and prism combinations with direct vision.

Diffraction Gratings are not applicable for stellar investigations, except

with giant telescopes, on account of the faintness of the spectra, but for

researches on the solar spectrum they possess very decided advantages over

the j)risnis. It is difficult to prescribe any general rules for choosing prisms,

since the requirements may be so different in different cases ; we have already

said that for ocular spectroscopes, direct vision prisms should always be used,

while for compound spectroscopes, and especially for the star spectrometer,

simple or Rutherfurd prisms are desiiable.

We add the folloAving general remarks concerning the different prisms :

The employment of the most strongly refracting media for obtaining a desired

dispersion is in star spectroscopes very important, because the refracting angle

may thereby be made smaller, and the loss by reflection at the prism surfaces

be reduced, as the rays then enter and leave the prism less obliquely.

One must, however, not go too far in this respect and employ flint glass

with a strong tinge of yellow or brown, because then the loss by absorption

will be greater than the gain in diminished reflection. The varieties of heavy

flint glass which have recently been j)roduced at Jena are most excellent in

their transparency and colorlessness, and are thus well adapted for this

purpose. Liquid prisms, Avhich are otherwise admirable for obtaining a strong-

dispersion, are not applicable to star spectroscopes, as they cannot be suffi-

ciently protected against changes of temperature during the observations.

Good results are, indeed, only attainable with liquid prisms when they are

completely insulated against heat, because otherwise strata of unequal density

result, and the spectral lines lose their distinctness.

Rutherfurd prisms are very well adapted for star spectroscopes ; they

consist of a prism of heavy flint glass Avith a large refracting angle (up to

90° and more), to Avhich are attached on the lateral surfaces two crown glass
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prisms of small dispersion, -with their vertices to^vard the base of the middle

prism. By means of this construction the refracting angle may be so great

that rays perpendicularly incident would not be transmitted ; the crown glass

prisms, of course, diminish the dispersion, but it remains still greater than

could possibly be attained with a simple prism, and the loss of light by reflec-

tion is smaller, since the rays enter and leave the surfaces less obliquely.

Of direct vision prisms only those come into consideration for our purpose

which are combinations of flint and crown glass.

They are employed in combinations of either one flint and two croAvn

prisms, or two flint and three crown prisms ; the refracting angles of the

former are very large, and the latter are given such an angle as to counteract

the deviation for some given ray of medium refrangibility, generally in the

region between E and F.

The loss of light in passing through the prisms of ocular spectroscopes is

not large, as their dimensions are usually small, though relatively thick.

According to Pickering (Am. Journ. Vol. XLV, 1868), it is quite simple

to compute the loss of light due to reflection in one or several prisms (when

not compound), and thus to determine the refracting angle at which the

greatest dispersion may be attained with the least loss of light. Let a be

n>z

/X

the refracting angle of a prism, and ?i the index for the less refrangible

of two neighboring rays, then at the angle of minimum deviation, the angle

of refraction '' = ^ ? and sin i= n sin - , where i is the angle of inci-

dence. If now cU be the very small angle between the two neighboring

rays, we have by differentiation,

dl= sin - sec l du = - tan i dn.
z n

From this formula we can see that the dispersion increases more rapidly than

the deviation, and that therefore of two spectroscopes with the same deviation,

that one has the greatest dispersion in which i and consequently a is the

greatest. In determining the loss of light by reflection at the front and back
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surfaces of the prism, the assumption that the loss at each following surface

is the same as at the first is not allowable, on account of the polarization

which occurs. If the rays be polarized in the plane of incidence, then the

amount reflected will be

^ tan^ (/ — r)

tan'-^ (/ + r)
'

while if the ray be polarized in a plane perpendicular to the plane of incidence

the amount becomes

sin'^ (/ + r)

If noAv common light be considered as compounded of two beams polarized in

planes at right angle to each other, then the amount reflected at the first

surface will be - A -\- - B , or the amount of transmitted light will equal

- [(1 — .-f ) + (1 — 7>)]- If the beam now strikes another surface at the same

angle of incidence, then the amount transmitted is - [(1 — A)'^ H~ (1 — ^)^'\
>

and after the passage through vi. surfaces 7; [(1 — ^I)"'+(l — i>')"']- The

condition that the angle of incidence be the same at each surface will always

be fidfllled when the prisms are placed at the angle of minimum deviation.

A direct determination of the loss of light l^y absorption in the prisms is

not easy, but a simple relation between the dispersion and the loss l)y absorj)-

tion can be readily given. The distance through Avhich the beam entering

/ 4 P\
at the middle of the prisms has to travel is JVl —^ ) , if JV be the number of

prisms (all being similar), and the amount of the transmitted light is propor-

tional to the logarithm of this distance, that is, proportional to

log [iV-^Csin^a];

or, if the prisms all present the same surface to the beam, so that BD is in

each case the same, then the amount transmitted is proportional to

lo£r rSD-N sinBD'N sin - sec l

Now we have just seen that the dispersion is proportional to iVsin-sec i,

therefore it follows that in spectroscopes of the same dispersion, and from

the same glass the loss of light by absorption is the same. The following

tables give the relations for two prisms of 45° and 60° angle :
—
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1. PRISMS OF 45° ANGLE

11

1.5

Deviation
-i
l.G

1.7

p.5
Dispersion i lA)

1.7

1.5

Loss by Reflection -j 1.0

[1.7

1.Surface
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In case the theoretical resolving power B is unknown, the following prac-

tical considerations will assist in ascertaining the purity of spectrum attain-

able with a given spectroscope. Only those lines will be separated in the

spectrum which lie farther apart than the apparent angular width of the slit.

Let a and /8, a' and /3' be the angles of incidence and refraction at the two

surfaces of a prism of angle A. Then we have

sin a= M sin (3, sin a'= n sin /3', (3 -\- (3' = A.

Let these values apply to the rays which come from one edge of the slit, the

width of which we can call ds. By differentiating we shall obtain the angular

displacement of the rays which come from the other edge of the slit.

Thus,

cos ada= n cos ^d(3, cos a'da'= n cos ji'dji', d/3 + d(3' = 0.

By eliminating djS and dfS' Ave obtain

, ,
cos a cos B'

,— da'= ;

—

-~ ds.
cos a' cos (3

If a becomes a right angle, the case of grazing incidence, then da'= 0, or

the image of the slit is of infinitesimal width; conversely, da' ^= — oc, if the

ray emerges from the prism at a grazing angle. In practice these limiting

cases are of course unattainable, but we shall later become acquainted with a

form of construction in which they are approximately reached. For the most

important position of the prisms, minimum deviation, a = /3' and a'= (3, con-

sequently da' ^= — ds, or the apparent width of the slit is unaltered. If,

further, the dimensions of the collimating and observing telescopes are the

same, which is always the most convenient arrangement, then, for the

minimum of deviation, the apparent and real widths of the slit coincide. This

simple relation makes it easy to calculate the resulting purity of the spectrum.

Let us assume, for example, that the dispersion of a given star spectroscope

amounts to 4° between C and G, that the focal length of the collimator is

300 mm, and that on trial it has been found that the slit must have a width

of 0.05 mm in order to give sufficiently bright Spectra. The slit will there-

fore appear to have an angular width of ^^~— X 206,265 = 34"; the lines of

the spectra, being simply images of the slit, Avill consequently appear under

the same angle. If now we assume that the 4° of dispersion be uniform

between C and G, then under the most favorable circumstances, lines will

appear separated which have a distance from each other of 0.053 tenth-meters

(X) in wave-length,— an amount just sufficient to separate the D lines, how-

ever high the magnifying power employed. This would be very nearly unit

purity.
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For slitless spectroscopes,— objective-prisms and ocular spectroscopes,

—

the apparent width of the equivalent slit is determined by the size of the

star's image at tlie focus of the objective.

The size of the image depends solely on the aperture of the telescope, if we

leave out of consideration the quality of the objective and the steadiness of the

atmosphere. A large aperture has therefore for such spectroscopes not only

the advantage of greater light power, but also of greater separating power.

The brightness of a spectrum, aside from the loss of light by absorption and

reflection, is independent of the refractive power of the prism and the refract-

ing angle ; it is directly proportional to the intrinsic brightness of the different

colors, and to the apparent width of the slit, and inversely proportional to the

apparent length of the })ortion of spectrum under consideration.

In all spectroscopic a})paratus provided with prisms which deflect as Avell

as disperse the rays, it may be observed that the lines appear curved, with the

concave side of the curvature always towards the violet end of the spectrum.

The broader the spectrum the more conspicuous does this curvature become,

and since, as we shall presently see, its amoiint varies for the rays of different

wave-length, the distance between the lines will be altered ; that is, the

dispersion will become different according as one observes the spectrum in

the middle or more toward the edges. This difference is, indeed, very small,

and only appears in delicate measurements
;
yet it is of special importance in

stellar spectroscopical observations that the nature and effect of this curvature

be clearly understood, because it is very often the case that a star cannot be

set exactly upon the middle of the slit, or that it is desired to measure on the

edges instead of the middle.

This curvature of the spectral lines is due to the fact that the only rays

which enter the prism-surface per})endicvdarly are those which come from the

middle of the slit,— those rays from the ends of the slit making with the

normal to the prism-surface a certain angle which depends upon the length

of the slit and the focal length of the collimator. The rays from the slit,

having been rendered parallel by the collimator, unite at the focal plane of

the observing telescope to form an image of the slit, which must appear as

a straight line. If now a prism be inserted in the path of tlie rays, they will

be thereby so deviated as to form a portion of a conical surface with vertex

at the center of the objective of the observing telescope, the image of the

slit being a portion of the base. Ditscheiner * has given the develo})ment

of the equation of this conical surface, and that of the resulting curvature

of the lines. The rigorous form of this equation is rather complicated and

not adapted for computation, and we therefore give it in a simple form which

is obtained on the supposition of relatively small length of slit as compared

* Ueber die Krummung der Spectrallinien. Sitzungsberichte der Math. Klasse der k.

Akad. Wien. Bd. LI, Abtli. II. 1865.
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with the focal length of the oolliiuator, and by neglecting various (quantities

of the second order.

Let /be the focal length of the ol)serving telescope, A the angle of the

])risni whose refractive index is ii, and / and r respectively the angles of

incidence and refraction of the rays emanating from the middle of the slit
;

the equation for the curved spectral lines is then

2f//. cos / cos (A — r)

(^)r — 1) sin A
X,

where the z axis is taken parallel to the refracting edge of the ]irism.

This is the equation of a parabola, and it may be here remarked that it

is also the equation of the limiting curve of total reflection.

A
At the position of minimum deviation, for which /• = —

, the equation is

simplified into

V5
, . , A

//-sm- —

vf

("' — 1) sill ^2

or in a form better adapted to computation.

(m--^— l)sin^

^f\^ n- sin- —

where x will express the departure in mm of the spectral line from a right

line at a distance of z mm from the middle of the spectrum. Since the

])arameter increases with the focal length of the view telescope, it follows

from the equation that the curvature of the lines will be less as this focal

length is greater.

The employment of strongly refracting prisms and of lenses of short focus

for the sake of increased intensity is quite general in stellar spectroscopes
;

hence with such apparatus considerable curvature of the lines occurs.

As the curvature further depends on tlie indices of refraction, and these

in turn on the wave-length, it will accordingly be more pronounced in the

violet than in the red ; the edges of a spectrum are thus more strongly

dispersed than the middle.

It is therefore important in delicate measurements that the star should

be brought exactly upon the middle of the slit, if the dispersion is to be

considered as constant for different photographs. If this, however, is not

the case, and the position of the star on the slit be known, then a correction

for the curvature (or altered dispersion) may be computed according to the
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formula, though it will be generally preferable to determine the correction

empirically. It should be further mentioned that the eyepiece of the observ-

ing telescope exerts a slight influence upon the curvature of the lines (^vide

Ditscheiner, /. c.) • for, if /' be the focal length of the eyepiece, and s the

distance of distinct vision of the observer, then the spectral line at the focus

s f
of the objective will be magnified by the amount of —JT^^ since the distance

f's
of the line from the eyepiece is given by r, , and therefore the observer

^ ".''"
s'— f

sees the line in a curve represented by the equation z'^ = 7^ mx ; hence

the smaller /'' is, the greater will be the parameter ; in other words, the

higher the magnifying power of the eyepiece, just so much less curved will

the spectral lines appear. As an example of the amount of this curvature

we shall take a flint glass prism of 60°, whose refractive index for C is

1.7026, and for G 1.7284. If the focal length of the observing telescope is

40 cm, then the departure from a straight line at the focal plane of the

observing telescope will amount to 0.0664 mm for C, and to 0.0714 mm for G,

at a distance of 5 mm from the middle of the slit ; the dispersion at this

point of the slit is thus 0.0050 mm greater than at its middle point,— a quan-

tity far too great to be neglected in delicate measurements ; it increases,

moreover, proportionally to the number of prisms employed. With direct

vision prisms the ray Avhich suffers no deviation is entirely free from cur-

vature ; a very small amount affects the other rays, but as yet no theoretical

development has been given for it.

3. The Cylindric Lens

All stellar spectroscopes for eye observations require the use of a cylindric

lens for broadening the otherwise linear spectrum. The position where the

lens must be inserted in the path of the rays depends upon the construction

of the spectroscope, and it is therefore very important to know how and

where the lens must be placed in order to give the desired broadening of the

spectrum. This broadening of the spectrum is made necessary by the physio-

logical peculiarity that the eye cannot perceive details in very narrow bands

of light, and therefore cannot see the lines which may be present in the nearly

linear spectrum. Since the spectrum at its narrow point must have a sensible

breadth— that of the diffraction disk from the object-glass, it is always

possible to magnify the spectrum by high powers in the eyepiece, so as to

give it the breadth requisite for perception ; but by this process the length

of the spectrum would be proportionally increased, and thus it would often

become too faint to be observed. Now a cylindric lens can be so employed

that the spectrum shall be magnified in breadth alone, and thus the loss of

light will be jiroportional to the amount of this broadening, except for the
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loss hj reflection and absorption in the lens. The loss of light with a cylindrie

lens will then be only the square root of that with a spherical lens.

The cylindrie lens acts in one direction like a spherical lens, in the

direction at right angles to this like a plate of plane glass.

If a convex cylindrie lens be inserted in the cone of rays from an object-

glass directed at a star, there will be projected two real images,— narrow

lines instead of points,— perpendicular to each other, but lying in separate

parallel planes. One of the lines is parallel to the geometrical axis of the

surface of the cylindrie lens, and lies in a plane nearer the lens than the

other, which lies in the focal plane of the objective. They are known

respectively as the principal and secondary focal lines. The two perpen-

dicular planes passing through the center of the lens and containing these

lines are called correspondingly the primary and secondary planes. The lens

increases the inclination to the primary plane of rays entering it, so that they

meet at a nearer focus than the focal plane of the objective ; but, their

inclination to the secondary plane not being altered in passage, they produce

here, instead of a point, the principal focal line, which is equal in length to

the diameter at this point of the cone of undisturbed rays from the objective.

Since they are unaffected as regards their inclination to the secondary plane,

they converge towards the focus of the objective as before, and form here,

instead of a point (as the lens has rendered them divergent in the secondar}^

plane, after crossing the primary plane), the secondary focal line, the length

of which depends upon the focal length of the lens and its distance from the

objective.

Let us now consider the problem of determining the length of the focal

lines for a positive cylindrie lens, the angle of the cone of rays from the objec-

tive being given. For the axial rays in the secondary plane the usual formula

for spherical lenses is applicable, - + - = ^, where a and a are, respectively,
a a J

the distances of the object and its image from the center of the lens of focal

length/. For oblique rays the case will be analogous to that for a spherical

lens. The length of the focal lines is now determined (1) by the angle

of the cone of rays from the objective
; (2) by the angle of the wedge of

rays, the edge of which is the principal focal line
; (3) by the distance

between the vertices of these two angles. If now A be the first and B the

second of these angles, and ^' and /? be the lengths of the principal and

secondary lines, then we shall have the equation

A ^ B B n A
a tan -7. = o- tan — , or tan — = - tan — .

The distance between the outermost rays at B determine the length of the

principal focal line ji' ; tlie distance between the points of meeting of the
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outermost rays with the focal plane of the telescope similarly gives the length

of the secondary focal line 13. The distance between these focal lines is a+ a,

and we therefore obtain

B A
/3 == 2 (a 4- a) tan - ; ^8'= 2 (a + a) tan - •

The case which occurs in compound spectroscopes is that the cylindric lens is

placed in a convergent cone of rays: the course of the outer rays is shown in

Fig. 4. MNN'\M" is the cylindric lens; the objective lies beyond the figure

FtO- 4

to the left, and its focus is at F. The angle of its cone of rays, which we

have called A is OFO"; 31'F'O' is one half of the angle we have designated as B.

0'F= — a, 0'P'= a,

and the focal length of the lens, /, may be taken as O'D. PP"= /3' is the

principal, and *S'-S" = /? is the secondary focal line.

In view of the smallness of the angles A and B, in practice we may set

B A
tan i> = 2 tan — and tan A = 2 tan — .

Summarizing, we find the formulae for cylindric lenses to be

1,1 1-+- = -., or
a a J

«/ 'f

«-/ a —/ (1)

tan i?= - tan A
a

(i = (a -f- a) tan B and f3'
= (a + a) tan A

(2)

(3)
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It is often conveuient to introduce the always known aperture (r) and focal

length (F) of the objective, which are connected by the simple relation

-= 2 tan ^, and since further - (a -\- a) = —
, we obtain, instead of (3),r 1 at ^ ^

^ F / ' F a-f ^^^

As used in the star spectroscopes, the length of the focal line employed will

determine the breadth of the spectrum; the lens is so placed as either to draw
(uit tlie image of the star so that it may fill any desired part of the slit's length,

or to broaden out tlie linear spectrum already formed into a rectangle of

suitable breadth.

The lirst equation of (4) shows that the length of the secondary focal line

varies as the square of the distance of the lens from the focus of the objective;

if cylindric lenses of different focal lengths be employed, and it is desired to

retain the same breadth of the spectrum, then they must be inserted so that

the square of their distances shall be proportional to their focal length.

Keside the advantage of these simple relations, there is the important con-

sideration in favor of using the secondary focal line that the insertion of the

lens does not disturb the focus of the spectroscope. The principal focal line

has only one very slight advantage,— that being always shorter than the

secondary it is therefore brighter.

In the exact description of the different kinds of spectroscopes which is

to follow, we shall shoAV how the cylindric lens may be best employed in

special cases.

When confined to the secondary focal line it is plain that the above
considerations will equally well apply to the so-called negative cylindric lenses,

— those with concave curvatures, which then have a real focal line in the

focal plane of the objective.

4. The Effect of Atmospheric Disturbances

The alterations which tlie image of a star in a telescope suffers on account
of the unsteadiness of the air are three-fold, and vary differently according

to the aperture of the telescope. We shall first discuss the case for small

apertures. This so-called unsteadiness of the air can only occur when the

path of the rays passes through air strata of different temperature which
tend to mingle with each other. The continuous transition from the warm
air below to the cold upper regions would not necessarily produce unsteadiness

so long as this transition is really continuous and not sudden
; but great

unsteadiness will always result when air strata of widely different tempera-

ture come in contact, as, for instance, when there is a warm wind below and
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a low temperature in the upper strata, or when the warm air rises from the

heated surface of the earth.

The mixing of air strata of different temperature, and hence of different

refractive indices, develops irregular "air clots," just as in the case of

a mixture of two liquids. The surfaces of these clots are in general by no

means spherical, but possess very different radii of curvature, positive or

negative, and alter very rapidly.

Small portions of these surfaces may, however, be always considered as

spherical, and it is therefore necessary to distinguish between telescopes

of large and small aperture in discussing the phenomena of the unsteadiness

of the air.

We consider as a small aperture one for which the corresponding surface

of the clot may be treated as spherical. How far such an aperture may
increase without losing its character as small, cannot, of course, be definitely

stated, because this varies greatly with the cause of the particular unsteadi-

ness. The mean radius of an element of the surface of one of these clots,

lying just in the path of the rays to the telescope, will not generally coincide

with the sight line, but will make an angle with it ; consequently the clot,

which is equivalent to a small lens, will have an axis oblique to the sight

line, and thus cause a deviation of the rays sideways, and the star's image will

appear deflected from the true line of vision. The incessant change in the

position of this " air lens " produces, therefore, the trembling motions of the

image about its middle position. This is one of the consequences of the

unsteadiness of the air, and is most conspicuous when high power eyepieces

are employed. These disturbing effects are different for different kinds of

spectroscopes. The " dancing " of the star in the direction lengthwise with

its spectrum operates in case of the objective-prism and ocular spectroscope

like the broadening of a slit, producing a diminution of the purity with loss

of sharpness of the lines, while the component of the dancing at right

angles to this is rendered nearly harmless by the employment of the cylindric

lens.

In the compound spectroscope this latter component produces a similar

effect, bi;t the former cannot here result in an apparent widening of the lines,

since the actual width of the slit remains constant ; it causes, however, a

constant variation in the brightness of the spectrum, even temporarily extin-

guishing it, when the air is so unsteady that the star dances beyond the

limit of the width of the slit. These sorts of oscillations ojierate more

seriously for telescopes of long focus, since the linear displacement of the

star-image in the focal plane is ^proportionally greater. The " air lens " in

front of the objective further produces a lengthening or shortening of the

focal length of the telescope, according as this " lens " is concave or convex.

An investisration of Exner's has shown that the radii of curvature of these
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clots sometimes are as small as 2000 meters, and that for large telescopes

changes of several millimeters in the focal length may occur.

In astronomical observations this second effect of the unsteadiness of the

air shows itself in a "boiling" of the star's apparent disk. For slitless

spectroscopes there arises accordingly a constantly changing indistinctness

of the spectrum, since the spectral liiies become broadened in the same

measure as the star-image itself. It is easy to see that the difficulties of

measurements on the spectrum are much more increased than in the case

of ordinary micrometric measurements with a telescope. For a spectroscope

provided with a slit, the varying of focal length and the broadening of the

star-image produces only a weakening of the light ; with a wide slit, however,

effects occur precisely the same as if the star-image lay outside of the focal

plane, and these may be mentioned later. On the whole, the influence of

these two just mentioned disturbing causes on observations and measurements

may be considered of the same order of magnitude as for ordinary telescopic

measurements ; the disturbances may sometimes be so great as to make all

spectroscopic observations useless.

l^ow comes the third affect of the unsteadiness of the air, Avhich does no

perceptible harm to ordinary micrometric measurements, but is of the most

dangerous character for spectroscopic observations ; this is the change of the

colors of the star due to scintillation. It consists in a succession of flashings

of the different colors (varying in rapidity with the condition of the air and

the altitude of the star), passing through the various colors in their proper

order, so that the light between two such "waves " of brightness seems wholly

extinguished. This wavy, fluttering motion, although entirely different from

an actual dancing of the star, is in the highest degree annoying to the eye,

and, when the scintillation is pronounced, makes observations of stellar

spectra quite impossible. Spectral observations of stars are thus far more

dependent upon the steadiness of the air than other astronomical observations.

A star spectrum is, indeed, never free from such fluctuations, and even an

experienced observer seldom succeeds in making out all its details at once,—
he must first accustom himself to the peculiar conditions of the case. It may
be here remarked that the photographic method of obtaining star spectra has

in this respect a great advantage over the direct, since the alterations in the

total brightness of the spectra become harmless as well as these wave-like

fluctuations.

Secchi found a certain regularity of this wave motion in spectra of stars

near the horizon ; with the spectrum placed vertically (slit horizontal), for

a setting star the waves run from the violet to the red end, and conversely

for a rising star. If the spectrum is placed horizontally, then the waves cross

along the diagonal. The explanation of this regularity is found in the fact

that the atmosphere itself acts like a dispersing prism, so that each star near
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the horizon appears as a miniature spectrum with the violet on the under

side (in an inverting telescope). This spectrum combines with that produced

by the spectroscope, and is on its own account subjected by the scintillation

to continual changes in the brightness of the colors.

Further particulars on this subject may be found in Exner's essay as well

as in various articles by Montigny, It may be remarked that the length of

this spectrum of a star is expressed by A tan ,~, where A, between the limits

A= 4000 and 7000, has been found to be 1".32 by Seeliger, theoreticall}-, and

1".63 by P. Henry, experimentally. These considerations all apply to large

telescopes as well as to small ; and it must be remembered that the distur-

bances may be simultaneously quite different at different parts of the objec-

tive. One portion of the objective may divert the star-image towards the

right, another towards the left ; for one portion the focal length is thus

increased, for the other decreased. The consequence is that in the case of

a large objective the star-image is subject to considerable deformation, and

that accordingly, as for direct astronomical observations, the effect of unsteady

air on spectral observations is greater, the larger the aperture of the telescope.

It must be here remarked that this explanation of the cavise of the atmos-

pheric unsteadiness is only schematic. There will, of course, never be only

a single air-lens in the path of the rays, but rather a large number simul-

taneously ; their total effect is thus only approximately that of a single

atmospheric lens, the radius of curvature of which is compounded from the

radii of all the single ones.
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CHAPTER II

THE SPECTROSCOPIC APPARATUS EMPLOYED IN

ASTRONOMY

1. The Objective-Prism

The objective-prism was employed by Fraunliofer in

1823 for his observations of stellar spectra, and is thus

the oldest form of star spectroscope. It is also, as we

have already indicated in the introduction, the sim})lest

form of spectroscope, since it precisely corresponds to

an apparatus without collimating lens, and with the

slit so far distant that the rays emanating from it may
be considered as parallel.

The infinitely distant star here serves as slit, or more

properly as a point of the slit ; the parallel rays fall

upon a prism, and after leaving this enter the telescope.

Fig. 5, in the plaiie perpendicular to the refracting

edge of the prism, makes the procedure clear ; for

simplicity we assume that the star's light consists of

but two kinds of rays, say red and violet,— the dotted

lines representing the path of the violet rays. The

prism P is given such a position that the rays of medium
wave length, after deviation, enter the objective parallel

to its axis. The supposition must be made that the

objective is absolutely achromatic. The homocentric

beam of red rays from the star is deviated by a certain

angle, which is less than that between the direction

toward the star and the axis of the telescope. The
objective concentrates the beam to a point at R in

the princiyjal focus of the telescope and at one side of

the optical axis. The case is the same for the violet

rays, except that this angle is greater, and the uniting

point for the rays lies on the other side of the axis.

Every other one of the different rays which make uj) the

composite beam from the star similarly forms an image
of the star, and the spectrum is merely the succession

of these images.

S' s
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If we now pass to the actual case, where the achromatism of the objective

is imperfect, we see that the focal length will vary for the different colored

rays, and that, therefore, the spectrum, instead of falling in the focal plane,

will lie on a very complicated surface of a shape depending on the construc-

tion of the objective, thereby producing the effects described on page 4. The

dispersion of the objective-prism depends upon its refracting angle and its

index of refraction. Since this form of spectroscope can only be used to

advantage with large telescopes,— of long focus,— the dispersion does not

need to be large in order to secure a very considerable length of the spectrum

at the focal plane.

The use of a prism of small angle and high dispersive power is further-

more necessary, because the otherAvise large deviation of the rays which occur

in front of the objective is extremely inconvenient with large telescopes, as

the star under observation Avill lie a certain number of degrees away from the

direction in Avhich the telescope is pointed.

If the light-power of a given telescope is to be completely utilized, then

the objective-prism Avill have to have the full aperture of the objective, and

this is the chief reason why such prisms are not more in use ; for it is well

known that it is more difficult to produce a plane surface of glass, than a

spherical surface of equal size, and a large objective-prism with flawless

surfaces can be obtained only with difficidty, and generally costs more than

a non-achromatic lens of the sama dimensions. With an objective-prism the

spectrum, itself of small dispersion, Avill be greatly magnified by the telescope,

— far more than is the case with any other form of spectroscope. The purity

of spectrum from an objective-prism can, therefore, only be great when the

width of the slit, in this case the focal image of the star, is very small,

although the length of the spectrum may be very considerable. We shall noAv

examine these relations more closely by means of an example. In making

the very simple computation of the length of such a spectrum, let us assume

tliat the prism is of common flint glass of 12° angle with refractive indices (»)

of 1.0297 and 1.6603, respectively, for the C and G rays. The angle of

minimum deviation D,— which may be computed from the well known

formula sin -—~ ^ // sin ^ , where A is the angle of the prism,— becomes

in this case, respectively, 7° 37'.0 and 7° oO'.S, or in the mean, 7° 4S'.2, and

the disj^ersion between C and G is 22 '.3. The focal length of the telescope

being assumed to be 3 m, one minute of arc w^ill correspond to a distance of

0.87 mm at the focus, and consequently the si)ectrum will be 19.3 mm long,

and if it be observed with an eyepiece of only 10 diameters magnifying power,

its apparent length will be 193 mm.

We could now find the purity of the resulting spectrum if we knew the

diameter of the focal image of the star, Avhich is the same as knowino- the
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width of the slit in the compound sjieetrosoope. If we assnme that tlie objec-

tive lias an a})ertnre of 25 (mh, and that it has been faultlessly executed, then

this diameter will be a little less than 1", or about rrrTj^ of the total disper-

sion between C and G as above found, or, expressed in wave lengths, O.OIOT A,

being- a little more than one-tliird of the difference of the I) lines. This com-

putation of the purity of an objective-prism spectrum will never quite coincide

with the actual value, since it is seldom tliat the diameter of tlie star's image

is as small as 1". In addition to the fact that for the brighter stars the inten-

sity of the first diffraction ring may be enough to very appreciably increase

the diameter, comes the effect of the unsteadiness of the air ; this, as we have

seen, tends to broaden the lines in the s})ectrum, so that it is in most obser-

vations rarely that the atmosphere is so steady that this diameter is not

increased. The assumi>tion of a diameter of 1" presupposes a very good

objective-prism,— one that shall not injure the quality of the star-image.

The spectrum will be linear (the effect of imperfect achromatism of objective

being left out of consideration), and it must, therefore, be Avidened by the use

of a cylindric lens in either of two ways. The cylindric lens might l)e inserted

between the objective and its focus, so that the primary axis of the lens

should be i)arallel to the length of the spectrum and perpendicular to the edge

of the prism. In this case an image of the spectrum would be obtained

whose breadth depended on the distance of the lens from the focus of the

objective, while the focal length of this latter Avould remain undisturbed, and
the ordinary eye})iece could be used at its regular setting, when the telescope

was used for simple optical observations. Unfortunately this otherwise very

convenient and practical arrangement has to be given up for a reason which

does not have significance in the case of the compound spectroscope, where

this method is generally employed. The accidental errors and defects in the

surfaces of the cylindric lens, as well as the aberration which always occurs

(just as in spherical lenses) for the rays whi(dr do not exactly i)ass through

the middle of the lens, exert their effect on the focal image of the star, and
then these defects are all magnified by the eyepiece, so that the spectrum

becomes thereby unnecessarily injured. This may be wholly avoided if the

cylindric lens be applied after the image has been magnified
; that is, if the

lens be inserted between the eyepiece and the eye. The secondary focal line

must also be here employed for broadening the spectrum, the primary axis

of the lens being turned parallel to the length of the spectrum, and the lens

itself being set closely upon the eyepiece.

The important question now arises, which applies to all star spectroscopes,

— how much shall the spectrum be broadened by the cylindric lens ? The
ansAver is given by the simple fact that the brightness of the spectrum is

inversely proportional to its breadth, and consequently, since there is always
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a lack and never an excess of light in star spectra, the broadening shonld be

as slight as possible, a rule which many observers violate.

The least angular breadth of the spectrum which permits the lines to be

distinctly seen, depends not only upon the character of the spectrum under

observation, but also upon the observer, since frequently one observer sees

lines at a breadth where another can recognize nothing. Practice and experi-

ence play, of course, an important role here, and one should always strive to

employ the narrowest spectra possible. From what we have now said it is

plain that several cylindric lenses of different focal length must be provided

for every spectroscope, in order to be able to adapt one's self to the brightness

and delicacy of the object to be observed.

It is of importance in the case of the objective-yn-ism (as of prisms in

general), that the rays shall pass at the angle of minimum deviation, and

when the dispersion is large, it is, indeed, desirable to be able to adjust the

prism to the minimum for the individual rays ; hence the attachment of the

prism in front of the object glass must be such as to allow a rotation of

the prism about its refracting edge.

For small refracting angles the deviation is a little more than one-half

the prism's angle, in the above example being 7° 48' for the prism of 12°
; the

telescope must accordingly be directed to a point 7° 48' from the star. To

diminish the inconvenience this causes it is plainly necessary to set the prism,

with its edge either exactly parallel or perpendicular to the diurnal motion,

in order to bring this deviation wholly into the direction of right ascension

or declination (the telescope being assumed to be equatorially mounted).

Experience here quickly showed that the latter adjustmeiit was the more

advantageous, and, therefore, if the instrument is provided with a circle in

declination, the instrument is set for a declination corrected for this deviation.

For the bright stars a finder set at this angle of deviation from its normal

position is sufficient. The difficulties of the method increase Avith the amount

of deviation of the prism, since the telescope will come into unusual positions,

and the construction of the dome may have to l^e altered ; these practical

reasons set a limit to the amount of deviation Avhieh may be employed.

These inconveniences siiggest the use of objective-prisms with direct vision,

and such experiments have been made. The defects of this plan are, however,

readily seen, for in order to secure a dispersion corresponding to that of a

simple prism, it will be necessary to have the refracting angle considerably

larger, and, therefore, for telescopes of large aperture, blocks of glass Avould

have to be used, the cost of manufacture and figuring of Avhich would many
times exceed that for a simple prism ; moreover, their additional weight

would make it impossible to attach them to many instruments, or only at the

risk of a serious flexure. Direct vision objective-prisms miist therefore be

left out of consideration. To the disadvantages of the objective-prism, must
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now be added the fact that the spectra are much more dependent upon the

condition of the atmosphere than with other spectroscopes. The objective-

prism possesses, on the other hand, certain advantages over all others, namely,

great light-power and capacity for exact measurements. The latter advan-

tage, strangely enough, has never been utilized. It is easy to show that an

objective-prism of the full aperture of the telescope gives a greater light-power

than any other spectroscopic apparatus of similar dispersion could do if used

Avith the same telescope. On account of the small angle of these prisms the

inclination of the incident and emerging rays at the prism surfaces is only

slight, and accordingly the loss of light by reflectic^n is less than for common
or for direct vision prisms. The loss by absorption is also somewhat less than

for the latter, and much less than for compound spectroscopes. Until rather

recently no objective-prisms had been manufactured which had greater aper-

tures tlian six inches, and these were generally placed upon refractors of

10 to 1'2 inches. In this way the advantage of the superior light-power of

the ol)jective-prisms was wholly lost, for it is evidently much better to use

an ocular spectroscope with the full aperture of the telescope than an objective-

j^rism one-half as large. Such a use of the objective-prism cannot be at all

recommended, and it has therefore seemed unnecessary, in speaking of the

inconveniences caused by the deviation, to allude to Secchi's contrivance of

an achromatic prism of equal deviation placed beside the objective-prism,

thus furnishing a correct image alongside of the spectrum. But aside from

the loss of light incurred by employing a prism of too small aperture, the

quality of the images suffers very consideral)ly
; for since the middle third

furnishes only a small fraction of the total light from the objective, the

imavoidable errors of its figuring are frequently "lumped" on that portion.

When such a glass must be for any reason reduced in apertiire, it ought to

be done by means of stopping out the light from the central, instead of from
the outer portions, if the best images are desired ; but in the case of too

small an objective-prism the outer i)ortions are stopped out, and only the

inferior portions of the object-glass are utilized.

The possibility of making exact measurements of objective-prism spectra

has never Ijeen practically iitilized, aside from a somewhat rough method
employed by Secchi. He set the refracting edge at right angles to the equator,

so that the spectrum was parallel to the latter. The driving clock being

stopped, the spectrum is carried through the field by the diurnal motion, and

the transits of the different lines across a fixed thread could be observed. The
plan at once suggests itself of measuring the star spectra with a filar micro-

meter, just as if they Avere star distances, yet this seems never to liaA^e been

tried. It would be possible, indeed, to measure only small portions at a

time, since, on account of the imperfect achromatism of the object-glass, the

different portions of the spectrum could not lie simultaneously in the plane
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of the micrometer thread ; differential measurements would have to be made

from principal lines, bnt a high degree of accuracy might be expected from

the method.

Pickering has recently made an excellent application of the objective-

prism in the Draper Catalogue, which is a spectroscopic Durchmusterung by

the aid of photography of over ten thousand stars brighter than the 7th magni-

tude, and north of — 25° declination. A small dispersion Avas here used, inas-

much as it was desired only to identify the class to which the spectra belonged,

and therefore a great light-pOAver was gained. The large field of view also

gave the great advantage of permitting hundreds of stars to be photographed at

one exposure on a single plate, and their })Osition relative to each other made

a subsequent identification easy, since all the stars of that particular region

would be found on the plate. No other form of spectroscope allows more

than a single spectrum to be observed or photographed at one time ; so that

the great saving in time by this method is evident. The completion in a

period of three years of the photographs necessary for the Draper Catalogue,

which Pickering accomplished, would be absolutely impossible by any other

method.

The stars Avhicli fall near the edge of the field of view give rather poorer

spectra on account of the displacement there of the focal plane from the plane

of the plate, and also for the reason that these spectra cannot be formed at

the precise minimum of deviation ; but for the purpose in hand this is not

especially harmful. The linear spectra cannot in this metliod be broadened

by the use of a cylindric lens ; but this end is most readily accomplished by

setting the prism's refracting edge parallel to the equator, and allowing the

driving clock to run a little too fast.

One of the chief disadvantages of the objective-prism is that it does not

permit of securing comparison spectra, and therefore only relative measure-

ments can be made on the spectra or photographs.

The adjustment of an objective-prism spectroscope may be made as follows :

Although theoretically the focal length of the objective is not altered by

placing the prism before it, yet this is in practice often the case, if the prism

surfaces are not precisely plane. The eyepiece is first focused sharply on

that portion of the spectrum which it is desired to observe,— which will be

the case when that portion appears narrowed into a fine line,— and then the

cylindric lens is inserted between the eye])iece and eye, with its principal axis

parallel to the length of the spectrum ; unless the lens is poorly figured, or

has a curvature in the direction of its principal axis, no other adjustment of

the eyepiece will be necessary, and the spectrum will appear broadened and

sharp.

Of the few objective-prisms which have been used up to the present time,

we may mention the following : Fraunhofer made his first investigations on
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star spectra with a prism of very large angle (60°) attached to a theodolite of

about 3 cm aperture. Later he used a telescope of 10 cm aperture, and a

prism of corresponding size with an angle of 37° 40'. The famous Merz

objective-prism, with which Secchi did a large part of Ins work on stellar

spectra, had an aperture of 16 cm and an angle of 1U°. It was planned for

use with a Cauchoix telescope of equal aperture, and gave excellent spectra,

according to Secchi. He also used it frequently in combination with the

large refractor of the Collegio Eomano, here employing the arrangement

ilescribed and illustrated in all text books on spectrum analysis. With this

combination he could separate the D lines, but he complains of the faintness

of the spectra.

By far the most extensive use of the objective-prism has been made b}'

Pickering at Harvard College. He has employed telescopes of several different

apertures. The Draper Catalogue was made with the Bache telescope, which

is of 20 cm (8 in.) aperture and 114 cm (45 in.) focus, and has a photographic

doublet as its objective. The prism was of the same aperture, with an angle

of 13°.

With an eleven-inch telescope corrected for the photographic rays, and

a train of up to four prisms of equal aperture, spectra six inches long have

been photographed which showed the D line clearly double on plates stained

with erythrosin. The prisms are mounted in a brass box which is so attached

to the end of the telescope and counterpoised, that it may be removed in a

few seconds from in front of the objective and swung to one side, Avithout

disturbing the balance of the equatorial, which is then free for other photo-

graphic work. The weight of this battery of prisms would be dangerously

great for most telescopes.

The Bruce photographic telescope of 64 cm (24 in.) aperture is now
under construction, and the prism to match has already been finished. Experi-

ments are still in progress at Cambridge by which it is hoped that a suitable

means of producing comparison spectra may be discovered.

2. Ocular Spectroscopes

Ocular spectroscopes are certainly the most convenient in their use of any

forms of the instrument yet devised.

They possess great light-power (in this respect occupying the middle

ground between objective-prisms and compound spectroscopes), and, moreover,

with small dispersions furnish very sharp spectra, but they are, in general,

not adai'jted to delicate measurements. For this reason, therefore, they are

seldom given large dispersion, and are used chiefly to recognize the general

character of spectra. Direct-vision j^rism-systems are employed exclusively

for them for the following reasons :
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A deviation in the course of the rays woukl be very inconvenient, for with

the multiplication of slow motions and clamp screws at the eye end of a large

modern refractor, there is very little opportunity left for getting the eye into

the necessary position, as the small spectroscope projects so little beyond the

ordinary eyepiece. In our general considerations on prisms we have already

shown that a homocentric pencil of rays is, after passage throiigh an ordinary

prism, generally no longer homocentric ; that is, a lens inserted

in the path of the pencil gives for an image no longer a point

but a surface. It is only in the case when the homocentric rays

are at the same time parallel that they remain homocentric after

passage. If the pencil is only slightly divergent or convergent,

and is also at the minimum of deviation, then it may be for all

l)ractical purposes considered as homocentric. The condition that

the rays of the pencil falling Tt})on the prism shall be at least

nearly parallel is by no means fulfilled in the case of the ocular

spectroscopes ; frequently the rays are very strongly convergent

or divergent, and the pencil cannot be considered as indefinitely

thin in comparison with the prism. Xow a prism combination

with direct-vision has the great advantage that it behaves like a

parallel-sided glass plate for the undeviated rays, and for the

neighboring rays with slight deviation the difference is very

slight, so that the errors resulting from imperfect parallelism

of the rays are of about the same order of magnitude as those

Avhich result from disregarding the thickness in the treatment

of simple lenses. A relatively strongly convergent or divergent

pencil may be practically considered as still homocentric after

passage through a system of direct-vision prisms. Such a system,

therefore, always gives good images of the slit, i.e. sharply defined

lines in the spectrum. These advantages, together with the con-

venience of the arrangement, are the reasons for exclusive use of

direct-vision prisms in ocular spectroscopes.

We shall now discuss the guiding principles in the construction

of the different varieties of ocular spectroscopes.

Fig. 6 gives a schematic representation of an ocular spectro-

scope, devised by Secchi, and called by him a simple star spectro-

scope. The direct-vision system of prisms P is inserted in the cone of rays

from the objective, between it and its focus F, and near the latter. After

the passage through the prisms the rays enter a cylindric lens Ct/ so placed

that the spectrum is broadened at the secondary focal line ; an ordinary

eyepiece is used for observing. The focal length of the objective is altered

by the insertion of the prisms, becoming greater, since their effect is similar

to that of a very thick plate of glass. The cylindric lens is inserted in the

oOo

Fig. C
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emerging, convergent pencil. In order not to alter further the focal length

of the objective, the secondary focal line is used, and there is formed, there-

fore, at the new focus, a spectrum broadened by the length of the secondary

focal line.

Lamont had already constructed this form of spectroscope, but without

obtaining good images, because he used an ordinary, instead of a direct-vision

prism, an arrangement which, as we have already seen, is disadvantageous if

the rays are convergent. Secchi speaks highly of the spectra obtained with

his instrument, but we shall presently see that it has some disadvantages.

In consequence of their passage through both the prisms and the cylindric

lens, the rays from the objective do not unite in as perfect a focal image as

otherwise, since both of these optical parts are affected by the imperfections

of the figuring as well as of the glass substance itself. All these imperfec-

tions are now magnified by the use of the eyepiece. Secchi observed this

and therefore proposed the use of a cylindric, instead of a spherical eyepiece,

in order that the spectrum might not be magnified in the direction of its

length ; in this way, however, is plainly sacrificed a part of the advantage

to be gained by the use of the eye-lens.

A much better design is that used by Browning for a small hand

spectroscope, and first applied to star spectra by L. Camphausen
; it was

subsequently improved by H. C Vogel, and adapted for measurements

of medium accuracy. In this form of construction a spherical lens of

short focus is inserted beyond the focus of the objective at a distance

less than its own focal length ; it thus produces at the distance of distinct

vision a virtual image, which is drawn out into a spectrum by the direct-

vision prisms and broadened by a cylindric lens. An eyepiece is thus

dispensed with. By this arrangement the rays fall divergent upon the

cylindric lens, and as a consequence of the introduction of the prisms there

result certain special alterations in the course of the rays ; they do not, how-

ever, diminish the ease of procuring a sharp focus with this spectroscope.

The eye is at the distance of distinct vision when the linear spectrum appears

as narrow and sharp as possible. If the cylindric lens be now inserted with

its principal axis parallel to the length of the spectrum, the focus for objects

perpendicular thereto — as spectral lines — will not be altered, since the

lens behaves in respect to the length of the spectrum exactly like a glass

plate, and from the distance of distinct vision the lines Avill a})pear as sharp

as before, Vmt lengthened by the lens. It at once follows that without altera-

tion of this distance, cylindric lenses of any desired focal length may be

introduced in order to secure different widths of the spectrum. If the prin-

cipal line were used, it would be necessary to find the distance of distinct

vision for each cylindric lens specially. With this kind of spectroscope

the rule is therefore : when the secondary focal line is used, the position of
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the focus is determined by the focal length of the spherical lens back of the

prism ; when the principal focal line is used, by the focal length of the

cylindric lens.

Following Camphausen, we shall now consider the course of the rays in

this spectroscope somewhat more fully.

We have found for the length of the secondary focal line (which is the

same thing as the breadth of the spectrum),

^ := Oi + a) tan B, where tan 7? ^ — tan A

.

a

Let us now distinguish the angle A made by the limiting rays of the cone

from the objective as Aq , and call A hereafter the angle which is made by

the outside rays of the divergent cone from the spherical lens falling upon

the cylindric lens. If Ave further call the distance of the vertex A^ from the

spherical lens (Iq, and the focal length of the latter fo, then

"ofo

i'o —fo
and — tan A,^= tan A

.

The distance a from the vertex A to the cylindric lens is made up of the

distance ao, and the length of the prism-system from the S})herical to the

cylindric lens, plus the altered distance due to the effect of the latter upon

the course of the rays. Let us now determine this effect more precisely. We
assume a direct-vision system of tliree prisms, of which the first and third,

Fig. 7

of crown glass, have an index v, that of tlie Hint prism being n'. Let their

refracting angles be a, a^, and ag, the angle of first incidence be /, and the

angle of last emergence be t'. Call the angles within the prisms v, a — r
;

?.,, «2 — r., ; and rg, c/g — v^

.

We have then n sin r = sin i ; sin r., = — sin (a — ;)
;

sm ;•, = («2 — ''2) and " sin (a 3 — r^) = sin /'

.

IS'ow d)' =^ — d (a — r), and our problem is to eliminate dr and n from the

differential equations.
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Since dr
cos I

n cos r
di

n cos (a — /•)

dv
cos (ft — r) cos i

7i' cos r cos r«
di

,

it folloAvs that
dl

cos a (— r) cos (a .2
— '"2) cos ((i^ — v.^ cos i

cos r cos ^2 cos r^ cos /'

The symmetrical and parallel passage through the middle prism makes

cos r = cos {(i^ — y's), cos r^ = cos (a—;•), and cos r.. = cos (oo—r.2)

.

Since the combination is a direct-vision one, i and /' must be equal, and hence

di'

di
= — 1, or dl'^ — di.

The second diiiferential coefficient has tlie same value and sign for A/ and

— A/, and it accordingly disappears from the difference. The difference of

the two angles of emergence /' and /'i may be found from the equations

., . ,
dl' .

,

Id'!' .,

dl 2 dr

_ ., . <n'^..idH' ^^

and .,=.-- A. + -^A^^

and is i'—i'^=2%M
di

— 2A*.

It follows from this that the angle at the point of emergence of one of the

limiting rays of a " fan of rays " perpendicular to the prism's edge is not

altered by refraction in its passage through a direct-vision train of prisms,

provided that the third differential coefficient is neglected. This corresponds

to that property of direct-vision prisms to which we have before alluded, that

they behave in some respects like glass plates.

There does occur, however, a shifting of the vertex of the fan of rays,

the amount of which must be considered,— an approximate idea of it being

gained as follows. We assume that the vertex of the fan lies at A on the

first surface of the system (Fig. 8). AA' and AA" are the rays considered as

Fig. 8

passing through without deviation. The patli of the actual rays is indicated

by the dotted lines emerging at B' and B" parallel to AA' and AA".

Then, since the point A has been apparently transferred into the interior

of the prism, say to the point B, the line B'B" must be shorter than
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A'A". In the triangle AA'A" the angle opposite to the side A'A" is 2A/, or

i-\-^i— (I — A/). This difference is greater than the angle resulting from

- ,. • sin(/ + '^0 sin (/ — A/) .
,

the retraction m the nrst prism , and hence a
n u

shorter side is opposite to the angle at the vertex for eqnal lengths of path

than for the nndeviated ray.

11

In the flint glass prism this difference becomes still greater, since — is less

than unity. The original amount is reached in the last prism, so that the

distance B'B" between the points of emergence must be smaller than that of

the undeviated rays at A' and A", as the length of path of the latter is only

slightly the less.

We must now find the distance AB from the given dimensions of the

.prisms and the angle 2Ai.

Letting L be the length of the 2:)rism-systein, reckoned from the point of

entrance of the rays, we shall now compute the sides of the triangles Avhich

are cut out in the prisms by the patli of the ray. The triangle in the flint

prism is isosceles, and we may let the length of side be c ; let the remaining

sides be called in order rj, k, A. and fi. We 'shall then have for the first ray

T} cos y K cos /., A cos i^
>• r ^ K , C

;

^—- = X , ;
r = u.

,

COS (a — /•) cos (uo — >'o) cos (r<3 — r^)

and for a second ray we have

n' cos r' k' cos >'<, A,' cos r'^
<^ ?:

^= *< 5 '
;: rr ^ a , : tt-^^m.

cos (a — )') cos («2 — '2) cos (03 — r'sj

If we further let m' — iti be the distance from A' to A", which is equal to

/ sin A/ sin Al

[sin AA'A" '^ sin AA
we shall tlien have

"A')
'

for the distance from the point B to the last surface of the prism. L — I is

now the amount of the approach of the apparent vertex of the rays toward

the eye.

It may be readily seen that the distance of the vertex of the rays entering

the prism does not affect the displacement, since the parallelism of the rays

always remains, and if the angle of the pencil be altered it affects the unre-

fracted and refracted rays alike, and L — I remains the same. We may thus

say that, for a given system of prisms, the displacement of the apparent

vertex of the cone of rays remains a constant. We have deduced these con-
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elusions for the case of a divergent pencil, but it may be at once seen from

the figure that the deductions obtain equally well when the left-hand side

of the figure is exchanged with the right-hand,—• or when the pencil is con-

vergent. In this case L will refer to the refracted, and I to the unrefracted

rays, and the quantity L — / changes its sign.

In order now to follow farther the course of the rays in the case of the

ocular spectroscope, we have but to place a = A — (L — I) -\- ao, ao being given

the opposite sign on account of the divergence of the rays. This value of a
may then be at once substituted in the formula for the width of the spectrum.

For a practical application of these formulae we shall reproduce the

example chosen by Camphausen, which refers to the ocular spectroscope

constructed by Heustreu, after designs by H. C. Vogel.

We retain this example since there have been many spectroscopes made
after this pattern.

The refracting angles are for the two crown-glass prisms, a and a^, = 95°,

and for the flint prism a.^, = 110°. The length of the sides of the flint jDrism

is 16 mm. The refractive index for the rays of medium wave-length in crown
glass maybe taken as w = 1.5260, log « = 0.183555; for the flint glass the

index is not known, but may be computed, since we know that for an axial

ray I= 40° and r = 55°, which follows from the given angles a, a<^ and a^.

"We have, further,

sin / . ^ sin ;•., n= sm r and —. =—-= —,

.

n sm (« — r) iv

n'
Hence log - = 0.059863 and log n' = 0.243418

.

Let now A^ = l°, therefore i -f A/=: 41°, /
— a;= 39°, and 2At= 2°.

We shall then have

/ =
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If we assume 7; = 4 mm, we find

K= 5.6695 mm k'= 5.0052 mm
X= 10.24S7 A'= 11.0655

fi= 3.7275 /x'= 4.2836

fji'
— fj.= 0.5561

.

We obtain for the length of the system of j^risms

i = 2 X 16 cos 35° + 2X4 cos 50° = 31.3552° mm.

^ , , ^ / sin 1°
,

sin 1° \ ^ .^^.^
Further w ' ~ m = L ( . . ,^^, + . .,^, ) = 1.4292

,

Vsin 129 sin 49 /

whence /= L (
'^~^

) = 12.2003, and L — J =19.1549 mm.

Let us now suppose

the focal length of spherical lens of spectroscope =/;, = 30 mm,

the focal length of cylindric lens ^f == 150 mm,

and their distance apart = A = (So mm.

If we further suppose that for the principal focal line the distance of the

spherical lens from the focus = (^o= 20 mm, and the angle of aperture of the

objective = Jo = 4° 14', we shall have

(if
« = + 105.85 and a =^—'—,= — 360.46 mm,

" —/

whence /8' = (V^ + a) ( - I tan A^^ = 6.3 mm

.

If the compiitation had been performed without regarding the value of

L — /, we should have reached the quite different result ji' = 15.4 mm.

We have already remarked that the more delicate measurements cannot

be made with an ocular spectroscope, but quite approximate results may be

obtained. The observer must take care to set the refracting edge of the prism

jDarallel to the equator, in order that the measurements may be made in the

direction of the declination, since otherwise all the irregularities of the

driving clock will affect the measures.

We shall have a better opportunity for studying the more precise construc-

tion of the star spectroscope adapted to measurements when we discuss the

compound spectroscope.

Another arrangement for a star spectroscope, differing only in one respect

from this, is that in which the cylindric lens is placed back of the prisms, so

that the sequence of parts is : focus of objective, spherical lens, cylindric

lens, system of prisms, eye.
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It may now be of advantage to sum up in a few words the results of this

extended discussion : The spherical lens is so placed that it gives at the

distance of distinct vision a virtual image of the focal image. By the employ-

ment of the secondary focal line of the cylindric lens which comes next in

order, we do not disturb the adjustment of the spherical lens, the image of

the star now ai)pearing as a line bright line instead of a point. Then the

prisms, set with their edge parallel to this apparent slit, i.e., parallel to the

principal plane of tlie cylindric lens, draw this line out into a spectrum.

The prism-system, of course, produces similar shifting of the apparent

vertex of the rays as in the previous construction. It is difficult to decide

which of these two arrangements is the better, as they appear to give equally

good images.

Both of these forms of ocular spectroscope permit of a simplification which

makes their use very convenient, and indeed gives it the prominence which

it holds among star spectroscopes. Instead of inserting a splierical lens

beyond the focus, the eyepiece of the telescope may itself be used, and the

combination of prisms and cylindric lens, placed in a small cell, may be set

over the eyepiece so as to be readily detachable. The dimensions may be

very small, since the breadth of the emerging pencil should never be greater

than the aperture of the pupil of the eye for faint sources of light, or at most

about 8 mm. With such small prism-systems very slight alteration of the

focusing is necessary, and it will be hardly appreciable if the pencil emerging

from the eyepiece diverges slightly, which is always the case with good

eyepieces.

This fact, combined with the ease of removing or applying the cell, gives

the great advantage of being able to bring faint objects at once into the

middle of the field of view, and then by putting the cell into position to

investigate their spectrum, whereby the difficulties in identifying the stars

are avoided. Such an arrangement adapts itself admirably to spectroscopic

surveys, and was solely made use of in the Potsdam spectroscopic Durchmus-

terung. If one is provided with several cells containing systems of varying

dispersion, it is a very easy matter to select just the best dispersion for each

special case. This form of ocular spectroscope was designed by Zollner.

3. Spectrometers

The spectrometer is, as its name indicates, the form of spectroscope adapted

for measurements. When horizontally mounted in its original form, it is not

suitable for measurements of spectra of celestial objects, and the spectro-

meters which have been specially constructed for this latter purpose are

known as compound star-spectroscopes, and will be discussed in the next

chapter.
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The spectrometer can be used only for the sun, and here finds its chief

utility, except as it is of service in physical and chemical laboratories.

It is equally well adapted to the use of gratings and of all varieties of

prisms, except that for solar observations the use of liquid prisms is precluded,

since even the small amount of heat which the slit allows to fall on the

prisms is sufficient to produce strata of unequal density in the liquid and

spoil the definition.

The arrangement of the spectrometer is as follows :

A narrow slit serves as the source of light and is placed in the focal plane

of a collimating lens, so that the rays emerging from the lens are parallel.

They fall next upon either the prism or grating, and are thereby dispersed

as well as deviated. The prism or grating is set upon a small table which

may be rotated about a perpendicular axis. About the same axis rotates an

arm which carries an observing or view telescope of the same dimensions as

the collimator, and the amount of rotation may be measured on a large divided

circle.

It is essential that during a series of measurements the collimator main-

tains an invariable i)Osition in reference to the center of rotation of the

spectrometer, and further that the rotation of the table be wholly independent

from that of the observing telescope, and that it may be effected by a fine

motion screw in the hand of the observer while his eye is at the eyepiece.

For every better class spectrometer it is possible to turn the slit around

through 90°
; otherwise the same rules api)ly for the construction and use of a

spectrometer as for all other astronomical measuring instruments,— especially

for an azimuth instrument.

We shall first consider the method of measurements Avith the use of a

prism. In order to bring the slit precisely into the focal })lane of the colli-

mator, the observing telescope must first be focused for parallel rays either

by directing it toward some very distant terrestrial object or preferably

toward a star if possible. The observer next brings the telescope opposite

to the collimator and then pushes the tube carrying the slit in or out until

the slit appears sharp and distinct to the eye at the observing telescope
;

when this is the case the slit must lie at the focus of the collimating lens,

and the rays on leaving this latter lens must be parallel.

In all modern spectrometers the collimator tube is set by the maker per-

pendicular to the rotation-axis of the instrument, but if that should not be the

case, it may be accomplished with the aid of a glass mirror and a Gauss

eyepiece, which may be substituted for the slit. Then the slit is turned to

a horizontal position, and the observing telescope is pointed toAvard the colli-

mator and adjusted by the proper screws until the horizontal thread of the

cross-hairs coincides with the slit. In order now to bring the collimator into

the direction of the rays from the sun the procedure is this : Either the
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slit is opened rather wide or the slit-})hite Avholly removed, and then the rays

from the heliostat produce a diffuse image of the aperture on the collimator

lens. By inclining and turning the wliole spectrometer this image is made
to lie upon the central })arts of the lens and thus the adjustment is complete.

This can be somewhat more accurately done by replacing the slit by a small

circular diaphragm, the image of Avhich is then centered on the collimator

lens. The next adjustment is to so set the. prism that both its reflecting

surfaces are normal to the axis of the telescope, and for this purpose the

table is i3rovided with screws, so that its plane may be inclined as may be

necessary. The slit being horizontal, its image as reflected from the prism
surfaces is observed, and by repeated adjusting of the screws the table is

Anally brought into such a position that the images coincide with the hori-

zontal thread of the observing telescope, in whatever position the prism may
be. This done, the slit is turned into a vertical position, and the instrument

is ready for use.

^Measurements with the spectrometer consist in determining the angle of

minimum deviation for the different spectral lines. The point of the minimum
deviation is found by rotating back and forth the table carrying the prism
and setting the cross-hairs on the turning point for the particular line. For
rough measures it is sufficient to determine the zero-point of the circle by
setting the cross-hairs on the image of the slit after the i:)rism has been
removed. The difference of the circle readings then gives the amount of the

deviation. For any measures pretending to accuracy this by no means
suffices : the deviation must be measured on both sides of the zero-point so

that a determination of this point becomes unnecessary, as the difference of

the circle readings Avill l^e double the angle of deviation. If the divisions

of the circle are so arranged that the reading is about 0° when the axes of

collimating and observing telescopes coincide, and if the readings on the two
sides be d and d' (assuming the circle reading to increase from d towards d')

then the deviation sought for w^ll be

It is well known that the less refrangible portion of all spectra produced by
glass prisms is much more compressed than the more refrangible portion.

Therefore in the red end of the spectrum a given small difference of deviation

corresponds to a very much greater difference of wave-length than at the

violet end. Accordingly, if one has measured the angle of minimum deviation

of a number of the Fraunhofer lines with a certain prism, he ol)tains the

position of the lines on a scale true only for that particular prism, so that

only comparisons of measurements with the same prism are ])ossible, but no
direct comparisons with the wave-lengths. In order to transform the angles
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of deviation into wave-lengths, some of the different dispersion formulae,

which express the relation between refractive index and deviation, might be

used ; they are, however, of slight practical value, for they are in reality

nothing but interpolation formulae whose accuracy depends on the number

of constants they contain. For precise measurements which extended

throughout the whole length of the spectrum it would be necessary to carry

along so many constants as to make the reduction to wave-lengths very

tedious. It is, therefore, preferable to perform this reduction graphically,

or to employ interpolation formulae for only very small portions of the

spectrum at a time. By both graphical and interpolation methods, however,

the wave-lengths of a number of normal lines must be taken as known values,

and on the exactness of these values depend the resulting intermediate

determinations. The interval at which the normal lines may be taken

depends on the degree of precision of the measurements, and no exact state-

ment of the limit can be well given ; according to the author's experience the

interval between successive normal lines should not exceed 2 fifx (millionths

of a millimeter), if it be desired that the second decimal of a /a/a shall be

certain for the interpolated lines.

This problem of reducing measurements with prisms to wave-lengths does

not apply solely to angular measurements, but to all kinds, whether expressed

in angles or in revolutions of a micrometer screw. An example may be of

service to those who have had little experience in such reductions. Mliller

and Kempf * had made a new determination of the wave-lengths of 300 lines

in the visible portion of the solar spectrum, from 389 to 540 /a/a according to

a method which furnished absolute values, as we shall soon see. It was now

the problem to refer to these normal lines the remaining lines of the spectrum

which Vogel had already measured, and this was accomplished by computing

an interpolation formula from a series of normal lines for small distances

averaging about 7 /a/a.

For instance, in the interval from 533 to 537 /a/a the following normal

lines were measured.

Micrometer Reading
r

42.531

42.769

43.194

43.429

43.812

44.278

44.495

44.689

* Neuberechnung der 2614 in Piibl. 3 des Astropli. Obs. bestimmten Wellenliingen.

Publ. d. Astroph. Obs. zu Potsdam. Bd. V, Anh. II.

Wave-length

532.851 /A/A
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If d be the distance in micrometer revolutions of any line from the line

taken as a starting pt)int, then the following formula for the interpolation of

any desired line within the above interval may be found by the method of

least squares :

AVave-length = 532.851 /x/x + 1.93615 d + 0.015817 d- + 0.007389 d^.

If the normal lines themselves be reduced from micrometer readings to

wave-lengths by this formula then the residuals given above show the measure

of precision of the reduction.

In all line measurements with the use of prisms, and especially in the case

of spectrometers, the effect of changes of temperature in the prisms cannot be

left out of account.

This effect manifests itself solely in alterations of the density of the

material of the prisms, since for homogeneous kinds of glass, at least, no

alteration of the refracting angle occurs. The most extensive investigations

on this point are by G. Miiller.* According to him it can be assumed that

in glass an increase of the refractive index occurs with increasing tempera-

ture, and that this increase is in general the more considerable according as

the particular substance has a high refractive power. It is therefore least

for crown glass and, indeed, it appears as if for this glass a transition from an

increase to a decrease occurred for the less refrangible rays. For all kinds

of glass the dispersion increases with rising temperature, and this alteration

of the dispersive power may be taken as approximately jn-oportional to the

amount of the dispersion itself.

The dependence of the single temperature coefficients upon the Avave-

lengths may be expressed by the formula :

Coefficient = <i -^h —^.
A.-

For calespar an increase of the index of the ordinary ray Avith rising

temperature was found, but the increase of the dispersion was hardly percep-

tible. For quartz a diminution of the refractive index accompanied an
increase in temperature, while a change in the dispersion could not be with

certainty observed. Pulfrich has, however, found a slight increase in disper-

sion, as in the case of calespar and glass.

The following table may serve to give an idea of the magnitude of the

temperature effect. For a prism of heavy flint of 60° angle the appended
indices of refraction relative to the surrounding air and their temperature

coefficients (change per degree of temperature above 0°C') were found, with
the corresponding angles of minimum deviation.

* Ueber den Einfluss der Temperatur auf die Brechung des Lichtes in einigen Glassorten,

im Kalkspath und Bergkrystall. Publ. der Astroph. (Jbs. zu Potsdam. Bd. IV. 1. Theil,
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Line n Minimum Deviation

B 1.643776 + 0.00000474^ 50° 24' 35:7 + l.llt

C 1.645745 + 0.00000486^ 50 36 26.4 + 1.76^

D 1.651193 + 0.00000495^ 51 9 22.3 + 1.80;^

bi 1.659632 + 0.00000610?^ 52 50.6 + 2.24^

F 1.664936 + 0.00000653^ 52 33 29.2 + 2.42;^

Hy 1.676720 + 0.00000783^ 53 46 51;3 + 2.95#

h 1.684144 + 0.00000861^ 54 33 42.0 + 3.28^

From these figures it may be seen that a rise of temperature of 1° produces

an increase of 1".6 in the dispersion from B to h, while the deviation increases

by 3".3 — both quantities which are by no means neglegible. The correspond-

ing figures for crown-glass are about 0".6 and 0".4. With wide variations of

temperature, such as are due to change of season, the alteration of the devia-

tion may indeed amount to one minute of arc. The exact determination of

the temperature of a prism is a very difficult problem because of the difficulty

of bringing the thermometer into sufficient contact with the interior of the

prism.

In observing rooms where it is possible to maintain a veiy constant tem-

perature it suffices to place the thermometer as near as possible to the prism

and then to consider the reading to be true for the interior of the ])rism.

If the condition of a uniform temperature in the observing room is not

attained, the best plan is to set small vessels of the size of the prisms upon

them and to immerse the thermometers in mercury contained in the vessels.

It is always desirable to so arrange the observations that the effect of

changes of temperature may be as small as jiossible. If the small alterations

of temperature which occur be assumed to vary proportionally Avith the time,

then their effect may be largely eliminated by a symmetrical arrangement of

the observations, each series being repeated backwards.

It is hardly necessary to state that excellent differential measurements

may be made with a spectrometer if the observing telescope is provided with

only a micrometer.

We now take up the exceedingly important method of determining absolute

wave-lengths by means of diffraction gratings. Gratings are of two kinds,

transmission and reflection, according as the ruling is made upon a transparent

or reflecting surface. We shall treat first of the former. The spectra pro-

duced by gratings possess, in contrast to prism spectra, the important property

that throughout the entire extent of the spectrum the angular deviation is

strictly proportional to the wave-length, and this property it is that chiefly

gives them their great advantage in the determination of absolute wave-

lengths. The theory of diffraction teaches that the light sent out from an

infinitely distant slit is, after passage through a grating with its rulings
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parallel to the slit, dispersed on both sides of the direction of incidence into

a series of spectra whose length varies directly, and whose brightness varies

inversely with the deviation. The more refrangible rays lie nearest the point

of coincidence of observing and colliniating telescopes. In consequence of the

ever increasing length of the successive spectra it happens that the violet of

the spectrum of one order falls upon the red of the order next below.

The rigorous formula for the intensity of the single spectra is quite com-

plicated, but an approximate value is given by the formula , where n is

the order of the spectrum.

This formula may be considered correct as long as the deviation remains

small enough so that its cosine may be set equal to unity. Since now the

dispersion of the spectra varies also w^ith the number of the order, the

brightness of a portion of a spectrum is given by --—
,

, the intensity of

the light falling normally upon the grating being taken as unity. Prom this

formula we see that the brightness in the different orders decreases pro-

portionally to the cube of the number of the order, so that the intensity of

a point in the first order spectrum is only — that of the incident light and

the intensities of the successive orders become only -—
,
—— , -77- , and so on.

•^ 80 270 640

These figures show at once that gratings cannot be applied to star spectro-

scopes, except with giant telescopes.

The most general equation for the determination of the wave-lengths of the

lines in a grating spectrum has been given by Ditscheiner on the single assump-

tion that the rulings lie at equal intervals on the plane surface of a prism.

We give the formula for the case when the width of the rulings and

the spaces between them are equal, the arrangement which gives the brightest

spectra.

Let y be the angle which an undeviated ray makes at its point of emer-

gence with the normal to the prism surface, e be the distance of the middle

point of two successive grooves, and n be the order of the spectrum observed.

If now we further designate with 8, and 8^ the measured deviations of the

rays diffracted to left and right from the direction of the incident light, we

shall have
1e (

,
8A . 8,

X=-cos(^y + ^jsin-

2e / 8A
X= _cos(^y-^jsm8,.\ . K

2

(a)

Of course the effort is made to rule the gratings on perfectly parallel-sided

glass plates instead of prisms ; for precisely parallel plates the meaning of
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the angle y must be so modified as to refer to tlie angle of incidence of the

light upon the grating. The determination of wave-lengtlis may now be

made directly with the use of these formulae by giving the grating any desired

position with reference to the line of collimation and then measuring the

deviation towards both right and left, thus eliminating the zero point. Another

procedure is to determine y from measurements on both sides with the grating

in one fixed position and then to measure the deviation only on one side from

the zero-point. The angle y is found in this case from the formula

sin 8, — sin 8,.

tan y= -T ^
' 2 — cos 0^ — cos 6,.

This latter simplified method suffers the same disadvantage as the analo-

gous process for prisms where the zero-point must be determined from direct

settings of the cross-hairs on the image of the slit. This determination is

easily affected by constant errors whenever the distinct focus on the Fraun-

hofer lines is not identical with that on the slit, which always occurs when the

grating or prism surfaces are not absolutely plane. Moreover this process

makes necessary the removal of the grating and its readjustment for each

furtlier observation.

As in measurements with prisms, it is also here absolutely necessary to

adjust the grating precisely so that its surface may be perpendicular to the

plane of rotation of the spectrometer and that the rulings are parallel to tlie

slit. Both of these conditions may be fulfilled by adjustment of the table as

in case of prisms. The perpendicular position of the surface of the grating

may be tested by observation of the reflected image of the slit, which has been

turned horizontally. An inclination of the rulings to the direction of the now

vertical slit may be recognized by slightly rotating the table, when the edge

of the spectrum or a dust line along the length of it will not move horizontally

through the field of view as it should. The above formulae become very much

simplified for the case when y= 0, i e. when the grating is normal to the line

of collimation.

We obtain then for the measurement on the two sides

X= - sin 8;= - sin 8,.

.

(h)
11 n

Here the spectra lie in perfect symmetry on each side of the line of

collimation. It is again desirable to eliminate the zero-point by measuring on

both sides, and then we shall have

A= ^^sin^(8, + 8„). (c)
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This equation is rigorously exact only when the grating is precisely normal

to the direction of the incident rays, and when the grating surfaces are

absolutely parallel. Both of these conditions are never entirely satisfied, so

that a correction must be applied to the value of X com})uted by this formula.

If the prismatic error of the grating plate be called A, i e. the always

small angle of the prism, and y be the angle at which the undeviated rays

emerge from the grating when the back, unruled surface of the grating stands

normal to the direction of incidence, then we shall have fx sin A = sin y, or,

on account of the smallness of the angles, [m A ^ y.

Xow from the rigorous fundamental formulae we had

^ = l^L'"' (^ + 2
) '"' 1+ "" (^ ~ 1) '"' 1] ^'^^

or A = -sin -
(8, + 8,.) cos [y + - (8, — 8,)] . (e)

From a comparison of this rigorous formula with the simple one obtained

above, we hud for the correction to be applied to A,

AX = x[,.os(, + «'--«')-l]

This equation requires a knowledge of the prismatic angle, which may be

readily determined by setting the crosshairs on the slit through the grating

plate and reading the circle in the two opposite positions of the grating, first

with the ruled and then with the unruled surface turned towards the colli-

mator. The correction for any small deviation of the grating from the normal

to the collimator axis can be measured in a similar way. The formula for

this may be developed as

tan y

1 — COS -
(8i-\- 8,.)

In determining the quantity -^-^^

—

- the direct setting of the crosshairs on

the slit cannot be avoided.

Another, and probably the best method of determining wave-lengths has

been also given by Ditscheiner, and is based on the fact that gratings have

an angle of minimum deviation so that a similar procedure may be adopted as

in measurements with prisms.

If one of the fundamental formulae

2^ / 8 \ 8 2fi
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be dift'erentiatecl according to y and 8,., there results

cos y dy — cos (y — 8,.) ((/y — dh,) = ,

1 d^r A COS y ^_^ cos y .

whence —-^ = 1 ^-— = , or -— ^—^ = 1

.

rty cos (y — 0,.) COS (y — b,.)

If this equation be squared, and if then for cos"^ (y — 8,.) its value obtained

/ nW^
from (/), 1 — I sin y — jj—j , be substituted, we shall get

cos^ y = 1 —
I
sin y — ."^ ) ' whence sin y = -—

•

From this equation we see how much tlie grating must be turned from the

l)Osition of normal incidence in order to be at the angle of minimum deviation

for a given wave-length of a given order. If this value of sin y be substituted

in equation (/) we find tan ^" = tan y, or 8,. ^ 2y, ^—^that is, the minimum of

deviation occurs when the plane of the grating cuts the angle of deviation in

halves.

From the other fundamental eqiiation we similarly find 8, = — 2y, whence

it follows that the angles of deviation lie symmetrically to the line of collima-

tion when the grating is set at the minimum.

The process of setting the grating at the minimum is exactly analogous to

that in the case of prisms, by simultaneously moving the observdng telescope

and the spectrometer table.

From these last equations combined with
(/) we obtain the formula for

computing the wave-lengths

4^ . 8, 4e . 8,.

X = — sm - =— sm -
, (g)

n 1 n 2,
^

or if the observations are made on both sides,

A =— sm —-— .

11 2

The advantages of this last method of determining wave-lengths lie partly

in the fact that the settings on the minimum can be made very exactly, but

chiefly in the almost entire freedom from the sources of systematic error which

beset the other methods on account of the effect of the position of the grating

and of its prismatic error. A farther advantage is that the brightness of the

spectra at the minimum position is enough greater than at normal incidence

to make it possible to observe in about one order higher.
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The fundamental forninlae given above apply equally well to determination

of wave-lengtlis by means of reflection gratings. The method of determining

the position of minimum deviation cannot, however, be made use of here.

Such a position exists for reflection gratings, but it cannot be determined,

since the reflected ray must be observed and its direction will be altered by

double the amount of the rotation given to the grating. There will therefore

be no reversal of the motion of the spectra through the field of view as the

position of the minimum is approached (by rotating the table), but they will

continue to move in the same direction. The simple method of setting the

grating normal to the collimator often cannot be made use of, since the

mechanical construction of the parts of the spectrometer frerpiently does not

allow the tubes of the observing and collimating telescopes to be brought near

enough together to measure the deviation,— Avhich may be very small for the

lower orders of spectra from coarsely ruled gratings.

A method of determining wave-lengths applicable to both kinds of gratings,

transmission and reflection, is based on the fact that the higher orders of

spectra overlap. By a rotation of the grating it is possible to bring a given

line of one order into coincidence with the lines of another order. The

com})utation in this case folloAvs directly from the fimdaniental ecpiation under

the condition that the same deviation occurs for the two different wave-

lengths in the two different orders. If the wave-length A' of one of the lines

is assumed as known and its order be n', then the wave-length X of any line of

another order n coincident Avith A' will Ije

n'X'
X = •

n

The great convenience of this method is evidently in its favor, but it is

less exact than those previously described, since the setting of the two lines

one upon the other is less accurate than the setting of the crosshairs on a line.

A confusion as to the identity of the lines may, moreover, also occur, and the

superposition of the different spectra has a very disturbing effect on sharp

settings on the lines. These defects can be partially remedied by first

setting the crosshairs on the one line while the coinciding portion of the other

spectrum is absorbed by an appropriately colored glass, and then by similarly

screening off the first spectrum, the coincidence of the second line with the

crosshairs may be effected. There remains, however, still another effect which

much disturbs the exactness of the settings : namely, that the eyepiece of the

observing telescope must be differently focused for the different colors. Of

this we shall speak in another place.

Determinations of wave-lengths by gratings are affected by changes of

temperature and atmospheric pressure ; the former affects the interval between

the rulings, and both alter the velocity of the light waves. Let us now
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designate by fx and D the refractive index and density of the air for the

temperature t and barometric pressure h during the observation, and by /xj

and i>i the corresponding values at the standard temperature and pressure

(16° C. and 760 mm), and further let A be the observed, and X' the corrected

wave-length.

Then we shall have
2-1 D

whence

/-i^-l A
If a be the coefficient of expansion of the air, then

/) _ A (1 + 16a)

A ~~
T60 (1 + at)

'

and further

-— — —
, or Ai = A -.

Al /A /Al

By logarithmic differentiation of the ecpiation

/t- — 1 _ /> (1 + 16a)

/xi'-^
— 1

~ 760 (1 + at)

Ave obtain 2|U,^//x <1I) a<h

fxi' — 1 b 1 -{- at

^^ ^ ^ L^ + \?^ (7(^)
~ rTT6^) J

The correction to be apjjlied to the logarithm of A is therefore

/U.1* — 1 / dh adt \

' ~W~ V^<> ~ l+KJa/ '

wliere J/ is the modulus of common logarithms.

Now for 16° and 760 mm, /^^ = 1.000278 and a = 0.003665, whence the

correction to the logaritlim of the wave-length in units of the seventh decimal

place is

1.59
(J>
— 760) — 4.18 {t —16) .

The effect of the temperature on the expansion of the grating may be

obtained from the knoAvn coefficient of expansion of the substance of the

grating. For glass this coefficient may be taken as 0.0000085, and con-

sequently the change in the seventh decimal place of the logarithm of A is

-|- 36.92 (t— 16), and hence for glass gratings the total correction for tempera-

ture and pressure is

1.59 (J, — 760) + 32.74 (Y — 16) .
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The same difficulties of determining the teanperature apply to gratings as

to prisms, and it is therefore important that the measurements be made in a

room where no disturbing changes of the temperature may occur.

Angstrom developed a series of formulae for the purpose of showing the

effect of the motion of the grating through space in consequence of the proper

motion of the sun on the determination of wave-lengths. From the more
modern standpoint of theoretical physics such an effect would be quite

improbable, and no evidence in favor of it has been found in any observations.

Thus far we have been concerned with measurements made with the

spectrometer, but we must now for completeness briefly consider the gratings

themselves and the method of measuring them.

It is clear from the general formulae that the determination of A depends

iipon an accurate knowledge of the distance e between successive rulings.

'n\
The term -^ , which has frequently appeared in the discussion, is the value

of the sine of the angle of deviation of a diffracted ray from its corresponding

direct ray with normal emergence. The nearer the rulings are to each other

the smaller will be e, and therefore the larger will be the deviation and

consequently the dispersion, which will be proportional to the number of

rulings per unit of length. It is therefore important for obtaining great

dispersions that very closely ruled gratings be employed. In supplying these,

technical skill, combined .with thorough theoretical investigation, has made
Avonderful advances within the past few years and by Rowland's method verv

perfect gratings can be obtained with up to 40 ()(>0 lines per inch. The puritv

of the spectra is to a great degree conditional iipon the uniformity of the

value e throughout the whole of the width of the grating. It is i)ossible to

secure an idea of the result of a lack of such uniformity without the use of

formulae. Let us assume that one portion of the grating has a lines to the

centimeter, another portion (( -\- x and still a third a -\- >/. Considered each

for itself, these portions will now give spectra the dispersions of which are to

each other as a : a -\- x : a -\- >/. The spectrum of the whole grating consists

therefore of a combination of three superposed spectra, and each line will be

made up of three components. How far a separation of the components

may be perceptible will depend upon the size of the quantities x and y in

respect to a, but the result of the lack of uniformity will be the same whether

the lines at unequal distances are grouped together or are distributed at

random all over the grating. A grating may be tested for such faults by

placing it on the spectrometer table and setting the crosshairs carefully on

some sharp line, and then gradually covering it with a piece of paper Avhich

is slowly moved along from one end. If the grating contains defective

portions the line will be displaced from the crosshairs ; even with very good

gratings minute displacements can be generally observed. The measurement
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of the gratings is accomplished with the aid of a comparator or dividing

engine, and may be a simple determination of its precise length if the

observer has fonnd the rulings to be uniformly spaced, but otherwise the

different portions must be separately determined. The distance e between

the rulings is then found by dividing the length by the number of rulings.*

The measurement of the gratings is accompanied by great difficulties, includ-

ing that of securing a perfect standard of length, but a discussion of them is

out of place here. We refer those seeking further information to the investi-

gation of Miiller and Kempf already cited, to Bell'st work on the determina-

tion of absolute Avave-length and to a paper by Kurlbaum.t

The brightness of the spectra of different orders as derived from, theory

often does not at all coincide with that observed. Anomalies of this sort

occur especially with reflection gratings, and it is even sometimes the case

that the spectrum in a particular order is brighter than in the next lower

order. It is almost never the case that the spectra are equally bright on the

tAvo sides, and sometimes a grating giving exquisite spectra on one side can be

scarcely used on the other side owing to the faintness. The cause of these

anomalies lies in the shape of the cross section of the rulings and therefore

depends on the form of the diamond with which the ruling is made. Theoret-

ical investigations on this j^oint have been made by rrohlich§ and Rowland.
||

Brashear of Pittsburg, Penn., the most prominent manufacturer of reflection

gratings, is indeed able to supply them Avith any desired anomalies. Owing

to the great advance in mechanical skill in ^Jreparing these gratings, it seems

now certain that in future all observations on sufficiently bright objects, the

sun in })articular, will be made with them, since their spectra so far surpass

in separating power and purity those obtained Avith prisms.

The mechanical construction of the spectrometer differs in its essential

parts only slightly for different instruments, and it Avill be therefore siifficient

to giA^e here a description of a single modern instrument. We select for this

purpose the large spectrometer of the Potsdam Observatory, one of the most

complete, and perha})s the largest yet constructed. But few Avords Avill l)e

necessary to explain the accompanying illustration, Pig. 9.

The instrument rests upon a triangular frame, and may l>e slightly rotated

so as to couA^eniently point the collimator toAvards the heliostat. The circle

is connected Avith the observing telescope so as to share its rotation. It is

* EoA\'laucrs engine rules automatically every hundredth line longer, and every fiftieth

line shorter, than the others.

t Louis Bell : On the absolute wave-length of light. Am. Jour. XXXIII, p. 107, 1887,

and XXXV, pp. 265 and 347, 1888.

\ Kurlbaum : Bestimmung der Wellenlange einiger Fraunliofer'schen Linien. Inaug.

Dissertation. Berlin, 1887.

§ Wied. Ann. X. F. Bd. I and XXIJ. ||
Astron. and Astrophysics, Feb. 1893.
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divided on the under side, thus being less liable to catch dust or to be injured.

The horizontal reading microscopes are therefore provided with total reflecting

prisms in front of their object-glasses, the illumination being reflected upon

the circle from chalk surfaces. The rotation of the table is effected from the

eye end by means of a tangent screw which may be wholly thrown out of gear

in order to make the table entirely independent of the motion of the telescope.

Another tangent screw, within easy reach without removing the eye from the

eyepiece, imparts to the telescope its fine motion. Tlie collimating and

observing telescopes are rigidly attached to the arms supporting them, and

their horizontal adjustment towards each other remains invariable. An idea

of the size of the instrument may be gained from the fact that the focal length

of each of the telescopes is one meter ; the diameter of the circle is 47 cm

(= 18 in.), and may be read to tenths of seconds of arc.

A most important advance in the method of the production of spectra and

the determination of their relative wave-lengths was made by Rowland's*

construction and use of concave gratings.

/ ^^,^--<x^ By this means collimating and observing

/ ^^^^""'^'^y^ telescopes are entirely done away with,

.L^^-""""'^ ^<;i as the grating itself, ruled on a concave

/^^-^^ y^ spherical surface, diffracts the rays from

/ ><r """•-- the slit to a focus. Let *S' in Fig. 10
/^^\^ ~~---

. . .X ^\ '"•-- he the source of light ('a slit or point),

-Pt^^^^-^Ci^
'" ^^\. ^ I'^y fi"oni which meets the grating

\
^^^-^-—-^^^^ ^\^ at P at an angle v (= SPC) with the

\ ^'^"^--....^\. normal, and is diffracted towards F at an

\ ^~~^s angle a (^ CP F). Let the distance
Fig. 10

o r- V /
^ ,. ,

between two consecutive rulings be w

/= PP'). For a second ray S P' F let the angles of incidence and diffraction

be V -f- dv and /a + dfi. If the angles at (S*, C, and F be called respectively, 8, (3

and y, we shall find

g + „ ^ 180° — L = /3-\-v-{-dv

^ + ^ = 180° - J/= y + /. + f?/.
,

whence dv^= S — jS and df/.=^ (3 — y .

Now the difference of path of the ray SP' F as compared with SPF is

w (sin V — sin /x),

which expression must be equal to a constant, 7iX, if F he a focus. By
differentiating we therefore find

* H. A. Rowland. Concave Gratings for optical puiposes. Am. Jour. XXVI, 1883 and

Phil. Mag. XVI, 1883.

J. S. Ames. The Concave Grating in Theory and Practice. Phil. Mag. XXVII, "l889

and Astron. and Astrophysics, Jan. 1892.
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COS V (Iv — COS fjL d[ji^O ,

or (8 — /3) cos V — (^/3
— y) cos ^u, = .

Let the radius of curvature of the gratiug PC^ F'C be called p, the distauce

SP be R, aud FP be r theu will

6= — COSv, p = —
, y = — cos /A .

Substituting these values we obtain

/cos F 1 \ /I cos ix\

-l^-p )-"•'''
V

—

~' ''

(cos-v
,
cos-u\

,-^ H ^-j =: cos V + COS fl ,

p Ii COS-/i,

COS

whence

If we set ^—
t;— ^ e and

/t (cos V + cos p.) — p cos^v

p. — V

2
a , whence cos v + cos /a ^ 2 cos a cos e , we

obtain either of the forms

p R cos- p.

2 R cos a cos e — p cos^ v
or i^

p r cos- 1/

2 r cos a cos e — p cos'^ jn

which are the equations of the radii vectores of the conjugate curves of the

focus and source, respectively ; i. e., if the source or radiant point be moved

along a curve defined by R and v, then the various spectra will be brought to

a focus along a conjugate curve defined by /• and p..

If we now make R ^ p cos v,— which in practice is done by placing the

slit on tlie circle whose diameter is the

radius of curvature of the grating— we

shall have r= p cos p., or the two curves

will coincide in one— a circle of radius

4- p. Hence if slit, grating, and eyepiece

or camera be attached to the extremities

of three radii of this circle, there will

be always some spectrum in focus at the

eyepiece, however the three radii be

moved. The best position of the eye-

piece is at the center of curvature of the

grating, in which case p.^0 and r= p.

The mechanical arrangement of the apparatus to fulfil these conditions is

as follows: Two long beams AB and AC (Fig. 11) are joined together at right

angles, and above their intersection the slit is placed vertically. The grating
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and eyepiece or camera are placed upon the opposite extremities of a girder

CB, so that the cross-hairs shall lie exactly at the center of curvature of the

grating. The girder is supported upon small trucks which are pivoted

directly under the grating and cross-hairs, and run on rails laid along the two

beams. In this way the grating may be made to move along the track AB
Avhile the eyepiece runs along CA. Grating, slit, and focus will then always

lie on a circle whose radius is constant and equal to ^ p, and the spectra

formed will always be normal along the direction AC.

We have already seen that

n\ = w (sin V — sin ju.)
,

or, since here u = 0, A, = - sin v , where u is as before the order of the
u

spectrum. But now we have AC= p sin v

,

. 0}

hence A ^ — • AC

,

tip
'

whence it follows that the wave-length varies as the distance AC, and, if one

absolute wave-length be marked on the beam A C, and the instrument be in

perfect adjustment, a scale of wave-lengths for each order of spectra may be

laid off on AC, and the wave-length of any line at the cross-hairs may be

directly read off. This is the scale of a photographic spectrum made on a

plate at C bent to a radius ~ ; or, if a micrometer eyepiece be used, the value

of one revolution of the screw will always be the same throughout the Avhole

length of the spectrum of the same order. The spectra of the different orders

lie all in the same focus and will remain so, however the girder may be moved

along the tracks. A great advantage of the concave grating is that with it no

lenses are inserted between the slit and focus, and thus it is the only form of

spectrometer with which all portions of the spectrum may be equally well

investigated, since a bolometer, an eyepiece, or a camera may be equally well

placed at C. Further, the grating is astigmatic,— if the source of light be a

point, it will be lengthened into a vertical line at the focus. This has the

advantage that a narrow spark at the slit will give a broad spectrum which

will bear enlargement, and also allows of an accurate method of comparing

solar and metallic lines. This is accomplished by photographing the solar

speoferum on the middle of the plate, then the metallic spectrum is allowed to

fall on the upper and lower portions of the plate, and finally the middle of the

plate is again exposed to the sun to eliminate any displacement of the camera

which may have occurred during the jDrocess.

It is perhaps not too much to hope that, eventually, concave gratings may
be secured of sufficient size to furnish spectra of the brighter stars directly,—
without the necessity of employing a reflector or refractor.
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The arrangement and dimensions of Rowland's apparatns at the Johns

Hopkins University are as follows : The walls and tixtnres of the room

in Avhich the grating is set up are blackened and the windows are of ruby

glass. A heliostat on a balcony outside reflects in the sunlight, which is

brought to an image on the slit by a condensing lens and total reflecting

prism of qiuirtz. The beams are 23 feet long ; the radius of curvature

of the grating is generally 21.5 ft. which determines the length of the

girder. Crratings with 10,000, 14,438 and 20,000 lines to the inch are

used,— for ordinary visual Avork the first, for photographing in the ultra

violet the last,— the ruled space being 5.5 in. wide on a polished surface

of 6 in. The photographic plates are 48 cm (= 19 in.) long, 51 mm (= 2 in.)

wide, and 1.8 mm (=: jL in.) thick, and may be readily bent to the desired

radius of curvature.

The principal adjustments are these : the cross-hairs or photographic plate

must lie accurately at the center of curvature of the grating, which may be

adjusted by varying the length of the girder until a candle flame at the camera

coincides with its image reflected from the grating ; the Y)ivoted axes at the

ends of the girder miist be accurately perpendicular ; the two beams must be

exactly at right angles ; the plate in the camera must be vertical and perpen-

dicular to the radius of the grating ; it is very important that the slit be

precisely parallel to the ridings of the grating,— which may be secured by

turning the slit initil the most perfect definition is attained. "When the

camera is moved along the track the spectrum should remain horizontal : if it

rises or falls, the grating holder must be adjusted. The various parts of the

apparatus are provided with set screws so that these adjustments may be

effected.

The Avidth of the slit is usually not more than 0.025 mm. In solar

Avork it is necessary that only the central portion of the sun's image

should be used, since otherAvise the rotation of the sun will injure the

definition.

On account of the overlapping of the spectra of ditt'erent orders, it

frequently becomes necessary to insert absorbing solutions betAveen the lens

and slit so that only one order may be obserA'ed or photographed at a time.

Ames giA^es the folloAving list of absorbents Avith the portions of the spectrum

Avhich they let through.

Greenish plate glass 3300—8000

Salicylic acid in alcohol, saturated, in quartz cell. 8500—8000

Aescnlin, 1 gr. in 1 oz. water, with one drop of ammonia
— fresh 4100—8000

Potassium ferrocyanide 4400—8000

Primrose or aniline yellow 5000—8000

Fluorescine or chloride of gold 5200—8000
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Chrome Alum "] f 3200—3700

Malachite gi-een I J

Bitter Almond green
[

i

Brilliant green J I 4600—5200

Cobalt Chloride 3400—4500

Gentian violet, strong 3600—4600 and 6000—8000

Potassium permanganate 3900—4600 " 5800—8000

Fig. 12

The Application of Ixterferexce Methods to Spectroscopic

Measurements

A form of interference refractometer has been recently applied with

success to spectroscopic measurements by Michelson and Morley.*

The apparatus is quite simply arranged as follows (Fig. 12). A parallel

beam of light from a source falls upon a transparent film of

silver upon the first surface of a plane parallel glass plate a.

Here the beam divides. The reflected portion passes through

another ])lane parallel i)late d (unsilvered), is reflected by a

plane mirror h and returns through d and a to the eye or a

telescope at t. The portion of

the incident beam transmitted

through a is reflected by a fixed

mirror c, suffers an internal re-

flection at a, and enters the eye

or telescope with the other pencil.

The plate of glass d is required

to equalize the paths of the two pencils, since the latter one has traversed the

glass plate a three times. The mirror h is moval)le by a micrometer screw

accurately in the direction of its normal, and thus the difference of path of

the two pencils may be varied at pleasure and by a known amount. Suppose

the screw to be set at zero, so that there is no difference in patli between the

interfering pencils. If it be now turned a definite amount, so that the mirror

h is moved away by a known distance, then the number of variations of bright-

ness of the field of view (number of interference fringes) will be twice the

number of wave lengths included in that distance.

Hence the determination consists of the measurement of a length and the

counting of a number, and the degree of accuracy attained Avill depend upon

the number of wave lengths which it is possible to count.

With sodium it was found possible to observe the interference when the

difference of path of the two pencils amounted to more than 400,000 waves.

* Michelson and Morley. On a Method of making the wave-length of Sodium Light the

actual and practical Standard of Length. Phil. Mag. XXIV, p. 463.

On the Feasibility of Establishing a Light-w^ave as the Ultimate Standard of Length.

Am. Jour. XXXVIII, p. 181 (1880).
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The measurement of the distance through wliich the mirror has been
moved may be effected independently of the micrometer screw by the attach-
ment of a standard bar (i\ ;/. a decimeter) under reading microscopes.

A very high degree of accuracy may be attained in the determination of

wave lengths by this method, but it has thus far been chiefly employed by
Miehelson in the converse problem of making a wave length of light the basis

of a standard of length. (See Astronomy and Astrophysics, June 1893.)

Miehelson* has further made use of the refractometer in determining the

distribution of light in any approximately homogeneous source.

Here the radiations from a Geissler tube are separated by a prism and
thrown individually upon a slit, a collimating lens between the slit and the

first glass plate rendering the rays approximately parallel.

The term Visibility is given to the ratio of the difference of the intensities

to the sum of the intensities of the center of a bright interference fringe and
the center of the adjoining daik fringe. That is,

where /j is the intensity of the bright, and L of the dark fringe.

Theoretical expressions for the visibility,— which is a function of the

extreme difference in wave length of the not absolutely homogeneous radiations

of the source under examination,— have been obtained for many different cases

of distribution of light in the spectral line, as when it is double or multiple.

Practically it was found possible to give quite accurate eye estimates of

the visibility in percentages.

The refractometer is first so set that the length of path of the two pencils

is equal ; hence the visibility is a maximum, and is called 100. The screw is

then turned one revolution so that the difference of path is 2 mm, and another

estimate of the visibility is made, and so on. Thus a curve may be drawn
giving the visibility for every 2 mm difference in path of the interfering

pencils. From the curve the distribution of the light in the source can thus

l)e obtained and compared with the theoretical curve given by various assumed
laws of distriljution.

In this manner a number of spectral lines hitherto unresolved by the

ordinary means have been found to be double or multiple.

4. Compound Star-spectroscopes or Star-spectrometers

"We shall include under this head all spectroscopes which are jjrovided with

slits, although in its narrow use the term compound star-spectroscope is ajijjlied

to those designs which have the general arrangement of a spectrometer.

* On the application of interference methods to spectroscopic measurements. Pliil. Mag.
XXXI. p. .338 (1891) and XXXIV, p. 280 (1892).
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The theory of the spectrometer which has just been given is sufficient to

furnish a clear idea of the construction of instruments of the first kind. The

collimating lens is placed at its focal distance from the slit, so

that the rays emerge from it parallel : they then pass through

one or more prisms and are united in a spectrum at the focus of

the observing telescope, Avhich is viewed with the eyepiece.

The cylindric lens for broadening out the linear spectrum might

be inserted anywhere in the path of the rays, but it has been

found best in practice to place it in the cone of the rays between

the objective and the slit. The focal length of the objective

will not be at all disturbed, as we have already seen, if the

secondary focal line is employed. Fig. 13 gives a schematic

representation of the compound star spectroscope as applied to

a telescope. In what folloAvs, tlierefore, since the theory is so

simple, we shall have to concern ourselves only with the

different forms of individual instruments,— due to the different

ways of attachment to the telescope, to the particular use of the

instrument, and more especially to tlie various sorts of microm-

eter attachments. There are, however, a few general con-

siderations to be touched on ; but in these we shall omit the

cylindric lens, since its working may be completely understood

from the figure. First as to the dimensions of the optical parts :

The greater the focal length of the collimator, the smaller will

be the angle which the width of the slit subtends and in the

same proportion will the purity of the resulting spectrum be

increased. But with this the aperture of the collimating lens

must also be increased, since a loss of light will occur if the

ratio of aperture to focal length for the collimator be less than

for the objective of the telescope. If, for example, for a given

telescope the ratio of aperture to focal length is J^j then there

should never be attached to it a spectroscope for whose colli-

mating lens this ratio is less, say ^3^, for in that case the outer

rays of the cone from the slit would extend beyond the limits of

the lens. Therefore the first rule in the construction

of a compound star spectroscope is that this ratio

must be at least as large for the collimating lens as

for the objective. In order to obtain the greatest

possible brightness of spectrum and still use the

narrowest slit possible, it is very important that the slit

'

be placed exactly in the focal plane of the objective,

since the diameter of the cone of rays is here a

minimum. But in consequence of the imperfect achromatism of the objective

its focal plane is not the same for the different rays, and accordingly the slit

.C7
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must be specdally focused for each kind of rays. Strictly speaking this ought

also to be done with the collimating lens, for its focal length is also different

for the rays of different Avave-length, and a collimating lens which is correctly

focused for the red rays would not render the blue rays parallel. This

deviation of the rays from jierfect parallelism is, however, so slight, and the

couseqiient injury to the definition of the spectra so unimportant, that it can

always be compensated for by altering the focus of the observing telescope.

It is assumed with all slit-spectroscopes that the slit may be considered as

a self-luminous object,— that the path of the emerging rays is invariable so

long as the focus of the collimating lens is not altered. This is always the

case if diffuse light falls upon the slit, or if an image of a large luminous

surface is projected upon it by a lens. But this does not hold good for star

spectroscopes, and the observer must see that certain conditions are fulfilled

before he can adopt the assumption named. These conditions are : first, that

the slit must lie precisely in the focal plane for the particular rays, and

second, that it must be narrower than the diameter of the focal image from

the objective. If the slit is opened by an amount greater than the diameter

of this image, then the latter may actually lie considerably in front of or

behind tlie slit without causing enough loss of light to call attention to this

error. In such cases the star image, and not the slit, is acting as the source of

light, and the rays do not emerge parallel from the collimator. The narrower

the slit is, however, just so much less serious will be errors resulting from a

false setting in the focal plane of the objective, and any considerable inac-

ciiracy would shoAv itself at once by the diminished brightness of the spectra

and could be corrected. Moreover if the slit is very narrow, small inaccuracies

in the focus Avill be harmless, since, in consequence of the irregularities which

are produced In' the imperfection of the objective, and perhajis further on

account of reflection and diffraction at the edges of the slit, it may then always

be regarded as the source of light. All these considerations are of especial

importance in photographing stellar spectra. We conclude from them that the

slit must be made as narrow as possible-— and this not solely for the purpose

of securing greater purity of spectrum— and that particular pains must be

taken that it is exactly adjusted in the focal plane of the objective. The
changes of focal length due to variations of temperature must not be forgotten,

especially when spectroscopes are attached to large telescopes, since for such

the difference in focal length in summer and winter may amount to several

millimeters.

The dimensions of the remaining optical parts follow from those of the

collimator. The aperture of the prisms and of the observing telescope should

never be less than that of the collimator. It is generally best to have the

collimating and observing telescopes of the same size. When ocular spectro-

scopes or objective-prisms are used, the object generally is to observe as
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much of the spectrum as possible at once. We have seen that here the

imperfect acliromatism of the objective is very injurious. With the use of

compound spectroscopes the purpose is usually measurement, and therefore

when considerable dispersion is employed it is sufficient to observe only

relatively small portions of the spectrum at a time. In this case the imperfect

achromatism does not greatly matter, since it is always necessary to focus

anew on each portion of the spectrum ; it becomes therefore possible to

employ non-achromatic lenses for all the optical parts of the apparatus,

telescope as well as spectroscope. This would considerably lessen the expense

of the instrument and would be entirely feasible in cases where the telescope

was not also to be used for other astronomii-al observations. In respect to the

direction which may be best given to the slit, Ave remark that strangely enoiigh

many observers still adhere to the usage of placing it at right angles to the

diurnal motion— that is, parallel to an hour circle. Every sliglit disturbance

of the rate of the cl(X'k then throws the star out of the slit and it really

requires great skill to retain it in its proper position. It is })lain that the

observations are rendered very much easier if the slit is set i)arallel to the

diurnal motion, for then all the lesser variations of the clock work are

unnoticed, and the changes due to the incorrect rate of the clock need to be

corrected only from time to time.

On account of the variation of the refraction Avith the altitude, and of the

imperfect adjustment of the equatorial, the setting in declination will have to

be occasionally altered.

The remark may not be here out of place that for observations of stellar

spectra in general, and with compound spectroscopes in particular, a Avell

mounted and Avell regulated telescope is indispensable. It is not worth while

to undertake investigations in stellar spectroscopy with inadequate instru-

ments.

Before Ave take up the discussion of individual forms of compound star

spectroscopes Ave shall treat separately of certain attachments, namely :

arrangements for slits, the methods of obtaining comparison spectra, and

micrometer attachments. We shall thus simplify and abbreviate the descrip-

tion of the special forms. Tor the most part these arrangements are not

solely adapted to stellar, but equally to other sorts of spectroscopes.

Arrangements for Slits

Since the lines of a spectrum are simply images of the slit,— and of the same

dimensions Avitli it Avhen collimating and observing telescopes are of the same

focal length,— it is plain that a good slit is absolutely necessary for a good

spectrum. We have already learned how the purity of the spectrum depends

upon the Avidth of the slit ; so it is hardly necessary to say that it must be
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kept perfectly clean and of uniform width. The slit must always be bounded

by two sharp edges, never by two surfaces, since by reflections from these,

interference bands will be sure to appear in the spectrum, as they may also

appear if the two edges do not lie precisely in the same plane. The material

of the slit should be as hard as possible, for no accurate edges can be made
from soft metals or their alloys. The best substances are steel and hard

alloys, as platinum-iridium or gold-iridium. In order to keep the edges of the

slit in good condition care should be taken that it is never screwed tightly

together. This danger may be Ijest avoided by arranging the screw so as

only to open the slit, and having it closed by a spring. In accurate instru-

ments it is necessary that both halves of the slit-plate be adjustable in order

that the slit may lie precisely in the axis of the collimating lens. A displace-

ment of the middle of the slit produces a corresponding motion of the whole

spectrum, and thus for instruments with which the i)Osition of the lines is

obtained by measuring the angle between the axes of collimating and observing

telescopes a shifting of the zero-point will occur. Xow such a displacement

will always be produced when the width of the slit is changed, if one of the

jaws is permanently fixed and the other is alone movable ; the alteration of

the zero-point will be one-half that of the slit, and therefore in general a very

small quantity, but contrivances have been devised whereby an equal displace-

ment of the two edges of the slit in opposite directions is produced and the

middle of the slit remains unchanged. The fact that a displacement of the

slit also displaces the whole spectrum has been employed in a form of

apparatus with which measurements can be made. Hilger of London, among
others, has so arranged the parts that the displacement of the slit may be

accurately measured. That this enables measurements to be made in the

spectriim is very clear, l)ut the err(.)r in principle which it involves is equally

clear, for by displacing the slit the whole of the adjustment of the spectro-

scope is disturbed. The slit is no longer centered on the collimati(jn axis, and

the rays pass through the prisms at

another place and at another angle,

so that the dispersion is altered,

jloreover the displacing of the slit

would be very inconvenient in star-

spectroscopes, since thereby the set-

ting on the star would be lost. A
description of the simplest arrange-

ment of slit—one jaw being directly

moved by a screw— need not be

given here. A good working arrangement is that of the spectrograph of the

Potsdam Observatory, represented in Fig. 14. The fine point of the microm-

eter screw 31 presses against one of the equal arms of the lever HE. Avhich
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Fig. 15

works in the &lot in the connecting piece at G. By turning the micrometer-

screw forwards the right-hand jaw will be moved towards the right and

the slit will be opened ; when the micrometer is tnrned backwards the slit is

closed by the spiral spring F. A slot was used at G instead of a simple

jDivot joint in order that the movable jaAV might never be lifted out of its

proper plane. The head of the micrometer is divided so that the width of

the slit may be directly measured. This

same object of closing the slit only by a

spring and opening by a screw may be

attained without the use of a lever, if a

})iece be attached to the movable jaw

which contains the nvit of the screw. A
s})ring tends to close the slit, and a stop

outside the frame prevents the screw from

being turned inwards beyond a certain

point. By rotating the screw forwards

it turns in the nut and opens the slit, but

when the motion is reversed the jaw

is pushed back by the spring Tintil closed, and a further rotation of the screw

simply unscrews the micrometer screw from the stop.

We now come to speak of those contrivances which produce an equal

motion of the two jaws in opposite directions. It should be remarked,

however, that they are to be recommended only

for smaller instruments, since they cannot be

made so precise as a simple motion of a single

jaw, without involving the finest workmanship

and large expense. Fig. 15 shows the arrange-

ment employed by Secchi for prominence-spectro-

scopes. Here the slit makes an angle of 45°

with the direction of thrust of the screw, and

the motion is communicated directly to the one

jaw and by a lever to the second. The springs

shut the slit and at the same time keep up the

pressure against the screw. Another arrange-

ment, having the advantage that the slit-plates

move between fixed ways, was introduced by

Browning. It is very convenient, since the slit

is opened or closed by simply turning a ring, but

it has the disadvantage that it is rather difficult

to secure an exact setting. A pin which works

in a spiral slot in a flat disk back of the slit

projects perpendicularly from each jaw, and when the disk is rotated by the

projecting ring the jaws are moved equally in opposite directions. Fig. 16

Fig. 16
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shows a very convenient arrangement made by Topfer for the stellar spectro-

scope of the Vienna refractor. In this the movable plate is attached to a

sliding piece worked by a screw and making a fixed angle with the direction

of the slit. When the screw is tnrned the jaw will be moved in both a

vertical and a horizontal direction. A spring F presses the sliding piece

against the screw. It may be here remarked that in general it is impossible

to rely upon the reading of the screw as indicating the true width of the slit

for any long period of time, since the zero-point becomes altered by the

thickening of the oil, etc. If the zero-point is considered as that at which the

slit appears to be closed to the eye at the eyepiece, the reading Avill usually

vary considerably according as that point is determined by turning from an

open to a closed slit, or vice versa. The lost motion will also make the width

different for the two directions of motion in Avhich the same reading may
be approached. It is therefore preferable to adjust by trial to the best width

for the given observation, rather than to put too much reliance on the reading.

Production of Comparison Spectra

For establishing the identity of the lines of the spectrum^ of a heavenly

body Avith those from a terrestrial substance a method is employed by which

the comparison spectrum is made to lie on

one or both sides of the unknown spectrum.

For this purpose either a total reflecting

prism, or a small mirror set obliquely, is

placed before the slit, and the light from

the substance is thus reflected into the slit.

Certainty as to the coincidence of the lines

of the two spectra may be much more readily

secured if the prism be double or the mirror

be arranged to cover both sides from the

middle of the slit, as in Fig. 17. This so

simple and convenient method unfortunately

can be safely used only in less delicate

observations. For such researches as those

on the displacement of the lines due to

motion in the line of sight, a total reflecting prism or a mirror could not be

well employed, unless to reflect an image of the spark or Geissler tube upon
the slit.

We must now return to a point upon which we have already toviched,

namely, that in a star-spectroscope the slit cannot summarily be considered as

the source of light. The light from the artificial source falls diffuse on the

slit, and therefore for it the slit mav be considered as a source, but this will
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be true for the star only when the plane of the slit lies precisely in the focal

plane of the objective for the particular rays under investigation. Moreover,

in this case the light from star and source will follow exactly the same path

through the spectroscope only when the ratio of aperture to focal length is

precisely the same for the objective and collimating lens, or when it is less for

the latter. We have previously shown that this latter arrangement is

objectionable, since we fail to utilize the full aperture of the telescope ; we
can now see that the other plan of having the aperture of the collimator

relatively too large leads to difficulties, for then only the central portions of

the collimating lens are used for the light from the star, while the full

aperture receives the light from the artihcial source. This difference will be

continued in the farther path of the rays through both prisms and observing

telescope, so that it cannot be expected that the linal position of the lines of

the spectra Avill absolutely coincide, even if the optical parts are very Avell

made. The method adopted at Potsdam, and advocated by the author, is to

place the artificial source in the cone of rays from the star and thus to project

the spectra upon each other, not beside each other. This can of course be

done only when the source occupies a small amount of si)ace or else is so

bright that it may be placed in the cone of rays from objective at a consider-

able distance from the slit, so that in either case very little of the star's light

may be lost. Care must here be taken that the source lie symmetrically in

the cone. If the sovirce is a Geissler tube, it should be set at right angles to

the direction of the slit, since in this way the whole diameter of the cone will

be illuminated, and therefore absolute symmetry will be assured in this

direction ; in any other position a much more exact and frequent adjustment

is necessary. Another arrangement would be to have the Geissler tul)e bent

into the form of a circle so as to enclose the cone of rays. Very bright

electric sparks may be made to spring in front of the objective, but this

cannot be generally done with Geissler tubes on account of the faintness of

their light. In this case a spiral tube, placed at the focus of an auxiliary

lens so that the rays would be parallel, might be centrally attached in front

of the objective. By this arrangement the rays would meet, as they ought, at

the principal focus, and the loss of light would perhaps be as slight for large

instruments as by any other arrangement. Practical difficulties in attaching

the auxiliary lens and maintaining it in position have prevented the applica-

tion of this plan.

In the arrangements of comparison spectra adopted for the most recent

American star-spectroscopes, those of the Lick, Allegheny, and Halsted

(Princeton) observatories, an image of the laterally situated artificial source is

projected by a lens, and reflected upon the slit. The angular aperture of this

lens is greater than that of the collimator, so that the entire aperture of the

latter will be filled with light from the spark.
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For reflecting the image upon the slit Keeler uses a total reflecting prism

which may be brought into position before the slit or removed, without any jar,

by a pinion within convenient access. Young prefers a small plate of plane

glass, since the spectra are thus superposed, and in photographing, the

comparison spectrum may be in action during the whole of the exposure,

being reduced in intensity by shade glasses if necessary. The slight lateral

shift given to the rays from the star by passage through the plate is constant

and can hardly introduce error.

Micro:meter Attachments for Compound Star-Spectroscopes

In our discussion of measurements with the spectrometer we have treated

onl}- of the most rigorous method, by which the minimum of deviation is

obtained for each line of the spectrum by turning the prism. It was there

possible to leave the prism undisturbed only for differential measurements

Avith a micrometer within the limits of the field of view. But with weak

dispersions it is plainly possible to make measurements without turning the

prism, by setting it at the minimum for some medium wave-length and then

bringing the other lines under the cross-hairs by a motion of the observing

telescope. This course is rarely followed with a spectrometer, but with star-

spectroscopes, when the maximum of exactness is not to be attained, it is

often employed on account of the convenience and celerity of the adjustment.

Every measurement in a spectrum, however it may be made, iiltimately rests

upon the setting of some sort of a pointer on a spectral line, or one line upon

another. For measurements with the spectrometer, where the source is

generally quite bright, the best pointer is a pair of crossed spider lines.

The use of a single thread parallel to the spectral

lines introduces too much uncertainty, since the fine

lines of the spectrum wholly disappear behind the

relatively coarse pointer. Somewhat better is the

arrangement of two parallel and very close threads

between which the spectral line is set, l)ut the best plan

is that shown in Fig. 18. The fine spider lines can be

observed with sufficient distinctness only against l)right

spectra, but they niay themselves be illuminated as

in a l)right wire micrometer ; with faint star-spectra,

however, the eye is so l^linded by the wires that the details of the spectia

become unrecognizable. For star-spectroscopes it is therefore very important

to have some sort of pointer which may be set on lines at the limit of

visibility.

In investigations of stellar spectra it very often hapi:)ens that none of the

visible lines can be assumed as known, and therefore neither measurements as
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in the case of the spectrometer, nor differential measurements will accomplish

the j)urpose desired. For such cases measurements cannot be made unless the

spectroscope has been calibrated, that is, the instrumental reading corres-

ponding to various wave-lengths must have been previously determined from

known spectra. It is here necessary that the invariability of the zero-point

can be relied upon for considerable intervals, and it must be frequently

controlled. A special difficulty now frecpiently arises, due to the flexure of

the instrument in the various positions it must assume to follow a star, such

that different readings will be obtained for the same line, and a special

investigation is necessary to be able to reduce the readings at different

positions of the instrument to what they Avould be in a standard position. In

all cases where possible, differential instead of absolute measurements should

be made, as they are always more exact and more free from a great variety of

uncertain disturbances ; but, as we have already said, the nature of some

spectra does not allow this.

We now pass to the different methods of measurement. An illuminated

scale is to be recommended as the simplest contrivance and one generally very

readily applied. A transparent scale, illuminated by some small lamp, is

attached to the side of the spectroscope in such a way that the rays from the

scale are reflected by the front surface of the prism into the observing

telescope, and spectrum and scale appear distinctly in the held of view simul-

taneously. The arrangement is different according to the way in which the

spectrum is obtained. In all spectroscopes Avith observing telesco})es the

scale must lie at an inflnite distance in order to be distinctly visible in the

telescope focused for parallel rays. This is effected by inserting a collimating

lens, at the focus of which the scale must be i)laced, and then the emerging

rays will be parallel as if coming from inflnity.

For instruments used without an observing telescope— where the spectrum

is examined with a magnifying glass or with the naked eye,— the lens for the

scale may be dispensed with, since it is only necessary that it be placed at the

distance of distinct vision. Then its position will vary according to the power

of the magnifying glass, or the peculiarities of the eye of the individual

observer. Fig. 19 may serve to show how such a scale would be attached.

is the eyepiece, and Sc the scale, which may be most simply made by

marking fine divisions on a silvered plate of glass.

For faint objects, however, even a weakly illuminated scale is so bright as

to mask the details of the spectrum, and so it becomes necessary to adopt the

expedient of quickly shutting off the light from the scale and retaining in the

memory the position of its divisions as compared with the now visible lines of

the spectrum ; with practice quite good results may be thus obtained. A
repetition of all such measurements does little good, since it is very difficult

to form a judgment unbiased by the previous one.
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Observations Avith a scale can thus attain only a slight degree of accuracy,

and are adapted only to small instruments, which may be ocular spectroscopes,

as well as compound.

All other forms of measuring apparatus are solely applicable to the

compound star-spectrosco^jC, and thus make it a star-spectrometer. The better

contrivances for measurement are of two classes : Either the observing

telescope is provided with a micrometer apparatus, or else it contains simply

a pointer and the measurement is based upon its angidar motion
;
of course, a

(•oml)ination of both ways may be used.

If in the first case the dispersion is so slight that the whole spectrum can

V)e seen at once in the field of view, and if the micrometer allows of motion

throughout the whole extent of spectrum, then the apparatus may be utilized

for absolute determinations, provided

that the observing telescope retains an

invariable position, or may be made to

occxipy again precisely the same posi-

tion if disturbed. In most cases,

hoAvever, with moderate dispersions the

spectrum extends much beyond the range of the field of view,

and it is, therefore, necessary to move the telescope in order to

reach all parts of it. If the angular displacement is not now
measurable, then absolute determinations are no longer possilile,

and differential measurements can alone be made. Measure-

ments of the angular motion of the observing telescope niay be

made by reading off the revolutions of the screw which moves

the telescope, or by a graduated sector or circle. If in the latter

case the instrument allows a rotation of the prism to tlie position

of minimum deviation, then our apparatus becomes a spectrom-

eter, just as used in the laboratory, applied to the stellar

spectra. The pointer or cross-hairs of the telescope must be accurately in

the focal plane of the objective and also at the distance of distinct vision for

the optical system of the eyepiece + the eye. Here a special difficulty arises,

since both of these adjustments vary with the particidar jDortion of the

spectrum under examination. The pencil of rays which leaves the prism is in

general divergent, but those rays of the same color are parallel among them-

selves, and hence the observing telescope should be focused on infinity for the

best definition. This is, however, in practice rarely the case, since the

collimator is seldom in perfect adjustment and the prism surfaces seldom

absolutely plane. Therefore the focusing of the observing telescope differs as

a riile from that for parallel rays.

As a result of the imperfect achromatism of the lenses of the collimating

and observing telescopes, the focal plane of the latter will vary for each color,
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and the amount of the divergence will be twice that for a single objective, if

they are of equal size, since the errors of both are combined. It becomes

necessary, therefore, in avoiding parallax to push the pointer farther in or out

for different colors. Since this can scarcely be done without disturbing the

zero-reading, it furnishes another reason why differential measurements on as

short portions as possible of the spectrum are always to be preferred. Of

course the eyepiece must also be separately focused for rays of each color, but

this presents little difficulty. Whenever a bright instead of a dark pointer is

used, it is of great importance that its color be the same as that of the portion

of spectrum under observation. It is quite impossible to sharply focus a

spider line illuminated with white light on lines of a spectrum, since there

will be a constant struggle with continually varying accommodation, and

parallax can never be wholly avoided. In delicate measurements it is there-

fore always necessary to make the pointer coincide in color with the special

portion of the spectrum by inserting tinted glasses before the lamp. Tliis has

also the advantage of rendering less conspicuous the derangement just

mentioned due to the imperfect achromatism of the objectives.

Let us now examine a little more closely the various devices for pointers,

regardless whether they are movable in the micrometer or rigid in the movable

telescope. Since the faintness of the stellar spectra

does not permit of illuminating the field, and only the

brightest furnish a background bright enough to make

the spider lines visible, there remains the choice

between using either a broad and dark pointer or a

narrow and bright one. The best form of pointer of

the first class is that devised by H. C. Vogel and

given in Fig. 20. It permits of very considerable

exactness down to the faintest spectra, and even if
Fig. lii)

_

'
;

the spectrum consists of single, bright lines on a dark

background, the dark pointers may be recognized and be quite precisely set

without excessive strain on the eyes. It is essential that these pointers

should have wide bases and sharp edges, and be plane on the eyepiece side.

Under himinous pointers the bright cross-hairs would first be considered for

bright spectra. It is here important that a steady and uniform illumination be

secured. Unequally illuminated cross-hairs will surely result in false settings
;

that the illumination must be of various colors has already been mentioned.

Another method of H. C. Vogel's has also proved itself to be very

satisfactory and sufficient for the faintest spectra ; — the pointers just men-

tioned are made of glass and coated with Balmain's luminous paint on the

back side. This arrangement has the advantage that any desired degree of

brightness may be given the pointers, so that they may appear dark in the

brighter portions of the spectrum but brighter in the fainter portions.
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A very good device consists in the employment of a slender line of light

which covers only a })ortion of the Avidth of the spectrnm. According to

Browning's plan sncli a line may be applied quite after the manner of the

transparent scale, that is, a small plate of silvered glass with the line cut in it

is fastened to a tube at the side, so that the line is reflected from the front

surface of the prism into the observing telescope ; but then the micrometer

arrangement must be put in this side tube, which seems rather undesirable.

A better plan for producing the bright comparison line is that of

H. C. Vogel, which is as follows : Three surfaces, a, h and /, of a small

and slender glass prism (of which side and front views are

given in Fig. 21) are left impolished and are blackened,

while the fourth siirface c is silvered and a fine line mm is

cut along its length. Light falling from above on the

surface e, passes across the prisms and is reflected from the

surface d so as to illuminate the line mm. The prism is

enclosed in a little brass easing and attached to the eyepiece.

By varying the brightness of the source of light any desired

intensity may be given to the line. .

^"'' "^

Descriptions of such contrivances might be very greatly multiplied, but

these mentioned are the ones chiefly in use. The exactness to be attained and

also the brightness of the object will determine the different forms of pointers

to be used.

We need to say nothing more as to micrometer arrangements attached to

the observing telescope, since they are precisely the same as for a filar

micrometer. The methods for measuring the angular motion of the observing

telescope are so closely associated with the special sorts of spectroscope used

that we shall speak of them separately for each type, and at the same time

shall explain the registering attachments.

The Adjustment of the Compound Spectroscope to the
Telescope

The adjustment of the spectroscope itself is effected by sun-light or day-

light. The plane of the slit may be brought into the focal plane of the

objective for the different rays by means of the sun's edge or a star. The
use of the sun's limb is preferable when the air is sufficiently steady. The
pointer is flrst sharply focused on that portion of the spectrum whose focal

plane is to be determined. Then the spectroscope is brought upon the sun,

tlie slit l)eing placed radially to the sun's image, the limb falling at the middle

of the slit. The spectrum now appearing in the field of view will be in two

halves, one very bright and the other,— due to the sunlight reflected from

the particles in the atmosphere,— quite faint. The whole spectroscope is
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then pushed in or out, in the direction of the optical axis of the telescope,

until the dividing line between the two spectra is as sharp as possible. If the

air is steady, this adjustment can be very closely determined.

The process is repeated for each of the colors, and thus the relative

position of their different focal planes is once for all determined and marked

on the tube in which the spectroscope slides, or preferably read oft' on a

graduated scale. These positions, however, hold only for the temperature at

the time of the observations, so that re-determinations are necessary at widely

varying temperatures. This done, a table may be made out giving the setting

for each particular color and temperature. If this setting of the spectroscope

cannot, however, be read olf, and it is therefore necessary to make this

adjustment afresh on each evening, a bright star may be best used for the

purpose, after the spectroscope has been for itself adjusted on a particular

color. The slit is then opened wide enough so that the focal image of the star

serves as the source of light, and the spectroscope is pushed into or draAvn out

of the tube until the spectrum (a linear one, the cylindric lens having been

removed) appears narrowed down to a minimum at the particular portion of

the spectrum for which the adjustment is being made (as at the point hi in

Fig. 2). If it is desired not to remove the cylindric lens, it may be left

undisturbed and the slit be narrowed, and the proper focus be then determined

on the principle that the brightness of the particular portion of the spectrum

must be at a maximum. The judgment as to this point is rendered somewhat

more difficult by the fact that the star is likely to be displaced from the slit

by the moving of the spectroscope in or out.

This leads us to the consideration of the methods by which the star is kept

in the slit. We shall assume that the slit is set parallel to the diurnal motion^

which we have already shown to be the best plan.

The finder of the instrument must be very accurately adjusted to parallel-

ism with the telescope, and by means of it the star is brought as nearly as

possible into the line of collimation. The driving-clock having been set in

motion, a slight motion of the tangent-screw back and forth in declination will

be sufficient to bring the star into the slit and the spectrum will flash into view.

The best position is determined by the maximum of brightness of the spectrum,

as in the case of adjusting to the focal plane. It will be only occasionally

necessary to readjust the star on the slit by the declination slow motion.

Whether the star remains at the middle of the slit (lengthwise) may be readily

tested by allowing the light from any convenient source to fall upon the slit

and thus produce a spectrum of the full width ; any divergence can be at once

corrected by a motion of the tangent-screw in right ascension.

With a good driving-clock and a well-mounted telescope the above method

is amply sufficient for keeping the star in the slit. If, however, the necessary

conditions are not fulfilled, or if it is required that the star should be held in
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the slit with all possible exactness for a long period of time, as in photograph-

ing star spectra, then special anxiliaiy a])pai-atns is requisite, of which we
shall speak in the following section.

Descriptiox OF Special Stau-Spectroscopes

In describing particular star-spectroscoi)es we shall consider only those of

the older types which are at present in actual use in advancing the progress

of the science, and we shall give especial attention to certain instruments

which have not yet been described in any works on Spectroscopy.

Vogel's Star-Spectroscope

In this spectroscope, of Heustreu's construction, the slit is removable and

then it is converted into an ocular spectroscope, in which the virtual image

produced by the collimating lens is

observed. This and the nebula spec-

troscope to be described (p. 82) are

probal)ly the only compound star-spec-

troscopes in wdiich the slit does not

lie at the focus of the collimator, and

in which a simple magnifying glass or the naked eye takes

the place of the observing telescope. In Fig. 22 S is the slit

and C the collimating lens, the slit lying inside the focal length

of the latter. The virtual image of the slit is observed through

tlie system of prisms Avith the eyepiece 0. A bayonet connect-

ing-joint enables the slit to be easily removed for observations

of stars, and a cylindric lens is then placed before the eyepiece.

The apparatus has then precisely the same form as the ocular

spectroscope described on page 31. We have already shown
the use of the scale Sc for the purpose of making measurements
on the spectra. The widely used McClean star-spectroscope

may be considered as merely a modification of this form previously devised
by H. C. Yogel. In it a cylindric lens takes the place of the collimating lens

C and gives a widened image of the slit at its principal focal plane, so that

a further cylindric lens at the eyepiece is unnecessary.

Secchi's Star-Spectroscope

Fig. 23 shows Secehi's form of direct-vision spectroscope, in which the

angular motion of the observing telescope is directly measured on a graduated
sector.

At G the instrument is screwed on to the eye end of the telescope. An
achromatic (that it be achromatic is quite unnecessary) cylindric lens is
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at E and the slit at e. Just behind this is attached a small mirror

inclined at an angle of 45°, one half being transparent so as to permit

the star's light to pass through, while the other half is silvered so as

Fig. 23

to reflect along the optical axis the light from any artiiicial source,-— as

metallic gases rendered incandescent by the electric spark or in a Geissler

tube. It would be better to place a total reflecting prisn: over one-half of the

slit, and thus give the star's light one medium less to pass through. The

collimating lens is at KK and the set of prisms at p 'I2>' '^l'
!'"• The observing

telescope QO turns about d as a center and is set by the tangent screw n; its

position is read off on the graduated sector BC. The tube RI furnishes a fine

movable pointer for measuring in the spectrum. The micrometer F moves a

plate T, in which a narrow slit has been cut, which is illuminated by a lamp

at /. A lens at R makes these rays parallel, and they are reflected from the

front surface of the prism j)"-

An independent micrometer is also provided for the observing telescope

for measuring lines which are near together.
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A similar, though considerably more simple arrangement is that of a small

spectroscope of the Potsdam Observatory, an exterior view of Avhich is given

in Fig. 24.

The tube E slips into the nose-piece of the refractor and the cylindric lens

slides in the snuill tube at C. The slit, not to be seen in the drawing, is

regulated by the screw S. The light for the com})arison S})ectrum enters

through an opening at V, and is properly reflected by a mirror at 45*^ as

shown in Fig. 25. The clasps at K are especially intended to hold a Geissler

tube, though any sort of comparison source may be used. The coUimating

lens is at L and the simi)le flint prism of 60° angle is at P. The observing

telescope turns about the point P, being moved by the micrometer screw 31,

on the divided head of which the angular

motion is measured, thus dispensing with a

graduated sector. The small mirror r/ reflects

u})on a thread in the focal plane the light

from a lamp which at the same time

illuminates the head of the micrometer screw,

the reading of which is rendered easier by

the magnifier U. The arrangement of the

slit deserves a special figure on account of

its convenience for all such cases where the

slit is situated inside of a tube. Fig. 25,

Avhich has been already given to illustrate

the use of the mirror for comparison spectra,

rei)resents the arrangement schematically.

BroAvning's contrivance for regulating the

width of the slit was adopted with the modification that the rotation of the

ring is effected by a tangent screw instead of the hand.

Fig. 25

The Star-Spectroscope of the Lick Observatory

This important auxiliary of the giant refractor was designed by Keeler

and constructed by Brashear.

The great weight and stability of the equatorial made unnecessary any

limitations as to the weight of the spectroscope, and its size was determined

by the optical power desired and by the convenience of manipulation. Fig. 26

shows the instrument as attached to the telescope, though the arrangement is

not that usually employed, and Fig. 27 is a scale drawing.

Two brass tubes, 2 m long and 7.5 cm in diameter, are firmly attached to a

revolving jacket at the eye-end of the telescope at a distance of 59 cm from

each other. Four clamps serve to fasten the brass frame C of the spectroscope

to the rods. The collimator G is of 51 cm focus and 38 mm aperture. It
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slides within tlie tube D, and may be moved as a whole along a millimeter

scale. T) is so attached to tlie frame C by opposing screws that the axis of

the collimator may be centered on the object-glass.

The slit is at s and is provided with a rack and pinion for focusing, and

with a clamp. Its jaws move symmetrically in opposite directions by turning

a right and left-handed screw. The length of the slit may also be varied by

turning a small pinion not shown in the figure, y is a diagonal eyepiece which

may be pushed in or withdrawn from behind the slit, and enables the observer

readily to see if the image of the celestial object falls properly on the slit.

The pinion r moves the total reflecting prism of 60° angle along the slit-

plate. A thin tube H protects the slit and its attachments from injury, and

carries the tube t in which the cylindric lenses are inserted.

The frame bearing the vicAV-telescope is pivoted at F and f on tAvo long-

spindles ; the one also carries the circle F, and the other the grating table <i.

To the outer extremity of the latter is attached a toothed disk c, into Avhich a

tangent screw d gears, and thus imparts a slow rotation to the grating table.

A small lever e throws the tangent screw out of gear so that the table may be

turned by hand. A collar surrounds this spindle just below the table and

may be clamped to it by a screw It. To this collar is attached the tail-piece rj

(so constructed as always to bisect the angle between the axes of the

collimator and view-telescope) of an apparatus for automatically maintaining

the prism at the angle of minimum deviation.

Wlien a prism is to be used, it is first set by means of the tangent screw

d at the minimum of deviation for any desired line of the spectrum
;
the

screw h being then clamped, and the tangent screw being thrown out of gear,

the prism will be kept at mininuim of deviation for all rays of the spectrum.

When the grating is used, this apparatus is thrown out of gear, and the

grating is held in place by the tangent screw, being then Avholl}- independent

of the view telescope.

The circle F is attached to the other spindle by the nut p and can be

turned so that any desired portion of the graduation may be at the zero-

point ; it is generally set to read 0° when the axis of the collimating and

observing telescopes coincide.

The circle has a diameter of 30 cm (12 in.), and may be read by opposite

verniers to 10". At n are the clamp and tangent screw for giving the slow

motion to the view telescope, which is counterpoised by the weight I.

The spectroscope has two observing telescopes,— the one shown, of 25 cm

focal length and 38 mm aperture, which is used for prismatic spectra and faint

objects, and another of twice that focal length for solar observations with the

grating. The micrometer m fits either telescope, and carries a coarse wire, a

fine wire, and a pointer, which are illuminated by an electric lamp inside the

lantern i. This also illuminates the vernier o.
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The color of the liglit thrown upon the micrometer wires may be varied to

match the portion of the spectrum under examination by rotating a disk witli

sectors of various colors ; tlie intensity may be regulated by turning the

tube A-, which contains a small reflecting prism.

Three prisms are used with the spectroscope, two being simple prisms of

30° and 60° angle respectively, and the tliird a compound prism of liigh

dispersion. They are mounted on three foot-screws and attached to the table

by long clami)ing screAvs, and may be readily interchanged. A blackened cap

keeps out extraneous light. The Rowland grating used has 14.438 lines per

inch and gives on one side very brilliant spectra of the higher orders. The
apparatus for producing comparison spectra is shown at K. At «' are the

forceps for holding the metallic electrodes (for which of course Geissler tubes

may be substituted) ; they are adjustable in two directions, ii is a tube

containing a lens which projects an image of the spark upon the slit. Tlie

angular aperture of this lens is greater than that of the collimator so that the

whole of the aperture of the latter will be filled with light from the spark.

A wedge of neutral tinted glass may be inserted to moderate the comparison

light.

A reversion apparatus may be attached in front of the observing telescope.

The single reversion prism is rotated by a very fine micrometer acting on the

end of a long arm. The reflecting surface is slightly inclined to the refracting

edge so that the direct and reflected spectra do not coincide, but are in close

juxtaposition.

The Pot.sda:m STAr.-sPECTRO^iETER

This instrument, designed by H. C. Yogel and constructed by Eepsold.

differs from an ordinary spectrometer only in those points conditioned by its

attachment to a telescope.

The principle of setting the prism at the minimum of deviation for each

wave-length and of measuring the motion of the observing telescope on a

divided circle is preserved imaltered. The observations Avhich were made
Avith this instrument attached to the 27-incli refractor of the Vienna Observa-

tory have proven it to be most efficient for its purpose.

It is represented in Fig. 28 Avhen taken off from the telescope and placed

on a stand, in which form it is a complete spectrometer for laboratory

observations.

The plate A serves to attach the apparatus to the telescope
; the collimator

tube C can be moved through a range of several centimeters within the tube

L by a screw c, and the displacement can be read off to 0.1 mm on a scale

near c. The micrometer screw m operates and measures the opening of the

slit. A collar containing the cvlindric lens mav be screwed on at .s-. There
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are two apertures in the tube i at a point opposite to m, which give access to

screws by which the slit may be turned so as to be precisely parallel to the

refracting edge of the prism. A stiff ring is rigidly attached to the tube L,

and on it the oi-aduated circle of 95 mm diameter is inlaid.

Fk;. 28

The movable parts of the instrument, consisting of the observing telescope

D and the reading microscopes M for the circle, are balanced by the counter-

poise N and also are in connection with the ring.

The cylindric wall of the hood B is divided into several overlapping

sections which slip past each other when the telescope D (to which one

section is attached) is moved. A thermometer, with its bulb projecting into

the iiiterior of the hood, is attached to the top of the hood so that it may be

easily read. Two small tables with hollow conical axes, on one of Avhich a

simple prism is mounted and on the other a compound Rutherfurd prism of

high dispersion, may be interchangeably inserted inside the hood, thus making

it possible to completely alter the dispersion without disturbing tlie adjustment

to the refractor. The rotation of the prism necessar}' in adjusting to minimum
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deviation ma}' be effected at f. The telescope maj' be luoved simply by the

liaiid, or if preferred, by the tangent screw H, which may be thrown in or out

of gear by the screw R.

The e3-epiece is moved by the screw d and the setting may be read by a

scale to 0.1 mm. The circle is graduated from 10' to 10', and the microscopes

permit 'A direct reading to 10" and by estimation to 1".

Especial attention Avas given to the illumination of the cross-hairs of this

instrument, as the accuracy of the observations is so greatly dependent upon

this point, and experience has proved the utility of the

arrangement here adopted. A small oil lamp is attached to

the side of the end of the tube E, Avhich is made long to

avoid heating of the instrument. The rays from the lamp

are rendered nearly parallel by a lens at / and then fall upon

a mirror placed in the cube at the top of the tube E. The

lamp and cube turn on axes at right angles to each other

and counterweights gg keep the lamp always vertical. The

further path of the rays is shown in Fig. 29, which is a

schematic horizontal section. The rays, reflected down the

tube E, pass for the most part unhindered through the

circular aperture ; a portion, however, is caught by the

mirrors s^ and Sc, and reflected toAvards the eyepiece, where

other mirrors s-^ and s^ throw the light upon the thread x.

In order to avoid disturbing reflections, the telescope is made

doul)le-walled, b}' the insertion of a blackened tube hh. The

cube w contains further two slots through Avhich small glass

plates K may slide in, partly to diminish the light and jjartly, too, if the

plates are tinted, to give the thread any desired color.

The principle of setting on the minimum of deviation as applied in this

instrument has the additional advantage that the faintest lines may be much

more readily seen in a spectrum which is moved back and forth than in a

stationary one.

Fig. 3(» is a cut of the star-spectrometer of the Vienna Observatory. It

re(|uires no detailed description.

Fig. 2i)

HuGGiNs'vS Stab-spectroscope

In Fig. 31 is given a rejiresentation of a stellar spectroscope designed by

Huggins and made by BroAvning, Avhich has been considerably used. The slit

and cylindric lens are Avithin the tube at *S' and R. Above S an aperture in

the tube permits any desired amount of comparison light to be thrown in

upon the comparison prism ; an attachment is also proAuded for employing

the sparks of an induction coil. The circle K Avhich supports the tal)le on
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Avliieh the prisms are mounted, is tirmly connected with the stout collimator

tuhe.

The observing telescope B turns about an axis at the center of the circle

K. and its position may be read on the circle by a vernier. Differential

measurements can also be made by use of the micrometer screw M, the disk E

giving the whole number of revolutions. A ghost micrometer G furnishes

another Avay of making differential measurements, the telescope being kept

rigid.

The ghost micrometer consists of an ordinary screw micrometer with a

St. Andrew's cross, which is illuminated from without, for a pointer. An
eyepiece is not used, but instead of it a small positive lens is inserted behind

the cross-hairs, which serves to render parallel the rays coming from them
;

a small total reflecting prism then sends the rays into the objective of the

observing telescope, and the eye perceives the bright spider lines against the

background of the spectrum ; by moving the micrometer screw the spider

lines can be set on the desired lines and the differential measure thus be

made. The inclination of the total reflecting prism may be varied by a screw,

if it is desired to alter the zero-point. The impossibility of completely

avoiding parallax makes this micrometer rather an undesirable one.

Spectroscope for Nebulae

Vogel has modified his star-spectroscope so as to adapt it to the observation

of faint nebulae and comets. Properly speaking, the instrument is a Zollner

ocular spectroscope, but made into a compound spectroscope by the addition

of a slit. Fig. 32 I shows the arrangement, which, if the slit be removed,

reduces to that of the ocular spectroscope already described.

The slit must be adjusted by pushing in the tube aa \;ntil the slit lies at

the distance of distinct vision for the system eyepiece and eye. The parts of
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the slit are now made so small that they occupy only a small portion of the

field of view. The tube carrying the prisms may be swung around the pivot

h, thus leaving the eyepiece clear for viewing the object, which may be

readily seen in the but slightly obstructed field and then may be accurately

set on the slit,— an adjustment which by other methods is very diiticult with

faint objects. It remains only to turn the prism-tube l)ack into place, and tlie

spectrum will be obtained.

A small comparison prism ^t over the aperture o enables a comparison

spectrum to be thrown in when desired.

Registering Apparatus for Star-spectroscopes

With all the contrivances for measuring in the spectrum which we have

thus far mentioned it lias been necessary after each setting to make a reading

of a micrometer-head, a vernier, or a micro-

scope. This has a very disturbing effect on

observations of faint spectra from the repeated

blinding of the eye as well as from the loss

of time entailed. Accordingly various register-

ing attachments have been devised so that a

whole series of measurements may be made-

and be subsequently read off.

For this purpose an arrangement similar

to that of a dividing engine first suggests

itself ; a tracing point records the position of

the observing telescope at each observation

upon a lamp black surface, or upon a paper

strip or drum. Thus a drawing of the whole

s})ectrum is made which may be afterwards

Ills measured at convenience.

If such a piece of apparatus is solidly

executed, it generally has the disadvantage of

too great weight with resulting flexure of the

separate parts of the spectroscope ;
if, on the

other hand, it is made very light, it is likely to

lack the stability necessary for accurate results.

Fig. 33 shows a very simple arrangement

of this sort made by John Browning and very

readily attached to any star-spectrometer. To

the side of the micrometer box a narrow metal

plate is screwed, to Avhich a lamp blacked strip

of glass may be fastened. The micrometer screw projects out of the left-

hand side of the box, and has here four times as steep a pitch as within. It
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carries a small frame bearing a very delicate tracer, which is made to trace

the line on the glass plate after each setting. This arrangement is a very

convenient one. thouyh extremelv diiticult in execution.

Fig. 33

Devices mnch simpler and more reliable in their action may be employed,

if the observer is ready to sacrifice the possibility of obtaining an automatic

reproduction of the whole spectrum and to content himself with registering a

limited number of single observations.

Such an apparatus, as constructed by Hilger after designs of H. C. Vogel,

is shown in Fig. 34. A light frame work carries the collimating and observing

telescopes ; the latter being attached to an arm A which may be turned about

the center Z. Instead of a single ])rism, the apparatus has two, of 45° angle,

the one being symmetrically attached to the objective of the collimator, and

the other to that of the observing telescope ; thus the object is attained that

in every position of the observing telescope the particular rays pass the prisms

at the nunimum of deviation. The graduated sector *S', read by the vernier N,

measures the amount of the angular motion, which is produced by turning the

micrometer screw 31. Whole revolutions are given by the disk U. The

registering apparatus is at D and is sliown in detail in Fig. 35.
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Tlie drum T of the micrometer is made especially wide, and close to it

is brought the point of a cylinder containing ink. A slight pressure on V
causes a point to project and leave a dot on the drum. The screw t, whose

head R is provided with notches into which the spring F snaps, allows the

Kiu. 35

cylinder to be moved along by uniform intervals so that the successive dots

shall not fall upon each other. In this way 15 settings may be recorded

without leaving any doubt as to the order of the observations. After a set of

observations is completed the dots must be read off and removed from the

drum before another set is begun.

This spectroscope has a special device for finding the star, which Fig. 34

does not show. In front of the slit is placed at an angle of 45° a small

mirror, silvered on both sides, and with a circular aperture at the middle to

allow the passage of the star's light. Looking into the eyepiece H, the

observer needs only to turn the slow motions in E. A. and 8 until the image

of the star, reflected from the outer surface of the mirror, disappears in the

aperture and therefore falls upon the slit. From the inner side of the mirror

comparison light may be reflected into the instrument, a mirror or sparking

apparatus being attached to the arm below V.

The Half-prism Spectroscope

This form of spectroscope is very different from those which we have

considered, and has been chiefly used at Greenwich in the most delicate

observations.
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An ordinary prism Avlien cut through from the edge perpendicularly

to the base becomes a half-prism. It is generally so placed that the rays

enter perpendicular to the section and therefore approach a grazing emergence

more or less nearly, according to the angle of the prism. Conversely, the

incidence may be made almost grazing at the oblique surface so that the rays

may emerge nearly perpendicular to the section.

A half-prism Avith direct vision may be obtained by cutting normally to

the base through the flint prism of a tliree-prism direct vision system. We
shall discuss only this type, since direct vision half-prisms are the only kind

in use.

Fig. 36 illustrates the passage of the rays normally incident at the cutting

plane.

The diameter of a pencil of parallel rays remains unchanged after passage

through the prism only Avhen they pass at the angle of minimum deviation.

Fi<;. 3G

The more nearly normal the incidence of such a pencil may be, the more com-

pressed will the pencil appear on leaving the prism, and at grazing emergence
it will appear of infinitesimal diameter. From this follows, as has already been

shown on page 13, a magnification of the apparent image of the slit and
accordingly a magnification of the resulting spectrum. The length of the

spectrum is then considerably increased by the half-prism, but this can under

no circumstances be considered as an increase of the dispersion, since the

primary image of the slit is equally magnified.

In the theory of half-prisms Christie has called attention to this property

of them— the magnifying power, but of late comparisons have rather

frequently been made between the dispersive power of sets of flint prisms and
half-prisms, according to which it might seem as though the half-prism

actually produced a high dispersion. This is, however, quite incon-ect, for a

half-prism in fact gives something less than half the dispersion of a three

prism system. The resolving power of a half-prism is therefore always less

than half that of its corresponding whole prism, while at the same time the

length of the spectrum is greater. If two half prisms are placed in line with
their cut surfaces towards the slit, their combined dispersion will be somewhat
greater than that of a single three-prism system.
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The disadvantages of the half-prism as compared with an ordinary prism

may be easily stated. The spectrum is very impure relatively to its length,

corresponding to the case of a spectrum of very

slight dispersion viewed with an eyepiece of dis-

proportionately high power. As a consequence of

the very oblique emergence of the rays, all the

imperfections of the surface produce a magnified

effect, and for the same reason the loss of light is

much greater than in case of ordinary prisms.

In the half-prism spectroscope as many as

three such prisms are placed in series, thus pro-

ducing a greatly elongated spectrum with a dis-

persion somewhat more than once and half that of

a single direct-vision system. A section of such

a spectroscope, as constructed by Hilger after

Christie's designs, is given in Fig. 37.

The three prisms are supported upon springs,

and can be individually adjusted ; then by turning

the thumb-screw all three may be simultaneously

brought into position so that any desired portion

of the spectrum occupies the center of the field

of view.

Another great fault of this form of arrange-

ment is that the pencil finally emerges with a very

small diameter, and very eccentrically as regards

the line of collimation, thus passing through

the outermost edge of the lens below. A small

lens, placed at one side, ought certainly to be

substituted for the large one. The advantage

of having the instrument reversible does not

balance this defect. In order to increase the

purity of the spectrum Avithout requiring too

narrow a slit, a concave lens is introduced between

the slit and collimating lens ; in this way, how-

ever, the advantages of parallel rays are lost.

Christie has proposed that the prisms be

reversed, especially for stellar spectra, so that

the light shall fall obliquely upon them and thus produce precisely the

converse effect of the previous arrangement,— great purity of spectrum with

very slight extent. Here it becomes necessary to employ very high magnifying

powers in order to get a sufficiently long spectrum, and there is also the dis-

advantage of the loss of light due to incidence upon the very oblique surfaces.

Fig. 37
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It is therefore ditticult to see what are the advantages of employing

half-prisms, though the disadvantages already mentioned may be readily

a[ipreciated. All the conditions as to extent, dispersion and })urity which

are furnished by the half-prisnr may be reproduced by the use of an

ordinary prism under proper magnification, Avithout these disadvantages. It

is therefore not sur})rising tliat tlie half-prism spectroscope has not found

a general use.

5. Prominence Spectroscopes

The cloudlike prominences of hydrogen and other gases, wliich project

from the limb of the sun, can be observed with the eye or with a telescope

only at a time of total solar eclipse.

The reason of this is that the intensity of the light from a prominence is

less than that of the whole sunlight as reflected from the earth's atmosphere.

When the moon cuts off the latter light in the eclipse, they become visible, as

Avould also be the case at very high elevations above the earth's surface, Avhere

much less light Avould be reflected from the rarifled atmosphere.

The visible spectrum of a prominence consists chiefly of the bright

characteristic lines of hydrogen, C, F and Hy. Leaving out of consideration

the loss of light Avithin the spectroscope,— as Ave shall often do Avithout

special mention in Avhat folloAvs,— Ave shall find the visible light of the

prominence chiefly divided up betAveen the three images of the slit C, F and

Hy, the latter being much fainter than the other tAvo.

The spectroscope is so placed that a real image of the sun falls upon the

slit-plate, which must lie in the focal plane of the objective, no eyepiece or

secondary magnifier being employed for the telescope. If the slit be noAv

l)rought almost to tangency Avitli the limb of the sun's image by the sIoav

motions of the instrument, a faint solar sijectrum Avill be observed,—
that of the illuminated terrestrial atmosphere. If a i)rominence projects

beyond the sun's limb at the point of tangency, then the lines of its s})ectrum

Avill become A'isible as bright lines on the background of the faint solar

spectrum, provided that the dispersion is sufficient to reduce the brightness of

the continuous absorption spectrum below that of the so-called monochromatic

spectrum of the gaseous prominence. The difference in tlie effect upon the

rays from these tAvo sources of light,— the sunlight reflected from the

atmosphere, and the prominences,— produced by passage through the spectro-

scope, is due to this fact : the sunlight, containing radiations of all Avave-

lengths (except those absorbed in its OAvn atmosphere, and thus producing the

gaps in its spectrum knoAvn as the dark lines) is both deviated and dispersed
;

the prominence light, hoAvever, containing radiations of only a very feAv Avave-

lengths, cannot be dispersed, or spread out, and is simply deAdated. The
brightness of the images of the prominence is therefore not diminished in the
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spectroscope (except by reflection and absorption), wliile that of the sky is

very greatly weakened, thus making tlie former relatively brighter than the

latter Avhen viewed in the eyepiece of the spectroscope. If now the slit be

opened wider, the surface-intensity of the prominence lines will not be altered,

but their width will be increased ; the intensity of the continuous spectrum

will, however, be increased just in proportion as the slit is widened. When
the slit is tangential to the limb of the sun the length of the lu-ight prom-

inence lines corresponds to the width or diameter of the prominence at that

jjoint. If now the slit be slowly moved away from the liml), the successive

widths of the prominence will thus indicate, portion by portion, its form ; and

further, when the dispersion of the spectroscope is high, it is possible by

opening the slit to see at once a considerable part or even the whole of tlie

prominence. This method of observing the prominences in full daylight was

indej)endently discovered by Lockyer and Janssen in 1SG8, while the theory

of it had been advanced by Zollner some months before.

If a monochromatic source of light, such as a sodium-flame, be viewed

through any sort of a prism, it will appear unaltered in its shape, except for

slight accidental distortions due to the same cause as the curvature of the

spectral lines. Now, although a prominence does not send out absolutely

monochromatic radiations, yet the few emitted (e. ;/. the C and F) lie so far

apart in the spectrum that any one of these radiations may be regarded as

coming from a monochromatic source ; an increase of the dispersion only

separates these lines further, but does not broaden them or render them

diffuse. The slit being now opened so Avidc that the whole image of tlie

prominence falls within it, and the dispersion being high enough to sufficiently

weaken the continuous spectrum of the sky, then in place of the In-ight promi-

nence lines, the prominences themselves, in their true form and of the color

of the particular lines, will appear in the spectroscope.

Those details of the prominences which are fainter than tlie continuous

spectrum of the background cannot of course be recognized, and it is readily

to be understood that the higher the dispersion just so much more of the

fainter portions of tlie prominence may be perceived. There is naturally a

limit to the dispersion Avliich may be employed, since the rather faint light of

the prominence Avould be finally wholly lost by internal absorption.

The conditions for observing a prominence are the more favorable, then,

the greater the contrast is between the continuous spectrum and the promi-

nence lines. This condition, however, may be fulfilled not only by increasing

the dispersion, but also by reducing the dimensions of the telescope.

Suppose that for a telescope of focal length / the slit must be opened to a

certain width a in order to see the whole of a given prominence
;
the contrast

between the mean brightness of the prominence and that of the continuous

spectrum may then be expressed by the proper fraction — , where /» denotes
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the surface intensity for the sky-spectrum and H that for the prominence. If

the dimensions of the telescope, both of aperture and focal length, be reduced

by one-half, then the width of the slit may be also diminished by one-half

without shutting out the extremities of the prominence more than before.

The brightness of the continuous spectrum is thereby reduced by one-half, so

as to be - and the contrast is accordingly doubled, becoming -—-

.

In order, however, to see the })ronduence of the same apparent magnitude

as before, it is necessary either to double the magnifying power of the eye-

piece or to diminish by one-half the focal length of the collimator. This will

again reduce the brightness of the whole field of view by one-half, but will

not aifect the contrast. The application of this method of securing contrast

is naturally limited by the loss of light becoming finally too great.

The contrast between the continuous and prominence spectrum may be

very readily expressed by a general formula into which the constants of the

instrument enter. The values of the dispersion and slit-width being d and s,

the expression for the contrast will be —^ , which reduces to —- when .s- and
lid H

d are unity.

The focal length of the telescope and the corresponding slit-widtli

vary proportionally, so that /' may be substituted in place of .s in the

formula.

We have thus far supposed that the slit is set tangentially to the sun's

limb, but of course all that has been said will apply equally well to a radial

position, or to any intermediate position. Care must be taken in these cases

that the brilliant spectrum of the disk of the sun be excluded from the field

of view, since with a wide slit its brilliancy would wholly blind the eye for

observation of the prominences. Every prominence spectroscope should there-

fore be so attached to the telescope that it may be rotated about the axis of

collimation of the objective.

The simplest and probably most convenient method of bringing each

portion of the sun's limb upon the slit is to bring it into tangenc}* by means

of the slow-motions of the refractor, and then to continually turn the slit

(i. e. rotate the spectroscope about the collimation axis). These ol;)servations

require considerable practice and a good driving-clock.

It may l>e remarked that an experienced observer may locate the position

of the prominences on the limb without rotating the spectroscope at all, the

slit having been set either parallel or normal to the diurnal motion ; but to

examine them carefully he will afterwards need to set the slit either tangential

or radial to the limb at the proper point.

When it is absolutely necessary, a skilful observer is moreover able to

dispense with the clock-work.
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Zollner proposed that the objective of the refractor shoukl be attached to

a ring along Avhich it could be moved so that its optical axis should describe

the convex surface of a cone whose angle at the vertex should be about 15'.

The greatest obstacle in the "way of this plan is that the setting upon tlie sun's

limb must be so exact that a special contrivance Avould be necessar}^ to adjust

the angle to the precise apparent radius of the sun at the time of observation.

Fig. 38

Fig. o8 shows a prominence spectroscope bv lirowning in the possession of

the Potsdam Observatory which is constructed on a similar principle. Its

slit may be set eccentrically iipon the sun's limb and then each point In'ought

into tangenc}" with the slit by turning in ])osition angle.

Another proposal of Zollner's, and one more easy to cai'ry into effect, was

to insert in the path of the rays before they reached a focus a so-called

rotation prism, hj turning Avhich all parts of the limb might be successively

made tangential to the slit without tTirning the spectroscope.

We repeat our former remark, however, that the siniple method of

bringing the limb upon the slit hj the refractor's slow-motions will generally

be found the quickest and most satisfactory way after a little practice.

The position angle of a })rominence can be readily obtained if the rotation

of the spectroscope about the collimation-axis of the refractor can be measured

on a position-circle. The slit shoidd be so set that on effecting tangency the

prominence shall fall in the middle (of the width) of the spectrum ; the zero-

reading of the position circle may be found from the diurnal motion.

Even with a good driving-clock it is often difficult to keep the sun's edge

accuratel}- enough on the slit, and the slow-motions of the instrument are

also sometimes insufficient to correct the slight irregularities. These are best

corrected by a slight pressure on the instrument with the finger, and after

some practice the slight outstanding inequalities may be thus wholly counter-

balanced.

Their powerful dispersion makes prominence spectroscopes well adapted

to all other spectroscopic observations on the solar surface, as Avell as to

delicate measurements, according to the micrometer provided.
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The chief diiference between the star and the prominence spectroscope lies

in this greater dispersion of the latter ; all the special attachments of the

former may be applied to it.

The method of connecting to the telescope is modified by the fact that the

prominence spectroscope must be capal)le of being rotated about the optical

axis of the oltjective.

Fi<;. 39

Fig. .'>9 represents a prominence spectroscope which serves its purpose

admirably at the Potsdam Observatory.

"We shall a little further on treat of the important imjn-ovements in

instruments by which Hale of Chicago and Deslandres of Paris have applied

photography to the study of the prominences and their spectrum, and have

thus made great advances in our knowledge on the subject.

The Photographic Reppoduction of the Spectra of

Celestial Objects

The application of photography in investigating spectra, although so

recent, has been of the highest importance, and promises to open a new era

in spectroscopic research.

The reason for this is two-fold : first on account of the difference between

direct seeing and photographing upon a sensitive plate, and second on account

of the different effect of the unsteadiness of the air upon the eye and the

plate.

The advantage which the photographic method possesses in securing a

representation of the solar spectrum consists chiefly in the otherwise unattain-

able accuracy with which the intensity and individual appearance of the lines

is reproduced ;
• besides this, by Rowland's method of concave gratings, there

is a very important gain in the matter of time.

For so bright an object as the sun, direct observations show as many lines

as are to be found upon the photographic plate. The subsequent measurement
of the plate on a dividing engine does not furnish much more accurate results

than would a fine micrometer at the eyepiece if the spectrum were viewed

directly. The greatest advantages of the photographic method are first

brought out in the reproduction and measurement of faint spectra.
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It is entirely incorrect to say that the photographic plate is more sensitive

than the eye,— indeed the reverse is rather the fact. The difference rests on

the principle of action of the two : the intensity of light affects the eye, but

the quantiti/ of light affects the plate, and therefore the time enters in as a

factor in the case of the latter. (Objects which are too faint to be recognized

Ijy the eye may, after hours of exposure, produce enough accumulation of

impression to precipitate the silver of the plate.

Long exposures can therefore accomplish much more than the eye.

—

which gains nothing, but rather loses by an uninterrupted gaze,-— and the

dispersion may be correspondingly increased for i)hotographic s})ectra.

We have already referred to tliat peculiarity of the eye whereby it is

unable to recognize the details in a very narrow band of light, thus necessita-

ting the use of a cylindric lens to broaden the spectra of stars.

The ])hotographic plate, however, is wholly free from physicdogical

idiosyncrasies, and the real image imprints itself in all its details, and can

afterwards be perfectly w^ell seen Avhen the negative is i)laced under the micro-

scope. In this way the necessity of widening the spectra by a cylindric lens,

with the attendant loss of light, is avoided, and the dispersion of the prisms

can be correspondingly increased.

This makes it easy to understand Avhy with long exposures it is possible

to employ a dispersion from five to ten times as great as in direct ocular

observations. "With this augmented dispersion the number of lines recognized

and the i)recision in their measurenxent are greatly increased. Moreover the

advantage from the great fidelity of the reproduction of the details of the

spectra applies equally to stars and to sun.

We need here only mention the further utility of photography in spectrum

analysis,— that of its sensitiveness to precisely those regions of the spectrum,

the violet and ultra-violet, which are nearly or quite invisible to the eye.

Still another advantage over direct observation is possessed by the

photographic method on account of the different effect produced by the

unsteadiness of the air in the two cases. The sensitive plate in a long

exposure records an average image of all of individual moments. If the

image is perfectly steady, the negative will be as distinct as the perfection

of the adjustment and of the optical workmanship, and the size of the silver

grains will admit.

If the image is unsteady, the resulting impression will represent its mean

position, and will have an indistinctness proportional to the range of the

oscillations about the mean position. If the brightness of the image varies,

the photograph will reproduce the mean brightness.

Thus we see that the chief difficulties thrown in the way of direct spectro-

scopic observations of stars by the unsteadiness of the atmosphere entirely

disappear with the employment of photography. The constant variations in
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the brightness of the spectrum, and its fluttering (due to the star's scintilla-

tion), whicli are so disturbing to the eye, simply diminish the mean brightness

of the photographic spectrum and may be therefore corrected iov by increasing

the duration of the exposure. On evenings when the unsteadiness of the air

absolutely prevents any direct spectroscopic observations quite valuable nega-

tives n)ay be frequently secured, and thus the number of nights for observa-

tion can be considerably increased.

Naturally enough this series of great advantages of the photographic

method is attended by a corresponding series of disadvantages, with the

balance, however, very strongly in its favor.

The single disturbing cause which affects the photograi)h (done is the

continuous variation of the focal length of the objective, wliich produces

an actual broadening of the spectral lines and thus makes the spectrum

indistinct.

As against the advantage of the photographic method in respect to the

unsteadiness of the air, stands the disadvantage as to the effect of the

transparency of the air, since the photographically active blue and violet rays

are relatively much more absorbed than the red and yelloAv rays. For tlie same
reason photographic observations cannot be made so near the liorizon as direct.

This capacity which the photographic tilm possesses of bringing out those

parts of the spectrum which are invisible to the eye carries with it the

disadvantage that the plate is not susceptible to the rays of the less refrangible

portion of the spectrum.

The maximum of sensitiveness for bromide of silver gelatine plates, which
are the only ones successfully used in stellar spectroscopic work, lies not far

from G ; from here the sensitiveness decreases slowly up to the extreme

violet in the one direction, while in the other the loss is more rapid down to

about F, and the h group is almost entirely ineffective upon these plates.

There are already methods for treating them Avith certain organic dyes so as

to make them sensitive to the red and yellow rays, but there are still

considerable obstacles in the way of obtaining good results on account of the

uncertainty of action of the preparations ; the region between F and D
moreover remains then quite ineffective. It is, however, not too much to

hope that the art of photography will soon find a way of overcoming these

difficulties.

A further disadvantage results from the circumstance that photographs on
bromide of silver plates lose their continuity of appearance even with low
magnifying powers, so that they suggest a rough charcoal drawing. This is

due to the fact that the particles of bromide of silver, which are suspended
in the substance of the film, are by no means very fine, and their coarseness
increases with the sensitiveness of the plate. This coarseness of the silver

grains must be constantly contended with, since very sensitive plates are
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indispensable for securing spectra with high dispersion of faint stars. The

grain may be distinguished with a magnifying power of five diameters ; if

higher powers are used, the whole pictu.re becomes a conglomeration of black

points. We shall have occasion to revert to this matter soon.

The evils attending the imperfect achromatism of the telescope's objective

appear in increased measure in photographic operations. If the spectroscope

is focused upon one particular color, the other portions of the spectrum Avill

suifer from a continually increasing loss of intensity, as well as of distinctness,

the farther they are situated from this color. In eye-observations this difficulty

in passing from R.ny region of the spectrum to a neighboring one can be readily

corrected for by moving the spectroscope along the optical axis. A new plate

must be exposed each time this is done, when the photographic method is

used. The defective achromatism of ordinary objectives for just those rays

which are most important for photography,— the blue and violet,— is also

ver}' disturbing, and therefore makes it liighly desirable that an objective

corrected for the more refrangible rays sliould be employed in pliutographiug

stellar spectra.

Little needs to be said as to the photographic processes employed. In

choosing the plates the guiding principle should be the greatest possible

fineness of grain along with the highest attainable sensitiveness. In many

cases it is preferable to emyjloy a less sensitive and correspondingly more fine-

grained gelatine.

The idea is often met with that the developing process has a great effect

on the fineness of the silver grains ; the opinion is, however, wholly wrong.

The subsequent fineness of the grains depends solely upon the original fineness

with which the particles of bromide are mechanically distributed throughout

the gelatine, and is not affected by the subsequent treatment in developing.

The addition of bromide of potassium can similarly produce no effect on

the size of tlie silver grains. The mode of development has no effect upon

the sensitiveness of the plate, according to tlie experience of the author.

There appears to be no difference in the action of ferrous oxalate, pyrogallic

acid or hydrokinone, provided that the solutions are as strongly concentrated

as possible. When the object is to secure copies from the negatives, a real

dift'erence arises from the fact that, other things being equal, a negative

developed with pyrogallic acid is more effective on account of its yellowish

tinge than one developed with ferrous oxalate.

The iron developer is especially to be recommended for all spectrum work

on account of the simplicity of the process and the ease of preservation of the

solutions ; care must only be taken that the solution of ferrous sulphate is

always kept strongly acid by the addition of sulphuric or citric acid.

The sensitiveness of the film may be increased by immersing the plate

before its development in a very weak solution of hyposulphite of soda, but
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this almost ahvays fogs the phate ; the same end may be gained by cautiously

exposing the jjlate to some weak source of light before inserting it in the

camera, but this must never be carried so far as to ])roduce a fog. Under-

exposed plates may be somewhat improved by strengthening with mercuric

chloride and ammonia ; tins process makes the grain coarser, however, since

the particles of protoxide of mercury are larger than those of metallic silver.

The length of the exposure to be given for photographs of the spectrum of

a celestial object can be determined only by experiment on the particular

object. It depends, for a given apparatus with a certain definite dispersion,

not only upon the brightness of the stars, but also and more especially upon
the spectral type of the object. The white stars of Type I, in which the blue

and violet rays are particularly intense, act of course most quickly. The time

of exposure must be considerably increased for stars of the same magnitude
but of the second type, and still more for those of the third type, since the

more refrangible rays are strongly absorbed in these stars. It is absolutely

imi)ossible to give any rule for the spectra of comets and nebulae, and the

time must almost always be found by special experiment in each case.

Special difficulties arise in photographing spectra in which very heavy
dark lines occur beside fine, delicate ones, as for instance in case of a Lyrae.

The exposure necessary to give the greatest distinctness to these heavy lines

is too long for their faint comi^anicns, so that they do not appear at all. In
such cases the only remaining course is also to prepare some under-exposed,

faint negatives on which even the finest lines may be visible.

In general, therefore, practice must teach what degree of intensity is the

most favorable for each sort of spectrum in order to bring out the greatest

amount of detail on the negative, and the time of exposure must be regulated

accordingly. Hence careful attention must be given to the condition of the

air,— especially as to transparency— for according to this the length of

exposure must be varied.

We have already remarked that stellar spectra may be taken without the

use of a eylindric lens, since the lines may be readily seen and measured
under the microscope even if the width of the spectrum be very slight. It is

of course better, and presents a more pleasing appearance, when the spectra

have some little Avidth, and therefore it is to be recommended that strictlv

linear spectra should be made of only the faintest objects, Avhile the time of

exposure for the l)righter stars should be somewhat increased, and tlieir

spectra somewhat broadened.

For this purpose a eylindric lens might be inserted in front of the slit, but

a far preferable process is not to keep the star exactly at one point of the slit

but to move it back and forth along the slit with an amplitude equal to the

desired width of the spectrum. This may be most simply accomplished by
slightly changing the rate of the driving-clock so tliat the star may very
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slowly move along the slit (set, of course, parallel to the equator) by the

desired amount, and then may be broiight back by the slow motion in right

ascension and made to repeat the process until the length of exposure has

been sufficient to correspond to the width of the spectrum.

The apparatus required for photographing the spectra of the lixed stars,

planets, comets and nebulae is a compound star-spectroscope, in which the

camera takes the place of the eyepiece. It may be distinguished by the name

spectrograph.

One of the requisites in the construction of the star-spectrometer applies

in a still greater degree to the spectrograph,— namely, perfect stability of the

apparatus during the period of the exposure, which is frequently of several

hours duration. This is necessary to prevent flexure, since the position of the

telescope is greatly changed during a long exposure, and also to overcome

temperature changes, which produce an alteration in the dispersion and

deviation.

Special attention was not given to these conditions in the earlier forms of

spectrograph, since the slight dispersion made both of these sources of error

of minor importance.

Their effect increases with the precision of the photograph in general, and

with the amount of the dispersion in particular. We shall find in the large

spectrograph at Potsdam, presently to be described, an example of an instru-

ment constructed especially to fulfil these conditions.

The first photographic stellar spectra were obtained by Huggins in 1863,

but they indicated only slightly the future achievements to be made by this

method. An improved driving-clock and an 18 in. Cassegrain reflector enabled

him to secure very good results for a number of stars, which were published

in 1879. Fig. 40 shows the arrangement of his apparatus. The prism e is of
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Iceland spar (selected on account of its transparency for nltra-violet rays, and

for its superior dispersion to that of quartz), and was cut in a plane perpen-

dicular to the axis of the crystal at a refracting angle of 60°. It is placed at

the minimum of deviation for the H line. The plano-convex lenses c and d

are of quartz. The tube h, with cross-hairs at either end, and parallel to the

collimator, serves in coml)ination with the eyepiece to test the adjustment of

the apparatus. The photographic plate, about 3 cm X 1 cm in size, is inserted

at f. Two shutters / and k are placed before the upper and lower halves of

the slit, so that either may be opened to allow the star's light to fall upon the

plate and then closed while the other is illuminated from some artificial

source. Fig. 41 shows how the spectrograph is attached within the tube of

the reflector. It must evidently be made as compact as possible, since it

Fig. 41

cuts off the rays from the speculum in proportion to its cross-section. The
screw h in the previous figure serves to move the whole apparatus along the

tube until the slit lies at the focus of the reflector. A small silver plate c

placed before the slit, and itself provided with a slit, gives a means of setting

the star properly and then of keeping it in place. By means of yellow light

thrown from the side upon the mirror d, the plate c and the slit are made
visible in a Galilean telescope substituted for the eyepiece of the reflector.

As the star's focal image is somewhat wider than the slit, it can be readily

seen and correctly maintained in position.

Henry Draper's photographs of stellar spectra were obtained in 1880 in

part with an 11 in. refractor and in part Avith a 28 in. reflector made by
himself and attached to the same mounting. The spectrograph chiefly used

in his investigations had two flint prisms of 60° angle. The slit-plate was not

directly illuminated, but was covered with Balmain's luminous paint. A
movable shutter in front of the slit made several exposures on the same plate

possible. An eyepiece was so attached that the red and yellow portions of

the spectrum could be observed during the exposure, and the position of the

star upon the slit be controlled.

The arrangement of the large Potsdam spectrograph may be seen from

Fig. 42. The nose-piece of the 11 in. refractor having been removed, in its
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Fig. 42
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])Iaee is substituted a stout frame-work of three irou rods, to the eud of which

tlie spectrograph is attaclied by adjustable scrcAvs. To secure stability, the

tube of the colliuiator is placed witliiu a eouical shaped frame of steel girders.

It may be moved aloug its axis by a rack and pinion, and its position may be

read off on a scale. To the frame is rigidly attached the curved box containing

the two Rutherfurd's prisms of high disi^ersion. The conical camera is tirmly

connected with the box, and its base is permanently attached to the frame

by steel arms. Thus an entirely rigid apparatus is secured which shows no

a})preciaV)le flexure. For the sake of further stability the plate-holder is

flxed permanently, and the camera focused by moving its objective by a screw

with divided head. The lenses have been made achromatic for the chemical

rays. A Geissler tube (of hydrogen) is inserted in the cone of rays from the

objective of the refractor at a distance of about 40 cm from the slit. The star

spectrum therefore is crossed by the Hy (G') line, which not only serves as a

liducial line in determining motion in the line of sight, but also does the

important duty of supplying light enough to enable the star to be kept on the

slit. A snrall telescope, placed at the proper angle, catches that portion of

the light from the slit Avhich is reflected from the first surface of the front

prism. Since the rays emerge parallel from the collimator, it is necessary to

focus this telescope on infinity, and then the slit will be seen illuminated

by the Geissler tube, and Avithin the slit, as a fine luminous point, the image

of the star. It is now easy Avith the sloA\^-motions of the refractor to maintain

the star precisely in the middle of the slit, Avhich is of course set parallel to

the diurnal motion. The slightest deviation of the star from its proper

position toAvards one of the jaAvs of the slit may be at once recognized from

the reflection of the star's light at the edges of the slit.

A further arrangement, chiefly for controlling the setting of the star upon

the slit, is attached to the under end of the camera. At the side of the

sensitive plate, at about the point Avhere the h group of the solar spectrum

falls, is inserted a little total-reflecting prism, to Avhich is connected an

eyepiece. By means of the eyepiece the green portion of the spectrum can

be directly observed, but on account of its faintness and narroAvness the

details of spectrum of only the brightest objects can be recognized. The best

position of the star on the slit may be recognized by the maximum of

brightness of the spectrum.

In order to estimate the middle point of the slit Avith sufficient accuracy,

its length must be short ; in this case it amounts to 2 nnn.

In Part III of this book Ave shall have occasion to discuss the very

precise results Avhich have been attained Avith this instrument.

The measurement of spectral photographs (and more particularly those of

stars) is much less laborious than direct measurement at the telescope, and

the accuracy is far greater. This is due to the perfectly steady and unchange-
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able picture which the negative presents, as well as to the avoidance of haste

and of uncomfortable postures by the observer. The mistake must not be

made, however, of supposing that such measurements can be attempted by

anyone Avithout previous experience ; for they require as much skill as any

other micrometer observations, and long practice and experience are essential

for good results. The measurements may be made with any desired pattern

of micrometer microscope or dividing engine. The magnifying power to be

employed dei)ends upon the fineness of the silver grains and the general

distinctness of the negative ; it will rarely exceed 25 diameters, and for most

cases a magnification of from 12 to 15 times will be amply sufficient. AVith

high powers the setting may be best made Avith a single fine thread ; a double

thread may be used to advantage Avith lower magnifications.

Many lines are so faint that, although visible by themselves, they Avholly

disappear Avhen the thread is brought up to them. In such cases either a

conspicuous sih'er grain or some speck on the gelatine can almost ahvays be

found someAvhere on the line, and the setting can be then made u})on it.

Especial attention must be given to the appearance of the lines under

measurement. Two or more lines, according to the amount of the dispersion,

are frequently merged into a single one on the negative.

From the breadth and general appearance as to diffuseness of such lines,

and still more from their brightness (for Ave are discussing measurements of

the negatives), an opinion may be formed as to their single or multiple

character. The union of several lines is generally somewhat fainter than a

correspondingly broad single line.

The measurement of the stellar spectra requires, for the negatives as for

direct observations, a table or curve for the transformation of readings of the

micrometer scrcAV directly into Avave-lengths.

On account of the great exactness, Avhich the results Avith the Potsdam

spectrograph have shoAvn the method to be capable of furnishing, it seems

desirable to describe more fully the process employed in the reductions. The

high dispersion of the spectrograph makes the dispersive effect of the

variations of temperature A^ery perce})tible, and to this is added the effect of

temperature upon the focal length of both collimating and camera lenses.

The camera-objective has its special setting for each temperature, and the

diameter of the image A^aries accordingly. The setting of tlie collimating lens

remains unaltered. The change in the size of the image is distributed

proportionally over the Avhole spectrum, but the change in the spectrum due

to altered dispersion Avith varied temperature is not, and so the combined

result is that spectra of the same object taken at different temperatures are

neither identical nor geometrically similar.

The best procedure is to reduce all the measurements to one single

temperature and position of the camera-lens, the standard temperature being

that at Avhich a good negative of the solar spectrum has been made.
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As in the reduction of direct observations, a number of standard lines on

this sohxr spectrum are now selected, being chosen with especial regard to

their intensity and distinctness, and the number of them being proportional

to the desired accuracy of the measurements. Iron lines are preferable when
available, as they are generally conspicuous in those spectra containing many
lines.

These standard lines are then carefully measured, thus furnishing a curve

or table for the transformation into wave-lengths, which is true for the

standard temperature. In measuring a star spectrum the standard solar

negative is laid, film down, upon that of the star, so that the lines of the one

spectrum form the continuation of those of the other, the hydrogen lines

serving as a guide in effecting this. The procedure now varies according to

the nature of the spectrum. In the spectra of the second and third types,

which possess great similarity to that of the sun, the majority of the standard

lines can be identified at once. All the lines of the star's spectrum are now
measured, the standard lines being especially noted. The reduction to the

standard solar si)ectruni is then obtained for different portions of the negative,

say the two ends and the middle, by comparing the same distances in star and
solar spectrum. If the standard lines are moderately close to each other the

correctiou will l)e so small that it may without further reduction be simply

added to the tabular quantities which serve to interpolate the Avave-lengths of

the unknown lines lying between the standard ones. This method practically

Avholly eliminates any slight distortion of the gelatine film, and gives accurate

results.

The case is otherwise if only one or two of the hydrogen lines can be

identified in the spectrum under investigation, and if all the others must be

regarded as unknown, as for instance in stars of the first type, in which only

isolated metallic lines occur.

It is always advisable in photographs of such spectra to superpose at least

the artificial hydrogen lines, which furnish points of reference uncertain only

by a quantity of the order of the displacements due to motion in the line

of sight.

In order to attain the greatest accuracy with such spectra, however, it is

l)est to simultaneously photograph a comparison spectrum of iron or cadmium,
the lines of which may serve for reference.

It is sometimes possible to secure a comparison spectrum of the moon
on the plate, but it is very undesirable to employ the sun on the next

day, because of the unavoidable difference of temperature between the two
exposures.

If no further comparison spectrum can be obtained, it only remains to make
the reduction with the aid of a spectrum of a second type star photographed
at the same temperature. The exactness attained is, however, considerably

diminished.
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As we have already said, the measurements may be made with any

aj)paratus that is sufficiently precise. Fig. 43 shows an excellent apparatus

of this sort which Avas constructed for the

measurement of photographs of spectra at

Potsdam. It consists of a microscope M, which

can be brought into a convenient position for

the observer by turning about the joint A". The

table T carries the micrometer apparatus, which

consists in the screw 8, 4 cm long, and a sliding

attachment to which the negative is fastened

by clamps operated by the screw R. The screw

has a pitch of 0.25 mm, and therefore a reading

may be made on the head to 40^0 mm. The

illumination of the negative is furnished by the

mirror B.

As we have already indicated, one of the

great advantages of the photographic method

over direct observation lies in the fact that a

cylindric lens becomes unnecessary, whereby a

considerable gain is made in intensity of the

light. Negatives obtained with the star

lield at one point of the slit are ex-

tremely narrow, and although this causes

no difficulty in the measurements, yet

it makes the negatives unsuitable for

enlargement or indeed for reproduction.

The disproportionate relation between

the length and breadth remains, and moreover the silver grains become

visible by enlargement and injure the picture.

Pickering has introduced the method of inserting a cylindric lens at the

proper point in the enlarging apparatus. In this Avay the desired broadening

of the spectrum is attained, while at the same time the silver grains are drawn

out into iine lines, and cease to be disturbing elements. With this process,

however, faint negatives present considerable difficulty, and only a limited

broadening of the spectrum can be obtained.

The author has therefore proposed another method, and constructed an

apparatus which also renders the silver-grains harmless and permits any

desired broadening of the spectrum.

In principle the method consists in moving the photographic plate of an

ordinary enlarging apparatus back and forth during the exposure in a direction

perpendicular to the length of the spectrum.

The delicacy of the spectra makes it essential that this motion should be

perfectly uniform in direction and velocity, as otherwise the narrowness of

FKj. 43
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the lines of the original wonld not be preserved, and the resulting spectrum

would be of varying intensity at different points of its width ; moreover an

absolutely opaque background must be supplied at both edges of the spectrum

in order to prevent stray light from fogging the plate uniformly.

This process of broadening the spectrum cannot be accompanied by a

weakening of its intensity, since the effect is the same as if a series of

exposures were made upon a single plate, each one precisely above the

Fir,. 44

preceding one. The silver grains disappear entirely, since they are drawn
out into line lines whose length is the width of the spectrum, and their

entirely accidental distribution makes the resulting intensity of the spectrum

quite uniform.

Specks or particles of dust on the film of the original negative Avill }>roduce

false lines by this method as well as with the use of a cylindric lens, but they

can be generally distinguished from the real lines without much dithculty.

It may be here remarked that measurements of stellar spectra should always

be made on the original negative, and not on these enlarged or broadened

copies, the utility of Avhich is chiefly for the purpose of illustration.

Fig. 44 shows the arrangement of the plate end of the apparatus. The
negative to be enlarged is attached to the inside of a horizontal adjustable

slit, the jaws of which are opened just wide enough to include the width of

the spectrum, but not to admit any light above or below it. The plate-holder

is attached to a frame which may be moved up and down on four carefully

made wheels which run on two vertical rails at the side. The two right-hand

wheels are mounted on springs so that a steady pressure is maintained against
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the rails, and two counterpoises nearly balance the weight of tlie moving

parts. The frame rests with a slight pressure on an eccentric, the form of

which is that of two opposing spirals, so that when the eccentric is turned an

xip and down motion with uniform velocitj^ results. The eccentric is driven

by a clock-work which is kept at a perfectly steady rate by a spring pendulum

of the sort emplo}'ed by Repsold for equatorials. The clock-work is regulated

so that an excursion of the plate-holder requires about half a minute. Since

the motion cannot be perfectly steady at the turning points, a slit, of slightly

less width than the whole extent of the motion, is inserted inside the

apparatus so that the spectrum is slnit off at the points of reversal.

The magnifying lens employed with this instrument gives a linear enlarge-

ment of live times, and the width of the resulting spectra is set at 15 mm,

Avhich corresponds to an enlargement of about 150 times in the width of the

original spectrum. This ratio can be plainly increased by any desired amount

by employing an eccentric of jiroportionally larger dimensions. The time of

exposure of the i)late must be increased over what it would be for a motionless

plate by an amount proportional to the ratio of the enlargement in width to

the general enlargement.

The lithographed plates at the end of this volume are reproductions of

stellar spectra obtained with the Potsdam spectrograph and enlarged by this

process.

We now revert to the apparatus which has been devised for photographing

the forms and spectra of the solar prominences. Various attempts had been

made between 1872 and 1882 by different astronomers— among them Braun,

Lockyer and Seabroke, Lohse, Zenger and Janssen— to consti-uct an instru-

ment which should photographically record the prominences, but during that

period no very substantial advance was made beyond the experimental

negatives obtained by Young at Dartmouth College in 1870 with a wide slit

attached to an ordinary solar spectroscope.

In 1889 the subject was taken up by George E. Hale of Chicago who,

unconsciously following a suggestion made by Janssen (Rep. Brit. Ass'n, 1869),

devised two methods of photographing the prominences with a narrow slit.

By the first method the rate of the driving-clock is so altered that the sun's

image moves slowly across the slit of a grating spectroscope of high dispersion,

and the photographic plate (afterwards modified to the form of a film on

celluloid wound about a revolving cylinder) is caused to move at precisely

the same rate and in the same direction. A second narrow slit, parallel

in direction to the other, is placed just in front of the film, so tliat a

fresh portion of the plate is being continuously uncovered at the same

time that a new section of the prominence falls upon the first slit. Upon

development the entire form of the prominence will therefore appear f)n

the negative.
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A second method lias liowever ])roved more satisfactory, and according

to it Hale has constructed a new instrument to which lie has given the name
spectroheliograph.* Fig. 45 shows it when attached to the 12 in. refractor

at the Kenwood Observatory of the University of Chicago.

It consists of a powerful diffraction spectroscope, provided with two

sliding slits, one as usual in the focal plane of the objective, and the other just

inside the focus of the camera lens. They are attached to carriages mounted

on steel balls, so that they may be moved very smoothly in their own planes.

The sun's image is made to lie centrally in respect to the axis of the

collimator, and then a uniform motion is communicated to the two slits so

that the first one passes across the image of the sun, while the other exposes

continuously fresh positions of the plate to the rays from the K line. This

line is always bright in prominences and adapts itself especially Avell to this

purpose on account of the chemical activity of its rays and of its great breadth

of shading, thus permitting a wider slit to be used than with other lines.

A small total reflection prism is attached to the carriage of the second

slit, so that a portion of the spectrum can be examined through the small

telescope without disturbing the j^late-holder.

A specially designed clepsydra, attached inside the braced frame of the

spectroscope, furnishes the power for moving the slits. It consists of a

brass cylinder, of three inches bore and six inches stroke, provided with two

inlet and two outlet valves and a very accurate micrometer gate-valve.

A system of levers attached to the piston-rod communicates its motion to

the two slits. The pressure is obtained from a hydraulic accumulator con-

nected with the city water sujjidy.

The speed of the piston, and hence of the slits, may be very accurately

regulated by tlie micrometer gate-valve. In making the exposure, the light

from the sun's disk is cut off by the insertion of a circular diaphragm, of

slightly less diameter than the solar image, just in front of the first slit. The
diaphragm and image being now kept concentric by the motion of the driving-

clock, the proper valves of the clepsydra are opened and tlie first slit sweeps

across the whole solar diameter, while the second moves across, and almost in

contact with the film of the })hotographic plate. On development all the

prominences around the whole circumference of the sun appear in their proper

positions and shape. Having found that the H and K lines are reversed in

faculae at all points on the solar disk. Hale has further applied this same

method to their investigation with most encouraging results, so that he is now
(1892) able to obtain on a single plate a photograph showing the sun-spots,

the faculae (which Avould be invisible on a direct photograph imless near the

limb), the chromosi)here and the prominences in all their detail as they

appear through the K line.

* A.slrouoiny and A.strophy.sic.s. May 1802, p. 407. -Marcli 180;l, p. 241.
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The pvoeeduve consists in first i)hotogvaphiug the prominences as above
;

at the end of the stroke the dia})hragni is removed and the valves of the

clei)sy(lra are adjusted to give a return stroke at a much liiglier rate of

speed, since a nuich shorter exposure is required for the surface of the sun

than for the prominences. Thus with the expenditure of about a minute of

time a photographic record of all the phenomena of the solar surface is

obtained.

Deslandres has recently taken up the i)hotographic study of the forms and

spectra of the prominences, at the Paris Observatory. The plan of instru-

ment he emploj'S is a modification of that devised by Lohse.

The spectroscope may be given a steady rotation about the prolonged axis

of the objective, and the slit is set eccentrically so that it is just tangent to

the limb of the solar image. By rotating the instrument each portion of the

limb will successively come in contact with the slit. A fixed slit just in front

of the plate allows only the rays from the K line to fall upon it. A gearing-

arrangement commimicates to the plate a motion corresponding to that of

the instrument, so that there will be impressed upon the plate a band, ecpial

in length to the circumference of the sun, showing all the prominences in

their correct forms.

The Reversion Spectroscope

Zollner* designed a form of spectroscope which furnished very accurate

measiirements and was specially adapted to the purpose of measuring the

disi)lacement in the lines of the spectrum of the opposite limbs of the sun due

to its axial rotation.

Two precisely similar spectra are produced, with their direction (sequence

of colors) reversed, and provided with a means of displacing one against the

other something after the manner of a vernier.

This method increases the accuracy of the meastirements by the same

amount as would a doubling of the dispersion, and is very efficient in

revealing minute displacements of spectral lines, as in the above case.

Three different forms of construction of this spectrosco})e were given by

Zollner.

His first plan was as follows : At the focus of the collimator lies a slit or

a luminous point drawn out into a line by a cylindric lens. The rays then

emerge parallel from the collimating lens and pass through two systems of

direct vision prisms, which are ])laced beside each other with their refracting

angles on opposite sides, so that each receives one-half of the beam of rays

and spreads it out into a spectrum, equal, but opposite in direction, to that

from the other i)rism-system. The objective of the view-telescope is divided

* Ast. Nach. 74, p. 308, 1869.
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like a heliometer in two halves, the line of section being perpendicular to

the refracting edges of the prisms. Each of the halves can be moved by

micrometer screws both parallel with, and normal to the line of section.

When the halves are in contact, so as to form a circular object-glass,

the two reversed spectra will be exactly superposed when viewed at the

eyepiece. The micrometer screws then make it possible to bring any line

of the one spectrum into coincidence with any of the other, the S])ectra

being either superposed, or just in contact, or in some intermediate

position.

The later forms* of the reversion spectroscope do not require the

double opposing prism-systems, and can be readily made out of any

ordinary spectroscope by the addition of an arrangement to cause the

reversion to take place either at the objective or at the eyepiece of the

view-telescope.

In the case of the reversion-objective the oV)ject-glass of the view-telescope

must be also cut in halves, but is movable only in a direction perpendicular

to the line of section ; by this motion the two spectra may be brought into

juxtaposition, or made to overlap, as may be jireferred. In front of one of

the halves is attached a right-angled reflecting prism with its hypothenuse

surface perpendicular to the line of section and parallel to the optical axis of

the telescope. The spectrum formed by the half before which the prism is

placed will be inverted by the reflection. When the observing-telescope is

now rotated, the two spectra will ai)pear to move across the fleld in opposite

directions, and it is easy to find the point where the same lines in the two

spectra i)recisely coincide ; the angle of deviation may then be read off on

the graduated circle.

The reversion-eyepiece does not require a divided objective for the

view-telescope. A small reflection prism is inserted within the eyepiece

j\ist in front of the field-lens, so as to cover just one-half of the field of view.

Its hypothenuse surface must be parallel to the optical axis of the instrument

and to the refracting edges of the prisms. When the view-telescope is turned,

the spectra will move past each other as before and the angular deviation

of the point of coincidence may be accurately determined on the circle. Since

the rays which fall upon the reversing prism are no longer parallel, their

divergence will be altered by it. The correction for the corresponding

alteration of the focal length is effected by inserting a half of a concave lens

in front of the portion of the eyepiece which is not covered by the reversing

prism. The contact of the two spectra is much less sharply defined than with

the reversion-objective. The first spectroscopic proof of the rotation of the

sun was obtained in 1S71 by H. C. Vogel with the use of a reversion

spectroscope.

* Phil. Mag. 43, p. 47 ; 44, p. 417, 1872.
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The Co:\rBiNATioN of Objective-puis.m with COiMPOUND

Spectroscope

Secelii made the curious and interesting observation that by combining an

objective-prism with an ordinary solar spectroscope lie obtained, in addition

to the usual solar spectrum, an oval image of the sun, at the edge of which
the C line was reversed by the chromosphere or by the prominences.

Cami)hausen* has given the following explanation of this j)hen6nienon :

The objective-prism causes the objective to project not merely a single solar

image, but as many as there are rays of different refrangibility in the sun's

light.

These overlapping images lie intinitesimally displaced, one from the next.

Upon a given point of the solar surface in the first image will fall in the

second image a point of the surface infinitesimally distant from the first ; in

the third image a point of the surface distant by twice the increment will be

overlaid upon the first point, and so on.

If we could now imagine a plane passed perpendicularly tlirough the

infinite number of such overlaid images, we should necessarily find in this

vertical section that each point of the surface was situated in jirecisely the

same order as in the |)lane of the solar image itself. Such a section would
therefore present all the details Avhich the disk of tlie sun itself shows, and
Avould be, as it were, an image of the sun turned through 90°.

The narrowness of the slit, however much reduced, could not hinder

the passage through it of this infinitely narrow cross-section. This is not

enough, however, to make the image visible, for the eye Avould simply see it

as a line,— as a photograph of the sun would appear, for instance, when
viewed end on. We must uoav take into consideration the fact that each one

of all the points in the section has its own refrangibility. Therefore, after

passing through the slit and the prisms, each point will be deviated toward

the right or the left by the amount corresponding to its refrangibility, and

thus the eye will have spread out before it a plane image of the sun at the

focus of the view-telescope. If the first layers of the image are red, then the

solar image will begin with red, and similarly for any other color.

It is only figuratively that we can s})eak of a cross-section of these over-

laid images, since they actually lie in one and the same plane, namely the

focal plane of the objective (the effect of the imperfect achromatism of the

objective being disregarded). This need not cause any difficulty, however,

since the rays from any luminous line (as a slit) containing points of

different refrangibility are deviated each in its proper direction.

* Ueber (lie Yerbindung des Sonnenspectroskopes init eiiiem Prisma vor dem objectiv-

glase des Fernrohres oder zwisehen Objectivglas uiid Spalt. Kiiln, 1872.
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We have thus far presupposed that the edges of the objective-prism and

of the other prisms, as well as the slit, all lie parallel to each other, for

otherwise the solar image will be much distorted. By a suitable choice of

prisms the generally oval image may be made circular, so that thus a correct

image of the sun may be obtained which possesses the remarkable property of

being of all colors and yet consisting of only monochromatic rays. If, with a

wide slit, such an image be allowed to drift across the field of view, the

prominences will appear successively in the different colors of the hydrogen

lines. Similar results may be obtained if, instead of an objective-prism, a

direct-vision prism is inserted in the cone of rays from the objective. The

explanation becomes then considerably more complicated.

Meteor Spectroscopes

Any slitless spectroscope connected with a small hand telescope may serve

for tlie observation of the spectra of meteors. The most important condition

for success is that the field of view shall be as large as possible. Tliis is

Fig. 4g

attained by von Konkoly by simply using a concave cylindric lens as shoAvn

in Fig. 46. The field of view of such an instrument embraces about 27^,

with the additional advantage that the apparent velocity of the meteor is

very greatly diminished.
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SPECTROSCOPIC THEORIES

CHAPTER I

kirchhoff's law

The period from the foundation of spectrum analysis by Fraunhofer to its

theoretical development by Kirchhoff is characterized chiefly by the great

number of experimental facts brought to light by the zeal of the numerous

investigators in this branch of science.

Theoretical considerations were also sometimes touched upon,— precursors

of Kirchhoff's investigations,— and not seldom did they very nearly reach the

fundamental idea of his theory.

The experimental results gained consisted chiefl}- in an increased knowledge

of the metallic spectra and in better maps of the solar spectrum.

The spectra of incandescent gases— especially hydrocarbons— were also

quite precisely known.

It Avas certain observations of the spectrum of sodium which stimulated the

study of the relationship between the bright metallic lines and the dark Fraun-

hofer lines of the solar spectrum. The identity of the yellow sodium line

and the D line in the sun Avas repeatedly asserted, yet the opinions as to tlie

cause of the D line were widely divergent. Swan* was the first to undertake

precise researches on this point, and he arrived at the result that the yellow

line always present in the spectrum was due to sodium, and that its so constant

appearance was a consequence of the universal distribvition of its compounds,

and of the fact that such infinitesimal amounts were sufficient to make the line

appear.

Foucault's t verj' important discovery of the direct reversal of the sodium

line in the electric arc remained for a long time unnoticed, while the existence

of atmospheric lines and their distinction from those of the sun were early

known.

* Trans, of Royal Society of Edinburg, Vol. 21. Pogg. Ann. Bd. 100.

t L'Institut, 1849, p. 45.
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The first theoretical discussion which approximated to the truth was given

by Angstrom * in 1853. He propounded the theorem that an incandescent

body must of necessity emit all those rays which it absorbs when at its ordinary

temperature. This contains the fundamental idea of Kirchhoff's law, but its

physical meaning was wholly misunderstood, since in the first place it can be

only true of gases and not of bodies in general, and secondly, it can only

have a meaning when absorption and emission are referred to the same

temperature.

That Angstrom intended his theorem to be understood as above is clear

from a further remark in which he adduces as an indirect confirmation of it

Niepce de Saint Victor's discovery that a silver plate treated with chlorine

alone may take on all colors of the spectrum on exposure, while one that is at

the same time treated with a coloring substance as well receives almost

exclusively the color of the substance.

From investigations of the emission and absorption of heat by plates

partially transparent for heat rays, Balfour Stewartf declared that the amount

absorbed by a plate is equal to the amount radiated by it, and this for all degrees

of temperature. Stewart did not, however, furnish a rigorous proof of this,

nor did he nuike it sufficiently precise to be regarded as a scientific statement

of the law of the relation between absorption and emission. The same may

be said of an assertion, made by Stokes some ten years before the establish-

ment of the law by Kirchhoff, that sodium must be present in the atmosphere

of the sun.

KirchhofE alone proceeded with a definite purpose in view and in a

thoroughly scientific manner, and he may therefore be considered as the

discoverer of the relation between absorption and emission as expressed

in the law bearing his name, for which he gave a theoretical proof based upon

certain assumptions whose validity was long unquestioned.

The law may be stated thus:

The ratio between the absorptive and emissive power is the same for each

kind of rays for all bodies at the same temperature.

This law and its consequences are of the highest importance in the study

of spectrum analysis of the heavenly bodies, for their spectra present great

differences in the intensity, width and distinctness of the lines. Thus we may

reason backwards as to the relations of pressure and temperature prevailing in

these 'bodies and gain important conclusions as to the constitution of the

bodies, aside from the indications of the presence of luminous or absorbing

elements.

These conclusions may be also reached from analogous phenomena observed

in the laboratory, but they are primarily consequences of Kirchhoff's law, and

in what follows Ave shall therefore explain the dependence of the spectrum of

* Fogg. Anil. Bd. 94. t Trans, of the Royal Society of Edinburg, 1858.
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a gas upon its density and pressure on the basis of the investigations of

Kiivhhoft* and Zolluer.t

On account of its fundamental importance we shall now reproduce the

proof of Kirchhoff's law in the precise form of its original publication.

•• We are lirst obliged to make certain suppositions which constitute the

basis of the proof and determine tlie limits within wliieh the law holds good.

Heat rays are in their nature quite the same as light rays, being but a

special class of them; though invisible, they differ from the light rays only in

the value of their period of vibration or of their wave length; they also are

subject to the same laws in their propagation as light rays,

A luminous body situated in empty space emits rays which are entirel}'

independent of the bodies upon which they fall.

Similarly, all the heat radiations emitted from such a body are indei)endent

of surrounding bodies.

(,)f the heat radiations received by the body from its surroundings, a portion

is absorbed and the remainder is again sent out in directions now altered by

the reflection and refraction.

As a rule, the quantity of heat contained Avithin a body suffers b}- emission

a loss equivalent to the kinetic energy of the rays radiated, and correspond-

ingly it makes a gain by absorption equivalent to the energy of the absorbed

rays. Exceptions to the rule occur in cases where the absorption and radiation

produce other alterations of the body, as for instance, where the body under-

goes a chemical change under the action of light, or where the body is

phosphorescent and loses the property of luminosity on account of the

radiation of the light which it has received.

"We shall exclude such cases by the assumption that the body has the

property of being entirely unaffected by the rays which it emits or absorbs, or

by any other influences to which it ma}' be exposed, if its temperature is main-

tained constant by the addition or subtraction of heat. This condition having

been fulfilled, the law of tlie equivalence of heat and energy requires that the

amount of heat which must be communicated to the body in a given time, in

order to prevent its cooling off as a result of its own radiation, shall be the

equivalent of the kinetic energy of the emitted rays; similarly the amount of

heat which must be taken away from the body, in order to prevent the tem-

perature from rising through the absorption of heat rays, must be the equiv-

alent of the kinetic energy of the absorbed rays.

A body situated within a shell of equal temperature with itself does not

change in temperature through radiation of heat, and must therefore absorb in

a certain interval of time just as many rays as it emits.

* Pogg. Ann. Bd. 109. — Untersuchungen iiber das Sonnenspectruni und die vSpectra der

chemischen Elemente. Berlin, 1866.

t Zollner. Wissenschaftliche Abhandlungen. Bd. IV.
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The conclusion was long ago drawn from this tliat at the same temperature

the ratio between the emissive and absorptive power is the same for all bodies.

Here the assumption was made that the bodies sent out only one sort of

rays. This law was confirmed experimentally by de la Provostaye and Desains

for many cases in which the similarity of the emitted radiations could l)e

asserted to tlie extent that they were non-luminous.

Up to the present neither theoretical considerations nor practical experi-

ments have shown whether a similar law holds good if the body emits simul-

taneou.sly rays of different kinds, as, strictly speaking, is doid)tless always the

case.

I have now fonnd that tlie hiw does hold good then, if by tMuissive ])0\ver

be understood the intensity of the emitted rays of one particular kind and the

absorptive ])ower l)e referred to rays of the same kind.

The ratio between the emissive and absori)tive power (the terms l)eing

taken as above detined) is the same for all bodies at the same temperature.

I shall now give tlie theoretical proof of this law, and then develop certain

remarkable conse(piences which follow directly from it, and which in part

explain }ih('nomena already known and in part accpiaint us witli new

phenomena.

Every body emits radiations of a (piality and intensity <lepending upon its

nature and its tenipcrature. Under certain circumstances still other radia-

tions may be cond)ined witli these, — as for instance when tlie body is

electrified to a sufficiently high degree or when it is phosphorescent or

fluorescent.

We shall here wholly exclude such cases.

If the body receives radiations from without, it absorbs a jiortion of them

and converts them into heat. Under (-ertain conditions a further absorption

nuiy occur if the body is phosphorescent or fluorescent. We })remise liere

that all the absorbed radmtions are converted into heat.

§ 1. Let Tis imagine two screens *S'i and S.^ arranged
^ before a body C, as :n Fig. 47.

Let them contain the apertures 1 and 2, intinitesimal

as compared with their distance apart, and each having

a common center.

A pencil of rays from C will pass through these

apertures. Let us consider only that portion of the

s
i pencdl of which the wave-lengths are com})rised between

^^-^ A and A. + (^A, and let it be resolved into two components

/'^^^ J polarized in perpendicular planes a and b containing the

^-

—

^ axis of the pencil. Call E the emissive power of the

'" ''' body, and let the intensity of the component polarized in

the plane of d be Ed\. Conversely, let a pencil of wave-length A, polarized in

the plane /^ pass through the apertures and fall upon C\ which Avill tlien
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absorV) one portion of the pencil, and will transmit a portion of the remainder

and retiec't another.

We shall call the ratio between the intensities of the absorbed and incident

radiations the al)S(n'ptive power of the body, and shall denote it by A.

The (piantities E and .1 depend npon the nature and temperature of the

body C\ the position and sha})e of tiie apertures 1 and 2, upon the wave-length

A and the direction of the [)lane //. We shall i)resently prove that the ratio

— is independent of the nature of the body, and from this it will readily follow

that the ratio does not vary with the direction of the plane a. We shall find

a simple expression of the dependence of the ratio n[)on the position and shape

of the apertures, so that the only remaining nid^nown relation will be its

dependence upon the temperature and wave-length.

The proof now to be given of the law alHrnied rests u[)on the assumption

that Ijodies are conceivable which even in layers of inHnitesimal thickness

absolutely absorb all the radiations which fall upon them, — which therefore

neither reflect nor transmit radiations.

I shall call such bodies absolutely black, or for brevity simi)ly black.

We shall tirst need to investigate the radiation of such a body.

§ 2. Let C be a black body, and denote b}- e its emissive power,

which is in general denoted by K We must show that c remains

unchanged if C is re[)laced by any other black body at the same temperature.

Let us imagine C to be enclosed within a black recep-
g

tacle, as in Fig. 4S, the two screens *S'i and S., being also

composed of a black sulistance. At first consider the

aperture 2 closed by another black surface which I call

surface 2. This whole system must ])ossess the same

temperatm-e and be protected from loss of heat l)y ;in

adiathermanous shell, as a closed, perfectly reflecting

surface.

Since the temperature of the body C renuiins constant,

the total intensity of the radiations which fall upon it—
Avhicli according to our assum[)tion it wholly absorl)S—
must be equal to the total intensity of the radiations it

emits. Conceive now the surface 2 to be removed and the aperture thus

opened to be covered by the concave surface of a portion of a perfectly reflect-

ing spherical shell the middle i)oint of which falls at the center of the

aperture 1. The state of thermal equilibrium Avill then still continue. The
equality of intensity between the rays Avhich C emits and receives must also

still exist. Since the body C, however, now sends out the same rays as before,

it follows that the intensity of the rays which fall in both cases upon the body

C must be the same. The removal of the surface 2 withdrew the rays which

it had sent to C through tlie aperture 1 . but the concave mirror over the
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aperture 2 reflected back to C those rays which C had radiated through

apertures 1 and 2. From this it follows that the intensity of the pencil

which the body C radiates through the apertures 1 and 2 is equal to the

intensity of the pencil which the black surface 2 sends at the same temper-

ature through the aperture 1. This intensity is therefore independent of the

form and other structure of the body C.

With this the law affirmed would be proven, if all the rays of the two

pencils above compared were of the same wave-length A and polarized in the

plane a. Kegard for this difference of the rays makes a somewhat more

complicated consideration necessary.

§ 3. In the arrangement shown in Fig. 49 let us

consider P to be a small thin plate, inserted between the

apertures 1 and 2, which shows in the visible rays the

colors of thin plates.

We assume that the plate shall neither emit nor

absorl) a perceptible amount of radiation, partly from its

slight thickness and partly on account of the nature of

the substance of which it is composed. Let the plate be

so placed that the pencil emerging through the apertures

1 and 2 shall encounter it at the angle of polarization, and

the plane of incidence shall coincide with the plane a.

FKi. 49 ^ reflected image of the aperture 1 will be formed by the

plate P at the point 3, and at this point let an aperture of the size of the

image be cut, which I shall call aperture 3.

Consider aperture 2 to be closed by a black surface of the temperature of

the whole system ; suppose aperture 3 in one case to be closed by a precisely

similar black surface (3) and in another case by a perfect concave spherical

mirror with its center at the center of the reflected image of aperture 1 which

the plate P projects.

In both cases thermal equilibrium remains. It follows therefore from a

process of reasoning similar to that used in the preceding paragraph that the

sum of the intensities which are withdrawn from C by the removal of the

surface 3 is equal to the sum of the intensities of the rays which are added to

it by the substitution of the concave mirror. Let a black screen Sg, of the

temperature of the whole system, be so introduced that none of the rays

emitted by surface 3 can directly reach the aperture 1.

The first sum is then the intensity of the rays which were emitted by

surface 3 and reflected by P through the aperture 1 ; let us denote this by Q.

The second sum is composed of two portions,— one of which is due to C and

equals
I
er\lX, where r is a quantity depending upon the structure of the plate

P and the wave-length A.
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The other portion is due to rays emitted from a part of the black Avail

connecting the screens Si and &, which have then passed through P and been

reilected first from the concave mirror and then from the plate P. We shall

call the portion It, but we do not need to investigate its value more closely,

since it is sufficient to notice that it, as well as Q, is independent of the

structure of the body C.

Between these quantities we shall then have the relation expressed by the

equation

/ r^J\ + /,' =

Suppose now the body C to be replaced by another body of the same

temperature, and denote for it by e' the analog of e for C.

We shall then have

Ce'AlX + R=Q,
I)

whence
|

(« — e') r-d\ = ,

Let us now assume that the index of refraction of the plate P is only

infinitesimally different from unity. By the theory of thin plates we may
then set

r = p snr -^ ,

A

where 2^ is a quantity proportional to the thickness of the plate P but

independent of A, and p is a quantity independent of this thickness.

Substituting, we obtain

f(e — e') p' sin'' ^ dX= ,

Since this equation must hold good for every thickness of P and hence for

every value of jj, we may conclude that, for every value of X, a — «' =: (). •

In order to prove this, let us substitute in that equation for sin* - its
A

equal,

• l(c.os4f-4cos2| + 3),

and then differentiate twice with respect to p.
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We thus obtain

In place of A let us now introduce a new quantity defined by the relation

and put

Tims we get

(e-e')p'=f(a)

I
/'(a) (cos 2/ja — cos pa)da =^0 .

Now, if <^{a) is any given function of a,

I
c^(a) cos 2pa da^ -

1 </>
( yA cos jia da

,

as may be readily seen by substituting - for a ; whence

f [ f (^)
— 2/ (a)

"I
cos pa da = .

Let this equation be multiplied with cos px dj), where x is an entirely

arbitrary quantity, and then be integrated between j^ = and /> = cc .

By applying Fourier's theorem, which is expressed by the equation

I
cos 2^^ dp j <^(<^) cosy^a da = — <^(a)

,

/(5) = 2/(.i-),we obtain

or

From this it follows that / (a) must either vanish for all values of a, or

become infinite if a approaches zero. But if a approaches 0, A becomes

infinite.

Kecalling the meaning of f (a) and that p is a proper fraction, and that

neither e nor e' can become infinite if A should do so, we see that the second

case cannot occur and that therefore e must equal e' for all values of A.

§ 4. If the pencil emitted by the body C and passing through aperture

1 and 2 was partially plane polarized, then the plane of polarization of this

portion would be turned if the body were turned about the axis of the pencil.
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Such a turning Avould therefore necessarily alter the value of e ; but the

equation just proven shows such an alteration to be impossible, and hence no

portion of the pencil can be plane polarized. We could also prove that there

can be no circularly polarized portion, but Ave shall ouiit this proof. Without

it, it will be admitted that black bodies are conceivable whose structure is

such as to oft'er no reason for emitting more right hand circularly polarized

rays than left hand rays. We shall assume that the black bodies with which

we have further to deal are of this character,— they emit in all directions

non-polarized rays.

§ 5. The quantity denoted by e depends upon the form and relative

position of the apertures 1 and 2, as well as upon the temperature and wave-

length. If we denote by u\ and xo.i the projections of the apertures upon

planes perpendicular to the axis of the pencil, and call the distance between

the apertures s, then we shall have

where J alone is a function of the temperature and the wave-length.

§ 6. Since the form of the body C is arbitrary, we may substitute for it a

surface Avhich shall just till the aperture 1, and which I shall call surface 1.

We may then consider the screen S^ as removed.

We may also consider screen S.^ as removed, if we define the pencil to

which e is referred as the pencil falling from surface 1 upon surface 2 and

precisely filling aperture 2.

§ 7. An immediate consequence of the last equation, and one that we
shall subsequently make use of, is that the value of e remains the same when
we imagine the apertures 1 and 2 exchanged.

§ 8. We have now to prove a theorem which may be considered as a

generalization of that asserted in the last paragraph.

Let us imagine that there are a number of bodies between the two black

surfaces 1 and 2, of the same temperature, which refract, reflect and absorb in

any way whatever the rays which the two surfaces send each other.

Several pencils of rays may now reach surface 2 from surface 1. We select

one of these and consider that portion near 1 which has wave-lengths between

A and d\ ; let it then be resolved into two components whose planes of

polarization a^ and h^ are perpendicular to each other, but otherwise form any

given angle between each other. Let the portion of the first component

which arrives at 2 be also divided into two components with their planes of

polarization o, and h^, perpendicular. Call Kd\ the intensity of the component

polarized in a^_.

Consider now that portion of the pencil which passes from 2 to 1 by the

same path as the previous one, and whose wave-lengths lie between A and

A + f/A. Eesolve it into two components near 2, polarized in a^ and h^.
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Resolve into two components in the planes of polarization a^ and b^ that

portion of the first component whicli arrives at 1, and let the intensity of the

component polarized in Ui be A'V/A. Then will A' = A''.

This we shall prove first nnder the assumption that the rays under

consideration undergo no diminution of intensity in their path.

We assume, therefore, that the refractions and reflections have occasioned

no loss of light, that absorption does not occur, and that the rays which leave

1 polarized in r/, arrive at 2 polarized in tin, and vice versa.

l\iss through the center of 1 a i)lane perpendicular to the axis of the

pencil arriving or leaving here, and imagine this center to be the origin of a

rectangular system of co-ordinates.

Let Xi and ;/i (Fig. 50), be the co-ordinates of a point of the plane. At the

distance of unity from this plane imagine a second one parallel to it, contain-

ing in the axis of the pencil the origin of another system

of co-ordinates whose axes are parallel to the first ones. Let

.T., and t/2 be the co-ordinates of a point in this plane. Simi-

larly pass through the center of 2 a plane perpendicular to the

pencil leaving or arriving here, and make the center the origin

of a rectangular system of co-ordinates in this plane. Call x^

and 1/3 the co-ordinates of a point of this plane. Finally at

a unit's distance from this plane pass a parallel one containing

a system of co-ordinates with its axes parallel to those of

Xs, i/z a-nd its origin in the axis of the pencil of rays. Call the

co-ordinates of a point in this fourth plane x^, y^. From any given point, as

{^\i !/i)i ^ ^'^y passes to another given point, as (a-g, i/g), in an interval we

may call T, which is a function of a-j, iji, x^, and y.^, — all assumed to be

known.

If the points (xo, y^ and (^4, 7/4) lie in the path of this ray, then we shall

liave for the interval of time required by the ray to pass from (x^, yn) to

(^4, /a),
^' - Vl + (.^1 - -f-^)- + (Z/i

- 112)- - Vl + (.^3 — x^y- -f (//3 — ^4)', if we

for brevity consider the velocity of the ray in empty space as unity.

If the i)oints (a-.,, y.^) and (x^, 7/4) were given and the points (x^, y^) and

(^'sj Vi) were sought, then we should find them from the condition that the

above expression is a minimum.

Assuming that the eight co-ordinates x^, y^, x^, y^, x^, y-^, Xi and ?/4, are

infinitesimal, then we have the following equations of conditions for the case

that the four points {x^ yO, (xo, //o), {x^, y^) and (.7-4, y^) all lie in one ray :

_ ^^
6x3

2/2 = l/v

bT

l/i

bT
oys
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Xow let (.Vi, f/i) be a point of the projection of surface 1 upon the plane of

•^1) l/u ^"ic^ let dxi • di/i be an infinitesimal element of area of this projection,

of a higher order than the surfaces 1 and 2. Let (Xo, ijo) be a point of a ray

which leaves (.^i, 1J^)
and meets surface 2, and is included in a surface dx., • dy^

of the same order as dx^^ • dy^.

The intensity of the rays, of the specified wave-length and direction of

polarization, leaving dx^dy^ and passing through dx^dy^ is then, according to § 5,

'/ dxidyidxody^dX

.

xVccording to our assumption the quantity of radiation reaches surface 2
without loss, and forms an element of the quantity denoted by Kd\. K is the

definite inte^'ral

'^
) ) )

y^^-'^^^Ui'^^i'^yi

The integration with respect to Xo and ^2 is here to be extended over those

values which they receive according to their equations as given above, while

Xi and yi retain constant values, and a-2 and v/o assume all the values which
correspond to the ^Joints of the projection of surface 2 upon the plane of

Xojj^. The integration with respect to x-^, y^ is then to be performed over the

projection of surface 1.

The double integral tlius limited,

^^dx^dy, =//(g| - g|) dx,dy,
,

or according to the equations for x^ and v/o

J J \6.Xi6a-3 byibys bx^bys ' bx^byj ^ ^^ ^'

where the integration is to be extended over the projection of the surface 2.

Hence we obtain

,'- tC C CC( ^'T ^'y b-T b-'T \

where the integration is to be extended over the projections of surfaces 1 and 2.

If we were now to treat the quantity we have denoted by K' in the same
fashion, remembering that a ray requires the same interval of time in order to
traverse the distance between two points in one direction as in the other we
should find an identical expression for K' as for K.

Thus the law affirmed is proven under the limitations of our assumptions.
These limitations are at once removed, however, by a remark by Helmholtz

in his Physiologischen Optik, p. 169,* where he says (using a somewhat different

* 2'^ Auflage, p. 207.
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notation), " Suppose a ray of light from the point A to reach the point B after

any desired number of refractions, reflections, etc. At A pass through the

axis of the ray two planes, ^i and b^, perpendicular to each other, in which its

vibrations may be supposed to occur. Two similar planes a„ and bo are passed

through the ray at B. It can then be proven that, if tlie quantity i of light

polarized in the plane Ui leaves A for B, and a portion of it K, polarized

in the plane a^, arrives at B, then, conversely, if the quantity of light i

polarized in ((2 leaves B, the quantity A' polarized in ^^i will arrive at ^-J."

Employing this theorem, and denoting by y the value of the ratio — for the

two rays passing in each direction between (a-j, //i) and (.To. y^)} we obtain

for both K and K' an expression which differs from that already found

only in the fact that y appears as a factor under the integral sign. The

equality between A' and A'' also remains in case y has a different value for

the rays into which one of the pencils compared may be divided. It does not

cease to exist, for instance, if a portion of the pencil is cut off by a screen.

§ 9. For the same pencils of rays which were compared in the previous

paragraph we may prove the following relation :

Consider a portion, of wave-lengths between X and A -f dX, of the pencil

passing from A to B, and resolve it, near B, into two components polarized in

the planes Uo and b^. Let the intensity of the first component be NdX.

Consider similarly a i)ortion of the pencil passing from B to A, of wave-

lengths between A and A -\- </A, and resolve it, near A, into two components polar-

ized in cio and b^. Let H'dX be the portion of the first component arriving at A.

Then H ^ H'.

The proof is as follows : Let A' and A' ' have the same meaning as in the

previous paragraph, and denote by L and L' the quantities which result from

K and A'' if the plane a^ is exchanged with b^.

Then i = L' and A' = K '.

Moreover H= K-\- L,

since rays polarized in rectangular ])lanes do not interfere, if they can be

referred to a common plane of polarization, in case they are portions of a

non-polarized ray ; according to § 4, surface 1 emits non-polarized rays.

Finally we have
N' = K'-\- L',

since two rays, whose planes of polarization are perpendicular, do not

interfere.

It follows from these equations that
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§ 10. Let Fig. 47 liave the .same meaning as in § 3, except that C may be

any body whatever instead of being a black body. Let the aperture 2 be

closed by the surface 2.

This surface sends a pencil of rays through aperture 1 upon the body C
;

a part of this pencil is absorbed and a part is dispersed in various directions

by refractions and reflections. Consider the i)ortion of this pencil between

2 and 1 whose wave-lengths lie between A and dk, and resolve it into two

comi)onents polarized in the plane of a and in the plane perpendicular

thereto.

Let M'dX be the portion of the first component which escapes absorption

by the body C and therefore encounters the black receptacle in which C is

enclosed.

Certain of the rays which the sides of this receptacle send to the body

C will fall \\\)o\\ the aperture 2 through ajierture 1.

\\\ this way a pencil of rays will be produced which will i)ass to surface 2

through aperture 1. Consider that })ortion of this pencil whose wave-lengths

lie between A and A + (/A, and resolve it into two components polarized in a

and the plane perpendicular thereto. Call Md\ the intensity of the first

component.

Then M = M '.

The correctness of this follows from the previous paragraj)h, if application

is made of it to all the pencils which the surface 2 and each element of the

receptacle exchange with each other through the agency of the body C, and if

the equations so obtained be then summed up.

§ 11. Suppose that in the arrangement shown in Fig. 48 and described

in § 3 the body is no longer black, but any body whatever.

Then thermal equilibrium will be maintained in both of the cases there

referred to. The kinetic energy which is withdrawn from C by the removal

of the black surface 3 must also here be equal to that which it receives when
the concave mirror is attached.

The symbols employed in § 3 will be retained here, and A and £J are to be

used as in § 1. The kinetic energy withdrawn from the body by removing

surface 3 becomes, in view of § 7,

/•evAdX

.

The kinetic energy which C receives through the agency of the concave

mirror is composed of three parts. The first part, due to rays which the

body C itself emits, is

/ErUdX
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The second part is due to rays emitted from the black wall lying opposite

to the concave mirror, which have passed through the plate P and have

suffered one reflection at the mirror and another at the plate. Its value,

according to § 9, is

J«.(i r)Ad\

.

The third part is due to rays which emanate from the different points of

the black receptacle surrounding C. After having fallen upon C they have

been reflected or refracted by it so as to emerge from the aperture 1, and then

have been reflected from P towards the mirror, and from the mirror back to P,

and thence back to the body C through aperture 1. Employing the symbol

M defined in § 10 the value of this i)art will be

/
It may appear doubtful whether the values of the first and third part have

been correctly stated, if the body C has just such a position that a finite

portion of the pencil which surface 2 sends it through aperture 1 is reflected

back to surface 2 by it.

For the time being we therefore exclude such cases.

From § 10, J/= J/', and by definition

M' = e(l -A).

The third part is therefore

Je(l -A)r'Ad\,

and hence follows the equation

f(E—Ae)ArMk = 0.

By the same process of reasoning employed in § 3 upon a similar equation,

we reach the conclusion that for every value of A

E

or, if we substitute for e its value from § 5,

E_ iciw^

A~ s^ '

With this the law affirmed is proven, on the assumption that no finite

portion of the pencil of rays which falls from surface 2 through aperture 1 upon
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the body C is thrown back by C towards surface 2. Tt will be seen that the

law holds good without this limitation if we take into consideration that we
need only to turn tlie body C V)y an inhnitesinial amount in order to satisfy

our assumption, supposing it not to ))e fulfilled ; but the quantities E and A
can undergo only infinitesimal alterations as a result of such a turning.

The quantity denoted by J is, as we have already remarked in § 5, a

function of the wave-length and of tlie temperature. It is a i)roblem of high

importance to discover this function. The exi)erimental determination of it

is beset witli great difficulties ; but tliere seems to be a well grounded hope of

discovering it i)ractically, since it is doubtless of a simple form like all other

known functions which do not depend upon the properties of single bodies.

The whole fruitfulness of the law just i)roven will be manifest only when
this ijroblem has been solved, but many important conclusions have been

already drawn from it."

Up to the present the attempts to discover the form of the function have

been wholly unsuccessful. Nevertheless it has led up to important conse-

quences in spectrum analysis, partly because it depends solely upon the

temperature and the wave-length, and i)artly because of certain general

properties of the function. A solid body does not emit visible radiations

until a certain temperature has been reached, and hence certain wave-lengths

first appear in the emission spectrum at a definite temperature.

It follows from this that the function J, which for a particular wave-

length X we may call Ji,, must be zero below a certain temperature ; it receives

a finite value after passing this limiting temperature, and increases as the

temperature rises. Now the function J is entirely independent of the

properties of the particular substance. Hence this limiting temperature must
be the same for all substances,— all bodies must begin to glow at the same
temperature, as Drai)er* proved experimentally. It does not follow from tliis

that the eye perceives this incandescence simultaneously for all bodies, for tlie

emissive power is very different for different bodies, being proportional to the

absorptive power of the particular body for the ray A.

A so-called opaque body, as a metal, accordingly emits at a given tempera-

tui'e nuich more light than another transparent solid body, and the latter

similarly more than a gas. A body which remains absolutely transparent at

the highest temperature can never become incandescent,— its emissive power
is zero.

The temperature being constant, J varies continuously with the wave-

length luitil the latter attains the value at which J begins to vanish for the

given temperature.

With varying wave-length and uniform temperature the function J cannot

assume any conspicuous maxima or minima.

* Draper. Phil. Mag. XXX, p. ?Ah.
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Hence if conspicuous maxima or minima do appear in tlie spectrum of an

incandescent body, that is, if bright or dark lines occur, then the absorptive

power of the body, considered as a function of the wave-length of the incident

rays, must have prominent maxima or minima at the same values of the wave-

length. This important deduction contains the proof of the identity of the

bright lines of an incandescent gas and the dark lines of its absorption

spectrum.

If the incandescent source is a solid or lii^uid body the maximum intensity

of its emitted light Avill be attained if the body is completely black. An
incandescent gas of the same temperature jjlaced in front of it does not alter

the spectrum of tlie source. If the temperature of the gas is the higher, then

the bright lines of its emission spectrum will be visible against the continuous

spectrum of the source behind. If the temperature of the gas is the lower,

the lines will be reversed and the absorption spectrum of the gas will appear,

and the greater the difference of temperature of the two, the more distinct

will the absorption spectrum be.

Following Zollner we may now deduce from the proi)erties of the J
function a whole series of phenomena which are observed in the s})ectrum of

gases in consequence of alterations of pressure and temperature.

L;et us denote by E/^ a quantity of homogeneous light of wave-length A

which is emitted perpendicularly from a unit of surface of an infinite, plane,

luminous stratum of gas of a unit's thickness.

Let A)^ be the proportion of the incident light of the same wave-length

absorbed by this stratum, and A\,„ be the quantity of light emitted from the

unit surface of a stratum of thickness 7u.

It may be easily proven that

Similarly for a wave-length very slightly different,

„ _ i-a-A.r

For the ratio of brightness of two contiguous i)ortions of the spectrum we
F" A'

then have, if we now introduce the J function, setting -y = J^ and —^ = J^^

,

E\,n [1 - (1 - ^A,)'»]'/a,

It follows from the ])roperties of the J function that ff^ and Ji,^ can be only

very slightly different from each other, and it is also clear that A^ and A^^ can

be positive only, and never greater than 1, so that 1 — J^ and 1 — A^^ are
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always proper fractions. The above expression therefore converges as m
increases to oc and A to 1, and then we iKive

The interpretation of this is that " tlie ratio of brightness of two immedi-

ately contiguous portions of a discontinuous, bright-line spectrum constantly

decreases, if the number of luminous strata is multiplied or if the coefficient

of absorption of the single stratum is increased, nntil the value is reached

wliich, for the same wave-length and the same temperature, corresponds to the

ratio in the continuous spectrum of a body completely opaque for the given

thickness."

This decrease in the contrast of two adjacent })ortions of the spectrum

as their absolute brightness increases must reveal itself to the eye as a

broadening of the particular line due to a diminished distinctness of its

edges ;
after this the continuity of the whole spectrum must gradually become

perceptible.

It is easy to see that we shall reach the same result if, instead of increasing

the number of strata, we vary the density of the first stratum by allowing

alterations of pressure to occur. This only requires the supposition that the

amount of the absorption depends upon the number of the absorbing particles

and not upon their distribution, as long as we consider their absorptive effect

to be independent of their distance apart.

If we therefore express the previous formulae in terms of the density

instead of the thickness we shall find

1-(1 -./,)- = J,,,

l-(l-.l,,h = .V'
where (1 — A),Y is tlie i)roi)ortion of liglit transmitted through the same
stratum when the density is a.

The properties of Kirchhoff's function make

~T~ ~ T '
^^^^

~A ~ ~r^
•

^A(r -^X -^\^<T -"^A,

Hence we obtain, quite as before,

• ^v [i-a-A)'^>/A,

At a constant temperature the value of o- varies i)roportionally with the

pressure, and hence increasing pressure must be accompanied by a widening

of the lines of the spectrum, which may ultimately be transformed by a gradual

process into a continuous spectrum.
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If changes of thickness and of density occur simultaneously, we may

include them in the general formula

^M»-. ^ [1 - (1 - A,yn.y^

J^\,n-. [1 - (1 - J,v,)"->/./

By definition the coefficient of absorption of a substance can never be greater

than 1, and cannot therefore increase indefinitely in proportion to the density,

but must in that case converge toward unity.

If we remember that the coefficient of absorption A^ of solid or liquid

bodies is far greater than of gases we shall see why the former must give

continuous spectra.

A numerical example of the api>lication of Zollner's formulae is quite

instructive.

Let us assume that J^ = O.IOO aiid J^^ = ().()()5. For directly contiguous

portions of the spectrum '—^ = 1, and for separated portions, as for the C and

F lines of hydrogen, we may suppose -y- = 0.25. For increasing values of <r

'^'

we shall then find the following values of the ratio of brightness of the

portions compared.
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adjacent portions. If the pressure were increased 500 times the difference

in intensity of the two portions of spectrum compared would be represented

by tlie ratio 11 : 10, that is, the line would appear very uiu(;li broadened and

its edges would be indistinct.

In the second case, where the portions of the si)ectrum to be compared are

farther ai)art, Iy- = 0.25J , the tal)le shows that an increase of pressure may

actually reverse the ratio of brightness of the two portions.

If the density steadily decreases toward 0, —^ will approach the value -
.

i^A,^
^

The limiting value is* ' \'^ \ ~ V •

^A, In (1 - A,^)

For contiguous portions of the spectrum, Avhere -p- = 1 , the contrast

between a bright line and the background will approach the value

In (1 - -4,)

\

—--. r— as o- decreases.
In (1 — A^)

In the above example this expression is equal to 20.8, or only very slightly

more than for o- = 1.

"We may conclude that the function J increases continuously with the

temperature from the fact that, A remaining constant, the spectrum of an

incandescent opaque body steadily becomes brighter as the temperature rises.

Hence at those temperatures at which E shows conspicuous maxima or minima
A must also show them, and in general variations which E undergoes on

account of changes of temperature must be accompanied by similar variations

of A.

Since the value of E has been found by previous observations to increase

with rising temperature for all values of A., we may assume that the value of

A is greater at high than at low temperatures. The greater we take the

values of A^ and .4;^^ in the formula

E,„ ^ l-d-A^)'^

the more rapidly will this expression converge towards 1 as o- increases. In

other words, the ratio of brightness of two contiguous portions of a spectrum

varies with the density more rapidly according as the absorption is greater at

the two portions.

Since the absorptive power increases with the temperature, it follows that

the higher the temperature of the incandescent gas is, the more readily will

its discontinuous spectrum be transformed into a continuous one by an increase

of the density.

* In is the symbol for log iiat.
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It is therefore possible, by increasing the temperature even without varying

the density, to transform a discontinuous spectrum into a continuous one.

If, in the case of the broadening of a line by increased pressure or

temperature, the same values of the coefficient of absorption obtain symmetri-

cally on either side of the line, then the broadening will occur symmetrically,

the point of maximum brightness remaining at the middle of the now

diffuse line. If, however, the absorption is different on the two sides of the

line, the middle of the broadened line will not retain its original position, but

will be displaced towards that side of the spectrum on which the greatest

absorption lies. A displacement of the position of maximum brightness

nevertheless does not occur.

It is a fair presumption that the coefficients of absorption are in general

not symmetrical, but in the case of isolated lines with Avhich we are concerned

the differences of \ are so slight that the effect will be inappreciable.

If the lines broaden out so iiuich as to produce a nearly continuous

spectrum, the condition would be quite different, and we should expect very

unsymmetrical broadening of the lines.

The considerations which we have thus briefly stated are of course only

applicable so long as no physical or chemical change in the molecular

constitution of the substance occurs as a result of the variations of temiiera-

ture or pressure. They would not apply, for instance, if dissociation should

be a consequence of high temperature.

The spectroscopic equivalence of the density and thickness of an incandes-

cent stratum of gas renders more difficult the formation of an opinion as to

the constitution of a celestial object from the appearance of its spectrum.

Zollner says on this point : "If it is desired to form conclusions as to the

conditions of pressure or density in the atmosphere of an incandescent

celestial object from the regular variations which the spectra of incandescent

gases show under terrestrial conditions with change of pressure, it will be

always necessary to take into account the number of glowing particles of gas

which lie in the line of sight of the observer and simultaneously send their

light into his eye."

That Kirchhoff's law does not hold for phosphorescence phenomena has

been already stated, and the most recent investigations make it doubtful if the

ideal conditions of the law are ever realized.

Particularly in the case of incandescent gases, when brought to a state of

incandescence by the agency of electricity, do conditions arise which do not

permit the above conclusions to be drawn from them.

First of all the fact should be cited that gases may be rendered luminous

at very low temperature, and then the density and thickness (of the stratum)

of the gas most certainly do not determine the resulting appearance of the

spectrum.
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Wiillner* has recently expressed a view as to this action which we shall

now give.

A gas can be rendered luminous at a temperature lower than its normal

temperature of incandescence only through the agency of absorbed light,—
through fluorescence or phosphorescence in the narrow use of those terms.

For this reason the luminosity of gases at low temperature by electrical means

is often regarded as a phenomenon of phosphorescence. Its explanation does

not, however, require this, for this luminosity can be wholly accounted for

by the ordinary phenomena of incandescence, if we make certain other

assumptions.

A body can become luminous by incandescence only when the temperature

is high enough to cause the vibrations of the molecules of the body to be

communicated to the ether and to excite in it a synchronous vibration. In the

case of solid and liquid bodies the vibratory motion necessary for the emission

of light cannot begin until the heat-vibration of all the molecules has reached

the intensity corresponding to the temperature of incandescence. The point

of special importance is that all the molecules must have the same intensity

of vibration.

The kinetic theory shows that the conditions must be otherwise for gases.

The molecules of a gas move quite independently of each other and with

greatly varying velocities. Therefore their collisions, which excite the

vibration of ether Avaves, occur with very different amounts of kinetic

energy. Hence it is by no means impossible, but rather probable, that at

all temperatures there will be in any extended body of gas isolated molecules

which collide with each other with sufficient energy to produce luminous

vibrations. Thus gases would have no temperature of incandescence in the

sense that solids or liquids do, and in a given body of gas no definite

temperature could be assigned as conditional for the emission of light.

A gas would therefore appear luminous Avhen the number of collisions was

sufficient to set the ether in vibrations of sufficient amplitude us to be

jaerceptible.

If a body of gas is rendered luminous by the api)lication of heat from

without, incandescence will in general begin at a definite temperature which

may be considerably higher than in the case of solids or liquids, since only a

portion of the molecules will simultaneously produce light. This would be

partially covered by that inference from Kirchhoff 's law, according to which

the intensity of incandescence depends upon the absorptive power of the gas,

and absolutely transparent gases can never become luminous.

If single molecules of a body of gas are now rendered luminous by the

agency of other forces, it may happen that the whole mass of gas appears to

be luminous, although its mean temperature may be very low. The gas is

* Wied. Ann. Bd. XXXIV, p. 0-17 (1888).
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then coininonly said to be luminous at a low temperature, but in fact it is

only those particular molecules which are luminovis as a result of the high

temperature Avhich they individually receive. Such external forces may be

chemical. For instance, the luminosity of the vapors arising from phosphorus

would be due to the incandescence of a limited number of molecules which are

brought to a glow by the oxidization of the phosphorus. Since the number

of incandescent molecules is small, the mixture of air and vapor of phosphorus

cannot have a perceptibly different temperature from the surrounding air.

Electrical forces are specially well adapted to produce these effects of

partial incandescence. .

The number of molecules brought to incandescence by the passage of a

current through a spectrum tube may be relatively very small, and hence the

mean temperature of the body of gas may remain very low.

Experience shows that such partial incandescence occurs in mixtures of

gases. In a mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide the spectrum of the latter

alone appears, and the oxygen spectrum may be wholly suppressed.

Another conspicuous example of this is shown by the fact that in the

presence of metallic vapors the spectrum of a non-metallic vapor, though more

abundant than the former, is not recognizable.

We shall revert to this point in our discussion of the spectrum of comets.

The phenomena observed from mixtures of gases cannot be held to

prove absolutely the view advanced for a simple gas, since we can readily

imagine that the electric current might show, as it were, a preference for the

molecules of one gas over another, on account of some special properties of

the molecule of the former. It is possible, however, to think of certain mole-

cules in a simple gas as particularly favored above the others,— those having

the greatest velocity in their free path, for instance,— so that the cases of

simple and mixed gases might be regarded as somewhat similar. However

that may be, this theory of WiiUner's makes it possible to explain the

luminosity of gases at low temperatures without presupposing any peculiar

incandescence phenomena. It is moreover helpful in explaining some other

difficulties,— such as the cause of luminosity of the nebulae,— and we shall

return to the matter in a later chapter.

Another remark of WiiUner's is also of especial interest in which he states

that under certain circumstances an increase in the number of the strata of an

incandescent gas may not necessarily produce a broadening of the lines of its

spectrum.

Helmholtz has advanced the view that in those media in which the

molecules execute their luminous vibrations without friction the absorptive

power can be other than zero only for those waves corresponding to the

vibrations which the molecules would execute as a result of their existing

elastic relations. For all other vibrations the absorptive power must be
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absolutely zero. Under such conditions an increase in the thickness of the

radiating stratum could have the sole effect of increasing the brightness of

the lines,— a broadening of them would be impossible.

The investigations of E. Wiedemann* on the " mechanism of light-

emission " lead by an entirely different way to an explanation of the excep-

tions to Kirchhoif's law, and his explanation is equally applicable to the

phenomena of phosphorescence, fluorescence and the luminosity of gases at

low temperatures.

These researches cannot yet be considered as fully completed, but they are

of such importance as to require an abstract of them to be given here,

especially since certain entirely novel points of view are taken in the theory.

In accordance with the modern views as to the constitution of bodies,

Wiedemann assumes that the molecules possess a motion of translation, and

that moreover the material parts of the molecules, as well as their envelopes

of ether, execute a rotatory and an oscillatory motion about the center of

gravity.

In solid and liquid bodies both the vibrations of the whole molecule about

its position of equilibrium and the intramolecular motions of the atoms can

cause the emission of light,— the former being responsible for the continuous

spectrum of all solid and liquid bodies, and the latter for the variations in

emission.

In gases the motions of translation can produce but a very feeble emission,

and only the vibrations (within the molecule) of the material particles of the

molecule can develop the spectra peculiar to the gases.

We must now define more exactly some of the notions involved. By light

is understood the whole collection of rays from the most extreme ultra-red to

the most extreme ultra-violet. The motions of the molecules which excite the

luminosity are designated as laminous viotions, to distinguish them from the

vibrations of the emitted waves of light. The intensity of light-vibrations is

defined as the energy (measured in calories per second) of vibration of the

light-waves emitted by the molecules of the body ; the luminous energy is

defined as the energy of those motions of the molecules or their atoms which

cause the emitted light. By brightness is to be understood the luminous

intensity as measured photometrically, that is, by its physiological impression.

According to the kinetic theory of gases a normal condition of light-

emission would prevail when, at a constant temperature, a certain definite

relation exists between the kinetic energies of the translatory motion corre-

sponding to the temperature, and those of the intramolecular motions, both as

a whole and of each sort of them,— exists therefore between the energies of

the translatory motion and the luminous motions.

* Wied. Ann. Bd. 37, p. 177-248. Translation, "On the Mechanics of Luminosity,"

Phil. Mag. 28, p. 149, 1889.
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If this condition is disturbed by external causes, the normal condition will

after some time be again restored.

A state of affairs may arise, however, in which the normal condition is

permanently deranged, and that chiefly in such a way that the luminous

energy is greater than that which corresponds to the particular temperature.

For all such luminous phenomena Wiedemann introduces the term

'^ luminescence," distinguishing between photo-, electro-, tribo- and chemical

luminescence according to the method of excitement.

The "temperature of luminescence" is defined as that at which a body,

heated without decomposition, would for the particular wave-length emit

light of just the same brightness as it actually does emit in consequence of

the luminescence process, Wiedemann's explanation of the luminosity of

bodies at Ioav temperatures stands in direct contradiction to the theory given

by Wlillner, and is as follows :

'' The development of light in the luminescence phenomena cannot be

explained for gases on the assumption that in consequence of the various

velocities of the individual molecules (as would be the case according to

the kinetic theory of gases), certain of the molecules possess a very high

temperature and therefore shine, since at the temperature of incandescence

(characterized by a high velocity of the translatory motion) most substances

would be decomposed,— and first of all the organic substances fluorescing or

phosphorescing in a condition of vaj)or.

"The same is true for solid and licpiid bodies, but for them the limits

within which the velocities of the molecules are included are much narrower.

" Thus we see that the production of light may result either from a rise in

temperature or from a rise in luminescence, but these two modes of production

must always be separately considered if we wish to obtain an insight into the

mechanism of light-emission.

" Kirchhoff's law holds good for luminosity in consequence of elevation of

temperature, and upon it rests the well-known reversal of the spectral lines.

" Light produced by luminescence does not follow that law, as is shoAvn by

the behavior of fluorescing bodies, which emit light of a different refrangi-

bility from that which they absorb.

" By testing whether or no Kirchhoff's law holds good, we are moreover

often enabled to distinguish between the phenomena.

" In order to discover the reasons why Kirchhoff's law of the ratio of

emission and absorption holds for incandescent bodies, but does not in general

for luminescent bodies, we may examine the following reasoning. As already

stated, there occurs in a gas a continual exchange between translatory and

intramolecular energy, of which latter the luminous energy forms a part, so

that an average condition is developed. If any molecule should receive an

increase of intramolecular energy, as by the absorption of incident light, it
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will give it up again at the following or next succeeding collision, and if it

has a deficiency of intramolecular energy this will be directly restored in the

next collisions. Now the emissive power depends upon the ease with which

that portion of this intramolecular energy,— produced by the collisions and

corresponding to the luminous energy,— is again given out in the form of

light vibrations ; that is, the emissive power depends upon the friction

between the vibrating molecules of the body and the surrounding ether.

The absorption depends upon the same quantity therefore upon the structure

of the molecules.

" Since on the one hand the emissive power becomes greater as this friction

increases, and on the other hand the absorptive power also equally increases

with the friction, the absorptive and emissive powers will go together, and

therefore Kirchhoff's law must apply for all bodies in which this reciprocity

plays a part.

" The applicability of Kirchhoff's law to luminous phenomena presumes a

uniform capacity for the transformation of the intramolecular energy—
especially luminous energy— into translatory energy, and vice versa, for only

in this case can the ratio of absorbed and emitted energy be further a function

of the wave-length alone.

"But if the condition of things is such that the intramolecular energy

obtained from absorbed light, etc., is not converted back into translatory

motions after a very few collisions, then the amount of luminous energy will

be gradually increased, and a new emission will be added to that due to

temperature,— that is, luminescence will ensue.

" Since Kirchhoff's law does not and cannot obtain here, it is clear that the

structural relations of the molecules are such that the capacity for uniform

transformation of luminous energy into translatory motion, and vice versa,

(which that law presumes), no longer exists.

" Indeed, it appears as if the law could only hold for the ideal case when
no increase of the luminous motions is produced in the shining body by

absorption. Here, too, Kirchhoff's law can only hold good for that part

of the luminous motion which does not consist in luminescence."
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CHAPTER II

DOPPLER S PRINCIPLE

The effect of the motion in the line of sight of a source "of light, or of the

observer, on the quality of the light reaching the eye may be investigated by

a process of reasoning due to Doppler, and named accordingly Doppler's

Principle.

This i)rineiple holds good for all forms of the undulatory transmission of

energy— for light, sound and also for wave-motions on the surface of liquids.

Although the reasoning leading up to Doppler's principle is in itself very

simple, yet a general theoretical proof of it is very difficult.

For the case of more especial interest to us,— that of the undulations of

light,— we must consider such a proof at present unattainable, since it

X

Fig. 51

involves certain assumptions and omissions the permissibility of which may
perhaps be somewhat doubtful.

Since most of the works on spectrum analysis give only short and

insufficient remarks on this important principle, we shall here discuss the

subject quite fully.

Christian Doppler* states the principle as follows ; first applying it to the

case that either the source of light (or sound) or the observer is in motion in

the line of sight.

" In fact nothing seems more reasonable than that the distance and

interval between two successive wave-pulses should shorten when the

observer moves towards the approaching wave, and should lengthen when
he moves away from it ; and further that the intensity of the pulsation should

respectively increase or decrease in the two cases.

* Ueber das farbige Licht der Doppelsterne. . . . Abhandl. der K. Bohmischen Ges. d.

Wiss. V Folge, 2 Bd. 1843.
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Case 1. Obsevver in motion, sonrce at rest. Fig. 51. Let the velocity

of propagation of the wave be a, and let A and denote the beginning and

end of the wave, while Q is the distant source ; further call u the number of

seconds whicli the Avave requires for passing from A to 0, L e., tlie period of

the wave, and x the time required by the wave to reach the observer at 0',

who is supposed to be moving towards or from yl at a velocity we may call a.

If the upper sign be taken for the case of approach and the lower for

recession, we shall have (since OA = an, O'A = ax, 00' ^=^ ax)

an
ax ± ax = an, or x =—;— ,

a ± a

whence a = ± M — -
j a

.

(1)

Case 2. If the observer is stationary and the source moves toward or

from him with the velocity oi^ then we must first consider the effect of this

motion on the Avave nearest to the source, since the waves which have already

A -V a:

-fc 1— J\

A

Fig. 52

started will pursue their course entirely undisturbed toward the distant

observer at 0. Thus in Fig. 52 while the wave has advanced from ^ to ^, a

distance equal to an, the source itself has moved on to Q, covering a distance

an ; the second wave requires therefore only just enough time to run over the

corresponding wave-length QA.
For the two cases, of approach and of recession, we therefore obtain

an ip aii ^= ax
,

e-) (2)

The difference betAveen formulae (1) and (2) shoAVS that even under such

similar circumstances it is by no means a matter of indifference Avhether the

observer or the source of the Avaves is in motion."

Doppler subsequently gave* a further generalization of the formulae for

the case that both source and observer are simultaneously in motion.

Let us denote by a the velocity of the observer, by h that of the source, by

V that of light, by n the absolute vibration-number, and by n' the subjective or

* Pogg. Ami. Bd. LXVIII, p. 1.
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apparent vibration-number as affected by the motion of the source, and

finally by N the relative vibration-number due to the simultaneous motion of

source and observer.

Then we shall have, for approaching and receding source,

" — ;— >

and for approaching and receding observer,

whence, substituting, we obtain

N= n
r
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Doppler never acknowledged this convincing argument, probably because

he could not accept the fact of the existence of ultra-red and ultra-violet rays.

We mention here only for its historical interest the other incorrect view

held by Doppler :— that the motion of source of light or observer in the line

of sight was accompanied by alterations in the intensity of the light.

Serious objections based upon mathematical grounds have been raised

against Doppler's principle in its application to monochromatic light by but

few investigators,— first by Petzval,* subsequently by van der Willigen, and

finally and chiefly by Klinkerfues.f

Doppler's principle states expressly that an increase or a decrease of the

period of vibration is accompanied by a similar and simultaneous alteration

of the Avave-length. Such an assvimption is indeed necessary to accord with

our present knowledge as to the nature of light.

Klinkerfues attacks this point especially, and assumes that a motion of

source or observer doubtless alters the period of vibration of the waves, but

does not simultaneovisly alter the length of the wave ; therefore an alteration

of the velocity of the light w^ould have to occur sinmltaneously with the

change of color ; Klinkerfues accordingly undertook special investigations on

this point, making observations with an achromatic prism.

The mathematical expression for Klinkerfues's assumption may be obtained

as follows :

Let y denote the excursion which a particle at the distance x — X from the

center of disturbance makes in the time t, a the amplitude, A the wave-length,

V the velocity of propagation and T the period of a vibration. Then \ = vT,

and the equation for a Avave of monochromatic light is

. Iiry^a sm — (j-t — x -\- X) .

A

If the center of disturbance lies at the point A'= for t = 0, and then moves

with a velocity g in the direction of the ray, we shall have X ^= yt.

The above equation therefore takes the form

y = « sin— {_{o + y)i — x'\ .

This expression contains a double periodicity, — one of time with the interval

T. "=—;— = —-,
— Ti , and one of space with the distance X^ vT.

'• + y v-\- y

Sohncke as well as Ketteler has pointed out the error in the formula of

Klinkerfues, and the latter has shoAvn that it arises from a neglect of the

principle of the conservation of energy.

* Wiener Berichte, VIII, 134, 567 ; IX, 217, 699.

t Gottinger Nachrichten, 4, 3.3.
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As we have already indicated, a proof of Doppler's principle having

general validity has not been given, since as yet the reactive effect has always

been neglected Avhich the motion of the sonrce in the vibrating medinm exerts

npon the source itself.

Both the amplitude and law of the vibration will be moditied, if at high

velocities friction occurs between the center of disturbance and the medium,

and moreover, alterations in the density of the medium in the immediate

neighborhood of the source Avould be caused by the motion.

It is impossible to determine just what effect these disturbances would

have on the wave finally reaching us, and it is difficult to see how they can be

taken into consideration without involving vague hypotheses. We can here

make but the single assumption, justified by all experience, that, for velocities

of translation very slow as compared with the velocity of light, this disturbing

effect is vanishingly small ; and that therefore the ordinary mathematical

expression for Doppler's principle may be used with the same justification

that in most astronomical developments only the first terms are employed.

The proof of the principle remains, however, still dependent upon the

assumptions made as to the origin of tlie vibrations ;
— and a false view on

this point wrecked the theory of Klinkerfues.

The derivation of Doppler's principle given by Ketteler* is perhaps most

free from objection in this respect, and we reproduce it here, along Avith

remarks upon the effect of the motion of the source upon the intensity of the

light.

This development is })rimarily for a ^dane wave, such as occurs in the

transmission of sound through a cylindric tube, or in the case of the pencil of

parallel rays emerging from a collimating tube.

The clearest method of treating undulatory motion is to imagine an

infinitely long series of elastic balls in contact with each other
;
or still better,

to replace the balls by heavy metal cylinders,! the axes of the successive ones

being connected by circular steel springs, thus transmitting either a thrust or

a pull, which latter the balls cannot do. Any thrust communicated from

without to any one of the cylinders will be transmitted successively through

them all. The velocity of transmission will depend only upon the elasticity

and mass of springs and cylinders, and Avill be independent of the magnitude

of the thrust.

To produce the primary disturbance or thrust a certain amount of mechan-

ical work must be expended ; this is transformed into kinetic energy, which

runs with the thrust from one cylinder to the next, each one coming to rest

immediately after transferring the energy. Since the velocity with wliich the

thrust is transmitted is independent of its magnitude, it will be the same

* Astronomische Undulationstheorie, p. (3-10.

t Mach, Pogg. Ann. Bd. CXXXII, p. 174.
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for a succession of thrusts of varying strength, Avhether they are periodic

or not.

If, therefore, any one of Mach's cylinders is jarred back and forth, the

motion will be reproduced by each following one after an interval of time

proportional to its distance from the iirst cylinder.

Let aO be any given curve ; su})pose tliat at the time i^o
'^ thrust having a

velocity of vibration of c^ = aa is communicated to the first cylinder. The
thrust will communicate itself to the neighboring cylinder, and, after a very

short interval M = i(/>,
I
'"^ ^ ~7 ) ' this will have attained the velocity aa of

the first one, Avhile the velocity of the first Avill have diminished to c, corres-

ponding say to the straight line ah. At this instant the somewhat greater

velocity Cj = l)f3 will be imparted to it by the succeeding thrust, and this Avill

be communicated as before to the neighboring cylinder, and so on. According

to this way of considering the matter, the succession of the spontaneously

transmitted velocities of oscillation will be represented by the broken line111
a/>/3''yf('. ..., and the quantities of energy - in c^f, -^m(\^, jvicnj.... will travel

successively along the series of cylinders with the same velocity v. The total

of mechanical work performed in the interval wA^, or its equivalent in kinetic

energy conducted away in that time, will be

t»

If the disturbing force finally ceases to act, then the last thrust will be

instantly followed by rest.

Instead of giving the first cylinder discontinuous momentary velocities,

we may set it in a continuous vibration according to the law of the curve

aO, t' ^ <^(/)- If it then has at a definite instant the velocity aa = Cq, and if

this increases in any increment of time A^ to b[i = Ci, this change may be

treated as a surrender to the next cylinder of the full velocity (?„ (represented

by the straight line ah), with the simultaneous accession of velocity from

without to the amount of Ci which increases along the line afi and requires

precisely the same time.

Consequently, two weaves run along beside each other at every instant, and
the result is clearly just the same as before, where we supposed the surrender

of velocity to be effected in a finite interval of time, the acquiring of velocity

in an infinitesimal interval.

The amount of Avork done during a definite interval of time on the part of

1 r
the thrust, or its equivalent in kinetic energy, is - m | c'-df .
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Since now each cylinder acts towards the succeeding one as the first

toward the second, we may express the principle governing undulatory motion

as follows :

Each vibrating point has at each instant the same velocity of vibration

which each preceding point had at an instant earlier by the interval required

for the single thrust to traverse the distance between the points compared.

By considering the elastic medium as composed of an infinite number of

points at an infinitesimal distance from each other we may express this

analytically in two ways.

Applied to infinitesimal distance it becomes, if we set i/^f(x, t) and

(It
'

df(x-\-^x, t + ^t) _ df(x, t)

dt dt

Aa; = v\t

.

Integrating the first of these, we obtain

f(x + \x,t^^t)=f(x,t),

whence we may conclude that in formulating the principle of undulatory

motion the excursions may be substituted for the velocities of vibration.

By Taylor's theorem we may write

fix + A.r, t + AO =f{x, t) + '^ A.T + '^^M =f(x, t)
,

df _ df
whence -A^---Ax,

or -^ = — '•

dji (li/

dt dx

If we now introduce the velocity of vibration c, and observe that -j- is

equal to the tangent of the angle 6 made by the axis of abscissas and the

wave line at the point through which at the time f the velocity c is just

passing, we shall obtain for the velocity of propagation the noteworthy

expression

tan^

If we differentiate the last equation in |^ , according to t, we obtain

d'if af ,4
dt _ d^ __ _^^~~"1F~ ' dx '
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dc dc d'^i/ „d^t/
whence -p- ^ — ^' ~r ,

oi" tt = f^ 'T~i '

df doc
'

dt- d.r^

an expression analogous to that for the velocities of vibration.

If now, on the other hand, we apply the principle to finite instead of

infinitesimal distances, we shall find just as above

=*('-'^)™i ."=/('- 1)

These equations, as well as the last two preceding, are equally true for a

single thrust and for a continuous motion ; they declare simply that in every

medium for which they hold good the velocity of propagation is independent

of the character of the motion,— is not modified by the rhythm of a periodic

motion, and is independent of the period of vibration.

The function/ has remained entirely indefinite, and therefore the equations

have nothing to do with the otherwise known fact that in Nature vibrations

are chiefly of the simple harmonic type, and that the vibration corresponding

to the tones of the tuning-fork and the homogeneous colors (in space free from

dispersion) chance to be represented by the curve of sines.

If now the equations

7/=/(0 and 7/ =/ (^f -
^)

are true for any two points separated from each other by a fixed distance ,r,

then, at the instant in which any motion is communicated to the first, the

conduction or transmission Avill begin and with it the formation of the wave.

At the instant in which the distiu-bing force ceases to act, the development of

the wave stops and the condition of rest is, as it were, transmitted from particle

to particle. The form of the portion of a wave which has meantime developed

will depend upon the character of the function /.

Let us recur to the example of Mach's infinitely long series of cylinders.

Call any one of them the first and then let us examine the vibrations of the

2>* one ; if the latter, in response to the action of a spontaneous force, makes

the excursions f(f), f{t-\- A^), f(t+ 2\t) at the successive instants t,t-\- Af,

t -\- 2\t , then they will be communicated successively to the cylinders

2j -\-1., ^v + 2, ^> + 3, and thus become portions of a wave. Since it is

immaterial how the above series of excursions are imparted to cylinder ju we
may so arrange that the excursions f{t), f(f + Af), f(t + 2\t) are made by

cvlinder o at the instants t
—

, ^ + A^* — ^—-
, f + 2At — ^—-

V V V

These will occur in their proper order at ^; so that it shall commence the

desired vibration at the time t. The wave described by j) is then identical

with the previous oiie.
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This result may also be obtained by applying momentary, discontinuous

thrusts. Let definite excursions be communicated to selected cylinders at

definite times, say as follows :

Cylinder's
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P
Eliminating - from both equations, we get the following relation between y

and X, which is the equation of the wave :

y=f

'-h
^K^a?)

If we now consider the source to undergo a simple harmonic motion, such

27r
that y^=ct sin — t , the wave produced will be of the form

rt

y = a sm —
1 r —

(f

If we abbreviate this by setting

^^^^ T= Ti and {v — (/)T=\,

,

we obtain

y= asin2^(J,-0,

which is the equation of the sinusoid curve with double period, T being the

period and Ai the wave-length of the resulting Avave.

When the source of light has no motion of translation, the wave developed

T A
has a length \=^ vT, therefore t^t = t ; that is, in consequence of the trans-

-L A

lation of the source, the period of vibration and the wave-length are altered

proportionally ;
— a precise statement of Doppler's principle.

Ketteler has further given* a generalization of this development of

Doppler's principle for the case of the passage of waves through empty space.

Let

P=^A sin 27r (— — aj

be the law of vibration of points lying in the spherical shell of any given

radius about the center of disturbance. Call the thickness of this shell /. If

we now suppose the passage of the ear or the pupil of the eye, both say of a

cross-section h, to be brought up to the shell, it will be confronted by an

element of mass of air or ether (the density being s) of the magnitude

fj,=zb-s-l; the objective intensity of this is to be considered as the measure

* loc. cit., p. 135, et seq.
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of the subjective impression ; hence we obtain, if for simplicity we set

-j-^c , for the intensity of the partial vibration

I—y, Cc-dt

,

the limits of integration differing by one unit of time.

This expression holds good also for the case of moving source, for if Ave

leave out of question variations of density dvie to counter currents, s will be

unchanged and jx will remain constant.

Suppose the observer be now at rest at a distance 8 from the center of

disturbance ;
from this as a vertex lay oiit a cone with h for its base ; it will

then cut out from a shell of radius unity and of the same thickness an element

of mass of the magnitude fjii = — -

The law of the conservation of energy requires that

SP'-or / ^ , »

Since 8 is constant as regards the integration we place it outside the

integral sign, and we then see that the subjective intensity decreases inversely

with the square of the distance.

Performing the integration, we obtain

-^(#-(^y
A

Therefore .4.=^"-^
, that is, the amplitude itself decreases in inverse proportion

o

to the distance.

This enables us to transform the original equation for / into the form

/-/L
d^ sin 27r i— — a)

dt
dt.

If we now consider the wave-center and observer to be in relative motion,

we must first notice that in most cases we shall without sensible error be able

to consider the distance between them as constant during a very few vibrations

(riiT=l), or better to substitute for it its mean value during the interval.

We may accordingly in the equation

place the factor — before the sign of integration and thus we obtain again the
0" "^
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equation /
-'^(r)'

in which, however, T is to be taken as the modified period of vibration.

Bnt aside from this we see that each single disturbance of the form
f

p,) = .Jo sin LV — , leaving the source during the interval df, reaches the sphere

of unit radius after a certain time with the velocity of vibration

^ = <.= COS Itt
df ' T T

Similarly after any later time it reaches the sphere 8 with the velocity of

vibration

c = -^ cos Itt - .

The differential equation for these velocities is

c-df

and the equation

-Jl

8-'
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sound being but 332 meters per second ; but in order to obtain the same ratio

between the velocities of source and of waves in the case of light we should

have to be able to produce velocities of 1000 km per second and more. But

even such a velocity would not be sufficient to admit of determining a motion

of source or of observer from the resulting changes of color,— as may be

readily seen from the following consideration.

If we call the velocity of light v and the velocity of translation of the

source c, then the change in wave-length due to the translatory motion will be

AX =—- . Hence for this particular case, where c = 1000, we should have
V

for the F line

4861 X 1000 , , ^ ^,
^^ = 300,000 = ^^ tenth-meters.

Now the most sensitive eye would not be able to recognize color differences

differing only 16 tenth-meters in wave-length, and moreover velocities of

1000 km per second are hardly to be expected on the basis of past experience

as to the motions of cosmical bodies.

A very much more delicate way of detecting alterations in wave-length or

in the period of vibration is afforded by the change of the refrangibility of the

ray which attends such an alteration.

We have already shown that white light, or its spectrum, even after

suffering modification according to Doppler's principle, undergoes no percep-

tible change, since the rays which pass over on one side (of the spectrum) into

the invisible region are exactly replaced by previously invisible rays from

the other side. If the source emits solely homogeneous light, or only a few,

separate rays,— as is the case for all gases incandescent at moderate pressure,

— then the color and refrangibility of these separate,rays are simultaneously

altered. In the spectroscope, therefore, not only the colors of the bright

lines have been altered, but their position in the spectrum relatively to a fixed

point of reference as well.

Since emission and absorption are entirely reciprocal in their workings,

it is immaterial whether the rays are emitted by the moving body of gas or

are emitted by a source of white light lying behind the gas which then absorbs

those rays ; hence in a continuous spectrum crossed by dark lines not only

are the lines displaced with respect to a fixed point of reference, but also

with respect to the continuous spectrum.

The measurement of the displacement of spectral lines in consequence of

the altered refrangibility of the rays is the only method yet known which

possesses sufficient accuracy for determining the motions of celestial objects

in the line of sight. Thus far it has not been possible to produce in the

laboratory velocities high enough to occasion a perceptible displacement of

the lines.
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The astronomical applications of Doppler's principle will be fully discussed

in a subsequent chapter on the displacements of the spectral lines, but it seems

desirable to point out here some of those applications to which allusion may
be made before we reach that chapter.

It has been shown that if a luminous celestial body possesses a rapid

motion of translation, the component of the velocity in the line of sight of the

terrestrial observer will produce a displacement of the lines of the spectrum

as compared with fixed points of reference in the spectrum, such as the lines

of some incandescent vapor in a Geissler tube. It is evident that the motion

of axial rotation of a celestial object should also produce a displacement, the

effect of which should be reversed according as the limb approaching toward,

or that receding from the observer is brought upon the slit of the spectroscope.

In order to be fairly measurable with our present instrumental appliances the

velocity in the line of sight should be something like one English mile per

second, and the object must of course be bright enough to permit the employ-

ment of a high dispersion. In the case of axial rotation of the body,

differential observations of the two limbs may be made, thus obviating in a

measure the serious difficulties always attending absolute measurements. The

sun is the only object upon which such observations have yet been successfully

made. The resulting linear velocity of rotation of the surface is found to

agree very closely with the results of direct observations of the revolution of

the spots, thus practically furnishing a proof of the correctness of Doppler's

principle. Any lines in the solar spectrum due to absorption by gases

situated between the earth and the sun, as by those constituting the earth's

atmosphere, would be free from such displacements, and we may thus gain a

criterion for distinguishing between solar and telluric lines.

Since the motion of the observer toward or from the source of light also

produces a displacement of the lines, it folloAvs that the orbital revolution of

the earth about the sun, and in a less degree the axial rotation of the earth,

will have components directed toward the celestial object under observation

which will need to be taken into account. Velocities in the line of sight are

therefore generally so reduced as to be expressed in kilometers or miles per

second toward or from the sun. The ''proper motion" of the sun and its

system through space would also need to be known accurately before a final

and absolute determination of the translational velocity in space of the

celestial object could be made.

The determination of velocities toward or from the sun applies chiefl}' to

the ''fixed" stars. The nebulae have, however, also yielded accurate results

under the employment of very high optical powers. It should be noted that

the measurement of the wave-length of a line which cannot be artificially

produced Avill be inaccurate by the amount of the displacement due to the

motion in the line of sight of the body emitting it. This motion cannot then
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be directly ascertained unless other lines are present, the wave-length of

which can be determined by other means. Wave-lengths of bands in conietary

spectra will thus need to be corrected for the component of their motion

in the sight-line, which may be readily computed Avhen their orbits are

known.

We shall find that there are certain stars already known having a large

component of velocity in the line of sight which changes its direction from

time to time, thus indicating a revolution of the star about some other body

near it and too faint and close to be seen as a companion. In case the plane

of the orbit of such a spectroscopic binary passes through the earth we shall

find the star to be variable, suffering eclipse when the dark satellite passes

l)etween us and the luminous star. Several such stars are known, and are

designated as variables of the Algol type, after the most conspicuous example

of such variation. In case of Algol the orbital revolution has been spectro-

scopically proven.

Another class of binary stars has also been discovered spectroscopically

and explained on Doppler's principle. In the spectrum of these stars some or

all of the lines are periodically double. Here we have to do with two stars,

both bright, but so close together as to be optically irresolvable, revolving

about their common center of gravity in a short period. When one compo-

nent star is approaching, the other is receding from the earth, and hence the

displacement of the lines of the first is toward the violet and that of the

second toward the red, being a maximum when a line joining the stars is at

right angles to the line of sight. The lines common to the spectra of both

stars will therefore be broadened or doubled. When the line joining the

stars passes through the earth, that is, when the stars are in line with

the earth, the displacement will evidently be zero and the lines will be

single.

The spectra of the two stars may be unlike, so that the resulting spectrum

will appear to Ije a compound of two different types. If the relative displace-

ment is large, indicating a high orbital velocity, the separation of the two

spectra would not be very difficult, but if small, a variation in the relative

displacement could not be looked for until after a considerable lapse of time,

to correspond to a slow orbital revolution.

A quite different effect of Doppler's principle is often observed in lines of

the spectrum of a sun-spot or prominence. Here a portion of the mass of gas

is rushing toward or from the observer as the result of an eruption. Since

the apparent angular diameter of the disturbed portion is always less than

that subtended by the length of the slit, only a portion of the line will be

displaced and hence it will appear distorted. If the amount of distortion is

measured with a micrometer, the velocity in the line of sight of the outrush

or inrush can be readily determined.



PART THIRD

THE EESIILTS OF SPECTKOSCOPIC OBSERYATIONS

CHAPTER I

THE SUN

Introduction

For reasons already stated in the Preface, we shall in Avhat follows make
as few assumptions as possible regarding the constitution of the sun, and shall

not discuss any of the existing solar theories.

If. however, in the course of our presentation of the subject we reach

results whose application to solar physics is obvious, we shall not avoid

pointing them out.

AVe shall therefore restrict ourselves to the following assumptions :

The sun is a body of extraordinarily high temperature. In view of the

conflicting effect of this high temperature and the enormous pressure due to

the mass of the sun it is scarcely possible to picture the resulting condition of

its interior.

Certain it is that the outermost layer visible to us, the photosphere, is in

a gaseous condition, containing, however, as a result of the cooling due to

radiation into space, certain products of condensation in the form of cirrus

clouds which give the photosphere its mottled appearance.

The photosphere is the stratum of the sun which radiates by far the

greatest portion of the solar energy, gives the sun its luminosity and forms

the boundary of its apparent disk. Since the radiation is from incandescent

solid or liquid particles, it gives a continuous spectrum, corresponding to the

case of a terrestrial luminous flame.

Projected upon the photosphere are seen the darker spots and the brighter

faculae ; we shall make no assumption regarding the level in which the foi'mer

occur, but there can be no doubt that the latter are elevations above the

general level of the photosphere.

Above the photosphere lies a very thin stratum, which is perhaps only to

be considered as its upper portion, in which a series of elements, chiefly

metallic, are present in a gaseous state. Its temperature is less than that of
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the incandescent particles witliin the photosphere, and therefore a strong

selective absorption of the white photospheric light occurs in passing through

this layer, and produces the dark Fraunhofer lines.

Next folloAvs an extensive, but relatively thin layer consisting chiefly of

hydrogen ; it Avas first discovered during total solar eclipses and was called

the chromosphere on account of its scarlet coloring.

For some reason or other, such as eruptions from the interior and powerful

currents caused by tlie inequalities of temperature and pressure, portions of

the chromosphere are thrown out to elevations sometimes enormous. These

can ordinarily be observed only on the limb of the sun, being visible to

the naked eye during a total eclipse, and have received the name of

prominences.

Beyond the chromosphere, stretching out several radii of the sun from it,

is the corona, the atmosphere proper of the sun, visible only during total

eclipses of the sun.

1. The Solar Spectrum

If sunlight be allowed to fall directly upon the slit of a spectroscope,

light from all portions of the disk will enter it ; the resulting spectrum is

thus an average spectrum of the sun, and differs materially from the spectrum

of a definite point of the solar surface which is obtained when an image of the

disk is projected upon the slit by means of a lens. In the first case the

spectroscope is called an integrating one, in the second an analyzing one. In

this section we shall consider only the integrated spectrum, which may be

compared with that of a star, of which, on account of its vanishingly small

diameter, we are able to obtain only such a spectrum.

The solar spectrum is composed of three portions :— of a continuous

spectrum due to the incandescent solid or liquid particles of the photosphere,

of the absorption lines caused by the passage of the light through the layer

above the photosphere as well as through our own atmosphere, and of the

bright lines due to the incandescent gases which lie outside of the apparent

solar disk. These latter lines are not visible in the solar spectrum, since

those of them which have no corresponding absorption lines are lost in the

superior brilliancy of the continuous background, while the others cause

a slight brightening up of their dark congeners, the Fraunhofer lines, but

only to an imperceptible extent.

No definite limit can be set to the ultra-red portion of the continuous

spectrum, since waves of the greater lengths are emitted at the most moderate

temperatures. The recent discoveries of Hertz indicate that there occurs here

a gradual transition to the electromagnetic waves. The limit of the spectrum

beyond the violet, however, depends upon the temperature of the incandescent

body, being pushed farther along as the temperature rises. This circumstance
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is of interest, since it enables an approximate estimate to be made as to the

temperature of the body. In case of the solar spectrum, however, this

application becomes limited, since both the solar and terrestrial atmospheres

exert a general absorption which constantly increases as the wave-length

diminishes.

Cornu has shown by various experiments that the ultra-violet spectrum

comes to a sudden end near the wave-length 2000, even if the light has

traversed only a small distance in our atmosphere. It is therefore impossible

to observe the true boundary of the solar spectrum, and we can thus reach no

conclusion as to the upper limit of the sun's temperature.

By the visible portion of the spectrum is generally understood the section

between the A and H lines ; but with the use of very strong solar light both

of these limits may be extended, towards the red only sliglitly, towards the

violet very considerably.

All the maps of the solar spectrum up to the time of the aj)pearance of

Angstrom's ',' Recherches sur le Spectre normal du Soleil " were based on

arbitrary scales, and he deserves high credit for introducing the wave-length

as the measure of distances in the spectrum,— the practice now universally

followed in spectrum analysis.

The wave-length is a natural standard of length in spectroscopy. The
modern views on theoretical optics give a real, objective existence to the

waves of light, and the length in the ether of a particular wave is a perfectly

definite quantity. It' has been proposed that the practical standard of length

should be expressed in terms of the wave-length of some particular line in the

spectrum of some selected element, and Michelson * has recently been engaged
in determining a standard meter in terms of the Avave-length of the red line

in the emission spectrum of cadmium.

In some researches it is more convenient to employ the wave-number,

which is the reciprocal of the wave-length and is directly proportional to the

frequency of vibration of the Avave.

- The determination of the absolute wave-length of a given line, though

theoretically easy, is practically a very difficult problem. The diffraction

grating is generally employed according to the methods already described in

the section on Spectrometers. It now seems probable that very precise

results may be also obtained with Michelson's new wave-comparer, or

interference refractometer.

A special source of error in the employment of the grating lies in the

determination of the true distance between the rulings, and any error of the

meter or decimeter used as a standard of course affects this quantity directly.

A still more dangerous source of error is to be found in irregularities in the

* Comptes Rendus, T. IIG, p. 790 ; Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 556 (1893).
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spacing of the rulings, one portion of the grating being more closely ruled,

than another. A calibration of the grating is necessary, but even then the

corrections (of course very minute) to be applied to the resulting wave-length

can be determined, only approximately.

The determination of absolute wave-length upon which Angstrom's normal

spectrum was based, was for many years accepted as the standard. Thalen

showed, however, in his '' Sur le Spectre du Fer " (1885) that Angstrom's

values Avere considerably in error, owing to the incorrect length of the meter

used as a standard. Since then determinations of absolute wave-length

have been made with gratings by Miiller and Kempf (upon whose results the

so-called Potsdam system of wave-lengths is based), by Peirce, Kurlbaum,

and Bell.

The results obtained by these different investigators for the wave-length

of the line Di of the solar spectrum are as folloAvs :

Angstrom X = 5895.13 " Reclierche.s sur le Spectre normal."

Corrected by Thalen 5895.89 " Sur le Spectre du Fer."

Muller and Kempf 6896.25 Publ. Potsdam Obs., V (188G).

Kurlbaum 5895.90 Inaugural Dissertation, Berlin (1887).

Bell (first determination) 5896.08 Am. Journ., Vol. 33 (1887).

Peirce (corrected by Rowland) 5896.20 Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 321.

Bell (second determination) 5896.18 Am. Journ., Vol. 35 (1888).

The same corrected by Rowland 5896.20 Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 321.

The wave-lengths of Rowland's first photographic map of the normal

spectrum, obtained with a concave grating, were based upon Bell's first

determination. The standard adopted by Rowland for his new map was T>i,

\^ 5896.156, obtained as the weighted mean of the best of the above

determinations.

Three different tables of the wave-lengths of standard lines have been

published by Rowland as follows :

I. Am. Journ. XXXIII, p. 182 (1887) ; PhiL Mag. XXIII, p. 257 (1887).

II. Johns Hopkins University Circulars, No. 73 ; Phil. Mag. XXVII,

p. 479 (1889).

III. Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 321 (1893) ; Phil. Mag. XXXVI,

p. 49 (1893).

The wave-length of Di was the standard upon Avhich the other wave-

lengths were based, and its value as adopted for the first table was 5896.080,

for the second and third tables 5896.156. The third table therefore differs

from the second only on account of the larger number of observations

employed, and the differences between them are of slight practical signifi-

cance.

For the convenience of those using the different tables we give here the

wave-lengths of a few of the Fraunhofer lines according to the three tables :
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The unit of Avave-length adopted by Angstrom was the ten-millionth of

a millimeter, and his practice has been followed by most American and

English spectroscopists. It has been accordingly employed by the translator

in the English edition of this book. The rather clumsy name " tenth-meter "

has been given to this unit, as it equals 10~^" meters. It is proper to say

that the author adopted for the German edition the millionth of a millimeter

(symbol /a/a). The use of the /x,/x is in his view preferable, on account of its

symmetry with the other units of length, the millimeter (mm), and micron

(= 0.001 mm, symbol /x), and because in his opinion the present accuracy of

determinations of wave-length does not require a smaller unit, more than three

decimals of a /x/x being rarely necessary. The lack of uniformity is certainly

unfortunate, and it is to be hoped that some final agreement on this point may
be soon reached by scientists. Rowland's maps and tabular wave-lengths,

Avhich are now quite generally adopted as the standards, employ the tenth-
O

meter or Angstrom unit, and this alone would seem to be a sufficient reason

for its general use.

The Ultra-Red Spectrum

The investigation of the ultra-red portion of the solar spectrum is attended

with great difficulties, and it is only rather recently that a fairly good map of

it has become a possibility. There are three methods by which the ultra-red

spectrum may be examined : by phosphorescence effects, by thermal effects,

and by a special photographic process.

The phosphorescence method is given by Becquerel* as follows : A very

intense solar spectrum is projected upon a surface of some phosphorescent

substance, and allowed to shine upon it for some time. If the spectrum is

now suddenly shut off, the ultra-red portion will become visible for a short

time in the light peculiar to the substance.

Determinations of the wave-lengths of any lines Avhich may be present in

the spectrum can best be made by employing interference bands, which are

readily produced by placing a very thin, transparent plate in front of the slit

of the spectroscope, or still better by laying such a plate over the mirror of

the heliostat. An observation or measurement in this rapidly vanishing

spectrum is very difficult and uncertain, and so a method is employed which

keeps the spectrum continuously visible. If the ultra-violet portion of another

spectrum, in which the lines or bands are rendered invisible by the use of a

wide slit, be projected upon the given ultra-red spectrum, the curious phenom-

enon will be observed that the phosphorescence due to the ultra-red spectrum

is more or less completely neutralized by the ultra-violet spectrum according

to the intensity of the former. Hence, the lines and bands in a small portion

* Comptes Rendus, T. 77, p. 302 ; T. 83, p. 249 ; T. 09, p. 417.
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of the ulti-a-recT spectrum will ai:)pear bright upon a dark background, and by

shiltiug the ultra-violet spectrum all parts of the ultra-red spectrum may be

successively rendered visible. The spectrum unfortunately must be projected

upon a comparatively rough surface, and hence the finer details are lost.

By this method Becquerel observed various bands in the ultra-red, each

composed of a number of lines, and determined their Avave-lengths as follows :

X

A 7604'
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radiant energy received by it, the very sensitive reflecting galvanometer will

he also proportionally deflected. Langley has succeeded in making his

bolometer so extraordinarily sensitive that it indicates down to nearly the

millionth of a degree centigrade.

The spectra investigated were produced by closely ruled concave gratings

and also by rock salt prisms ; Avith the latter it was found possible to measure

the refractive index of the rock salt at the great wave-length of over 5 fx, or

more exactly 53 Oil tenth-meters.

The determination of the refractive index furnished the interesting result

that in the portion from X 2 fx to X 5 /x the length of the spectrum increases

almost in exact i)ro})ortion to the Avave-length (in other words, the curve of

dispersion becomes a straight line), so that no difference was perceptible in

this region between the prismatic and diffraction spectrum. Rubens and

Snow* have shown, however, that this does not hold for Avave-lengths greater

than 5 fx.

The extent of the ultra-red spectrum observed l)y Langley is more than

eight times that of the visible spectrum. The actual measurement of the

wave-lengths of the absorption bands could not be carried so far as this, the

limit being reached at 2.030 ^ut, and the necessary breadth of the platinum

filament made it possible to observe only bands and groups of lines, and not

individual lines.

Tlie wave-lengths in tenth-meters of the absorption bands discovered with

the bolometer are as follows :

X 81 .")()
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the entire ultra-red extending to 5
fj..

What is more important, it does this

by automatic processes, independent of the micrometer, independent of the

eye, and independent of the personality of the observer.

The method is briefly as follows :— A large siderostat, carrying an 18-inch

mirror, sends a beam through a collimating telescope of nearly 10 meters

focus, upon a rock salt prism, or one of glass. (A concave grating can also be

used, by the employment of a device whicli automatically removes the spectra

of the higher orders superposed upon the first spectrum of the ultra-red).

Taking the work with the rock salt prism as an illustration, parallel rays

which have passed from the mirror through the slit are directed upon a prism
of great purity and size. This is mounted upon a massive spectro-bolometer,

the azimuth circle of which, 60 cm in diameter, is moved, not by hand, but by
a very accurate train of clock-work (through its tangent screw) at the rate of

one minute of arc in one miniite of time (or at other desired rates). This is

consequently the rate at which the invisible spectrum is moved in front of the

bolometer, which is a tape ^V """ wide and jooo """ thick. The passage of

the invisible lines over this bolometer strip is recorded by a newly constructed

galvanometer of remarkable sensitiveness, a deflection of one mm upon the scale

at one meter's distance being given by a current of 0.000 000 000 04 amperes.

The minute point of light reflected from the galvanometer mirror falls not

upon a scale, but vipon a sensitive photographic film, which is moved vertically

(/. e.. at right angles to the plane of the mirror's movement) at a constant rate

of 1 cm per minute (or at any other desired speed). This vertical movement
of the sensitive film is absolutely synchronous with that of the bolometer

thread in the invisible spectrum, and. combined Avith the horizontal deflection

of the light spot, automatically produces an energy curve.

So much is easily understood to be mechanically possible, although those

accustomed to the use of such apparatus will see that the process involves

difficulties in actual execution. It is important, then, to state that these

difficulties have been so overcome that this automatic method has already

proven to be not only far more trustworthy, but far more rapid and far more
complete in its indications than any hitherto used.

In a succeeding stage the energy curve thus obtained is converted into a

linea)' spectrum containing dark lines, which correspond to the cold spaces in

the invisible spectrum, by another and quite distinct process, which is also

automatic (but which there is no room here to describe). This linear spectrum
may be on any scale desired, but in the instance above supposed, the scale

would be that of one centimeter to one minute of arc. The method is capable

of discriminating, by their heat alone, between lines considerably closer than
the D lines.

In order to eliminate the possibility of the introduction into the record of

incidental variations, due to atmospheric changes or earth tremors, a certain
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number of these linear spectra taken on different days are combined by the

process of composite photography into a single whole.

What has preceded is an illustration of the application of this process

to the prismatic spectrum, but this is to be followed l)y a similar automatic

reproduction on tlie scale of wave-lengths of the spectrum from a Rowland

concave grating, the superposition of the spectra of the higher orders on the

ultra-red of the first being avoided by the special device already referred to,

which also acts by a purely automatic arrangement, so that the photography

of the ultra-red on the normal or wave-length scale is directly obtainable.

The name Bolography has been given by Langley to these processes, by

means of which a map of the invisible spectrum is being produced automatic-

ally by the joint use of the bolometer and photography.

A representation of the entire ultra-red containing some hundreds of new

lines, whose positions will be exhibited as a linear spectrum, will, it is hoped,

be submitted to the scientific world in the course of the ensuing year.

The photograi)hic method due to Abney is very well adapted for investi-

gating the ultra-red spectrum, althougli it cannot yet be applied to so great

wave-lengths as the bolometric method.

The process first employed by Abney* consisted in rendering bromide of

silver collodion plates sensitive to tlie ultra-red rays by the addition of a dye.

He later discovered a process which renders the bromide of silver sensitive

without the use of a dye. Under this treatment the bromide had its maximum

sensitiveness at X 3800 (near 4340 according to other observers), but a second

maximum occurred near X 7600. The fact that the wave-length of the new

maximum is just twice that of the original one led Abney to conclude that the

molecules of silver bromide, when modified so as to be sensitive to the red,

have double the weight of their usual form, and that they are therefore

especially susceptible to excitation l)y light vibrations differing by just an

octave from those which normally produce the greatest action. This hypothe-

sis must be accepted with great reserve until other evidence is found to

support it.

Abney has succeeded in carrying the sensitiveness of his plates so far that

they are affected by the radiations from boiling mercury and even boiling

water, but in reproducing the spectrum he was not able to go beyond the

wave-length 10000 tenth-meters. The spectrum examined by Abney was

produced by a reflection grating, and concave mirrors were employed in the

apparatus instead of lenses.

In Part IV we reproduce Abney's table of the wave-lengths of lines in the

ultra-red spectrum.

* On the photographical method of mapping the least refrangible end of the solar spec-

trum. Phil. Trans., 1880, Part II.

The solar spectrum from X 7150 to X 10000. Phil. Trans., 1880, Part II.
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The Ultra -Violet Spectrum

A map of the ultra-violet spectrum can be far more readily obtained than

one of the ultra-red, as the ordinary photographic process furnishes excellent

results. In arranging the apparatus it is only necessary to avoid the use of

glass, which becomes opaque for the shortest wave-lengths. The prisms and

lenses employed must be of calc-spar or quartz, or still better only reflection

gratings and concave mirrors should be used.

As we have already stated, our atmosphere is very opaque for the most

refrangible rays, so that it will never be possible to reach the true limit of the

ultra-violet solar spectrum. Cornu* has made extensive observations upon
this point, and has determined the effect of the thickness of the air stratum

traversed upon the limit of the spectrum. The wave-length (A) of this limit

may be computed for any altitude (A) of the sun, and for an elevation z of the

observer, by the formula

sin^ = j/;?-'"("-'»^-(^),

Avhere J/ =0.49, ??? = ().0<S3o(>, A^ = 3000, and .^o is the barometer constant.

The formula shows that a rise in elevation of 663 meters makes a gain of

only 10 tenth-meters in wave-length
; so that the limit of the ultra-violet

spectrum varies more from the difference in the meridian altitude of the sun

in summer and winter than it could from a change in the elevation of the

observer. Cornu found A 2930 as the extreme value of the observed limit, a

result which agrees well with the limit at A 2970 found by Huggins in the

spectrum of a Lyrae. Since a Lyrae, as a star of tlie first spectral type, is

quite certainly at a higher temperature than the sun, this agreement furnishes

a new confirmation for the assum})tion that the breaking off of the ultra-violet

spectrum is really due to our atmosphere.

Extrapolation from Cornu's formula shows that at A 2120 an air column
10 meters long at 760 mm pressure is sufficient to absorb the light entirely

;

at A 1570 a column of air 10 cm long totally extinguishes the light. Cornu
Avas able to confirm this result experimentally by showing that a tri})le line of

aluminium at A 1860 became invisible after the light had passed through

4 meters of air.

He was also able to prove that the absorption is not produced by the

variable constituents of the atmosphere, like aqueous vapor, dust, etc., but by
its main body— nitrogen and oxygen, since the distribution of the absorbing

material agrees exactly with the barometric formula.

The photography of the ultra-violet solar spectrum and the determination

of the wave-lengths of the lines present no difficulties, and we shall not

* Comptes Kendus, T. 88 and Si).
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therefore, enter into the details of the various researches by Becquerel,

Stokes, Esselbach, J. Miiller, Mascart, H. Draper, Rutherfurd, and Cornu, the

references to which may be found in the bibliography appended to this

volume.

The spectra by Draper and Rutherfurd are characterized by the number

and distinctness of the lines. The best of these maps of the ultra-violet

spectrum is by Cornu, but unfortunately it is not accompanied by a catalog

of the wave-lengths of the lines. The excellence of Rowland's new map of

the normal spectrum applies equally well to the ultra-violet portion, and it

may therefore be best used as the standard.

Rowland's wave-lengths of some of the chief lines in the ultra-violet are as

follows. Fraunhofer's lett;ering has been extended through this portion of

the spectrum. Unless otherwise indicated the lines are due to iron.

4071.904 3838.430 Mfj 3647.995

4063.756 3826.024 3631.619

4045.975 L 3820.567 3618.924

4005.305 3815.985 3609.015

H 3968.620 Ca 3749.633 N 3581.344

3961.676 Al 3737.282 3570.225

3944.159 Al 3735.014 3490.721

K 3933.809 C<jl 3720.086 3475.594

3905.666 Si 3709.397 3441.135

3886.427 3687.607 O 3440.759

Thus far in our discussion of maps of the solar spectrum and the

determination of the wave-lengths of its lines, we have proceeded from the

modern standpoint that the main object of such work is to secure a standard

spectrum to which all other spectra can be referred. Until the appearance

of Angstrom's " Spectre normal," however, the purpose of all investigations

had been to discover the nature of the solar lines and to identify them with

the lines of terrestrial substances, and it is unfortunate that this has been so

neglected since that time. The reason for this neglect has been our insuffi-

cient knowledge of the spectra of the metals, in which, until recently, little

progress has been made for many years. The exactness with which the

positions of the metallic lines were known was sufficient for the degree of

precision of Kirchhoff's spectrum, but it did not equal the accuracy

of Angstrom's map. As compared with the complete maps of the solar

spectrum which we now have, the wave-lengths of the metallic lines are still

very inaccurate, and one must often remain in doubt as to the reality of a

coincidence once positively asserted. It is often impossible to identify a

given metallic line with the proper one of a group in the solar spectrvim,—
a condition also existing for the stellar spectra. Unfortunately it can be
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asserted that we know to-day less as to the meaning of the Fraunhofer lines

than was supposed to be known ten years ago.

The cause of the disproportionately greater accuracy of the wave-lengths

of the solar spectrum over those of the metallic spectra lies chiefly in the

difficulties of the problem itself, although photography has now greatly

assisted in overcoming them. The chief remaining difficulty is properly a

chemical one,— that of securing absolute purity of the particular metals or

salts, or in case this is unattainable, that of eliminating the foreign lines.

These remarks do not apply to the spectrum of iron, which was carefully

investigated by Thalen* in 1885, and extensive researches have recently been

made, or are still in progress, Avith the employment of powerful concave

gratings, so that very decided progress can now be recorded in the knowledge

of the metallic spectra.

Foremost among these recent researches are those of Kayser and Runge,t

who have now carefully investigated (for the most part photographically) the

spectra of iron, lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, caesium, magnesium,

calcium, zinc, strontium, cadmium, barium, mercury, copper, silver, gold,

aluminium, indium and thallium. One of their objects being the discovery of

harmonic relations between the different lines of an element, such as Avould

be expressed by Balmer's formula or analogous ones, they have laid particular

weight upon the exact determination of the wave-lengths, which are given on

Rowland's scale. Less attention has been given by them to the presence of

impurities, but their measurements now cover so many of the metals that

foreign lines can for the most part be detected.

The iron spectrum is of great value as a reference spectrum, and accord-

ingly we give in the Appendix a catalog of the more prominent lines in

Kayser and Runge's tables, those being selected which were also observed by

Thalen or Cornu.

A thorough investigation of the metallic spectra, with the employment of

the most perfect concave gratings yet made and Avith the aid of photography,

has been in progress for some years at the Johns Hopkins University under

Rowland's direction, and when these results are published, it is probable that

the disproportion between the accuracy of the wave-lengths of the solar and

metallic spectra will not longer exist.

Two compilations of the results of the earlier investigations of the spectra

of the metals have been made,— the Index of Spectra by W. M. Watts,

covering the work done before 1872, and a compilation extending to 1883

contained in Kayser's " Lehrbuch der Spectralanalyse."

* Sur le Spectre du Fer, obteim a TAide de TArc Electrique. Xova Acta Hg'j:. Soc.

Upsala, Ser. III.

t Ueber die Spectreu der Elemente. Abh. d. k. preuss. Akademie z. Berlin. Abschnitte

I -VI, 1888-92.
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The Elements in the Sun

Although the accuracy of the determiuation of the Avave-tlengths of the

metallic spectra has hitherto been insufficient for identifying more than the

more prominent solar lines with certainty, yet the presence of certain metals

in the sun must be regarded as indisputably proven by the large number of

coincidences in the two spectra.
^

c .

The following metals were proven to be present in the sun by Angstrom.

They are arranged in order according to the number of coincidences observed

by him.

Metal
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ElEMEXTS IX THE SuX, ARRAXGEI) ACCORDrXG TO THE IXTEXSITV AX'D THE
Number of Lixes ix the Solar Spectrum

Calcium

Iron

Hydrogen

Sodium

Nickel

Magnesium

Cobalt

Silicon

Aluminium

Titanium

Chromium
Manganese

Iron (2000 or more)

Nickel

Titanium

Manganese

Chromium
Cobalt

Carbon (200 or more)

Vanadium

Zirconium

Cerium

Calcium (75 or more)

Scandium

Iridium

Osmium
Platinum

Avcordhuj to Iiit(ni.'<iti/

Strontium

Vanadium

Barium

Carbon

Scandium

Yttrium

Zirconium

Molybdeiuim

Lanthanum
Niobium

Palladium

Neodymium

According to Number

Neodymium
Lanthanum

Yttrium

Niobium

Molybdenum
Palladium

Magnesium (20 or more)

Sodium (11)

Silicon

Hydrogen

Strontium

Barium

Duulitfid Elements

Ruthenium

Tantalum

Thorium

Copper

Zinc

Cadmium
Cerium

Glucinum

Germanium
Rhodium
Silver

Tin

Lead

Erbium

Potassium

Aluminium (4)

Cadmium
Rhodium
Erbium

Zinc

Copper (2)

Silver (2)

Glucinum (2)

Germanium
Tin

Lead (1)

Potassium (1)

Tungsten

Uranium

Antimony

Arsenic

Bismuth

Boron

Nitrogen (vacuum tttbe)

Bromine

Chlorine

Iodine

Fluorine

Not in Solar Spectrum

Caesium

Gold

Indium

Mercury

Phosphorus

Substances not yet Tried

Oxygen

Tellurium

Gallium

Rubidium

Selenium

Sulphur

Thallium

Praeseodymium

Holmium
Thulium

Terbium, etc.
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" These tables are to be accepted as preliminary only, especially the order

in the first portion. However, being made with such a powerful instrument

and with such care in the determination of impurities, they must still have a

weight superior to most others published.

" The substances under the head of ' Not in the Solar Spectrum ' are often

placed there because the elements have few strong lines or none at all in the

limit of the solar spectrum when the arc spectrum, which I have used, is

employed. Thus boron has only two strong lines at 2497. Again, the

lines of bismuth are all compound and so too diffuse to appear in the solar

spectrum. Of course, this is little evidence of their absence from the sun

itself. Indeed, were the whole earth heated to the temperature of the sun,

its spectrum would probably resemble that of the sun very closely."

Lithium should be added to the list of elements whose presence is doubtful.

With the exception of carbon and silicon, there seem to be no lines present

due to the metalloids, but this is by no means to be considered as indicating

the absence of the other metalloids. We have already (p. 132) referred to

the fact that when a mixture of the incandescent vapors of the metals and

metalloids or their compounds is examined with the spectroscope, the spec-

trum of the metalloids always yields before that of the metals,— which is a

sufficient explanation for the absence of the lines of the metalloids in the

solar spectrum

The presence of carbon in the sun can be no longer doubted, and what is

more, there seems to be some observational evidence that it exists there in

combination Avith nitrogen. The coincidence of lines in the solar spectrum

with different ones of the so-called cyanogen bands in the arc spectrum of

carbon has been announced by Lockyer,* Liveing and Dewar,t and Trow-

bridge and HutchinSjt and has been confirmed by Kayser and Kunge. It is

not certain that the bands really belong to cyanogen, some of the above

investigators attributing them to carbon alone. It is even difficult to reconcile

the presence of a band spectrum with some of the views hitherto held regard-

ing the temperature at Avhich a band spectrum can be emitted.

The presence of oxygen in the sun has been often asserted, but these

conclusions have been based upon the apparent identification of but very

few lines, and are not confirmed by later investigations. Henry Draper

announced on the basis of his photographs that bright lines occurred in the

solar spectrum and coincided in position with lines of oxygen. It has been

proven, however, by H. C. Vogel and others that no bright lines are actually

present, but that the places in the spectrum in which no lines occur may

produce the impression of bright lines by contrast, and Trowbridge and

Hutchins, t employing a powerful concave grating, arrived at the conclusion

that there is no evidence of oxygen in the solar spectrum.

* Proc. R. S. 27 (1878). t Proc R. S. 30 (1880). t Am. Jourii. 34, p. 345 (1887).
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The Spectrum of the Earth's Atmosphere

A knowledge of tlie changes nndergone by light in passing through the

terrestrial atmosphere is of great importance on account of their effect upon

the spectra of all the heavenly bodies.

The solar spectrum which we observe is not the true spectrum of the

sun, but is the spectrum of the earth, as it would be seen from a point

in space.

The effect of our atmosphere can be only to produce absorption, and hence

only dark lines or bands can appear in addition to the true solar spectrum.

Effective absorption can be produced by only those gases which are present in

large quantities in our atmosphere, as oxygen, nitrogen, aqueous vapor and

carbon dioxide. The remaining constituents of the air, as ammonia and the

products of the oxidization of nitrogen, are present in too small amounts to

exert a perceptible absorption.

The lines of atmospheric absorption increase in intensity in proportion to

the length of path traversed by the rays of light,— increase therefore with

the zenith distance of the celestial object. This plainly gives a ready means

of distinguishing the atmospheric from the solar lines. Another convenient

method of doing this will be explained in the chapter on the displacement of

lines.

Aqueous vapor is the most subject to variations of any of the constituents

of our atmosphere, passing from complete saturation on the warm days of

summer to almost imperceptible quantities in very cold weather. The amount

of aqueous vapor present at any time may be readily determined meteorologi-

cally, and hence the effect of a variation in its quantity can be ascertained by

observing the solar spectrum at identical altitudes of the sun at times when
the amount of aqueous vapor is different. Thus the lines due to aqueous

vapor can be distinguished from the other atmospheric lines.

The lines of aqueous vapor actually show very great variations in intensity,

and hence their intensity furnishes, conversely, a means of estimating the

amount of moisture in the air. Attempts have been made, with more or

less success, to establish in this way a spectroscopic method of weather

prediction.* The atmospheric absorption manifests itself very differently

in the different parts of the spectrum. In the blue and violet, a general

absorption, increasing toward the ultra-violet, takes place, but in the less

refrangible portion of the spectrum the absorption is selective. Here, too, a

distinction is to be noted between broad, shaded bands and the very fine lines

and close groups which occur.

* Piazzi Smyth : Madeira Spectroscopic. J. R. Capron : A Plea for tlie Rain-band.

C. S. Cook. Science, Vol. II, p. 488 (1883). Am. Journ. 39, p. 258 (1890).
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Since the recognition of the atmospheric lines by Brewster, their identifi-

cation has occupied the attention of many physicists. An elaborate map of

the solar spectrum, with high and low sun, has been made by Thollon, and

upon it the atmospheric lines can be readily recognized. Photographs of the

spectrum of high and low sun have been made by F. McClean.

A very careful investigation of the atmospheric lines, with determinations

of their wave-lengths, has been made by Cornu,* and we give his results in

the following tables. His method consisted in projecting, by a secondary

lens to which a steady oscillatory motion across the optical axis could be

imparted by an eccentric, an image of the eastern and western limbs of the

sun in rapid alternation upon the slit of the spectroscope. The solar lines

will then be alternately subjected to a displacement toward the violet and

toward the red, as a result of the sun's axial rotation, and they will con-

sequently appear to shift rhythmically across their mean position, while the

terrestrial lines will remain unaffected and stationary. Cornu's scale was

nearly that of Angstrom, and accordingly his values have been reduced to

Kowland's scale (Di = 5896.16). Certain lines in the bands a, B and A are

not atmospheric, and these are indicated by the letter S. The lines due to

aqueous vapor are marked Avith an A. The intensity of the lines is given

on an increasing scale from 1 to 10. In the following list a correction of

1.4 tenth-meters has been added to Cornu's values as far as X 6315.2, and

thereafter a correction of + 1.3. Where possible Rowland's vakies of the

wave-lengths are given. They may be distinguished by the three places of

decimals.

o

Dark Lines Composixg the Band called a by Angstrom

X
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X
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Atmospheric Lixes xeak D

The occasional solar lines occurring are marked S. Cornu's values have

been reduced to Rowland's scale by the addition of IM tenth-meters.

X
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The investigations of Janssen indicate that the greater part of the

atmospheric lines are due to aqueous vapor, but Egoroff* has shown that

bands A and B certainly belong to oxygen, though Janssen considers that

6t 68

Fig. 53

they also are produced by aqueous vapor. The results obtained by these tAvo

investigators are not necessarily contradictory, for the very heavy general

absorption within bands A and B appears to be due. to aqueous va])or.

Russell t has made the interesting observation that the number of isolated

atmospheric lines appearing between the D lines is very different at different

places of observation. 8uch a comparison, however, made by different

observers and Avith different instruments must always be liable to error.

Since the selective absorption of the atmosphere extends to the extreme

red end of the spectrum, it is reasonable to assume that it continues into the

m

k-M

.

A

',
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and hence it would seem that the band called Y by Langley, and possibly X
also, is due to the absorption by carbon dioxide.

Aqueous vapor also absorbs quite strongly in the viltra-red, its action

beginning at 2 /a and extending much farther in the direction of increasing

wave-lengths. Its absorption appears, however, to be more general than

selective. The absorption of the ultra-red rays by pure atmospheric air was
O

found to be exceedingly slight by Angstrom, who used the spectro-bolouieter

in part of his observations, and also studied the behavior of the undispersed

rays by using media which exert a perfectly continuous absorption, as

magnesium oxide and lampblack.

2. The Spectrum of Sun-Spots

In the previous section we have treated of the spectroscopic analysis of

the light emitted by the sun as a whole. The large apparent diameter of the

sun makes it easy to investigate the spectrum of particular parts of the

surface by employing a telescope to project a real image of the sun upon

the plane of the slit. In this way it is possible to examine not only the

individual portions of the photosphere, but also the spots, the faculae and

the ])rominences i)rojecting beyond the edge of the disk.

The difference between the spectrum of an undisturbed portion of the

photosphere and of a spot may be most readily explained as the result of an

increased absorption in the spot. The lines already present in the photo-

sphere are broadened and intensified, so that very faint lines often become

conspicuously broad and black. Besides these absorption effects, reversals of

dark lines into bright ones are occasionally noted, as well as distortions and

displacements of the lines in consequence of violent motions in the line of

sight. The continuous spectrum is, moreover, weakened by a general absorp-

tion, which sometimes also produces spaces which are particularly dark.

Investigations of spot spectra have been hitherto chiefly confined to the

less refrangible portions, and here a great number of lines have been observed

to increase in blackness and intensity over a sjiot. The number of lines

broadened is rarely the same for two different spots.

A catalog of 155 lines between B and h affected in the spot-spectrum was

made by Young* from his observations at the elevated station of Sherman,

AVyoming. Lists of lines affected have also been published by H. C. Vogel,t

and the region between B and D has been made the subject of an extended

study at the Stonyhurst College Observatory by Perry % and Cortie. § The

detailed observations made by Vogel upon the portions of spectrum between

X 5302 and 5134, and A 4891 and 4849 over a large spot on March 24 and 25,

* U. S. Coast Survey Report, 1872, p. 165. t Rothkamper Beobachtungen. Bd. I, II.

X Mouth. Not. -14, p. 244. § ^Nleni. R. A. 8., Vol. L.
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1873, are of sufficient interest as illustrating the effect of spots to be repro-

duced here. The wave-lengths and identifications are Rowland's.

Fe \ .3o02.4 very much broadened.

5301.2 hardly stronger than on the photosphere.

5298.6 -^

5298.4 > intervening space dark.

Cr 5297.5 J

Cr 5290.87 hardly thickened.

Fe 5292.7 slightly thickened.

Fe 5288.71 slightly thickened.

Fe 5283.80 only slightly broadened.

Fe 5281.97 only slightly broadened.

Fe 5280.4 • broad, hazy toward the violet.

Fe 5276.21 ) . .

ro~r X I
intervening space dark.

Fe 5273.55 only very slightly broadened.

Ca, Fe 5270.50 K, t. ,• , , , • , i .

T-. --v^.r^ ^o I '^'^'^ ^"' hnes, strong and broad, with the intervening space dark.
re .o2d9.<2 ) ° '

5268.6 not thickened.

Fe .5266.73
f .

^ -Qnr QQ r intervening space dark.

Ca, Cr 5264.37 ^ intervening space dark. The intensity of the dark back-

Fe 5263.4 > ground, witli which the lines contrast well, falls oft' toward

Ca 5261.88 J the violet.

Ca 5260.5 much thickened.

y only slightly thickened.

J

[ the space between these lines is dark.

Fe 5255.1

Fe 5253.65

Fe 52.52.1

Fe 5250.83

Cr 5247.6

Fe 5247.2

Fe 5244.0 >,,.,.,
_, -^.-^ „^ (

only sligntiv strengthened.
re o242.66 ^ -

o
.

5240.0 somewhat broadened.

5238.0 plainly visible, but invisible in the photospheric spectrum.

[• intervening space dark.
Fe 5235.6

5234.8

Fe 5233.12

Fe 5230.01

5228.5

Cr 5227.4

Fe 5225.69

Cr 5225.1

Ni 5220.4

Ti .5219.9

only slightly broadened.

r a broad, faint streak decreasing in intensity toward the violet.

r a faint, diffuse line, invisible in the solar spectrum.
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Cu X 5218.4 -^

Fe 5217. 5(J 'these four lines combine into a l)and, the two interior lines

Fe 5216.5 f being hardly recognizable.

Fe 5215.35 J

Ti 5210.56 a liroad and dit+'iise liand.

Ft 5208.7

Cr 5206.3
these lines are considerably strengthened

Cr, Fa 5204.71

Fe 5202.48 J

Ytl 5200.4 scarcely widened.

Fk 5108.89 -|

5198.2 i a band, darker toward the violet. The individnal lines are

Fe 5196.3 [
scarcely distingnishable.

Fk 5195.2 ->

Ti 5193.14 ) dai'k space between the lines, which shade off toward the

Fe 5192.5 ) violet.

Fe 5191.6 shades oft' toward the violet.

„. ., ,,, ,,, ( shading off toward the violet, so that the .space between this
Cw, Ti ;)1S!).U2 - .....

( and the iollowing laint lines is almost tilled up.

Fe 5188.2 apjiearance not particularly altei-ed.

Ti 5186.1 not widened.

Mij 5183.79 Aj somewhat thickened, uniting with the next faint line.

^'- -'l'^'*--^

I .slightlv, if at all widened.
5179.0 ) ' '

Fe 5177.4 ) • • 11
V intervening space is dark.

Ni 5176.7 S

M<l 5172.87 //., } broad line, and thickened so that the space is filled with the

Fe 5171.78 ) next faint line.

Fe 5169.22 h^ only slightly strengthened.

Mg, Fe 5167.69 h^ somewhat strengthened.

Va 5166.5 \

Fe 5165.59 V a feeble band.

C 5165.19 )

Fe 5162.45 considerably broadened toward the red.

Fe 5159.24 much broadened toward the violet.

Ni 5158.2 a broad faint line, not seen in the solar spectrum.

Xi 5155.94 } form a dark band, consisting of numerous tine lines, its

7"/, Co 5154.24 > intensity increasing toward the violet.

'
' '

"''
' considerably liroadeued.

Fe, Mh 5151.03 S

Fe 5149.3 much widened toward the violet.

Xi 5146.66 broad, diffused band.

Ti 5145.6 much widened.

Fe 5143.11 ) . ,
. . 1 ,

)- intervening space is dark.
Xi 5142.97 >

Fe 5141.92 much bmadened.
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This shading off on one side appears to be really of a continuous nature,

that is, not as if due to close lines as m the case of the hydrocarbon bands.

Bands of this sort do, however, also appear in spot spectra, as was first

observed by Young.* Extensive observations of them were published in the

Spectroscopic Results at Greenwich for the years 1880 to 1883.

The wave-lengths of the bands measured at Greenwich are as follows, only

those being given which are not directly connected with some line of the

spectrum ;

5163.3 5097.0 5064.2

5160.6 5091.2 5062.4

5119.0 5092.9 5059.3

5117.0 5090.5 5056.7

5114.5 5088.5 5033.0

5101.5 5087.0

Similar bands Avere also found by Ferry t in the region between B and D.

Most of them can be resolved into fine lines, but Young finds that bands in

the red resist resolution even under the highest dispersion. Although the

true nature of the substance causing this absorption is unknown, we may
nevertheless safely assume that chemical compounds instead of simple ele-

ments are involved,— which would also point to a low temperature in spots.

A complete catalog of all the lines in the entire spectrum which are

affected in spots has not yet been made. The Greenwich observers have

given a list| of the metallic lines broadened in a particularly absorptive spot

observed in 1877. Their results are as follows :

Metal No. of lines broadened

Ca 12

Na 2

Ti 11

Fe 30

Ba 4

Mfj 4

Ni 6

Cr 3

This list can be accepted only with reserve on account of the uncertainty

as to the identification of the lines with those of the metallic spectra. It is

safe to assume that the more prominent lines broadened in spots are due

to Iron, Titanium, Sodium, Calcium, ^lagnesium and Vanadium. It seems

indeed as though all the metallic vapors which exert an absorption in the

solar spectrum might be affected in spots.

* Natm-e, Dec. 12, 1872. t Monthly Not. 47, p. 19. X Ibid. 38, p. 32.
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The Greenwich observations have shown that the band a, ascribed to the

absorption in onr atmosphere, is frequently thickened in the spot spectrum.

This band is assigned by Janssen to oxygen, so that perhaps we ought to

consider oxygen as present over the spots. It must not be forgotten, how-

ever, that an apparent In'oadening of hazy bands like a will always occur

when the background of continuous spectrum becomes darker.

In contrast to the broadening of lines in spot spectra which we have

just described, we must cite the fact that certain lines occasionally appear

narrower in spot spectra than upon the photosphere, and, indeed, are sometimes

reversed so as to become bright lines. The hydrogen lines are those most

likely to be affected in this way. The reversals generally occur over a bridge,

or where the familiar rosy veil a[)pears, but they have been also observed over

the entirely black nucleus of a spot where direct observation with the

telescoi)e showed nothing. The occurrence of the hydrogen lines as either

wholly or [)artly bright can only be explained on the assumption that masses

of intensely incandescent hydrogen are situated over the spot and that their

temi)erature is higher than that of the layer within the spot which jjroduces

the continuous spectrum. The appearance is similar to that of prominences

seen on the sun's limb. Direct proofs of this have been furnished by Young*
and Tacehinif in sjjots observed respectively on Sept. 28, 1870, and Oct. 19,

1882. By using wide slits they were able to see (through the C line) the

whole extent of certain immense hydrogen clouds over the spots. Young
noted that they seemed to issue from two points near the edge of the

penumbra of the spot.

Prominences cannot be seen upon the photosphere by direct observation,

although they are very frequently present at points where no particular

change in the appearance of the photosphere is noticeable. The reason for

this cannot be the great brightness of the photosphere as compared with the

spots, but lies simply in the fact that the temperature of the photosphere is

higher than that of the prominences. Secchi's explanation, that the radiation

of the bright lines of the prominences overpowers that of the dark lines of

the spectrum of the nucleus, cannot be correct. An excess of radiation from

one of a series of successive layers is not possible unless the temperature

(for the particular wave-length radiated) of that layer is higher than that

of those beneath it.

Lines can be overpowered in the way meant by Secchi only Avhen two

adjacent portions of the surface of a body give different spectra,— the one

an emission, and the other an absorption spectrum. If the light from these

two portions then coalesces on entering the spectroscope, the resulting

spectrum will take its character from the spectrum giving the greatest

quantity of light to the combination.

* The Sun, p. 131. t Comptes Rendus, 95, p. 1212.
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Several other lines in addition to the hydrogen lines are occasionally

bright in spot spectra, as the helinm line D3 and the corona line (1474 K)
;

the H and K lines are invariably reversed over

spots. The behavior of the sodium lines is very

peculiar. They never reverse for their entire

length, but are greatly widened in places, and

a narrow but very brilliant line appears in the

middle. Fig. 55 illustrates this phenomenon as

observed by Young on Sept. 22, 1870. On that

occasion the helium line, ordinarily invisible on

YiG, 55 the photosphere, was quite conspicuous as a dark

shade. (This is not shown in the cut.) The

magnesium lines were aifected in the same manner as the sodium lines in

this spot.

In explaining this phenomenon it is necessary to suppose that there is

present in the spots a very dense layer of sodium and magnesium vapor at

low temperature, and above this another layer of a higher temperature than

the photosphere within the spot, but of leys density. It is difficult to decide

which of these two layers is above the other, and the order just given is the

more probable only on account of the greater density of the layer at the lower

temperature. This is also confirmed by the outbursts (prominences) of incan-

descent vapors of these substances which are seen at the sun's limb.

With the aid of the spectroheliograph, Hale has confirmed the fact of the

invariable reversal of the H and K lines of calcium. In the penumbra and

surrounding faculae a double reversal is generally noted, but over the nucleus

the reversed line is narrower and not usually double.

The dark lines do not seem to be broadened in the idtra-violet spot

spectrum, only a general absorption being observable.

3. The Spectrum of the Faculae

Until recently the only result of the few researches upon the faculae was

the indication of an increase in the intensity of the continuous spectrum.

Hale* has lately discovered that the H and K lines are always reversed

in the faculae, the reversals being usually, if not invariably, double. A
narrow dark line extends through the center of the broader bright line, thus

giving the appearance, within the broad dark shade of H and K, of two

narrow bright lines separated by a narrow dark line, ^o bright lines more

refrangible than K have been found in either faculae or spots.

The new and important instrument of research, the spectroheliograph, has

been so far developed that Hale secures with it daily photographs of the sun,

* Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1892, p. 811.
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as seen through the K line. Since the faculae are always reversed in this

line, it is evident that as the slit passes across the different portions of the

sun"s disk, the faculae will be shown in their true form over the whole of

the disk. They have been thus found to occupy a much greater extent of

the solar surface than had been surmised from visual observations. They
always surround spots and indeed sometimes completely cover them. Tlie

opinion has long been held that they are situated above the photosphere, and

they have been often photographed with the spectroheliograph as projecting

above the sun's limb. This would account for the general increase of

intensit}' of the continuous spectrum.

The part played by calcium in the phenomena of spots, faculae and

prominences is at present difficult to understand, but the coincidence of the

H and K lines with those of calcium seems to be perfect.

At this point we may advert to the question of the origin of the luminosity

of the photosphere.

We might assume that the density of the metallic vapors in the deeper

layers is so great that their lines are broadened until the spectrum becomes

continuous, and that the upper, less dense and cooler portions of these same
masses of vapor produce the selective absorption. But for this to be true, the

appearance of the absorption lines would have to be different from wliat it

really is, for it would be impossible that the majority of the lines should be

so sharp, since the transition from the emitting to the absorlnng layers would
necessarily be continuous. We are therefore forced to conclude that the light

of the photosphere is due to solid or liquid particles. It is generally assumed
that these are condensed from the metallic vapors which produce the absori)-

tion, yet it is difficult to see why the condensation does not also occur in the

more elevated and cooler strata. Perhaps the only way of overcoming this

difficult}- is by assuming that the condensed particles of the photosphere are

due to but one (or more ?) substance, not necessarily metallic, whose atomic

weight cannot exceed a certain upper limit and whose special pro]ierty it is to

be transformed from the vaporous to the solid or liquid condition at a very high

temperature. Evidence in favor of this would be found in the fact that under

normal conditions metallic vapors do not occur above the chromosphere, but

only the lightest elements, as hydrogen, (calcium), helium and coronium.

4. The Spectrum of the Sun's Limb

We have just seen that it is occasionally possible to observe certain of tlie

phenomena of the solar atmosphere in the spectrum of a spot, and that the

spectroheliograph enables the development of the faculae to be observed

directly upon the sun's disk. But it is when the limb of the sun is observed

that these phenomena are most readily discerned, since here the brilliant

photospheric background is absent.
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A statement of the principles upon which these observations are made has

already been given in our description of prominence-spectroscopes. Referring

the reader back to that section, we simply recapitulate in saying that with a

slit radial or tangential to the sun's limb we lirst obtain only the spectrum of

the strongly illuminated terrestrial atmosphere,— a weakened solar spectrum.

The self-luminous portions of the solar atmosi^here which may be projected

upon the slit give a spectrum of bright lines, those being visible which are

brighter than the continuous atmospheric spectrum. If the slit is now opened

wide the chromosphere and prominences may be seen in their proper shape,

in so far as tlieir apparent size is not greater than the apparent width of the

slit, and in the colors of the lines which they produce in the spectrum. As

the width of the slit is increased, the intensity of the background of con-

tinuous spectrum increases accordingly, and the fainter portions of the object

disappear.

The so-called reversing layer cannot be observed in this manner, but only

during total solar eclipses. It was first seen by Young in 1870, and since

then it has been repeatedly observed at the instant of the inner contact of

the limbs of the moon and sun, when the spectral lines suddenly flash out

bright. The duration of this phenomenon is so short that it cannot be

determined with absolute certainty just what lines are most conspicuously

reversed, but most observers gain the impression that nearly all the lines

become bright. The short duration of this reversal shows that the stratum

must be very thin, probably somewhat under 1000 miles. At the eclipse of

1878 Pulsifer* tried to determine the thickness of the sti-atum by comparing

the length of the lines which flashed out, when the slit was set tangentially,

with the size of the solar image. He obtained a minimum value of about

525 miles, or only a little more than one second of arc. This very slight

thickness explains why it is not possible to observe the reversals unless the

photosphere is covered by the moon. It also leads us to think that it is very

improbable that such a thin stratum can maintain an independent existence

upon the uneven and restless surface of the sun.

We conclude therefore that the reversing layer can be regarded only as an

outer portion of the photosphere, containing very few or no products of

condensation suspended within it. Lockyer has also been led to this con-

clusion by a different way.

The solar stratum next in order above the reversing layer is ahvays visible,

and its spectrum usually presents but few lines, chiefly those of hydrogen and

calcium. By opening the slit, the chromosphere can be seen in its true form

through any one of these lines, which are simply images of the slit.

The chromosphere is a layer of varying depth, and presents the appearance

of a field of grain seen in section. Out of it rise the prominences, composed

* Am. Journ. 17, p. 495.
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chiefly of hydrogen, helium and calcium, the lines of all of which are, of course,

reversed. Occasionally, during the outbursts of the prominences, the hot

metallic vapors of the photosphere are thrown up into and above the chromo-

sphere ; their spectrum, consisting of bright lines, can then be observed.

Perhaps it may be possible for this to happen to all the metallic vapors

which exert an absorption in the sun. During a series of observations under

the favorable atmospheric conditions at the elevated station Sherman, Young*

twice thought that he saw all the lines of the spectrum reversed for an instant.

The lines which are always present in the spectrum of the chromosphere

are as follows :
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The fourth cohinin, marked F, contains a rough estimate of the percentage

of frequency with which the lines were seen during the six weeks of observa-

tion at Sherman in the summer of 1872. The fifth column, with the heading

B, gives a similar estimate of the maximum brightness of the lines as

compared with that of the hydrogen line C.

Young's Chromospheric Lines

No.
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Young's Chkomospheric Links— Continued

185

No.
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Young's Chromospheric Lines— Concluded

No.
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Xo.
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the numbers from ni = 3 (the C line) to m = 20 (vi), and lines No. 69 and 70

of the above list are very possibly also members of the series, ^i (for m = 21)

and TTi (for vi= 23). The value of ^Vo employed is 2748.13, as calculated by

Ames* from the lines in the lower spectrum.

An accurate knowledge of the index of refraction of the air for the

different rays (that is, the dispersion of air) is necessary for reducing wave-

lengths measured in air to a vacuum. These indices were not known with

sufficient accuracy until the publication of the recent researches of Kayser

and Runget iipo^^ ^^'^'^^ subject. By measuring for the different rays reflected

from a concave grating the deviation caused by their passage through a prism

of compressed air, they found the index of refraction of dry air, at 0° C. and

760 mm pressure, to be represented by the formula

n = 1.00028817 + 131.6 A"- + 316 X 10 ' X'*

,

Avhere X is expressed in tenth-meters. They give the following table of the

corrections to be applied in reducing Rowland's standard wave-lengths, or any

wave-lengths interpolated from them, to their value in vacuo.

X
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shape of the prominence. (Displacements and distortions due to motions in

the line of sight are here left out of consideration.)

The thickness of the lines also varies, being generally greater at

the brighter parts of the prominence, where the radiating stratum is

broader.*

The hydrogen lines also differ among themselves in their behavior, the

a line (C) being generally longer than the others. The appearance of a

prominence is moreover different in the three most prominent hydrogen

lines, but this can be readily explained by the fact that the temperature

necessary for rendering the prominence distinctly visible increases as the

Avave-length of the line decreases.

The D3 line presents an entirely different appearance, for while following

the shape of the prominence in general, it never broadens at the limb, but on

the contrary grows narrower, and possibly it does not touch the limb at all.

This would indicate that helium has a less density near the limb than in the

higher strata of the solar atmosphere.

"We must now consider the remarkable peculiarity of the D3 line of not

having a corresponding dark line in the solar spectrum. Kirchhoff's law, in

so far as it states that a bright line in the emission spectrum corresponds to a

dark one in the absorption spectrum, has been found to hold good so

universally that it is difficult to believe that D3 forms an exception to the

law. It seems more reasonable to consider the law as valid but that helium

has a peculiar behavior in the sun. The following explanation is chiefly due

to Wilsing, who has kindly communicated it to the author.

The stratum of the solar atmosphere in which helium is visible may be

considered as very thin from the fact that the helium does not reach its

maximum density below the upper part of the chromosphere, probably in

consequence of a very slight atomic weight. It may perhaps extend far

beyond the chromosphere, but on account of its low temperature it would not

be considered incandescent as required by Kirchhoff's law. Besides this only

a single further assumption is required,— and it predicates nothing unusual,
-— namely, that this thin sheet of incandescent helium has so small an
emissive power at the position of the D3 line that the line is no longer visible

to the eye, and hence the dark absor^^tion line is also invisible. At the sun's

limb the helium sheet has its greatest effect, being tangential to the line of

sight, and D3 becomes visible as a bright line. Everything depends upon the

assumption of a sufficiently thin stratum, so that the thickness at the edge

and center of the solar disk shall be different enough to produce the required

difference of intensity,— about 100-fold. A thickness of from two to three

seconds of arc is, however, sufficient to meet these conditions.

* Bothkainper Beobachtungen, Bd. II, p. 36.
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A serious objection to this hypothesis can only be made on the ground of

the appearance of the Dg line in stellar spectra. In most, if not in all of the

stars whose spectra show bright hydrogen lines, D3 is also bright,— a proof

of the intimate connection between these substances
;
yet D3 does not occur

as a dark line in any stellar spectrum where the hydrogen lines are dark.

This behavior, exactly like that upon the sun, shows that D3 has the same

characteristics in all the stars, and hence it is much more plausible to

attribute this behavior to an actual physical property of the substance rather

than to a combination of circumstances which, though probable enough for

a single star, is very unlikely to exist for all the stars.

The sodium lines are frequently bright at the sun's limb, and sometimes

exhibit a multiple reversal. Then a portion of the otherwise dark sodium

line of the solar spectrum reflected by our atmosphere appears bright and

very much widened, with a narrow dark line extending through its center.

These double and multiple reversals of sodium can be also obtained in the

laboratory from a sodium flame. The major portion of the sodium vapor

contained in the prominence produces the bright line, while the outer layers,

cooler and less in mass, again absorb a jiortion. Double reversals of mag-

nesium lines are also occasionally observed, and the H and K lines of calcium

often show the same ])eculiarity in photograjjlis.

The entire series of iiltra-violet hydrogen lines have been photographed in

brilliant prominences by Hale,* but ordinarily none more refrangible than

Ui and /?i are visible on the plates. The line aj has a slightly more refrangible

companion, proV)ably not due to hydrogen, which is sometimes reversed. This

companion is sometimes i)resent in one part of a prominence and absent in

others. The H and K lines appear to be always accompanied by some of the

less refrangible hydrogen lines in prominences. The forms of the promi-

nences as seen in C and H and K do not seem to differ, although they may

have a greater extent in the latter lines
;
the motions in the line of sight

are apparently the same for these lines.

The hight above the limb to which the bright lines may be traced varies

greatly Avith the nature of the metal. The greatest elevations are attained

by the hydrogen and calcium lines, and then follow D3, Di and Do, the mag-

nesium lines, etc. In general, it may be said that the hight of the lines varies

directly with the frequency of their appearance. We have already explained

that the spectroheliograph makes it possible to secure photographs of all the

prominences U])on the sun's limb, as seen through the H or K lines, and

many interesting results have been gained which could not have been obtained

by direct visual observations.

The forms of solar prominences have been so extensively discussed in

journals and works on spectroscopy that we shall dismiss them with few

* Astronomy and Astrophysics, 1892, p. 811.
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words. They have been variously classified by different investigators as

quiescent, cloud-like, eruptive, and so on ; but the only rational classification

would appear to be in two varieties— hydrogen and metallic prominences.

The former are composed only of the gases always present in the solar atmos-

phere, while the latter contain more or less of metallic vapors in addition to

those gases. This division corresponds in a measure to the forms observed

since the light, cloud-like })rominences do not seem ever to contain metallic

vapors.

If the intensities of the lines— of some metal as iron— which appear
bright in the chromosphere are compared with those of the correspondini>-

lines of the metallic vapor, the agreement is by no means perfect. Many of

the strong lines of the incandescent vapor are absent, and many faint lines

are present on the chromosphere.

This may be explained by the valuable method of long and short lines

proposed by Lockyer. If the image of an electric arc in Avhich a metal

is being vaporized is projected upon the slit of a spectroscope, the rays

which come from different portions of the arc will be separated, and some
lines will liave the full length of the image of the arc, while others will be

shorter. In general the central portion of the spectrum contains many more
lines than the edges, because of the different conditions of temperature and
pressure— chiefly of the former— prevailing in the inner and outer portions

of the arc.

This simple experiment thus plainly shows the difference in the spectrum

of the same metallic vapor at different temperatures — a result which woidd
otherwise be very difficult to obtain.

It now appears that the lines reversed in the chromosphere are chiefly the

long lines of the metallic vapors, whence we conclude that the conditions

prevailing in the chromosphere correspond more nearly to those of the outer

portions of the electric arc, and hence the temperature cannot be excessively

high in the chromosphere.

Attention must also be called to the fact that at extremely high tempera-

tures almost a reversal of these phenomena takes place,— Mie short lines

extending more rapidly than the long ones, and finally, also, becoming long.

There is no doubt, however, that this reversing temperature is not reached

in the chromosphere.

Lockyer's theory of " basic lines " needs to be mentioned here only on
account of its historical interest. He assumed that those lines of different

metals which seemed to have nearly the same wave-lengths actually did coin-

cide, being thus common to the different metals. Hence, he held that these

metals could not be considered as elements, but as complicated combinations

of the same elementary substance. It is now well known that Lockyer's

hypothesis originated in the erroneous supposition of an actual coincidence of

the lines in question.
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5. The Spectrum of the Corona

The corona— which is, properly speaking, the sun's atmosphere— is so

faint that it is always outslione by the illuminated terrestrial atmosphere,

and hence it can be observed only at times of total solar eclipses, when our

atmosphere is no longer illuminated.

The extent of the corona, as well as its form, appears to vary greatly, and

in intimate connection with the period of solar activity manifested most con-

spicuously in the number of sun-spots. The direct, as well as the photographic,

observations made at various eclipses show these variations plainly, and hence

suggest an explanation of the otherwise more or less contradictory spectro-

scopic observations. We cannot here enter into a minute description of the

details, contenting ourselves with depicting the average appearance of

the corona.

If the slit is set radially to the sun's limb at the eclipse, the bright lines

of the chromosphere will appear, extending to the hight of the chromosphere,

or of any casual prominence at that point. Continuing out to- a considerably

greater length is a bright line in the green, tlie corona line, often called

1474 K, from its position on Kirchoff's scale. In the spectrum of the photo-

sphere a fine double line is situated at this point, the fainter component very

nearly coinciding with the corona line. With the best definition the line is a

triple, as the red component has a weak companion on its violet side, which

is probably due to cobalt. The violet component is probably due to iron, but

the origin of the red component is unknown. The distance between the two

main components is about 0.16 tenth-meters, their wave-lengths being 5316.79

and 5316.95 (Rowland). In addition to this line the coronal spectrum con-

tains bright hydrogen lines, which may be followed out to a considei"able

distance. On a photograph ol)tained at the eclipse of April 16 1893, Pluvinel*

finds F, G', //, and seven other lines of the ultra-violet hydrogen series, besides

D3, 1474, and H and K.

A continuous spectrum of considerable intensity can be traced out to a

great distance from the sun. Polarization observations have shown that a

certain slight percentage of the corona light is reflected sunshine, and hence

the Fraunhofer lines might be expected to appear in the corona spectrum.

Most observers have been unable to recognize them, however, although some

think they could make out the strongest of them, as the D and G lines. If

only a small portion of the continuous spectrum is sunlight, it would be

possible for the Fraunhofer lines, faint in any case, to be concealed by the

superposed portion of the other continuous spectrum. Pluvinel's photograph,

however, shows fifteen dark (Fraunhofer) lines between F and H, and thus

removes any doubt as to the presence of sunshine in the coronal light.

« Comptes Rendus, 117, p. 2-5 (18'.«).
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The corona line appears at points of the corona wliere no light is directly

visible,— as between two of its rays,— and we nuist therefore conclude that

a large part of the coronal light is white, giving a continuous spectrum. This

can be reconciled with the faintness of the Fraiinhofer lines only by assuming

that tlie greater part of the continuous spectrum is not due to sunlight, but to

gh)wing particles, such as would result from the great number of meteorites

which are freely circulating in the solar atmosphere.

As early as 1871 Young* advanced an explanation of the spectrum of tlie

corona which seems to hold perfectly true to-day. His statement is :
" Tlie

spectrum of the corona is in all probability composed of at least four super-

posed elements. (1) A continuous spectrum without lines either bright or

dark, due to incandescent dust— that is, to particles of solid or liquid

meteoric matter near the sun ; ... it cannot be doubted that they are very

numerous, and any that may come within 250,000 miles of the solar surface

must become incandescent and give such a spectrum as described. (2) A true

gaseous spectrum, consisting of a more or less Lright continuous background

Avith Avell marked maxima or bright lines, including the corona line and

several due to hydrogen. As far as the spectroscopic evidence goes tliis gas

may be simply the vapor of the meteoric dust above alluded to, liberated by

the heat of the sun. The circumstances indicate, however, that the gases are

of a more permanent character, being a true solar atmosphere in which and

tlirough which the meteoric particles move as foreign bodies. (3) A true

sunlight spectrum (with its dark lines) formed by photospheric light reflected

from the solar atmosphere and meteoric dust. (4) Another component

spectrum is due to the light reflected from the particles of our own atmos-

phere. This is a mixture of the three already named, with the addition of

the chromosphere spectrum."

Deslandres has recently announced f that he obtained at the total solar

eclipse of April 16 1893, a photograph showing in juxtaposition the spectrum

of two points of the corona, situated in the plane of the sun's equator and at a

distance of tAvo-thirds of its diameter. The measured displacement indicated

a linear velocity of rotation of the corona at those points of from 5 to 7.5 km
per second, and Deslandres concludes that the corona lags slightly liehind the

disk in its rotation. The difficulties attending determinations of this sort

are such that the observations will require coniirmation before they can be

definitely accepted.

From this brief statement of the most important results of the spectro-

scopic analysis of the sun's light the reader can easily see how much careful

work needs to be done, as well in the Avay of new observations as in a fresh

* Ain. .lourn. (:)) 2, p. 5:5. t Comptes Rendus, T. IK!, p. 110!) (18i»:3).
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discussion of existing data. This applies particularly to conclusions as to the

density of the solar atmosphere derived from the appearance of the bright

lines occurring at the sun's limb. It may be assumed that the temperature

of the upper parts of the chromosphere is not so high as to be incomparable

with artificial terrestrial temperatures. Zollner's reasoning as to the effect of

pressure and density upon the breadth and distinctness of the spectral lines

is therefore more or less applicable to the solar atmosphere ; hence, since the

appearance of the bright lines quite nearly resembles that of the lines of

incandescent gases in Geissler tiibes, we conclude that the density of the

solar atmosphere must be excessively slight and that the number of molecules

of the gas which are contained in a space of many thousands of miles must be

of the same order as the number of those glowing in the few centimeters of

the Geissler tube. This applies, too, to the aljsorption lines produced in or

directly above the photosphere, as well as to tlie lines of the sun's atmos-

phere. The slight amount of incandescent sodium va})or in the flame of a

spirit lamp containing common salt is sufficient to produce an appreciable

increase in the intensity of the D lines of the solar spectrum.

If now the gases of the solar surface should not be in the condition

suggested by Helmholtz's theorem (p. 132), it can be scarcely dou])ted that

the density of even the lower portions of the sun's atmosphere is as slight as

can be artificially produced,— as slight as we are forced to consider it to be in

the tails of comets and in nebulae. We have become accustomed to the

notion of the extraordinarily rare condition of the matter in these latter

bodies, but the extension of the same idea to the sun, or to its surface, is even

now hardly acknowledged by some, in spite of the results obtained by Zollner,

Young and others.

A direct proof of the minute density of the solar atmosphere at elevations

to Avhich prominences rise has been furnished during the last decades by

several comets which have rushed through this region at perihelion with

enormous velocities. Since not the least disturbance of the orbits of these

comets could be discovered, Ave may see how infinitesimal the quantity of

matter in their path must have been, especially since the nucleus of the

comet is itself very rare and liable to dissipation upon impact. We cannot,

therefore, avoid the conclusion that the mighty convulsions within the solar

atmosphere, powerful as they seem even at our great distance, involve masses

which are utterly infinitesimal as compared with the mass of the whole sun.

The matter in the interior of the sun must be as a shuttlecock between the

stupendous pressure and the enormously high temperature, and we see on the

surface the last evidences of the struggle in the convulsions of the matter on

an infinitesimal scale of density.

The solar theory of the future must be based upon this conception and

must Avholly discard the ideas which the direct observations of the phenomena

speciously make so palpable.
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This done, the exphmation of the great velocities occurring in the solar

atmosphere will present no diflficnlties, perhaps even without the assumption

of electric phenomena; then it will perhaps be possible to make the many
a])parently contradictory observations lead up to a systematic representation

of the whole rather than to a number of conflicting theories and hypotheses

as at present.

CHAPTER II

THE PLANETS

The light of the planets and satellites of the solar system consists chiefly

of reflected sunlight, as is proven by their changes of phase, without requiring

the evidence furnished by the spectroscope. The solar spectrum must there-

fore be the basis of the planetary S})ectra, and the modifications Avhich it

iindergoes can only be in the way of additions. Lines and bands of absorption

may appear, and a general absorption may extend over a large portion of the

spectrum so as to sometimes mask the presence of the Fraunhofer lines, but

in a bright portion of the planet's spectrum there can be no obliteration of the

solar lines,— no line of the solar spectrum can be really lost in th(! process of

reflection.

This being the case, Ave should expect primarily to obtain from a planet

only the solar spectrum, and secondarily the new or additional absorption

lines. Were the planet in an incandescent state the only effect would be to

give the continuous spectrum an increased brightness. Hence, the existence

of bright lines in planetary spectra is a jrviori improbable.

Owing to the faintness of most bodies of this class it is impossible to

employ more than a comparatively slight dispersion, and hence in many cases

but few of the solar lines are visible, while only the strongest of them are

measurable. This very circumstance, although increasing the difficulty of

investigating the planetary spectra, furnishes a means of judging of the

extent of the modifications of the solar spectrum exhibited by them. If the

spectrum of a planet is so faint that only such solar lines as C, D, E and F
are visible, it is plain that we can gather from it no conclusions regarding

such kinds of absorption on the planet as would produce fine lines ; but if

strong bands are to be seen, despite the faintness of the spectrum, it proves

that the absorption on the planet must be very powerful, though we must

recall that the light reflected from the planet has passed twice through (or

partly through) its atmosphere.

The spectra of planets are faint relatively to the brightness of the bodies

themselves. This is because the image in the focal plane of a large instru-

ment is a disk of very appreciable diameter, and the intensity of the spectrum
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depends upon the surface intensity and not upon the total brightness of the

Avhole disk. Hence, an ordinary photometric comparison of the brightness of

a planet and a star will not hold good for their spectra.

If the diameter of the planet is appreciable it is possible to dispense with

the use of a cylindric lens, which is always necessary for stars, and thus an

increase of surface intensity in comparison with breadth may be gained.

The most extensive investigation of the spectra of the planets was made

by H. C. Vogel in a prize memoir* published in 1874. Since that date

planetary spectra have been studied but little, and Vogel's researches still

represent quite nearly our present knowledge of planetary spectra.

The investigations of Huggins, Secchi, and LeSueur, Avhich we shall also

take up. are consideral)ly less extensive.

1. The Spectrum of the Moon

Since an atmosphere is either lacking, or is of infinitesimal density at the

moon, a selective absor})tion such as attends the passage of light through

gases could not be ex|)ected in its spectrum. This is most fully contirmed by

observation, all the solar lines occurring in imchanged intensity in the lunar

spectrum as far as its brightness ])erinits them to be observed. The author

has compared photographs of the portion between F and H of the spectrum

of the sun and moon obtained under similar conditions with the Potsdam

spectrograph, and among the 300 lines visible not the slightest difference

could be seen.

The portions of the lunar surface Avliicli have a pronounced coloring might

be expected to exhibit absorption effects, but these Avould extend over quite a

large part of the spectrum and hence be hard to recognize. - Observations

upon this point seem to be lacking.

The reddisli tinge of the inoon during total lunar eclipses, which is often

(|uite pronounced, is doubtless due to the loss of those rays which have

suffered a heavy absorption in the earth's atmosphere.

2. The Spectrum of Mercury

The unfavorable conditions of visibility of this planet have prevented its

spectrum from being much studied, al)out the only investigations of it having

been made by Vogel at Bothkamp. His observations show that the spectrum

agrees perfectly with tliat of the sun, except that certain of the absorption

lines due to our atmosphere may perhaps be a little stronger tlian would be

accounted for at the altitude of the planet. From this we should conclude

that Mercury possesses an atmosphere not especially different from our own.

* Untersuchungen liber die Spectra der Planeten. Eine von der kgl. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften zu Kopenhagen gekrcinte rreissclu-ift. Leipzig, 1874.
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Farther evidence of this Avoiihl appear from the fact that the more

refrangible portions of the spectrum peem rehitively faint as compared with

the red and yellow portions, thus indicating a general absorption of tlie rays

of shorter wave-length in the planet's atmosphere as in the earth's.

The difhculty of deciding whether the telluric lines are really stronger in

the planet's spectrum is increased by the fact that the observations must

always be made at great zenith distances. During his observations Vogel

compared the appearance of the telluric lines in the planet and in the spectra

of stars at the same altitude.

An idea of the brightness of the spectrum of Mercury may be gained from

the following list of lines which could be measured :

At X 6567
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which would render line lines invisible. It is important, however, to note

that he observed the B group to be very broad and strong, and certain other

lines appeared to him to be stronger than in the solar spectrum.

Secchi * repeatedly observed the atmospheric line 8, and Vogel succeeded

in detecting other series of atmospheric lines at wave-lengths 5266 to 5263,

5255 to 5251, 5217 to 5197, 6879 = B, 6276 = a, 6237, 6231, 5946 and 5926.

There can therefore be no doubt that the atmosphere of Venus exerts an

absorption similar to that of our own, and hence the nature of the two

atmospheres must be similar.

The faintness of the atmospheric lines of Venus indicates that the atmos-

phere is very thin, or else that the sunlight can penetrate only a short distance

into it, being thus reflected from its upper strata. The latter explanation

agrees well with other astronomical observations which -show that a thick

envelope of clouds prevents a view of the true surface of the planet. This

layer of condensed vapors would be naturally supposed to be situated at a

considerable altitude in the atmosphere. Since Janssen's investigations show

that the telluric lines are chiefly due to aqueous vapor, we may safely assume

that the clouds of Venus consist of condensed aqueous vapor, thus again

resembling those of the earth.

Vogel has noticed that the more refrangible portion of the spectrum of

Venus is relatively very bright, thus pointing to the absence of a strong

general absorption.

These spectroscopic results are also confirmed by the planet's high albedo

of 0.6 as found by Zollner and Seidel.

4. The Spectrum of Mars

The spectroscopic observations of Mars lead to the same results as

those of Mercury and Venus, indicating a general agreement of the spectrum

with that of the sun, and showing the terrestrial absorption lines to be present

in Mars. Thus we may conclude as before that the atmospheres have con-

siderable similarity, as is confirmed by direct observations of the surface of

Mars.

The earlier observations of the spectrum of Mars were for the most part

rather inaccurate. Kutherfurd's t observations only showed the presence of

the chief Fraunhofer lines C, D, E, b and G, and Secchi's did not go farther.

Huggins t discovered the presence of telluric lines in the more refrangible

portion of the spectrum, and found that the intensity of the spectrum beyond

F towards the blue was very much weakened by a series of dark bands at

uniform distances. These could be resolved into lines by increasing the

dispersion, but their faintness rendered measurements impossible. It was

* Sugli spettri prisraatici delle stelle ilsse. Memoria la, p. o8 ; Ila, p. 25.

t Am. Journ. XXXV, p. 73 (1863). t Month. Not. XXVII, p. 178 (1867).
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therefore for some time doubtful whether they belonged to the solar spectrum

or were due to the atmosphere of ^lars. Later investigations by Huggins
have shown that they are certainly of solar origin.

Huggins did not restrict his researches to the spectroscopic analysis of

Mars as a whole, but especially investigated certain dark spots upon the

planet. He was unable to discover anything more than a general diminution

of the brightness of the spectrum without regard to color at these points, and

hence he concluded that these spots have a neutral tint.

In addition to a great number of solar lines Vogel was able to measure the

followinsf telluric lines :

X 5700

5800
Brewster's 5.

y Telluric Qroup near D.
5949 J

* ^

\ 6280 a

6488 A rather dark band.

6556 A telluric line near C.

6878 B

He also suspected certain faint markings in the red, as at \ 6610, but he

was unable to measure their position. If real they would indicate a special

absorption in the Martian atmosphere.

Observations by Maunder * confirm the presence of the telluric lines which
Vogel found, but he records a strong absorption near X 5611-5690 which he
considered to be Brewster's 8. This wave-length does not, however, coincide

with the true position of S, which actually extends from A 5670 to 5800.

^launder also observed the dark spot called Dawes Ocean and noted that

it was fainter in the red and yellow than other parts of the planet's surface,

while this Avas less marked for the violet rays ; this observation is therefore

contradictory to those of Huggins. Maunder was unable to detect new lines

or bands. He found the spectrum of the southern polar cap especially bright

in the yellow and green but faint in the red, while in the spectrum of the

edge of the planet the reverse was true.

5. The Spectrum of Jupiter

We have thus far seen that the spectroscopic investigations of the inferior

planets and ]Vrars indicate that their atmospheres are very similar to our own.

As a result of the intense solar radiation received by Venus, her atmosphere

is always filled with a thick envelope of clouds, which, though preventing a

view of the surface, allow the solar rays to penetrate but slightly and thus

cause comparatively little absorption.

The mantle of clouds about Mars is full of openings and changeable, as in

case of the earth. We are able to see the actual surface markings of the

planet by the rays which have penetrated its atmosphere and have thus made
a double journey through it. The consequent strong absorption is the cause

* Month. Not. XXXVIII, p. 34.
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of the reddish hue of Mars, and the earth would probably exhibit the same

tint if it could be seen from without.

Our knowledge of the constitution of Jupiter, and of the changes occurring

upon its surface is sufficient to show, without requiring the spectroscopic

evidence, that its physical condition is wholly different from that of the

planets inside of the asteroids. There can be no doubt that the apparent disk

of Jupiter is not its real surface, but only a thick layer of clouds which

seldom or never permit a view of the body of the planet.

The very slight density of the planet, nearly the same as that of the sun,

indicates an enormous atmosphere, and the high albedo of 0.62 suggests the

idea that some of its light is self-emitted, its surface being still incandescent.

Even if we accept Kant's theory that Jupiter is older than the less remote

planets, we should find nothing improbable in its longer continuance in a state

of incandescence, in view of its enormous mass.

All these considerations would lead us to expect the spectroscopic observa-

tions of Jupiter to be of especial interest, and they have accordingly been

more numerously made upon it than upon any other planet. The results of

the observations have not, however, realized the expectations, because the

great distance of the planet from the sun makes its surface-brightness very

slight,— an unfortunate circumstance which operates still more disadvanta-

geously for the more remote planets.

In view of the preponderance of observational data obtained by H. C. Vogel,

we may pass over the observations of Rutherfurd * and Secchi,t but those of

Hviggins contain some noteworthy facts. He was able to prove the existence

of telluric lines in Jupiter's spectrum and determined especially a band in the

red, whose wave-length Vogel made to be 6178, but which does not appear in

the spectrum of the earth's atmosphere,— a point which Huggins does not

seem to have noticed.

LeSueur'st observations with the Melbourne telescope also confirm the

presence of several telluric lines as well as the band at A 6178, but his

conclusions regarding variations in the intensity of this band are probably to

be attribiited to the different conditions of its visibility with the employment

of different dispersions.

Vogel's observations, represented by Fig. 56, show the following lines in

the spectrum of Jupiter :

X 5000 >
^ ^.^g^^g ^^^j^^^_

X .5921
I ^ ^^.j^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^. jj_

5070 \ 5946

5249 a faint band. 6280 a faint band = a.

5700 ) a feeble band shading oft" 6496 a broad, dark band.

5800 ) towards the violet = 5. 6560 a broad, dark band near C.

* Phil. Trans. 1864. Vol. 154, Part II, p. 421. I Sugli spettri etc. Meinoria II.

I Proc. R. S. XVIII, p. 145.
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Beside these lines the atmosphere of Jui)iter causes only the band at

A 6178, which does not occur in our atmosphere.

Vogel comments upon it as follows : "It must remain for the present

undecided whether this band is due to the existence in the Jovian atmosphere

of some substance not occurring in our atmosphere, or of some mixture of

(known) gases in proportions different from those prevailing in our atmos-

phere. It would be quite possible that, with the same proportions of mixture

as exist here, but with the altered conditions of temperature and pressure

which must prevail on Juj)iter, the absorption spectrum of the mixture of

the gases should undergo the observed variation."

The spectroscopic observations of the equatorial belt, which may best be

made by setting the slit parallel to the planet's rotation axis, have shown an

increased absorption in the blue and violet. New bands do not appear, but

59 60 61 62 63 6!i 65 66 61 68 69

Fig. 50

those present are broadened and strengthened, so that there can be no doubt

that the darker portions of Jupiter are those lying deepest, and that the

sunlight is reflected from the lower layers after having traversed a long path

through the planet's atmosphere. This would also explain the reddish color

of the darker portions.

We quote an interesting remark of Vogel's on the variation of the spec-

trum in long intervals of time: "The atmosphere of Jupiter appears to be

subject to considerable periodic variations, in addition to the irregularities of

short period, which in all probability manifest themselves also in its spectrum.

In the years 1871 and 1872 the surface of the planet was covered with

numerous sharply defined and more or less dark markings. A streak lying

north of the dark equatorial belt was then especially noticeable, but it is now
(1874) very faint and often unrecognizable. The equatorial belt itself has

also changed considerably in appearance, not only having diminished in

intensity, but also having been divided into two belts by a continually

expanding mass of cloud.

"In other words the outbursts in Jupiter's atmosphere, which reached

considerable magnitude in 1871 and 1872, are now very much diminished, and

the brightness of the planet is doubtless hereby increased. Although no

photometric observations are at hand at present, still I think I am in a

position to confirm with considerable certainty the surmise made by Lohse (in

Bd. II, p. 81 of the Bothkamper Beobachtungen) that the alterations in the

atmosphere of Jupiter would be reflected in its spectrum. The refrangible
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portions of the spectrum have increased in intensity, and, on account of

the better reflecting power of the thick layer of clouds, the Fraiinhofer lines

appear more distinct, while the bands due to absorption in the planet's

atmosphere have grown fainter. I was much surprised at the intensity of the

blue and violet portions of the spectrum when I first examined Jupiter again

with the spectroscope in the middle of February. The G line was more

distinctly visible than I can remember to have seen it in previous years, and

the easy visibility of a great number of Eraunhofer lines was striking. The

characteristic band in the red Avas still very intense, but appeared to me to

have diminished considerably in breadth."

Very few spectroscopic observations seem to have been made on the great

red spot Avhich appeared in the southern hemisphere of the planet in 1878.

A short note by Lindsay * states scarcely more than that the spectrum of the

spot was faint in comparison to the neighboring parts of the disk.

Spectroscopic observations throw little light upon the question of the

self-luminosity of Jupiter. Such an incandescence cou.ld only have the effect

of increasing the brightness of the continuous spectrum, and the portion due

to the sun could not be well distinguished, any more than is possible in the

measurement of the albedo. On account of the slight brightness of Jupiter

we could not expect a white incandescence or more than a faint red glow,

and hence the red and yellow portions of the spectrum ought to appear

relati\'ely brighter than the blue and violet portions. This, however, is

exactly what the general absorption of the planet's atmosphere produces, and

hence the two effects cannot be distinguished. Moreover, the red color of the

belts and spot, which are generally conceded to be breaks through the clouds,

can be quite as well explained by an increase in absorption in consequence of

the deeper penetration of the solar rays as by the transmitted light from the

ruddy surface of a glowing planet.

In this connection great interest attaches to a photograph of Jupiter's

spectrum by Henry Draper,t and it is to be regretted that a second —
confirmatory— photograph was not taken. This negative, secured on Sept.

27 1879. shows that the middle portion of the spectrum, the light of which

came from the equatorial belt, had suffered a heavy absorption, but that in the

blue and towards the green the continuous spectrum of the belt was brighter

than that of the neighboring surface. If this appearance is real, and not due

to some chance defect on the plate, it would be most readily explained by

considering that at this time the light emitted from the equatorial region Avas

such as would come from an incandescent body Avhose temperature was not high

enough to cause it to emit violet rays, or else the violet portion was neutralized

by the general absorption of the atmosphere, which was much less effective upon

the less refrangible rays. No observation similar to this has since been made.

* Month. Not. XL, p. 88 (1879). t Month. Not. XL, p. 433 (1880).
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6. The Spectrum of Saturn

The spectrum of Saturn is very similar to that of flupiter, as might be

expected from the general resemblance of the two planets as to appearance,

markings and albedo. The albedo is less for Saturn, however, being about 0.5;

so that it is not probable that the planet itself emits any light.

The low surface-intensity of Saturn renders spectroscopic observations

quite difficult, and with the eye .only the strongest Fraunhofer lines can be

recognized. Huggins * simply states that the spectrum coincides with that of

Jupiter. Secchi's observations show the presence of the band in the red

which occurs in Jupiter's spectrum. In addition to the stronger solar lines,

Yogel was able to measure the position of a few telluric lines in the red. He
determined the wave-length of the band in the red as 6183, thus proving it to

be identical with that in Jupiter. He found that the atmosphere of Saturn

exerted a general absori)tion in the blue and violet, which is especially strong

near the equatorial belt. He also made the interesting observation that the

band in the red is lacking, or extremely faint, in the spectrum of the rings,

whence the conclusion that the rings possess little or no atmosphere.

There seem to be no other early observations of Saturn, except a note by
JansseUjt who, while observing the spectrum of our atmosphere from the very

favorable station of the summit of Etna, also examined Mars and Saturn and
found that aqueous vapor Avas present in both.

Keeler t has recently investigated the spectrum of Saturn's rings with the

great Lick refractor, and while he could recognize a considerable number of

Fraunhofer lines he Avas unable to detect the slightest trace of the dark band
in the red. There can, therefore, be no atmosphere about the rings.

7. The Spectrum of Uranus

The spectrum of Uranus is so faint that it is scarcely possible to recognize

the strongest Fraunhofer lines by visual observations. Despite the faintness,

however, several dark bands can be readily seen, thus indicating a very

powerful absorj^tion.

Secchi § early discerned that the spectrum of Uranus possesses little

similarity with that of the sun, but the positions he assigns to the bands
cannot be reconciled with the concordant observations of Huggins and Vogel.

The observations of Huggins
||
commence farther toward the red, Avhile

Vogel's extend more toward the violet ; but in the portions of the spectrum

* Phil. Trans. Vol. 154, Part II, p. 243 (1864).

f Rapport sur une Mission en Italie, dans les Alpes et en Gr^ce. Paris, 1868. Comptes
Renclus LXIV, p. 1304. J Ast. Nach. Bd. 122, p. 401.

§ Comptes Rendus LXVIII, p. 761.
|| Proc. R. S. XIX, p. 488 (1871).
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investigated by both observers the agreement is as good, as coukl possibly be

expected, considering the dilRculty of the measurements. Their results are as

follows, the wave-lengths being expressed, in fifx, as originally given, and a

colon after the wave-length indicating that the measurement was uncertain:

MM

^ 618

e 595

7 572

a 544

4s(i

HUGGINS :

a faint band,

a broad band.

narrower tlian the preceding,

a broad band.

the darkest band in the spec-

trum.

fxa VoGEL

:

618 : darkest point of a broad band shad-

ing toward the red.

596 middle of a faint streak.

573'9 darkest point of a broad band from

546-3 to 538-6.

557 : a very feeble streak.

542-6 middle of very dark band, extending

from 546-3 to 538-6.

520 : a A^ery faint streak.

507-3 a faint line.

486-3 darkest point, or a dark line in a

broad band.

480 : > ,. . .
1 1

,'- a lamt band.
470 -A

460-2 darkest place in a broad, faint band

extending from 465 to 457.

452 : a broad, faint band.

443-6 a dark band.

435 : 1
428 : I

a dark l)and.

The wave-lengths of the bands designated by Greek letters are determined

with considerable accuracy. The middle of the band 8 coincides very nearly

42 4S 44 45 46 47

I I I I

50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63
J I \ \ \ ^ \ I 1 LT I'

.,'','
I *

'

i*
1) £

Fig. 57

with the F line, but it is uncertain whether this is an accidental coincidence

or not.

Other observations of Uranus have been made by Huggins * and by

Keeler.f The former has secured photographs of the spectrum from Y to the

ultra-violet, which show all the stronger solar lines but no absorj^tion bands.

The atmosphere of Uranus, although appearing to differ greatly from ours^

shares with it the property of exerting only a general absorption beyond F.

* Comptes Eendus, 108, p. 1228 (1889). t Ast. Nach. 122, p. 403.
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Keeler's results with the Lick refraetoi- fully confirm those of Huggins and

Vogel, in opposition to thoseof Secchi, and are as follows:

Wave-length

654 fj-fji About the lower limit of the spectrum.

038 Bright place, as if the upper edge of a broad absorption baud.

618-2 Middle of the strongest absorption band in the spectrum.

608-.5 Brightest place in the red.

596*1 Dark absorption band, which narrows with the slit, and is therefore a

comparatively sharp line.

586-8 Brightest part of the spectrum, in the yellow.

576-8 Darkest point of a broad aV)sorption band witli ill-defined l)orders.

The middle of the band is at about 575, and at this place there is a

slight increase in brightness.

564 Bright place in the green.

552 Another briglit place in the green. Between these two places there is

a faint shade.

542-5 Middle of a great absorption band, almost as dark as that at 618, but

somewhat broader, and with edges not so well defined.

518 Very faint band, position estimated. Perhaps the b group of the solar

spectrum.

509 Another very faint band, position estimated.

485-0 Decided band, probably in the place of F, but too strong for a solar

line, and without doubt due to absorption in the atmosphere of

Uranus.

The positions of the brighter portions of the spectrum Avere assigned on

accoiint of the incorrect assertion by Lockyer that bright lines are found in

the spectrum. As in many other instances Lockyer has employed observations

made with inadequate instruments.

It is beyond question that the heavy l)ands are due to absorption in the

atmosphere of Uranus, but it is not possible to identify the substance causing

them. The band at X 6180 is the same as that in the spectra of Jupiter and

Saturn.

Figures 57 and 58 represent the spectrum of Uranus as observed by Vogel
and by Keeler.
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8. The Spectrum of Neptune

The extreme faintuess of the spectrum of this phiiiet does not permit the

recognition of the Fraunhofer lines, bnt a number of dark bands are visible.

Secchi discovered these and Vogel attempted to make measurements u})on

some of them. The results were very uncertain, yet they make it clear that the

bands are identical with those occurring in the spectrum of Uranus, whence

we conclude that the atmospheres of the two planets must be similar. Yogei

noticed that the green was especially conspicuous in the spectrum of Xeptune.

Yogel's observations of the asteroids and the satellites of Jupiter can be

descril)ed in a few words. F and the h group could be recognized in Vesta,

and perhaps also the atmospheric band 8, though it could be only glimpsed

and then not certainly. The presence of this band, if confirmed, might be

attributed to an atmosphere of the planetoid, as its altitude was so high that

S of our atmosphere woidd be very faint. Flora shoAved only a very faint

continuous spectrum, no lines being perceptible.

The observations on the satellites of Jupiter would seem to indicate the

presence of the strong band seen at A G18() in Jujiiter's spectrum and still

another faint atmospheric line. This would imply that they possess an atmos-

phere similar to that of their primary, and A^ogel suggested this as the simplest

explanation of the observed irregularities in the brightness of these bodies.

Photographs of the spectra of all the planets except Neptune, and of two

of the satellites of Jupiter, have been recently obtained with a spectrograph

of small dispersion attached to the Fotsdam photographic refractor. A
com})lete examination of the photographs has not yet been made, but in the

region of spectrum photographed— between F and K— there appears to be

no variation from the solar spectrum.

The spectroscopic observations of the planets have thus shown that they

are surrounded by atmospheres, though this is not perfectly certain in the

case of Mercury. The atmospheres of Mercury, Venus and Mars show the

same absorption lines as the earth's, and it is therefore probable that the

atmospheres are more or less similar. It is, difficult to say how far this

similarity extends ; but the presence of aqueous vapor is certainly indicated,

since the principal absorption lines of our atmosphere are due to it.

The similarity of atmospheres of the inner planets and Mars is not

intrinsically improbable, since the densities of these i)lanets do not greatly

vary, and the nebular hypothesis of Kant and Laplace assigns to them similar

conditions of origin. But this would lead us upon the uncertain ground of

philosophical speculation, which we desire to avoid.
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The atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn also have considerable resemblance

to those of the planets already mentioned— at least as regards the occurrence

of aqueous vapor. In their spectrum, however, there appears a new absorption

band, the origin of which is still doubtful. It may be due either to

moditications of pressure and temperature or to another gas ; and in view of

the atmospheres of Uranus and Neptune Ave should be inclined towards the

second alternative.

The two outer planets possess atmospheres certainly very different from

ours, which contain large quantities of a substance foreign to our own. The

fact that the band first met with in the spectrum of Jupiter also occurs in

these jilanets indicates that the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn form a

transition to those of Uranus and Neptune. This may be most simply

explained by supposing that a portion of the substance of the atmosphere of

Xeptune already exists in small quantities in the atmosphere of Juj)iter ; and

here again the nebular hypothesis tempts us to further speculations regarding

these phenomena.

CHAPTER III

COMETS

The rather disproportionate attention which comets have always received

from astronomers has extended to their spectroscopic observation, so that a

large amount of observational data is available. The theoretical investigations

on the physical constitution of comets, based upon the phenomena of the

deformation of the nucleus and the development of the tail, have led to a

highly developed cometary theory. The spectroscojjic researches have also

been fruitful in extending our knoAvledge of the nature and constitution of

comets, so that comparatively little remains to be explained regarding them.

The interest which they have stimulated, however, is responsible for a

great number of almost wholly worthless spectroscopic observations as well

as cometary theories, which have been advanced by persons lacking the

necessary scientific training. In what follows the various theories and

hypotheses of that class will be wholly disregarded.

The large diameter of the heads of comets makes compound spectroscopes

essential for their observation, and their slight surface brightness further

requires that the slit should be rather wide open, and hence that the dis-

persion should be rather slight. The last fact is sufficient to preclude great

])recision in measurements of comet spectra, and moreover the peculiar charac-

ter of the spectrum renders the wide slit liable to be a source of great error.

The characteristic of a comet's spectrum consists in bands of the hydro-

carbon spectrum, shading off on one side. Such a band is composed of a
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large number of fine and close lines whose intensity and distance apart

decrease toward the violet. With a small dispersion and narrow slit the

single lines are indistinguishable, and the band therefore appears sharply

defined towards the red but gradually shading off toward the violet. With a

wide slit, how6«ver, this sharp edge will be of uniform brightness within the

width of the image of the slit, and hence the observer tends to make his

setting upon the middle of the uniformly bright portion and not upon the edge

itself. The setting is therefore too far toward the violet by one half the slit's

breadth. Many of the large discrepancies of the earlier comet observations

can probably be explained in this way, and the first rule in such measure-

ments is that the slit should be made as narrow as the amount of light Avill

possibly permit.

The point of maximum brightness of the bands in the comet spectrum

does not lie at the edge itself,— thus differing from the true hydrocarbon

spectrum,— but is situated nearer the middle of the band, and the earlier

observers often set upon this point. As we shall presently see, this position

of maximum brightness is by no means definite,— indeed its distance from

the edge may be variable, and hence it is always best to set upon the sharp

edge in making measurements.

Tlie difiici;lty of measurements on the spectra of comets (especially of

faint ones) is much increased because the brightest part of the head— the

nucleus — is of very small diameter as compared with the coma. It may thus

happen that the very narrow spectrum of the nucleus is alone briglit enough

to show the true edges of the bands, while above and below the nucleus-

spectrum only the points of maximum brightness of the coma-spectrum are

visible, and hence the observer tends as before to make his setting too far

toward the violet. It may also be the case that a comet is too faint to permit

the edges of the bands to be distinguished at all Avith the optical means at

command, and here again the setting will be made too far toward the violet

;

so that it would often be really better in such a case to give up making any

measurements at all.

Since the intensity of the different bands is very different, errors may
occur for one band in much greater degree than for another, so that special

precautions are necessary.

These facts can be offered in explanation of the large discrepancies of

the early comet observations, as Avell as some of the more recent ones, in so

far as inadequate instruments and imperfect adjustment of apparatus do not

appear to be a sufficient explanation.

Donati was the first, in 1864, to apply the spectroscope to observations

of comets. He found the spectrum to consist of three bright bands upon a
background of continuous spectrum, thus indicating that at least a portion of

the light of comets is self-emitted. The ideutifieation of these bands was
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first eifected V)y Huggins,* who confronted the spectrnm of AVinnecke's comet

(1868 II) with that of a vacuum-tube containing olefiant gas, and found them

to coincide. All later observations without exception confirmed this, and the

conclusion Avas promptly adopted that hydrocarbon vapors must be the cause

of the bands. Curiously enough, this conclusion was reached at a time when
the observations were by no means capable of actually proving the coincidence,

Imt in fact rather indicated the contrary. At present there is no doubt that

comets chiefly contain hydrocarbons, but the coincidence between the two

spectra is not perfect, as we have already hinted, and we shall presently

examine this divergence more closely.

Complete compilations of the measurements of the spectra of nine comets

observed up to the end of 1871 were made by Vogel,t and of eighteen comets

lip to about the end of 1879 by Hasselberg.J These compilations clearly show
that all the spectroscopic observations up to about 1874 are not comparable in

accuracy with the later ones, and hence only the later observations should be

employed in taking averages of the measures of the wave-lengths of the bands.

Great caution must be exercised, however, in selecting from the large amount
of observational data. In selecting the observations to be used in making an

average the numerical values cannot, of course, themselves serve as a criterion,

but the decision must rest upon the knowledge gained otherwise as to the skill

and accuracy of the observer. A compilation of the measurements of the

three comet bands, made on this basis and referring only to observations upon
the edge of the bands, is given in the following table :
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The wave-lengths of the edges of the bands in the arc-spectrum of carbon

are given by Kayser and Runge * as

5635.43 5165.30 4737.18

which coincide with the best values of the hydrocarbon spectrum. It is

therefore evident that the bands in the spectra of comets are identical Avith

those of the hydrocarbon spectrum. We shall accordingly examine the latter

spectrum a little more carefully.

Carbon itself gives a spectrum consisting of single sharp lines, like that of

the other radicals, but compounds of carbon with other elements produce very

different spectra. Cyanogen and carbon monoxide have their own peculiar

spectra, differing from that of the hydrocarbons, which all have an identical

spectrum. This singular fact indicates that the same simple combination

always results from heating the most different hydrocarbons, so that the

spectrum of this combination must always appear for all the hydrocarbons.

This compound is very probably acetylene, which can be produced either by

the action of the electric current upon its elements or by the decomposition of

hydrocarbons.
o

The line-spectrum of carbon consists, according to Angstrom and Thalen,

of the followingr lines :

84.2)

.58.7 i

6584.2

65

5695.2

5662.0

strons: double.

662.0 I

5617.6 r f''lifter lines.

5380.0^

5151.5 I

5115.2 T''^"'^'
^'"^•'^•

5181.0 J

4766.8 a ])road, strong band.

5639.7-

The spectrum of carbon monoxide resembles the hydrocarbon spectrum in

consisting of bands which shade off toward the violet and are resolvable into

line lines.

The wave-lengths of these bands, divided into a strong and faint group

according to their intensitj^, are given by Angstrom and Thalen as follows :

strong

6623.3

6079.1

5608.6

5198.0

4834.4

4509.8

4209.8

Faint

6299.7

5818.6

5398.6

5015.9

4697.9

4394.8

4131.8

* Ueber die Spectren der Elemente, II. Abhandl. der kgl. Akad.

Wied. Ann. 38, p. 80.

Berlin, 1880. Also
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Tlie spectniiu of acetylene— that is, the hydrocarbon spectrum— consists

of iive grou})s of lines of very different intensities. The following table of

the wave-lengths of tlie chief lines of these groups is compiled from the

measurements of Swan, Angstrom and Thalen, Vogel, Hasselberg and Watts,

including those of Kayser and Eunge on the arc spectrum :

Group
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and one that causes much difficulty,— is that the point of maximum bright-

ness always coincides with the edge of the band in the hydrocarbon spectrum,

but lies more toward the middle of the band in the comet spectrum. The

measurements of the point of maximum brightness are rather discrepant, but

we should not conclude that its position actually varies in different comets,

since the uncertainties of the measurements are large. The wave-lengths of

these points may be taken in the mean at about 5560, 5130 and 4700, and

hence they do not appear to coincide with tlie second partial bands of the

hydrocarbon spectrum as it might have been supposed they would.

Various observers have succeeded in recognizing the second line of the

In-ightest band— that in the green— as a partial band, and in determining

Fig. 50

its position. Hasselberg* found its wave-length as 5129 in each of comets

1884 I, and 1882 II. The appearance of this line may be regarded as the

most conclusive proof of the identity of the cometary and hydrocarbon

spectrum.

As we have already stated, the fact that the point of maximum brightness

does not lie at the edge of the band in the comet spectrum explains why
these edges have been measured too far toward the violet in faint comets, and

why even now the same thing occurs with the best observers for the faintest

band in the blue.

The explanation of the displacement of the point of maximum brightness

is beset with many difficulties, because it is impossible to reproduce in a

laboratory the conditions which prevail in comets. We must therefore be

content if we succeed in showing by plausible assumptions that such a

displacement is possible. The question is an important one, not because

there may still be doubt as to the identity of the two spectra, but because its

solution will throw much light upon the physical condition of comets.

There are two experimental attempts at an explanation of the phenomenon

known to the author, one made by Vogel and the other by Hasselberg ; both

* Ast. Nach. Bd. 108, p. 55, and 104, p. 1.3.
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lead by different ways to the same result and, remarkably enough, they do not

mutually exclude each other, but are possible side by side. It is a known
fact tliat meteoric stones falling to the earth contain very variable quantities

of different gases which are liberated by heat ; numerous analyses of these

gases liave been made. In view of the close relationship existing between

comets and meteors, the thought was a natural one that the gases of comets

might be enclosed in meteorites. Vogel accordingly investigated the gases

emanating from meteorites in the expectation that if the differences between

the cometary and hydrocarbon spectra were due to the admixture of other

gases, then the mixture of gases obtained from the meteorite ought to give a

spectrum similar to that of the comets. For this purpose he employed

540 520 500 480
I I I I III

Fig. go

Geissler tubes containing at one side bits of meteorites ; upon heating the

particles the enclosed gases were liberated, and could be spectroscopically

investigated upon passage of the spark. There appeared to be very little

difference in the results obtained from metallic and stony meteorites.

"When a small induction coil was employed, the spectrum of carbon

monoxide appeared most conspicuously, but hydrocarbon bands were also

visible, becoming more distinct as the temperature of the meteoric particles

was raised. When a large induction coil was used and a Leyden jar inserted,

the carbon monoxide spectrum still remained predominant in the wide portion

of the tube, but in the narrow part the spectrum was greatly altered. The

yellow, green and blue hydrocarbon bands also appeared, but the maximum of

intensity of the yellow band was no longer situated at the edge, being shifted

towards the blue so as to fall near the middle of the l)and. The two

remaining hydrocarbon bands in the red and violet were very faint.

The spectrum was accordingly that of the hydrocarbons, but so modified

by, and combined with, that of carbon monoxide that it seemed impossible to

separate the two spectra.

Yogel was of the opinion that this spectrum agreed very much better Avith

that of the comet than the pure hydrocarbon spectrum did, particularly when
diminished to the degree of brightness of the ordinary comet spectrum.

A comparison of the three spectra is given in Fig. 60.
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It was also found possible to produce a similar spectrum by arranging the

two incandescent gases in line, the wide part of a tube of carbon monoxide

being placed behind a Bunsen flame giving a strong hydrocarbon spectrum.

Viewed from a distance the combination of the two spectra appeared similar

to that given by the gases expelled from the meteorites, and measurements of

the points of maximum brightness confirmed this similarity. Vogel was led

by this to conclude that the spectrum of the comet is composed of the spectra

of hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, but always so that the former predom-

inates, the latter exerting only a modifying influence upon the former.

It is an important fact that this phenomenon is produced only by

disruptive electric discharges and not by glow discharges, and to this we
shall refer again.

Hasselberg made very extensive researches upon the spectra of the

hydrocarbons in the expectation of obtaining a modification of the normal

hydrocarbon spectrum which should more closely resemble the comet spec-

trum in regard to the localization of intensity. This could not be accom-

plished by making any combination of the hydrocarbon vapors with oxygen,

nitrogen or hydrogen,— and in fact his experiments showed that the presence

of such gases exerted only a subordinate influence upon the spectrum of the

hydrocarbons.

The important fact, in entire accordance with Vogel's result, was however

disclosed that when both carbon monoxide and hydrocarbon vapors are

present, a continuous electric discharge will produce the spectrum of the

former, and the disruptive discharge that of the latter. In continuing his

observations Hasselberg employed only the disruptive discharge in order to

create such conditions of pressure and temperature in the hydrocarbon vapors

as might be expected to coincide more nearly with the conditions in comets.

It must be noted at the outset that the glow-phenomena probably take

place in comets at a very low temperature, while in general the temperature

of the gas in a Geissler tube rises considerably with the passage of disruptive

discharges. The parallel cannot be made more exact by diminishing the

pressure in the tube, since the discharges then become continuous. If the

current is not conducted directly into the tube but into strips of tinfoil

attached to the outside of the wider portion of the tube, and if the main part

of the current is allowed to leap across the air-space between two terminals

shunted in for the purpose, then disruptive discharges will take place even

with a high degree of exhaustion of the tube. Under these circumstances the

appearance of the hydrocarbon spectrum was much changed ; the violet group

being very faintly visible, while the blue group was brighter than usual. At

the same time the position of maximum intensity of the blue group was

shifted from the edge toward the violet, and the same seemed to be true of the

yellow group, while the brightest group, in the green, showed no alterations.
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The alterations undergone by the hydrocarbon spectrum are graphically

represented in Fig. 61, where B is the normal, and A the modilied, intensity

curve.

Thus Ave see that the results of these researches are similar to Vogers, and

it is probable that both causes of the modification of the spectrum,— Ioav

temperature and admixture of carbon monoxide,— are operative in comets
;

and the probal)ility of this is moreover increased by the fact that these two

modifications of the spectrum occur only under the same condition,— that the

tot

Fig. 61

discharges are disruptive. We can also conceive that in different comets first

one and then the other cause predominates, and may thus explain some of the

differences in the appearance of the spectra of different comets,— always

presupposing that these appearances are real.

Both of these experimental researches are incomplete in that they give no

information as to the displacement of the intensity-maximum of the green

group, but we should not therefore conclude that the above explanations are

incorrect. As long as no conditions are known which produce a simultaneous

displacement in all of the bands, we must content ourselves with the belief

that it has not yet been possible to reproduce in the laboratory the precise

conditions which prevail in comets.

It is highly interesting to note that Hasselberg has succeeded in making
his experiment theoretically plausible, although under certain arbitrary

assumptions.

Following Zollner, we have already (p. 128) found for the ratio of

intensity of two portions of a spectrum

For two very closely contiguous j^ortions, as in the case before us, we may
consider the ratio J]^ : J), as equal to unity, that is, as the ratio of tw^o
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corresponding parts in the spectrum of an absolutely black body. Then we

shall have

^A ^ 1 - (1 - ^a)""'

^\, l-(l--\)-'"'
,

Since am is a constant in a Geissler tube, the ratio of intensity will farther

depend only upon the functions ^4;^ and A)^ . Although the form of these

functions is entirely unknown, yet it is clear that they depend solely upon

the temperature of the gas and the wave-length, so that we may write

A;, = <t>(f, X) and A^^ = cf>(f, X,)

.

We further certainly know that for a definite value of the temperature,

and for a uniformly varying A, the function cf> must liave maxima and mininux,

since this is true of the emissive poAver U, and otherwise the ratio J^=E/A
would not preserve its continuity.

If, on the other hand, we consider the temperature as uniformly varying

for a certain definite wave-length, it follows from the continuity of the

function J and the known fact that E uniformly increases with rising

temperature at each wave-length, that this must also be true of the function

Aj^ = cf>(t, A). Since this function, however, can from its nature never exceed

the value unity, it follows that it must be included between and 1 for all

temperatures, and must constantly approach 1. These considerations may
serve to give us an approximate idea of the variation of the function A;^. The

function <^ can, therefore, have no maxima or minima Avhen the temperature

varies uniformly, for otherwise it would be possible that the brightness of a

spectral line increase with decreasing temperature,— which is contrary to

experience.

From this we may see the possibility that with uniformly varying temper-

ature tlie ratio of intensity of two neighboring portions of spectrum may
become reversed, and the original maximum be displaced. We need only to

assiime that at some particular temperature the two functions A;^ and A;^^,

corresponding to the two portions of spectrum, cross, so that

for f> . A,, > A,^ ,

but for t<0, J.v < J,, .

Then in the first case U^ > E,^
,

and in the second E^ < /s'^^

.

If, therefore, the function A^ possesses this property, there is nothing to

hinder a displacement of the maxima of intensity of two neighboring portions

of spectrum.

Until 1882 only the hydrocarbon bands had been observed in addition to

the continuous spectrum in comets, and great interest was excited by the
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auoiiialies of tlie spectrum of Comet 1882 I, wliicli was discovered at Albany

by C. S. Wells on March 17 1882.

At the very first the spectrum exhibited a deviation from the normal

appearance in that the continuous spectrum was quite bright while the

hydrocarbon bands were recognizable only in the immediate neighborhood of

the nucleus. The intensity of the continuous spectrum constantly increased

as the comet approached the sun.

On May 27th Copeland discovered that a new bright line coinciding in

])osition with the sodium line had suddenly appeared ; and the observation

was soon confirmed by several other observers.

The identity of this bright line with that of sodium was completely proved

not only by a direct comparison, but also by Vogel's success in resolving the

line into its two components by the use of a high dispersion. The more
refrangible component appeared about five times as intense as the other, thus

indicating a very great density of the sodium vapor. The line was visible not

only in the spectrum of the nucleus but also in that of the surrounding

portions of the coma, and the intensity of the sodium light was so great that

with a wide slit the entire outline of the head of the comet could be seen in

the sodium light— like solar prominences in hydrogen light. The sodium,

line attained its greatest brilliance at the passage of perihelion, when th&

comet's distance from the sun was but 0.06 of the earth's mean distance from

the sun. The strong yellow color of the nucleus was at this time visible to

the naked eye. The fact was emphasized by all the observers that during

this period the hydrocarbon bands were either invisible or very faint.

Yogel detected a band (or bright region) in the spectrum at A. 6130, which
in all probability coincided with the red hydrocarbon band extending from

6190 to 5950, which till then had not been observed in conietary spectra.

The great September comet of 1882 displayed the same peculiarity, the

intensity of the sodium line being plainly dependent upon the distance of the

comet from the sun, and yet remaining visible on October 7th when the

comet's radius vector was 0.7. The dejiendence of the hydrocarbon spectrum

upon that of sodium coiild also here be recognized, the intensity of the former

increasing as the latter decreased.

The appearance of sodium in these two comets is not solely of importance

because proving the presence of another element in comets, but more
particularly because the whole behavior of the spectrum during this time

indicated that the self-luminosity of the comets is due to electrical discharges,

just as we found to be indicated by the modifications of the hydrocarbon

spectrum. This is shown by the subsidence of the hydrocarbon spectrum

during the prevalence of the sodium,— a phenomenon hardly to be observed

otherwise than in the electrical incandescence of gases. If, for example,

sodium vapor be introduced into a Bunsen burner which is giving a fine
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hydrocarbon spectrum, the latter will not be in the least diminished, but will

appear as intense as before, the sodium line simply appearing in addition.

The behavior is quite different, however, if electrical discharges are used to

render the hydrocarbons luminous. E. Wiedemann * had previously found

that if mercury or sodium were heated in a tube filled with nitrogen or oxygen

during the passage of the electrical discharges through the tid^e, the spectra of

the gases which were before visible would now give way to those of the

metals, which then alone served as conductors of the current.

Similar experiments were repeated by Hasselbergf with mixtures of

hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide, metallic sodium being introduced into one

side of the tube where it could be heated. When powerful disruptive

discharges were made to take place in the tube, he found that with the

heating of the sodium the hydrocarbon spectrum diminished greatly, although

it did not entirely disappear ; but when the spark-gap was disconnected it

became wholly invisible. The passage of a simple current produced, as we

have seen, only the spectrum of carbon monoxide, which disappeared instantly

upon the development of the sodium vapor, and when the sodium vapor

was allowed to cool off the same phenomena were observed in inverse

order.

The coincidence between these two experimental results and the phe-

nomena exhibited by the comets is so complete that it may be regarded as

furnishing a new proof of the electrical origin of the intrinsic light of comets,

beside showing that the electric disturbances are not glow-phenomena, but

disruptive discharges in the interior of the comet.

It is not strange that the sodium lines have been observed only in these

two comets, since they alone approached so near to the sun as to vaporize the

sodium present in them. It can be scarcely doubted that the electrical

activity in comets is chiefly due to induction by the sun, and the intensity

must therefore increase as the distance from the sun decreases.

A very important spectroscopic observation of Comet 1882 II was made by

Copeland and J. G. Lohse t at Dunecht on the morning of September 18th,

shortly after the perihelion passage. In addition to the sodium line they were

able to see five other bright lines in the yellow and green, and after the

reduction of the measurements it appeared evident that the lines coincided

with the strongest lines of the iron spectrum. The appearance of the iron

vapor is readily explained by the very close approach (within 300,000 miles)

to the solar surface, at which distance the heat would be fully suflicient to

vaporize the metals. It is rather surprising, however, that the lines of the

more volatile metals, such as calcium and magnesium, were not visible, since

the close connection between comets and meteorites would indicate the

presence of these elements in comets.

* Wied. Ann. 5, p. 500. t Ast. Nach. 102, p. 259. t Copernicus, 11, p. 235.
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We now pass from the consideration of the bright-line spectrum of comets,

which we know to be due to emitted light, to that of the continuous spectrum.

There can be no doubt that the ratio of intensity of the continuous and

hydrocarbon spectrum is very different in different comets, as well as in the

same comet at different times. The question whether the continuous spectrum

is due solely to reflected sunlight, or to light emitted by the comet, or to a

combination of both, can be answered with greater or less certainty by

spectroscopic, polariscopic, and photometric observations.

In direct spectroscopic observations of comets the lack of light makes it

necessary that the slit should be opened much too wide to allow the

Fraunhofer lines to be seen. Hence it was only after the application of

photography that the spectroscope was able to prove the solar origin of at

least a part of the continuous spectrum. Huggins * succeeded in photo-

graphing a part of the spectrum of Comet 1881 II on June 24th, and the

Fraunhofer lines could be plainly distinguished. He secured a similar result

from Comet AVells,t and thus these observations prove conclusively that a part

if not all of the continuous spectrum is due to reflected sunlight.

A great number of polariscopic observations have been made on comets,

with results often apparently contradictory. Prazmowski t discovered that

the light of Donati's comet of 1858 Avas strongly polarized, as was also the

great comet of 1881, while the comet of 1861 failed to show a trace of

polarization. This divergence can be explained by Brewster's law, according

to which the maximum of polarization for gases should occur at an angle of

elongation of 90°, and the minimum at 180°. At the time of the observation

of Donati's comet the angle of elongation was about 90°, for the comet of 1861

it was 180°, and for that of 1881 it was 60°.

^Measurements of the polarization can of course give no quantitative

indications of the actual amount of the total reflected light, since a large part

of the reflected light is not polarized.

We pass by the observations Avhich simply state whether or not polarized

light was found to be present, and mention those of Wright, § who found that

the amount of polarized light from Comet 1881 b decreased from 23 % to 11 f);^

while the angle of incidence diminished from 60° to 32°. He found for Comet
1881 c about 11% of polarized light at an angle of 55°.

The photometric observations can of themselves furnish only a proof that

light is actually developed in comets. Whether a portion of the continuous

spectrum is to be ascribed to the self-luminosity of the comet can only be

decided after a comparison of the photometric measurements with simul-

taneous spectroscopic observations. The series of measures of the brightness

* Proc. R. S. XXXII, No. 213. Ast. Nach. 100, p. 143.

t Rep. British Association, 1882, p. 442.

t Comptes Rendus, XCIII, p. 262. § Am. Jour. (3) XXII, p. 142.
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of Comet Wells made witli a Zollner photometer by G. Muller * show in the

clearest possible manner that fr.oaii the beginning of May the brightness of the

comet deviated at first slowly and afterwards more rapidly from the computed

brightness, being greater than it ought to be if we received only reflected light

from the comet. This practically coincides with the time at which sodium

light Avas developed, and thus the photometric observations furnish an

admirable confirmation of the spectroscopic results, although they teach us

nothing new in this case.

The observations of a sudden outburst of light which occurred in Comet

1884 I are, however, of very great importance. During the last of September,

1883, the comet had already exhibited a sudden and considerable increase in

brightness, and on the first day of January-, 1884, Muller f made photometric

measurements during the progress of a rapid increase of brightness amounting

to about 1.3 magnitudes but lasting only a few hours. The appearance of the

head was greatly altered at this time, and the disturbance must have been

enormous, for the disk of several seconds' diameter Avhich previously formed

the nucleus had been transformed into a fine point of light. The simul-

taneous spectroscopic observations by Vogel t disclosed the fact that the

relative intensities of the hydrocarbon bands had changed during the outburst^

and that the continuous spectrum of the nucleus was strikingly brilliant as'

compared with the hydrocarbon bands,— their absolute brightness not having

increased. The variation of the relative brightness of the three bands

indicates that the outburst was . accompanied by a considerable elevation

of temperature, and that the comet was emitting white light during its.

continuance.

Sudden outbursts also occurred in ('omet 1888 I, but unfortunately no

simultaneous spectroscopic observations seem to have been secured. Certain

Greenwich observations made before the outburst showed that the continuous

spectrum was bright as compared with the hydrocarbon bands ; — this is,

however, probably always the case when a comet is remote from the sun.

Since the results obtained from Comet 1884 I show conclusively that here

a part of the continuous sjjectrum was due to the comet's own light, Ave must

now consider how it could have originated.

An actual incandescence of the solid or liquid portions must probably be

held to be a jJriori impossible, since otherwise the numerous changes that have

been observed to take place in the nucleus could not be explained. The

assumption of such a density of the gases in the interior that a continuous

spectrum would be produced is rendered untenable by the simultaneous

presence of the hydrocarbon bands. An explanation must be sought which

shall be in harmony with the other cometary phenomena, and Hasselberg has

suggested the folloAving one.

* Ast. Nach. 103, p. 71. t Ihid., 107, p. 381. J Ibid., 108, p. 21.
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If the electric spark springs tlirough a mixture of hydrocarbon and oxygen

at atmospheric pressure, the discharge will consist chiefly of an intense, golden

yellow, waving stream of light giving a perfectly continuous spectrum. The
appearance of this depends upon the presence of the oxygen, and since a

certain amount of smoke or soot is always produced at the same time, the idea

naturally suggested itself of comparing the whole process with imperfect

combustion ; the hydrocarbons are dissociated by the current, and tlien the

very finely divided particles liberated in solid form furnish the continuous

spectrum. Now the self-developed luminous effects in comets are without

doubt due to electric action, and it is a fact based on general principles and

confirmed by observations that the gases emitted from the nucleus have their

greatest density immediately around the nucleus. Hence it appears not

improbable that such moderate pressures prevail— especially in the larger

comets— as would be consistent with discharges of the sort which occurred in

the above experiment.

Hasselberg further remarks that the unsteady pulsation and granulated

appearance of the nucleus often observed with high magnifying powers find

their analogy in the vacillating and unsteady nature of the spark.

The yellow coloring of the nuclei of the larger comets may also be

regarded as in agreement with this, if it is not rather to be ascribed to

the sodium light which doubtless has been often observed in the larger

comets without having been recognized as such.

Since the electrical origin of at least a part of the intrinsic light of comets

is considered one of the most important results of their spectroscopic observa-

tion, it is interesting to cite the proofs of an electrical action obtained by

entirely different kinds of observations.

The peculiar form of comet's tails early suggested that they might result

from an electrical repulsion by the sun, though the observations themselves

simply point to the existence of a repulsion, whether electrical or otherwise.

The recent investigations of Bredichin have brought to light facts which

make it very probable that the repulsive action is electrical.

According to Bredichin's theory all cometary tails may be classified in

three types, in which the repulsive forces are respectively 11, 1.3, and 0.2'

times the solar gravitation at the given distance. The effect of the repulsive

action is to cause the tail to point away from the sun, but its length and

curvature is different for each type. The fact that all three types of tails

may occur for one and the same comet shows that the repulsion exerts a

different effect upon the particles composing the three tails. This is explained

by supposing the repulsion to vary according to the molecular weight of the

repelled gases. For if the repulsive force varies with extent of surface while

the attractive force varies with the mass, then the ratio of the repulsion to

the attraction will vary inversely with the molecular weights of the gases.
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Now tlie ratio expressed by the three numbers jnst given corresponds very

well with the inverse ratio of the molecular weights of hydrogen, hydrocarbon,

and iron vapors, and hence the conclusion that the tails of the first type are

composed of hydrogen, those of the second of hydrocarbons, and those of the

third in whole or in part of the vapor of iron.

Meteors

There is little to be said concerning the spectra of meteors, as they have

been but imperfectly observed. Altliough the chief obstacle to their observa-

tion is largely overcome by the meteor spectroscope described on page 110,

which allows a meteor to be quite readily brought into the field of view,

yet the necessarily In'ief time for the observation gives rise to considerable

difficulty. Measurements have thus far been impossible, and the identifi-

cation of the lines is mostly guess work. A. Herschel* found a maximum
of intensity in the green portion of the spectrum of bright shooting stars

which were of a strongly greenish color, but he could reach no conclusion

as -to its nature. Secchi observed the magnesium line, and other lines have

been reported as seen, but only the sodium line can be regarded as identified

with certainty by v. Konkoly. He was disposed to think that the sodium is

not due to the meteor but rather to certain strata in our atmosphere, because

many meteors do not exhibit the sodium line until they have swept over a

path of some extent. This conclusion seems hardly necessary, however, since

the phenomenon can be much more easily explained by supposing that at first

the sodium is not sufficiently vaporized to produce a spectrum. The very

wide diffusion of sodium in the universe, and its presence in certain comets

make it probable that it also occurs in meteors.

In any case it must be said that in view of the great uncertainty of

the observations the study of the spectra of meteors presents little of interest,

since the chemical and spectroscopical investigations upon the meteorites

which have fallen to the earth furnish results vastly more accurate.

The continuous spectrum which is common to all meteors is explained at

once by the incandescence of the solid particles of the meteor in its flight

through our atmosphere.
* Nature, Vol. 9, p. 142.
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CHAPTER IV

NEBULAE

The important discovery made by Huggins in 1864 that the spectra of

certain of the nebulae consist of bright lines revolutionized the vieAvs then

prevailing as to the character of these heavenly bodies. It had been

previously maintained that all the nebulae could be resolved into clusters of

stars provided sufficient optical power were attainable, but the observations by

Huggins demonstrated the existence of true nebulae, whose chief constituents

are gases of low density. To this . class of objects belong first of all the

so-called planetary nebulae, and a large number of the great nebulous masses

of irregular form like the nebula in Orion. The view has recently been

expressed,— particularly by Holden, as a result of observations with the great

Lick refractor,— that the planetary nebulae do not in reality have the simple

shapes which they exhibit in instruments of moderate dimensions, but that

they possess quite complicated structures. It is therefore possible that no

absolute difference exists between planetary nebulae and the larger nebulae,

the apparent difference being due to their magnitude and thus ultimately to

their distance.

A star cluster must, of course, give a continuous spectrum, resulting from

the superposition of the spectra of a number of stars. Tlie faintness of the

stars composing the cluster makes it impossible to recognize any details in the

spectrum.

The spectrum of the nebulae, as observed in instruments of moderate

dimensions, consists of four bright lines, although but three of them are

usually visible; and in the faintest nebulae only a single one of them is strong-

enough to be seen.

Numerous determinations of the wave-lengths of these four lines have

l)een made by various observers. We cite from them the following values,

without reduction to Rowland's scale on account of the uncertainty as to the

scales originally used by the observers :

Vogel (1871) 500-1 4958 4861

Huggins 5004.7 4957.0 4860.7 4340.1

d'Arrest 5004 4956.0 4860.6

Vogel (1873) 5005 4957 4861 4340

Copeland 5004 4958 4861 4342

5004.3 4957.2 4860.9 4340.7
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By far the most accurate determinations of tlie wave-lengths of the two

chief nebular lines have been made by Keeler at the Lick (Observatory, and

he has kindly communicated his as yet unpublished results* to the translator.

They are based on Rowland's scale, and are

5007.05 ± .03 ; 4959.02 ± .04 ; 4861.50 (F) ; 4340.66 (Hy).

Rowland's values for F and Hy are added for the other two lines, since there

can be no question as to their identity with hydrogen, as was very early

proven by Huggins and Vogel. These observers at first supposed the first

(the brightest) line to be coincident with a nitrogen line. Huggins f in

particular made a variety of attempts to identify the chief line. The air

spectrum shows here two close, very bright lines, with the less refrangible

of which the nebular line was supposed to coincide. There is a lead line at

A 5005.63 which Huggins and others have used for reference. No conclusions

as to the identity of the second line could be reached by these early

observers, and Huggins soon abandoned the idea of the identity of the first

line with nitrogen. Keeler's forthcoming observations Avill really show with

certainty for the first time that neither of the two i)rincipal nebular lines are

represented by dark lines in the solar spectrum, as photographed by Rowland.

We are, therefore, unable to ascribe them to any known element. It is of

course possible that they are due to a modified form of some familiar element.

It is very important to note that all four of these lines appear sharply

defined on both sides. They cannot, therefore, be considered as the remnants

of a band spectrum, despite a few observations which have been so inter-

preted.

The brightness of the four lines is very different ; even in the great

nebula in Orion the last line (Hy) is scarcely visible. The line at 5007 is

ahvays the brightest, and is the only one remaining visible in the faintest

nebulae. The relative brightness of the other two lines is different in

different nebidae, and there are indications that it is not always constant in

the same object ; but such observations can be accepted only with the greatest

reserve, since in dealing Avith objects nearly at the limit of visibility the

power of perception may vary greatly for different observers, and the simple

differences in the power of the instruments employed and the changeable

atmospheric conditions may very easily cause such apparent variations in

brightness. The unequal sensitiveness of different eyes for the different

colors here plays a very important role. For instance, Vogel considered the

second and third lines (A 4959 and 4861) to be very nearly of equal bright-

ness in the spectrum of the nebula No. 4373 of Herschel's General Catalogue,

while Huggins called the third line decidedly fainter than the second, and

* Since published in Astronomy and Astrophysics, October, 1893.

t Phil. Trans. 1868, p. 529.
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cVArrest thought the third line to be brighter than the second. Yogel assigned

the rehative brightness of the four lines in the spectrum of the nebula in

Orion as 10 : 5 : 8 : 1.

In addition to the four characteristic nebular lines there have been

discovered a Avhole series of other very faint lines. A yellow line at X 5875,

discovered in the Orion nebula by Copeland* in 1888, is of especial interest by

reason of its undoubted identity with the helium line Dg. Co])eland also saw

a line at X 4477. Taylorf could perceive a very faint line in the spectrum of

the same nebula at X 4703. The presence of these three lines has been

•confirmed by Campbell at the Lick Observatory.

Vogelt noticed various other bright lines or suggestions of lines:— in the

bright planetary nebula G. C. 4234 a line at 554 /x/x, also present in G. C. 4628;

in G. C. 4373 faint traces of lines at 527, 518, 509 and 479 fi/x ; and in G. C.

4390 at 554, 518 and 479 /x/x. In the latter nebula Keeler§ Avas able with the

Lick telescope to see several other lines. Dg was quite bright, and was
identified by comparison with the sodium flame from a spirit-lamj). Ha (the

C line) Avas seen Avith great difficulty, at the extreme lower end of the

spectrum. Other faint bright lines appeared at about X 5680, 5400 and 4450,

— the positions being mere eye-estimates,— and dark bands Avere suspected at

tAA'o or three places between the brightest line and Dg. In G. C. 4373 Keeler

Avas iinable to see the faint traces of lines recorded by Vogel. In G. C. 4234

a bright line at Dg Avas suspected on one occasion. Finally, in the spectrum of

the planetary nebula X. G. C 7027 Keeler could discern several bright lines

beloAv the strong group in the blue, one of Avhich Avas at the estimated position

of Dg ; another, very Avell seen, was at about X 5400, and between this and tlie

brightest one Avere several others, that at about X 5200 being the only one that

could be definitely fixed. A faint line seen at X 533 /n/x in G. C. 4964 and in

X. G. C. 7027 by Campbell is very possibly the corona line at X 5317.

Photography has rendered important service in advancing our knoAvledge

of the nelmlae, the first photograph of the spectrum of the Orion nebula

having been obtained in 1882 by Huggins|| with the same apparatus he had
used for photographing stellar spectra. This plate shoAved the hydrogen lines

Hy8 and Hy and another line at about X 3730 in the ultra-violet. H8 could not

"be seen. A photograph by Draper** shoAved Hy and HS and traces of lines at

X 4101 and 4330, but no mention Avas made of the ultra-violet line. In 1888

Huggins ft obtained some excellent plates of the spectrum Avith a narroAv slit.

The spectrum of two of the stars of the trapezium Avas also obtained on one of

the plates, the slit having been so directed as to include them. Fig. 62

represents the photograph of February 5 1888 ; the tAvo white bands along

* Month. Not. 48, p. 360. I Month. Not. 49, p. 124. | Ast. Nach. 78, p. 245.

§ Publications of the Ast. Society of the Pacific, Vol. II, No. 11.

II Coniptes Rendus, Tome 04, p. (58.3. ** Ibid., p. 1243. tt Proc. K. S. 46, p. 40 (1889).
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the length of the figures are the continuous spectra of the trapezium stars ; in

the wood-cut their spectra are given relatively too strong. In addition to the

strong line at about X 3730, a pair of less conspicuous lines is seen on the less

refrangible side of it. At least four groups of bright lines can be seen

extending across the continuous spectrum, and most of them can be traced

into the nebula for some little distance from the stellar spectra.

This observation is of great importance as showing that the stars of the

trapezium are not merely optically connected witli the nebula, but are

physically bound up with it, being in the opinion of Huggins probably

Fig. 62

condensed out of the gaseous matter of the nebula. It would seem to be a fair

conclusion that the nebula, as a whole, is not situated at a greater distance from

us than we should expect the stars to be, if they occurred alone in the heavens.

The first group, of six lines, lies between X 4116 and 4167. With two

exceptions, the lines do not extend in length much beyond the continuous star-

spectra. Beyond this group follows another, probably of four lines. In the

third group, extending from X 3896 to 3825, Huggins succeeded in measuring ten

faint lines. There are also two lines at about A 3709 and X 3699. A faint group

was suspected at this place, and another on the less refrangible side of Hy.

Upon securing another fine photograph with very narrow slit, on February

28, 1889, Huggins was astonished to find the strong line near X 3730 to be

absent, although the pair of lines near it on the

less refrangible side were present. During the

exposure of this plate the slit was not directed

•'#• toward any one of the stars of the trapezium,

and hence the idea naturally suggests itself that

the strong line only appears in the neighborhood

j,j^_ gg
of the stars, and not in the more extended parts

of the nebula. This would also explain why the

line does not appear on Draper's plates, and would be farther evidence of the

physical connection between the nebula and the stars of the trapezium.

The position of the slit in respect to these stars during the exposure of the

three plates referred to is shown in Fig. 63.

Huggins attempted to fix the wave-length of the line near X 3730 more

accurately, and employed for this purpose a triple line of the magnesium

spectrum which falls very near the nebular line. He obtained the value
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X= 3724, and at the same time proved the non-coincidence of the two spectra,

thus demonstrating that tlie line cannot be due to nuignesium.

We now give a catalog of all the lines authentically observed up to the end

of 1893 in the spectra of nebulae. The live nebulae given are those which

have been chiefly observed for the determination of the Avave-lengths of tlie

lines other than the four principal nebular lines. The wave-lengths enclosed

ir. parentheses are uncertain, generally belonging to very faint lines. Where
two successive lines are connected by a brace on the left-hand side, the lines

are identical, the determinations by two different observers being given.

Groups and pairs of lines observed by Huggins are connected by a brace,

placed on the right-hand side of the wave-length. The names of the

authorities for, or discoverers of, the lines are abbreviated as follows : Cd. =
Copeland ; K. = Keeler ; V. = H. C. Vogel ; H. = Huggins ; C. = Campbell *

(who employed the Lick refractor and spectrograph). The observations by

the three first-named were wholly visual ; those by the two latter were chiefly

or entirely photographic. X is used for lines which presumably have been

seen or photographed by all observers :

Lines Observed in the Spectra of Nebulae

Lines
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Lines Observed in the Spectra of Nebulae— Concluded

Lines
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The lines from A 3896 to A 0^25 (apparently excepting /?i) formed a group

on the 1888 photograph by Huggins. All the lines of shorter wave-length

than I3i were obtained by Huggins on the photographs which are distinguished

by the year in which they were made. The wave-lengths of these lines are to

be considered only as approximate.

Tlie table plainly shows the presence of incandescent hydrogen in the

neVailae, and helium is also doubtless present. Notliing is known as to tlie

origin of the remaining lines, except that they are not due to nitrogen, and

Huggins has demonstrated that the seeming resemblances of several of the

above groups with lines of iron, magnesium and cyanogen are apparent

and not real.

We shall refer again to the line seen by Copeland at A 4470 (and more

accuratel}' determined by Campbell to l)e at A 4472.6) in our discussion of the

Type I a of stellar spectra.

We must now attempt an explanation of the peculiar fact that tl;e C line,

ordinarily so bright in tlie hydrogen spectrum, is either excessively faint or

wholly lacking in the spectrum of the nebulae. For this purpose we cite a

suggestion of Zollner's which is based upon tlie dependence of the brightness

of the lines upon the density or thickness of the stratum of incandescent gas.

In the expression

the value of E;,^ changes from to -j^
, while o- passes from to co.

Now for a given density o- and a given temperature, the brightness A\ will

in general be different for the different values of A (for the different

wave-lengths), and hence for some value of A the expression must have an

absolute maximum ; in other words, one among the lines of a bright-line

spectrum must be the brightest, since for a given spectrum both J;, and -p

vary as functions of A. Observing now that as soon as the value of Aj^ falls

below a certain limit defined by the sensitiveness of the eye the particular

portion of the spectrum will become invisible, we shall obtain the following

principle :

If the density of an incandescent gas decreases uniformly, the temperature

remaining constant, then the number of lines in the spectrum must diminish,

until finally the spectrum will be reduced to a single line, the ])osition of

which depends on the temperature and the character of the gas.

Zollner explains further that conclusions as to the temperature of a

heavenly body having a very simple spectrum cannot be reached directly,

since by sufficient rarefaction of a gas at any temperature its spectrum may
be reduced to a single line, the position of Avhich, for one and the same
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substance, will depend only upon the temperature. The attempt is then made

by Zollner to determine the lowest possible limit of temperature for a nebula

giving a discontinuous spectrum. The validity of his reasoning has been

impaired by the demonstration of the possibility of gases being luminous at

loAv temperature, but we quote it in part.

E^^ cannot be greater than —^ , Avhich is according to Kirchhoff's law the

brightness of this portion of the spectrum of a perfectly black body at the

same temperature, regardless of its other characteristics. If an opaque black

body, as carbon, be heated, the temperature of the incandescent carbon will

be lower than that of the incandescent gas of the nebula as long as the

brightness of the continuous carbon-spectrum at a point corresponding to one

of the bright lines of the gas-spectrum is less than, or only equal to, the

brightness of this line ; the assumption l)eing that — increases uniformly

with the temperature, when other conditions are equal.

The spectrum of a gas may, however, be so simplified as to have but a

single line by a mere diminution of the amount of light received, whether by

absorption or by a decrease in the light-power of the telescope. This is

obvious enougli, for it is in general always the case that some one line of a

spectrum appears to the eye brighter than the others. Which line is the

brightest always depends, however, upon the temperature of the incandescent

gas.

The correctness of this view has been proven experimentally,— first by

Huggins,* who succeeded in reducing the spectrum of nitrogen down to the

few double lines in the green by inserting an absorbing plate of glass of

neutral tint in front of the spectroscope.

"Frankland and Lockyert also carried on a series of experiments which

confirmed Zollner's theory that a diminution of the density of the gas would

reduce the number of lines in the spectrum. The object of all these

investigations was to explain the absence of other nitrogen lines than the first

from the spectrum of the nebulae. Although no longer applicable to the

nebulae as far as nitrogen is concerned, we quote their results as bearing

upon some of the unsolved problems regarding the unequal intensities of the

different spectral lines of a substance.

They sum up their results as follows :

"I. The Eraunhofer line on the solar spectrum, named li (H8) by

Angstrom, which is due to the absorption of hydrogen, is not visible in

the tubes we employ with low battery and Ley den-jar power
;

it may be

looked upon therefore as an indication of relatively high temperature. As

the line in question has been reversed by one of us in the spectrum of- the

* Phil. Trans. 18()8, p. 529. t Proe. R. S. XVII, p. 4.53.
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chromosphere, it follows that the chromosphere, when cool enough to absorb,

is still at a relatively high temperature.

•• II. Under certain conditions of temperature and pressure, the very

complicated spectrum of hydrogen is reduced in our instrument to one line in

the (jreen corresponding to F in the solar spectrum.

•' III. The equally complicated spectrum of nitrogen is similarly reducible

to one bright line in the green, with traces of other more refrangible faint

lines.

•• IV. From a mixture of the two gases we obtain a combination of the

spectra in question, the relative brilliancy of the two bright green lines

varying with the amovint of each gas present in the mixture.

" V. By removing the experimental tube a little farther away from the

slit of the spectroscope, the combined spectra referred to in II and III were

reduced to the two bright lines.

''VI. By reducing the temperature all spectroscopic evidence of the

nitrogen vanished ; and by increasing it, many new nitrogen lines make
their appearance, the hydrogen line always remaining visible."

The comparative simplicity of the spectrum of the nebulae is not,

therefore, surprising, since the extremely low density of the gases composing

the nebulae and the faintness of these bodies in general would alike tend to

reduce the complex spectra down to a few lines.

In many nebulae which give a bright-line spectrum there is also a faint

continuous spectrum to be observed ; this is especially true of the Orion

nebula, but it has also been observed in several of the planetary nebulae.

For example, Vogel found the extent of the continuous spectrum to be as

follows in the nebulae :

G. C. 4234
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that the continuous spectrum presented precisely the appearance of that of a

star chister, in which tlie point of maximum brightness also seemed to be

displaced toward the green.

We now give a list of all the nebulae whose spectrum has been found

to be certainly gaseous, with their numbers in the ISTew General Catalogue

and in the General Catalogue and their approximate positions for 1900.

The greater portion of these are taken from D'Arrest's list ; the others

are due to Huggins, Vogel and Keeler. Planetary nebulae are designated

by an asterisk (*).

List of Gaseous Nebulae

N. G. C.
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List of Plaxetary Xebulae Discovered with the Spectroscope by
PiCKERIXG AND CoPELAXD

Approximate Places for 1900
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nebula falling upon the slit will increase in the same ratio as the brightness

diminishes. Henee Stone concludes that there must finally be some distance

at which the bright lines surpass the continuous spectrum and therefore

become visible.

This hypothesis has been criticised on various sides, and its principal

fallacy may be easily seen. Stone overlooked the fact that the number of

stars whose light enters the slit increases just in proportion as their brightness

decreases. If the continuous spectrum once predominates at a distance at

which the object is no longer resolvable, it will continue to do so for all

farther distances, even when the whole nebula reduces to a point.

It was the purpose of this hypothesis to show that no distinction properly

exists between clusters and nebulae. Stone necessarily had to assume that

the least distance to such objects must be so great that the cluster could no

longer be resolved optically, a fact which adds weight to the objection already

raised against the hypothesis.

Matters are quite different, however, when a single star is surrounded by a

powerful nebulous envelope. It can here happen that at a certain distance

the continuous spectrum of the star will overpower that of the gaseous

envelope as long as the slit receives light from only small portions of the

latter. If the distance finally becomes so great that this atmosphere appears

as a single point, then the conditions may be reversed. We shall revert to

this matter in our discussion of stellar spectra.

CHAPTER V

THE STARS

We have already alluded to the fact that Fraunhofer was the first to

observe the spectra of the planets and the stars, and to notice the different

types of stellar spectra. The object in his investigations was to discover

if there was any difference in the refrangibility of the rays coming from

different heavenly bodies, and thus to settle a question then in dispute as to a

variation of the refraction for different stars ; his spectroscopic results were

therefore obtained only incidentally.

With the aid of an objective-prism over a small theodolite he recognized

that Venus and Mars showed the same spectrum as the sun, while Sirius gave

a very different one, in which only a single dark line in the greenish-blue

portion could be seen. He later provided himself with the more adequate

instrumental equipment of a four-inch objective and prism, and describes in

the following simple manner the results he obtained.* ,

* Denkschriften der k. Akad. d. Wiss., Bd. V, 1817; Gilberts Annalen, Bd. 74.
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" The spectra of the light of Mars and Venus contain the same fixed lines

as the sunlight, and these lie in exactly the same position,— at least the I),

E, b and F lines do, whose relative position could be accurately determined.

I was unable to perceive any lines in the orange and yellow of the spectrum

of the light of Sirius, but a very strong band could be recognized in the green,

as Avell as two other strong bands in the blue which appeared to have no

resemblance to any of the lines in the spectra of the planets. We determined

their positions with the micrometer. Castor gives a spectrum similar to that

of Sirius, and in spite of the faintness of the light I was able to measure the

line in the green and found it to be in precisely the same position as for

Sirius. The bands in the blue could be recognized, but were too faint to

permit a determination of their position. In the spectrum of Pollux I saw

numerous but faint lines, resembling those of Venus. I saw the D line very

well, and it occupied precisely the same position as in the spectrum of the

planets. Capella gives a spectrum showing the same lines at D and b as the

sunlight. The spectrum of Betelgeuse contains numerous fixed lines which

seemed distinct when the air was steady. Although the spectrum does not

at tlie first glance seem to have any similarity with that of Venus, yet there

occur in it lines at exactly the same places Avith the D and b lines of the solar

spectrum. A few lines could be recognized with difficulty in tlie spectrum of

Procyon. but they were not distinct enough so that their position could be

determined with certainty. I think I could see a line in the orange near the

place of D."

These brief words describe so perfectly the characteristic differences

in stellar spectra that they hold good to-day, although the perfection

of instrumental appliances now enables us to enter much farther into

details.

It should be remembered that Fraunhofer carried on these researches at a

time when the principles of spectrum analysis were absolutely unknown, and

nearly half a century elapsed before the true significance of his work was

appreciated. Then, upon Kirchhoff's discovery in 1859 of the true origin of

dark lines, great interest was immediately awakened. The study of stellar

spectra was taken up by Huggins, Rutherfurd, and Secchi. Huggins devoted

himself to the thorough analysis of the spectra of a few stars, while Secchi

began a spectroscopic survey of the heavens for the purposes of classification*

and discovery. Rutherfurdf published in 1862 his results upon a number of

stars, and suggested a rough classification of the white and yellow stars, but

Secchi deserves the high credit of introducing the first systematic differentia-

tion of the stars according to their spectra. He recognized the connection

between the color of a star and its spectrum, and distinguished the stars as

white, yellow, and orange or red.

* Comptes Reiidus, T. 57 (186.3). t Am. Journ. Vol. 35, p. 77 (dated 18(52).
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After some preliminary attempts he arrived at the following classification

of stars in four types according to their spectra :

*

Type I.— This includes the white or blue stars, which are more than

half of all the stars spectroscopically examined. Sirius, Vega, Altair and

many of the brighter stars are examples. The spectrum is characterized by

the breadth and intensity of the dark lines of hydrogen. The metallic lines

are very faint or entirely absent.

Type II.— These are the yellow stars like our sun. Their spectrum

resembles that of the smi very closely, consisting of a great number of fine

dark lines. Pollux, Capella and Arcturus are good specimens.

Type III.— This class includes the red and orange stars and most of the

variable stars. The spectrum is crossed by numerous dark bands or flutings,

Avhich are sharply defined on the blue side and shade off towards the red.

a Orionis, a Herculis, Antares and o Ceti are good examples.

Type IV.— This includes a small number of faint stars, mostly of a deep

reddish color. The spectrum resembles that of Type III, but the flutings are

reversed in direction, being sharply defined on the red side and shading off

towards the blue. The star 152 Schjellerup is the best example of this class.

Pickering f has suggested the addition of a fifth type to include many of

the stars showing bright lines in their spectra (particularly those known as

AVolf-Rayet stars), and the planetary nebulae.

Secchi's classification was for many years the only one which had been

suggested, and it is still employed by many astronomers. It was originally

intended merely as a schematic classification, but Secchi gradually came to

the conclusion that it represented real physical conditions varied by the

temperatures prevailing upon the different stars, though his ideas as to the

connection do not appear to have been very clear.

Another classification of stellar spectra, retaining for the most part

Secchi's types, was proposed in 1874 by H. C. Vogel % in the following Avords :

" A rational classification of the stars according to their spectra is

probably only to be obtained by proceeding from the standpoint that the phase

of development of the particular body is in general mirrored in its spectrum.

Three clearly distinguished classes may then be recognized, as follows :

(1) Stars in such a high state of incandescence that the metallic vapors

contained in their atmospheres can exert an exceedingly slight absorption, so

that either none or only very faint lines can be perceived in the spectrum.

(The white stars are included here.)

(2) Yellow stars, the metallic vapors in whose atmospheres reveal

themselves by strong lines of absorption in the spectrum, as in the case

of our sun
; and finally

* Comptes Rendus, T. 63 (1866); Ast. Nach. Bd. 73, p. 129 ; Report. Brit. Ass'n, 1868, p. 166.

t Ast. Nach. Bd. 127, p. 1. \ Ast. Nach. Bd. 84, p. 113.
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(3) Red stars, whose state of incandescence is so far diminished that the

substances in their atmospheres can enter into chemical combinations, which

the modern researches have shown to be characterized by a greater or less

number of broad absorption bands.

If we examine the spectra of the stars of Secchi's third and fourth types

Ave shall see that they both fall under the above-mentioned third class, being

only distinguished by the different arrangement of the dark bands, or in other

words by the different composition of the atmospheres about the incandescent

bodies. For this reason it seems to me advisable not to consider Secchi's

fourth type as distinct from the third, although readily distinguished from it

in appearance.

I beg to propose the following classification, which seems to correspond

to our present knowledge of stellar spectra :

Type I.— Spectra in which the metallic lines appear very faint and fine,

or are entirely invisible, and whose refrangible portions— the blue and violet

— are conspicuous by their intensity.

(a) Spectra in which, in addition to the faint metallic lines, the hydrogen

lines are present and conspicuous for their breadth and intensity. (Most of

the white stars, as Sirius and Vega, are included here.)

(b) Spectra in which the metallic lines are few in number, and very faint

or entirely imperceptible, and in which the hydrogen lines are lacking. (y8, y,

8, and c Orionis.)

(c) Spectra in which the hydrogen lines and Dg are bright. (At jjresent

/3 Lyrae and y Cassiopeiae are the best known examples of this class.)

Type II.— Spectra in which the metallic lines are very prominent. The

more refrangible portions of the spectrum are much fainter than in the

preceding class, and weak bands occasionally occur in the less refrangible

portions.

(a) Spectra with very numerous metallic lines, which are especially

intense in the yellow and green. The hydrogen lines are generally strong

but never so broad as in Type la ; in a few stars, however, they are faint, and

then faint bands composed of numerous close lines can be ordinarily recognized

in the less refrangible portions. (Capella, Arcturus, Aldebaran.)

(b) Spectra in which a number of bright lines appear in addition to the

dark lines and the faint bands. (Here would be included T Coronae, and in

all probability also the stars in Cygnus observed by Wolf and Rayet, as well

as the variable R Geminorum, although the faintness of this star has not

allowed the detection of dark lines, but only of certain dark bands in the red

and yellow.)

Type III.— Spectra throughout which, in addition to dark lines, numerous

dark bands are distributed ; the more refrangible portions of the spectrum are

strikingly faint.
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(a) In addition to the dark lines bands are present, the most conspicuous

of them being dark and sharply defined toward the violet, but faint and

indistinct toward the red. (a Herculis, a Orionis, /3 Pegasi.)

(b) Spectra in which dark and very broad bands may be seen, with the

direction of their increasing intensity the reverse of that for the previous

sub-division, so that the most prominent bands are sharply defined and dark

on the red side and then gradually shade off toward the violet. (The stars of

this group are all faint. Examples are Nos. 78, 152, 273, etc., of Schjellerup's

catalogue of red stars.)
"

[This system of classification has necessarily been followed by the trans-

lator, but it is proper to state that many of the leading spectroscopists are of

the opinion that the time has not yet come for an attempt at a classification

along the lines of stellar development, and that any classification must for the

present be regarded simply as provisional.]

On the basis of this classification,* then, we shall now examine in detail

the stellar spectra, following the order of their types and sub-types in so far

as the gradual transition from one type to another permits this to be done

without arbitrariness.

The most important investigations of stellar spectra are those of Secchi,

Huggins, H. C. Vogel, and Duner, which chiefiy refer to the visible spectrum

from about C to F, and those of Huggins, Draijer and Pickering by means of

l)hotography, many of Avhich extend far into the ultra-violet ; special studies

of the portion from F to H have also been carried on photographically by the

author and will be shortly published. It will not be hereafter necessary

for us to notice in particular the researches of Secchi, except his special

investigations of certain remarkable spectra, since the main object of his

work was accomplished when he had established his classification of

spectra.

Spectra of Type la

The characteristic of this class of white stars is the powerful absorption of

hydrogen as compared with the other metals. The prototype of the class

would be a star in whose spectrum no lines except those due to hydrogen are

present, the occurrence of the metallic lines being considered as marking the

first stage of transition to Class II.

Sirius and Vega have been usually selected as examples, but these stars in

fact show a large number of lines, and it is therefore better to choose such

stars as a Leonis, /3 Librae and a Ophiuchi, in which, according to the

investigations of the author in the region from F to H, no lines at all appear

except those due to hydrogen. It is not known whether the sodium lines are

present in the spectra of these stars, but the magnesium lines certainly cannot

be seen.

* We apply the word class to the stars, and hjpe to the spectra.
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An opinion respecting the individual appearance of the hydrogen lines as

to breadth and diffuseness may be far better reached by an examination of the

photographs than by direct observation. Just in proportion as the hydrogen

lines appear broader and more diffuse we should assume that the atmospheres

of those stars are denser or of greater mass. The lines are very broad in the

spectra of Sirius and Vega, but are probably broader in a Geminorum than in

any other bright star. It is of course essential that only the same hydrogen

lines should be employed in such comparisons, since the different hydrogen

lines often differ very much from each other in a single spectrum,-—^a

phenomenon not at all contradictory to Kirchhoff's law. These comparisons

show a very remarkable difference in the intensity of the lines in different

stars, thus implying a very unequal degree of absorption in them.

The middle of the hydrogen lines in the spectrum of Castor is never

absolutely dark, in spite of their great breadth. The case is similar for

a Yirginis, while for other stars, as a Ophiuchi, a Coronae and a Pegasi, no

luminous impression seemed to be made by the middle portion of the lines,

which are themselves considerably narrower than in the previous cases. This

effect may be carried so far that the hydrogen lines, despite their great

breadth, can be seen only with difficulty, as in tlie case of ^ Orionis. This

can be explained in two ways. According to Kirchhoff's investigations the

absorption by a gas decreases as the difference in temperature between the gas

and the luminous body behind it, which is giving the continuous spectrum,

diminishes. Hence it would follow that the atmospheres are very cool for

those stars showing a powerful absorption, are warmer for other stars, and so

on until finally the atmosphere becomes hotter than the nucleus of the star

itself and we reach the case of stars of Class Ic, in Avhose spectrum the

hydrogen lines are bright instead of dark. This reasoning seems (piite

dubious, however, particularly in its extension to Class Ic, when we thiuk

of the extensive atmospheres which stars of the first type must have.

A second and much more plausible explanation, leading to the same

results, also considers the breadth of the lines to indicate that the hydrogen

atmospheres of these stars must be of great dimensions. If we could get near

enough to the star so that it would be possible to throw an image of the star

of sensible diameter upon the slit, we should certainly find the hydrogen lines

of its spectrum to be absolutely black. The portions of the atmosphere which

projected beyond the image of the nucleus of the star would give in addition a

bright-line hydrogen spectrum. In the only image we can obtain of a star,

that of a single point, these two hydrogen spectra,— absorption and emission,

— are superposed. The latter partially neutralizes the former, and in some

cases (stars of Class Ic) finally overpowers it.

Huggins * discovered in the ultra-violet portions of the spectra of the first

type a whole series of strong dark lines, whose appearance coincided perfectly

* On the Photographic Spectra of Stars. Phil. Trans. 1880, Part II.
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with that of the hydrogen lines, and whose wave-lengths are as follows

(Angstrom's scale):

Hy 4340

h 4101

He ;}y68

ai 3887-5

/8a 3834

7i 3795

§1 3767-5

Ci 3745-5

tx 3730

7/1 3717-5

^1 3707-5

t, 3699

The series was supposed to end here, no further lines being visible in

photographs of the spectrum of a Lyrae which extended to \ 2700.*

The measurement of Draper's t photographs of the spectra of a Lyrae

and a Aquilae disclosed the same series of strong lines, but in some cases

the differences in the measured Avave-lengths are quite considerable. The
following table shows a comparison of the results of the two observers

(Angstrom's scale)

:

HUGGIXS
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determined by Cornu* and Ames.f The wave-lengths in air obtained by

Ames are as follows :

H8(/0 4101-85

He 3970 -25

a, 3889-15

fii 3835-6

yi 3798-0

Si 3770-7

Ci 3750-15

^1 3734-15

rji 3721-8

e, 3711-9

The discovery of harmonic relations between the lines of the spectrnm of

an element is of snch importance as to jnstify another reference to the matter

liere, although it is somewhat outside of the province of this book. Various

investigators have worked on the problem, but the best success thus far has

been made by Balmer, who announced in 1885 t the following formula

connecting the wave-lengths of the different lines of a series in the spectrum

of hydrogen :

in^

m^ — 4

where A^ is a constant and 7n has successively the values of 3, 4, 5, etc.

After correcting his results for atmospheric refraction Ames found the

value of Ao to be 3647.20 for hydrogen, and obtained the following comparison

between the observed wave-lengths (corrected for refraction) and those

computed by the formula :

Observed
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spectrum to F. In several stars, as a Andromedae, a Coronae, /3 Leonis and

others, a very hazy line can be recognized, the wave-length of which has been

determined by the author as 4481-3. It therefore coincides with the solar

line of medium intensity at 4481-32, and is probably due to magnesium. It is

present in but two of the brighter stars of the first type in Orion, being hazy

in y but quite sharp in /3 Orionis.

A new line makes its apj^earance, however, in all of these stars in Orion,*

and is entirely isolated, except in the case of the two stars just mentioned.

The wave4ength of this line was accurately determined as 4471-67. There is

no line at this point in the solar spectrum. It is probably due to some

substance of very low atomic weight, and resembling hydrogen in its behavior,

which is not present in our sun. It is a striking fact that among all of the

bright stars of the first class thus far observed this line appears only in these

stars in Orion and in Algol, a Virginis, (3 Tauri and rj Ursae Majoris. It is

possible that this line coincides with the faint line found in the Orion nebula

at X. 4476 by Copeland, and at X 4472-6 by Campbell, photographically, in

several nebulae. If this were so, the physical connection between these stars

of Orion indicated by the presence of this rare line in their spectra would

apparently be shared by the nebula.

Aside from these two lines, those of all other substances present in the

stars of Class la are very delicate, and all stages of transition to Class Ila

occur from the first appearance of these lines until they become predominant.

Probably the best example of a spectrum of Type la is that of a Lyrae.

As early as in 1863 Huggins recognized a number of fine lines in this

spectrum, such as D and the b group. He stated that the spectrum contained

as many lines as that of Sirius, but this seems to be hardly confirmed by the

most recent investigations on photographic spectra. In his photographs

Huggins found besides the characteristic hydrogen lines only a fine line at

A 3933, that is, at K, but he suspected another at X 3945. H. C. Vogel was

also unable to perceive more than the D and b lines. On the photographs of

the region from F to H a large number of lines, for the most part extremely

faint, can be recognized ; they appear to belong chiefly to iron and calcium.

Sirius may be considered as next in order to a Lyrae. In its spectrum the

metallic lines are indeed still very faint, but considerably stronger than in

Vega ; their number is greater and their arrangement in groups shows some

resemblance to the most prominent groups in the solar spectrum. Vogel and

Huggins have identified and measured the sodium and magnesium lines, and

Huggins also finds the E line, due to iron, to be present.

The following table contains a list of the lines which the author was able

to measure in a photograph of the Spectrum of Sirius between X 4046 and

* J. Sclieiner, Untersuchungen uber die Sternspectra vom I. Typus auf Grund von

photographischen Aufnahmen. Sitzungsber. d. k. Akad. Berlin, 1890, p. 143.
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A 4668. The measured wave-lengths are given in the second column
; the

third column contains the wave-lengths of the corresponding solar lines, their

intensity on a scale from 1 to 10, and tlieir identifications. Under the

heading Cor. we give (where possible) the correction necessary to reduce the

wave-length of the solar line to Rowland's scale :

No.
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The relative intensities of these extremely faint lines are very difficult to

determine, but it is nevertheless certain that they are in general quite

different from those of the solar lines. The stronger solar lines are those

which chiefly occur in the spectrum of Sirius, but they are by no means all

present, and many faint solar lines are quite conspicuous in Sirius.

Nearly one-half, or more exactly 39, of the foregoing 91 lines are due to

iron, and they are only the stronger lines of the iron sj^ectrum, although many

strong iron lines are noticeably absent.

Such spectral peculiarities are not surprising, for the iron vapor on Sirius

is doubtless at a far higher temperature than that on the sun. The remaining

metals which apparently occur are calcium, magnesium, titanium, barium, and

perhaps chromium and nickel.

The behavior of the magnesium line at A 4481 is peculiar, and repeats

itself in all the spectra of Type la. If it is alone present, then it is very

broad and weak ; if other sharp lines occur, then it too is sharp. Accordingly

it has the same sharpness as the other lines in the spectrum of Sirius.

The last stage in the transition to Class Ila is occupied by Procyon. The

strong and diffuse hydrogen lines of Sirius and Vega are in Procyon much

narrower, and begin to resemble in appearance the hydrogen lines in the solar

spectrum. The metallic lines are numerous and strong, and their intensities

are similar to those of the solar lines.

Procyon's spectrum therefore appears like a solar spectrum with its

hydrogen lines strengthened and the renuiining lines somewhat weakened.

The groups of lines of the solar spectrum are all distinct in that of Procyon.

The color of the star is, moreover, noticeably yellow.

The blue and violet portions of the spectrum of Type la are intensely

brilliant, which is doubtless the result of the exceedingly high temperature of

the stars of this class, as well as of a lack of general absorption in these

spectral regions. Tliis intensity decreases very perceptibly as we approach

the second class, but this falling off is in part only apparent, especially when

a low dispersion is em})loyed, being due to the large and increasing number of

lines of selective absorption which may be no longer individually recognizable.

An especially interesting spectrum is that of a Aquilae, which Huggins,

Vogel and Draper found to contain fine metallic lines agreeing with those of

the solar spectrum in addition to the strong liydrogen lines, so that it would

very closely resemble the spectrum of Sirius or Vega. When a high dispersion

is employed, however, these lines— at least in the region from F to H—
appear to be broad, faint bands separated by intervals of continuous spectrum

narrower than their own width, so that the impression is received of diffuse,

bright lines. It can be readily proven on making measurements that these

bands are identical with the most conspicuous groups of the solar spectrum,

being of such slight intensity as not to be resolved into single lines. The
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The only bright stars belonging to this group are /3 Orionis, e Orionis and

a Cygni. The fact that the hydrogen lines in the spectrum of t, Orionis are

scarcely if at all visible is due to the superposition of the emission spectrum

upon the absorption spectrum, to which we have already alluded. The hydro-

gen lines are faint, but broad and diifuse.

The author has kindly communicated to the translator his latest determina-

tion of the wave-lengths of lines in the photographic spectrum of ^ Orionis.

The Potsdam scale was used, but the column Cor. gives the correction for

reducing some of the solar (and metallic) lines to Eowland's scale.

Xo.
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Xo.
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the iron lines ; and it seems not unlikely that if further members of this

series should be discovered they would show a gradual transition to the second

type. There appears at least to be no ground for a contrary su})position.

The typical appearance of the S])ectral

lines of Type lb is that the lines are not

nearly so diffuse in comparison to their

breadth as they would have to be to

correspond with the lines of Type la.

The fornudae develo})ed on page 127

show that an increase in breadth must

always be associated with a large increase

in diffiiseness, and at hrst sight the

ease of Type lb might seem to be in

contradiction to Kirchhoff's law. The

contradiction is, however, more api)arent

than real, being disposed of as soon as

we take into consideration the effect of

temperature. The equation found there

holds good only for the case of equal

temperature. It is not yet fully under-

stof)d how the appearance of the lines

will be altered under constant pressure

and density but varying temperature, —
at least we do not know whether the

lines in the emission spectrum of an

incandescent gas simply become brighter

or also broaden as well, since the effect

of temperature cannot be absolutely

separated from that of pressure and

density.

In the following discussion of the

behavior of the lines under wide vari-

ations of temperature of the gas and

of the source of light, it is however a

matter of indifference whether alterations of the breadth of the lines also

occur, since it is always possible to imagine simultaneous alterations of

density such as to keep the breadth of the lines constant. If it is desired to

avoid this assumption we can carry out the discussion equally well by

presuming that the temperature and density of the gas remain unchanged, but

that the temperature of the source of light varies. In this case the emission

spectrum of the gas, and consequently the breadth of the lines of the

absorption spectrum, will remain unaltered, but the intensity-curves of the

individual dark lines will iindersro a chansre.

Fig. 04
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The law of the decrease in intensity from the middle to the edge of a

broadened line is unknown, but it must be possible to represent it by a

continuovis function. It would still be uncertain, however, whether or not the

continuity would be preserved in passing from one side of the line to the

other ; that is, Avhether the falling off in intensity would be graphically

represented by curve 1 or 2 in Fig. 64. The appearance of the greatly

broadened lines of the photographic spectra would favor the conclusion that

curve 2 conies nearer the truth, but a decision on this point is not essential for

the question under discussion.

"We are therefore able to represent the effect of variations of the differ-

ence in temperature of the source and the absorbing layer of gas by

varying the length of the ordinate of the vertex of the curve, as has been

indicated for three different values of the ordinate in the lower diagram

of Fig. 64.

Let the dotted line parallel to the axis of abscissas represent the limit of

intensity below which the luminous action will be imperceptible to the eye, or

ineffective upon a photographic plate with a definite time of exposure. Then
for the upper curve, corresponding to the least difference in temperature, the

decrease in intensity of the line will be continuous from the middle of the

line to either of the borders. In the two lower curves the interior portion of

the dotted line represents a space of absolute darkness, by the amount of

which the diffuseness will be decreased, and it is plain that this will be the

more effective the greater the difference is between the temperature of the gas

and the source behind it.

The iTpper curve fairly well represents the appearance of the uniformly

intense hydrogen lines of Type la, and the lower curve that of Type lb,

taking into account the limit of visibility. The conclusion would follow from

this and from the breadth of the lines that the stars of Class lb are

surrounded by relatively slight atmospheres which have been very much
cooled down, — two conditions which may be readily fulfilled if the

atmospheres are very extensive but rare. The conclusion that the conditions

of temperature are abnormal is also in agreement with that to which we have

been led by the peculiar behavior of the iron lines.

Spectra of Type Ic

The spectra of this sub-type are characterized by the presence of bright

hydrogen lines and D3, all rather diffuse, and also, it was until recently

supposed, by the absence of dark lines. It should be remarked, however,

that a large number of dark lines have been observed and photographed

in the spectrum of /? Lyrae, and that recent photographs of the spectrum

of y Cassiopeiae obtained at Allegheny also show plainly several dark

lines.
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The presence of the bright lines can be explained in two ways. The first

explanation requires the assumption of an atmosphere of hydrogen and of the

substance causing the Dg line at a higher temperature than the nucleus. It is

difficult to see how this can be possible, since a hot body always has a higher

temperature in its interior than in the outer portions, which are constantly

losing heat by radiation. The opposite state of things can only be explained

on the assumption of conditions to which we have no known analogies, such

as an enormous swarm of meteorites rushing into the atmosphere of the star

and thus keeping it in the highest incandescence. It seems much more

reasonable to suppose that these stars are surrounded by very extensive

atmospheres, and that the emission spectrum of those portions of the

atmosphere which project out beyond the star's real disk is superposed upon

the absorption spectrum of the central parts, and overpowers it.

The correctness of the second explanation seems to be confirmed by the

appearance of the Hy line in photographs of the spectrum of y Cassiopeiae.

The explanation requires that the atmospheres must be very much more

extensive than the nucleus, since the intensity of the bright lines is so much
greater than that of the continuous spectrum even with low dispersion.

The density of the outer portions of the atmosphere, which make up by far

the greatest extent of surface, must be very much less than that of the inner

portions of less cross-section. In the absorption spectrum the decrease in

intensity of a dark line from its middle to its edges corresponds to the mean
density of tlie atmosphere, but in the emission spectrum the less dense

portions play a much greater part. The difference in intensity between the

middle and the edge of a bright line is therefore much greater than in case of

a dark line, and hence the bright line is practically narrower than the dark

one. The resulting impression from two such lines when superposed must

accordingly be such that when starting from the continuous spectrum at the

edge of the line there must be first a slight falling off in intensity and then

an increase up to the middle of the bright line. Now the appearance of the

Hy line in y Cassiopeiae actually fulfils these conditions.

A tendency toward a contrary effect mvist be caused by the fact that the

more dense strata will possess the higher temperature, whence their emission

spectrum must be higher than that of the exterior, less dense portions. It is,

however, well known that the brightness of the outer parts of broadened lines

increases under an elevation of temperature in a far smaller ratio than the

brightness of the central parts of the line, so that no important effect is to be

feared from the tendency mentioned.

The gradual transition from the first to the second type indicates a

considerable decrease in the extent and density of the hydrogen atmosphere.

There can be nothing more natural than to assume that the stars of Class I c,

which have far more poAverful atmospheres than those of Class I a, are in a
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preliminary state from Avhicli they will gradually pass over into that of

Class la. They would therefore be considered as representing the earliest or

''youngest" phase of stellar evolution.

In our discussions of the spectrum of the chromosphere we have already

alluded to the fact that the two best-known stars of this class also show

the D3 line bright, while it has never been observed as a dark line in stars

whose spectra show only dark lines.

In his observations at Bothkamp, H. C. Vogel early called attention to a

variable visibility of the bright lines of (3 Lyrae on different evenings, and

this Avas subsequently confirmed by von Gothard and others.

The most recent researches upon the spectrum of ^ Lyrae have shown it

to be one of the most interesting objects yet spectroscopically examined. The

star has been long known as a variable, having two maxima and two minima

in a period of 12'^ 21'' 47'". It now seems very probable that the spectrum is

a compound one, — being due to at least two stars. In June 1891 Pickering

announced * the results of an examination of 29 photographs of the spectrum

obtained at Harvard during a period of four years. The spectrum was found

to contain broad dark bands due to hydrogen, and other dark lines found in

Orion stars of Class lb. Bright lines also appeared, and seemed to change

their position at different times. Tiie approximate wave-lengths of these are

486 (F), 443,* 434 (G'), 410 (A), 403 and 389 (a,). The bright lines sometimes

have a greater, and sometimes a less wave-length than the corresponding dark

lines, so that the latter appear at intervals to have bright edges on the more

refrangible, and then on the less refrangible sides.

It was further noted that the plates taken during the second half of the

star's period of variation showed the bright lines on the more refrangible

side of the dark ones ; during the first half of the star's period, from principal

minimum to secondary minimum, the bright lines appeared to be upon the

edges toward the red. Other complications were discovered, the bright lines

being occasionally double, and again seeming to fall upon the dark lines so as

to nearly disappear.

Pickering suggests as the most natural explanation of the shifting of the

bright lines that the body emitting them is revolving in a circular orbit in a

period of 12'^ 22'', the object being a close binary with components emitting

unlike spectra. •' The phenomenon may also be due to a meteor stream, or to

an object like our sun revolving (rotating) in 12'' 22'', and having a large

protuberance extending over more than 180° in longitude. The occasional

doul)ling of the lines would then be due to both ends of the protuberance

being visible at the same time, one receding, the other approaching. The

variation in light may be caused by the visibility of a larger or smaller portion

of this protuberance."

* Ast. Nach. Bd. 128, p. 39.
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The spectrum of ^ Lyrae has recently been carefully investigated by

Belopolsky of Pulkowa, who employed a spectrograph precisely similar to

that described on page 99, attached to the 30-inch refractor, A preliminary

announcement of his results was given in A. N., No. 3129 (Bd. 131, p. 139,

1892), and fuller details were published in the Memorie delta Societa degli

Spettroscopisti Itallani, Vol. XXII, 1893. Twenty-five spectra, on the ortho-

chromatic plates of Edwards, and extending from D to G', were obtained

on as many nights between August 24 and November 26, 1892. Com-

parison spectra of hydrogen, sodium, and iron were superposed on that of

the star.

The most conspicuous lines are D3, A 5014, A 492, F, A 471, A 448 and

A 447. These are either dark and broad, or bright, or dark with bright edges.

While the dark lines remain more or less fixed in position, the bright lines

oscillate back and forth, and occasionally disappear. Dg is sometimes very

bright and double, and sometimes could not be seen at all on a plate, which

showed other lines in the same region. F nearly always consists of two

bright lines, one of which either disappears or becomes very narrow ; a dark

line may be seen between these two bright ones, and a second dark line may
be occasionally seen near by. The line at A 5014 is dark with very bright

borders, and is subject to variations apparently identical with, those of F.

The other lines mentioned are either bright, dark, or absent. There are

a large number of very narrow, faint dark lines chiefly in the region from

F to G'.

The apparently variable duplicity of the bright F lines seems to be best

explained on the supposition that a narrow, dark line is superposed on it, and

that one (or both) of these lines shifts its position periodically. It would

seem that the bright line becomes single near the time of principal minimum,

when the dark line lies on its violet edge. Toward the time of the next

maximum the bright line becomes double, its component toward the violet

being very narrow. At the secondary minimum the bright line is symmetri-

cally double, and this condition changes but slightly at the second maximum,

the component toward the red being then the narrower of the two.

On the assumption that the bright line was in reality single (the duplicity

resulting from the superposition of a dark line), Belopolsky determined its

displacement by carefully measuring the distances from its two edges to the

artificial F line of the Geissler tube on fifteen of the best photographs. The

resulting values of the velocity of the object emitting the bright lines in

respect to the sun vary from 68 km per second of approach to 60 km of

recession, and several epochs of perihelion passage (velocity of zero in the

sight-line) can be ascertained from the observations, which agree well with

the epochs of principal minimum according to the ephemeris of variation.

Assuming the orbit to be circular, the orbital velocity can then be computed
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from the formula V= U cosec 6, where U is the observed sight-line velocity

and 6 is the angle between the lines from the center of that system to the

bright-line star and to the snn. 6 is the fraction of 360° that the time elapsed

since perihelion passage is of the whole period of the sbar's variation. Thus

the orbital velocity was found to be about QQ> km per second, and with this

value the component in the line of sight at the time of each observation was

computed, with the following results. The uncertainty of a determination is

probably about 5 km. The linear unit employed by Belopolsky was the lleue

(jeofjruphiqiie, which is equivalent to 5-56 km or 345 miles :

Velocity ix Sight-lixe

Date
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Belopolsky finds that the Dg line undergoes two changes, — becoming

double, or disappearing. Keeler's visual observations with the Lick telescope*

are contradictory on the latter point, as he found the line always visible,

although of varying intensity, during the period of his work upon the

star.

Both observers agree in attributing the variation of the star's brightness to

a diminution in the brightness of the continuous spectrum, and Ijelopolsky

finds that the bright F line does not decrease in brilliancy at that time,

— which Avould be favorable to the supposition that the body emitting

the bright lines then passes in front of the object giving the continuous

spectrum.

It seems impossible to certainly identify the lines in the spectrum of

/3 Lyrae with those of known elements, excepting hydrogen and the

hypothetical helium. It should be noted that the wave-lengths of lines

peculiar to this star are necessarily uncertain by the amount of their

displacement due to motion in the line of sight.

The following are the wave-lengths of the lines measured by Belopolsky

on his photographs. The values have been diminished by 0.1 tenth-meter to

reduce them to Kowland's scale. An exclamation point (!) is used to

distinguish lines which were seen on a number of the photographs. Dark

lines are denoted by d, bright lines by h
; / signifies faint.

The dark line Di.g was visible on some of the plates but was too faint to

permit measurements. The C line, bright, has often been visually observed,

and may be added to the list for completeness :

1

2
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Recent observations of y Cassiopeiae have not shown it to possess any such

complicated spectrum as that of /3 Lyrae, but both bright and dark lines are

undoubtedly present. It seems almost certain that the bright lines,

particularly Dg, are variable in their intensity, as Avas early suggested by
V. Gothard, although the absolute proof of such variation is obviously difficult.

Dg seems to disappear entirely at times. The record of its visibility is about

as follows :

Secchi and Huggins (B. A. Report, 1868, pp. 169 and 157) describe the bright

hydrogen lines but do not mention Dg ; it was seen by them both, however, in other

years.

Vogel, 1872 June 18 (Bothkamper Beob. II, ji. 2.9), suspected Dg as well as faint

dark bands in the red. No mention is made of C !

V. Konkoly, 1874-84, Dj invisible.

v. Gothard, 1882, Dg invisible
; 1883 August 20, Dg was visible and measured ; a

dark band seen at X 633 mm •

Maunder, 1887 February 16 ; December .5, 16, (M. N. XLIX, p. 301), Dg not seen
;

1888 September 19, Dg visible but faint.

Keeler, 1889 (Lick refractor), Dg invisible.

B^lopolsky, 1892 (Pulkowa refractor), Dg not shown on three j)hotogTaphs of the

spectrum.

Maunder (loc. cit.) is of the opinion that the three bright lines C, Dg, and F vary

neither simultaneously nor similarly in the spectrum of 7 Cassiopeiae, and Co^ieland

had previously (^I. N. XLVII, p. 93) suggested this as a possible explanation of the

conflicting evidence as to the star's varial)ility.

In the course of the extensive investigations of the photographic spectra of

the stars carried on in both the northern and southern hemispheres under the

direction of Pickering, a number of stars sliowing the F or other lines to be

bright have been detected on the plates by members of the able corps of lady

assistants at Harvard. The details of examinations of spectra of this sort

obtained with high dispersion have not been published, so that we are unable

to state how complex the lines really are.

We provisionally class them under Type Ic, although Dg has not yet been

observed in most of them. The stars thus far announced are given with their

approximate positions in the following list. The last column states what
lines have thus far been recognized as bright. Campbell has observed the

bright C line with the Lick refractor in the spectra of the stars so specified.

It is probably always bright when F is bright, although, of course, it would
not be impressed upon the photographic plate. Bright C was previously

" easily seen " in Pleione by Keeler after bright F was announced at Harvard.

Unless otherwise specified, the Hy line and the upper hydrogen lines may be

presumed to be dark.
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It may appear that several of the brighter stars have a bright C line in

their spectra while F is dark. Campbell has privately informed the trans-

lator that this is readily seen to be the case with Alcyone when observed

with the Lick refractor.

Spectra of Type Ila

Spectra of this type are characterized by their large number of strong but

sharply defined metallic lines, among which the hydrogen lines are still

conspicuous though they do not differ especially from the other lines in their

appearance.

We have seen that Procyon was in the last stage of the transition from

Type la to Type Ila, it being doubtful to which of these types the star

should be assigned. All the prominent groups of solar lines are present,

though somewhat less distinct, Avhile the hydrogen lines are relatively

stronger. The sun is to be regarded as the chief representative of Type Ila,

while of the brighter stars a Aurigae may best serve as the prototype for this

class. Thanks to the nearness of the sun and the consequent possibility of

spectroscopically investigating its individual portions, our knowledge of its

constitution— and hence also of the constitution of the other stars of

Class Ila— has become quite precise. It is therefore unnecessary to discuss

this more particularly at this point, and we simply refer the reader to the

chapter on the sun.

The spectrum of this most conspicuous stellar example of Class Ila,

comprising the yellow stars, appears to coincide with that of the sun even in

the most minute particulars. This fact having been ascertained, it would be

unnecessary to go farther for the critical knowledge of this spectrum and

other identical ones, as those of /3 Geminorum, a Arietis, etc., had not the

careful examination of these spectra an additional interest, inasmuch as it

furnishes a very simple means of comparing the accuracy and extent of the

spectroscopic results attainable from the stars with those already secured

from the sun. We shall accordingly discuss the spectrum of a Aurigae

at some length.

As early as 1863 Huggins* noticed that this spectrum was entirely identical

with that of the sun, as he was able to measure more than twenty lines, among

which the sodium line was identified with certainty. He obtained quite

similar results from /3 Geminorum and a Bootis. From an examination of his

photographs of the spectrum of a Aurigae, Huggins stated f in 1880 that from

F to beyond S in the ultra-violet the spectrum " so closely resembles that of

the sun that a photograph of it would at first sight be taken for a solar one.

This close general resemblance is even maintained on closer scrutiny. The

* On the spectra of some of the Fixed Stars. Phil. Trans. 1864.

t On the photographic spectra of stars. Phil. Trans. 1880.
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lines G, H and K are of about the same intensity and breadth as in the solar

spectrum. Beyond H several of the more distinctive groupings of the solar

lines are clearly seen in the spectrum of this star. . . . The great interest of

this star . . . is that it appears to be a sun in the same stage as that in which

our sun is."

This similarity was also noted by H. C. Vogel in 1871, but neither Huggins
nor Vogel published any measurements on the spectrum of a Aurigae. In the

spectrum of fi Geminorum Vogel measured the following lines :

A. 6572
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scale from 1 to 0. The fourth coluiuii gives the wave-length of the

corresponding solar line (Potsdam scale) or the mean for several solar lines

which were probably measured as a single line in the star. In the column of

Remarks are given the intensities of the solar lines, on an increasing scale

from 1 to 10, together with the wave-lengths of the solar lines which were

combined into a mean. The column Cor. contains the correction to be applied

to the solar line to reduce its wave-length to the Rowland scale, and is given

for those lines which occur in Rowland's third list of standard lines. For the

iron lines the correction has been obtained from a comparison with Kayser

and Runge's tables (after they had been reduced from Rowland's lirst to his

third standard). Where several wave-lengths occur on the same line, the

one to which the correction applies is designated by a dagger (f). To obtain

the Rowland value of a star line it is necessary to interpolate between

the corrections for the nearest adjacent standard solar lines, and apply tlie

correction thus found. Any other procedure on the part of the translator,

such as applying a constant or varying correction to the wave-lengths of

the star lines, would obviously be arbitrary, and unfair to the original

measurements. It should be remembered that the chief purpose of the

publication of this list is to show the remarkable agreement betweeri the

stellar and solar si)e('trum, an object which would be equally well attained on

any scale of wave-lengths, provided it was the same for both stellar and solar

spectrum :

Spectrum of a Aurigae

No.
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Spectrum of a Aurigae— Continued
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No.
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Spectrum of a Aurigae— Continued

No.
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Spectrum of a Aurigae— Continued

263

Xo.
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Spectrum of a Aurigae— Continued

No.
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Spectrum of a Aukigae^— Concliuled

265

Xo.
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An equally convincing agreement between solar and stellar spectra

might be adduced for a large number of the yellow stars, as /3 Gemi-

norum, a Arietis and a Bootis, thus furnishing important evadence of

the remarkable uniformity in the composition and development of the

stars. But besides this it also proves that this uniformity, for those stars

in the same stage of development, extends also to the conditions of

density and temperature, as well as to the percentage of composition of

the different elements.

It is very easy to trace the transition from stars of Class Ila, to those of

Class Ilia. It may be well represented by the succession a Aurigae, a Bootis,

a Tauri, y Cygni, a Orionis. In the transition the color of the star becomes

more red, as a result of the constantly increasing absorption of the portion of

the rays beyond G as the spectrum approaches Type Ilia. This absorption

seems to be chiefly due to the appearance of new lines and the broadening

of those already present, but an increased general absorption also occurs in

these spectral regions.

The spectrum is further modified by a peculiar one-sided broadening of

certain lines, to Avhich we shall more particularly refer under Type Ilia, as

well as by the increasing visibility of the characteristic bands in the less

refrangible portions of the spectrum.

Tlie spectrum of a Tauri has been very thoroughly investigated by

Huggins and Vogel, who undertook a direct identification of the lines of

this and many other stars with the metallic lines. Their results appeared at

the time to be perfectly reliable, but the correctness of their identifications

can now be maintained only in a few obvious cases, such as the ascription of

the D line to sodium, the h group to magnesium, C and F to hydrogen, E and

G to iron. In the discussion of the solar spectrum we have already touched

upon one reason for this,— the insufficient accuracy of the determination of

the metallic lines. But another difficulty arises with stellar spectra of small

dispersion and makes the identifications with perfectly well known metallic

lines quite illusory, since it is hardly possible to recognize more than a few

of the strongest solar lines as isolated lines in such spectra, and all the

characteristic groups appear, moreover, as lines. ISTow these groups actually

consist of a large number of lines belonging to a whole series of different

metals, while the coincidence very likely occurs for only one line of one of

these metals, so that it is impossible to decide which is the coinciding line and

Avhat is the corresponding metal. About the only method of reasoning would

appear to be this : a conspicuous group of the solar spectrum is also

conspicuous in the star, and therefore the majority of the lines of the group

are identical in the two spectra. The identification of the individual lines of

the group in the solar spectrum with metallic lines will in general also hold

good for the stellar s])ectrum.
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The description just given of the spectrum of a Aurigae on the

photographs with the Potsdam spectrograph shows nearly all of the groups

to be resolved, only the closest lines and the finest groups resisting resolution.

The following list contains the wave-lengths of the lines measured by Hug-

gins and Yogel * in tlie spectrum of a Tauri. The values in parentheses refer

to lines which were not measured by Yogel. A correction of one unit has

been added to reduce the wave-lengths from Angstrom's to Rowland's scale :

A'ogel
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Taking into consideration the extreme difficulty of direct measurements of

stellar spectra, we must at once pronounce the agreement between the two

observers as excellent.

A comparison of these wave-lengths with those of the solar spectrum

reveals a very close resemblance (which is, moreover, maintained for the

characteristic groups even by fully developed examples of Type Ilia), but

there are differences in the intensities of the lines in sun and star too

great to be overlooked. The Potsdam photographs of this spectrum confirm

these observations as well as the development of the peculiarities above

mentioned.

Spectra of Type lib

This is one of the most interesting types of stellar spectra on account of

its complex nature, the spectrum consisting of three different portions,— a

continuous, a bright-line, and an absori)tion spectrum.

An added interest has in the past been attached to this type by reason

of its supposed resemblance to the spectrum of new stars, but the latest

researches have now shown this resemblance to be more appai-ent than

real.

At present 55 stars of this class have been discovered, and they are with a

single exception faint, so that the investigation of their spectra is rendered

(piite difficult. Three of them were discovered in the constellation Cygnus by

Wolf and Rayet in 1867, and stars of this class have been often designated

accordingly as Wolf-Rayet stars. These observers at once recognized* the

characteristic peculiarity of these spectra,— the simultaneous occurrence of

both bright and dark lines, but they were unable to identify the bright lines

with any known lines of the solar spectrum.

The following list, compiled from various publications by Pickering,

contains the approximate positions for 1900 of all the stars of this class

known at the present writing (Sept., 1893). The very remarkable distribu-

tion of these stars, all lying in the Milky Way and in small groups, is clearly

shown by the galactic latitudes and longitudes which are added. The galactic

pole is taken at R. A. 12" 40"', Dec. + 28°, the longitudes being reckoned from

the ascending node in R. A. 18'^ 40"\ Dec. 0°. In the last column, giving the

authority for the spectrum, W.-R. stands for Wolf and Rayet, C. for Copeland

P. for Pickering, who discovered three of- these objects by sweeping with the

15 in. Harvard equatorial, R. for Respighi, and H, signifies that the spectra

were discovered on the photographs obtained by the Harvard College Observa-

tory and examined chiefly by Mrs. Fleming

:

* Comptes Rendus, T. 65, p. 292.
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Stars of Class IIb

No.
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Secchi* often examined the spectra of the three stars of this class first

discovered, and assigned them to his fourth type. Pickering favors their

assignment to a fifth type, to inchide also the planetary nebulae.

Vogelt carefully investigated tlie spectra of the five first discovered,

employing chiefly the large Vienna refractor. His measurements of the

wave-lengths of the bright lines are as follows : (/•. = very ; h. = bright
;

/. = faiut).

No. 45 (W.-E.1)
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Yig. iST is a reproduction of the intensity curves of three of tliese stars as

observed Avitli the Lick refractor hy Campbell, who very kindly made the

drawing for the translator.

The assertion having been made by Lockyer* that the bright band in tlie

blue portion of the spectrum of these stars is due to carbon, the investigation

4G0MilLMin.

Fig. ft5— Spectra of Type Tib. Xos. 41, 4. 45. 4G, 48.

of their spectra was undertaken, more ciualitatively than quantitatively, by

Dr. and ^Mrs. Huggins.f The apparent difference found by Vogel in the

position of the blue band in "VY.-R. 1 and in W.-R. 2 and 3 was confirmed.

The evidence seemed to be conclusive against the identity of the band with that

of a lUinsen flame. Tlie fact that they were unable to see the F line in "\V.-R. 1

led them to suggest a possible variation in the intensity of that line, which had

been previously seen by Vogel, and has been since observed by Campbell.

* Troc. K. S. Vol. 44, p. 57 (1888). t Proc. K. S. 1890. Sidereal Messenger, X, p. 4'.) (1801).
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We have excluded from the list -q Argus, which was first examined by
Le Sueur, t who noted particularly that the surrounding nebula had no effect

upon the bright lines, as the nebular spectrum could not be recognized in the

immediate neighborhood of the star. The spectrum contains several bright

lines, chiefly due to hydrogen, and it probably ouglit to be assigned to Type Ic.

The spectra of all the known stars of Class lib which are sufficiently far

Xorth to be accessible to the Lick Refractor, thirty-one in number, have

recently (1892-3) been carefully measured by Campbell, who has kindly

communicated his results to the translator in advance of their publication.

The observations relate to the visual spectra, but photographic work on the

spectra of the brighter stars of this class has been begun by Campbell and will

doubtless be of especial value in fixing the position of the dark absorption

lines and bands, which can scarcely be measured visually on account of the

disturbing effect of the bright lines upon the eye.

The wave-lengths given in the following list are in most cases the mean
values of observations on several evenings. Various artificial comparison

lines, in different parts of the spectrum, have been utilized in reducing the

measurements to wave-lengths, which are on Rowland's scale. The results of a

night's work on a line (of which only the final means are here given) is on the

average the mean of five or six separate micrometer "readings on the star line and

comparison line. The first column gives the number of tlie star in the above list

of the stars of this class ; the second column contains an abbreviated designa-

tion for the star. For convenience in comparing with the results of the previous

investigators already cited, the five stars of this class first discovered are put

first in the list ; otherwise the arrangement is in the order of Right Ascension.

t Nature, Vol. T, p. 517 ; Proc. R. S. Vol. 19.
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It was Campbell's intention that the mean values of the wave-lengths in

the preceding table should be rounded off to the nearest tenth-meter, as the

breadth of the lines precludes any more accurate determination, and those

making use of the table are accordingly requested so to do.

The parentheses about the line in stars 33, 35 and 50 indicate that the

identification with F is doubtful, the lines perhaps being bright borders of dark

F. In No. 47 a line should be added at X 4341, and in No. 49 one at X 4634.

New lines have also since been observed at X 5471 and X 4789 in No. 4.

In the spectrum of y Argus an additional bright line was measured on

three nights at X 672 ixfj.. This line and the one at A 5848 observed in Star

No. 51 are the only lines in the list occurring in only a single star. The

wave-length 5848 is the mean of the determinations on four nights, and the

line is more sharply defined than any of the other lines in the spectrvim of

that star, which are very broad and unsymmetrical.

No lines were visible in the spectrum of No. 36,=AGC 23072, which has

the magnitude of 6*5.

The blue bands at X 469 /^/x and A 465 fx/x exist in nearly all possible

conditions, being faint, bright, very narrow, very broad, symmetrical, unsym-

metrical ; they occur singly in some stars and together in others ; they can

be properly described only by their intensity-curves. The bands at A 463, 454

and 444 fifx. are usually broad, but in an occasional star they are fairly sharp.

The hydrogen lines are generally well defined. The definition and brightness

of all the other lines vary considerably in the different stars, but Campbell

finds no evidence of any line being variable in a given spectrum.

Photographs of the spectra of a number of these stars have been also

secured by Campbell, and many new bright lines are found, among them

these : A 4626, 4596, 451, 4480, 4473, 4466, 4389, 4369, 4318, 4273, 4228, 420,

4102 (Ii) and 4063. These photographic observations are not yet completed,

and for a fidl account of Campbell's measures upon these spectra the reader

must await his publication of them.

The identification of the lines in the spectra of Type lib with lines of the

metallic spectra is as difficult for the large number of new lines discovered by

Campbell as for those previously known. Excepting hydrogen and helium,

none of the bright lines can be certainly identified. There seems to be no

resemblance to the chromospheric spectrum. A line has been observed by

Campbell at A 5412 in the nebula N. G. C. 7027, and a line at A 4687 in three

different nebulae, which are probably the same as the lines occurring in nearly

all the stars of Class lib. The line at A 5021 of course cannot be identified

with the chief nebular line.

One of the most interesting of these spectra belongs to y Argus, and it was

quite successfully observed, in spite of its low meridian altitude of but 6°, at

Lick Observatory.* The continuous spectrum is visible from B to K, and is

* Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 555 (June 1893).
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j)articiilarly strong in the blue and violet. The wave-lengths of ten bright

lines and bands visually observed by Campbell have been already given in the

above list, and photographs have shown still other bright lines, among which

are those at X 5470, 5135, 5020, 494, 4787, 4469, 433 and 427. The Hy, HS and

He lines are found to be dark on the photographs ; at F the spectrum appears

to be perfectly continuous, while C seems to be bright

!

The photographic results obtained by Pickering at the Peruvian station of

the Harvard College Observatory, which have been courteously communicated

to the translator, confirm the Lick observations as regards the violet lines and

show the ultra-violet lines Ui to 8i to be also dark. F is dark, but both its

edges, especially that of greatest wave-length, appear to be rather brighter than

the adjacent continuous spectrum. Of course the plates do not extend to C.

It is very difficult to account for such a phenomenon as the simultaneous

presence in a single spectrum of dark and bright lines due to the same gas,

and pending further observation of this remarkable spectrum it seems undesir-

able to suggest a new hypothesis to meet its peculiar conditions, which do not

now appear to be shared by the other spectra of Type lib.

In general the explanation of the spectrum presented by the stars of Class

lib might be simplified if it were possible to consider that the spectrum is a

compound one, due to the superposition of the spectra of two adjacent and

physically connected bodies, as seems to be the case with /3 Lyrae and with

certain temporary stars. The observations thus far available do not, however,

properly admit of such an interpretation.

In this connection it is- important to note that there is no evidence of

variability in any stars of this class.

The explanation offered by the author in the original of this work is as

follows : As already stated, the spectrum is made of three components, (but all

from the same body). The first is a continuous spectrum, due to an incandes-

cent photosphere, and the second is an absorption spectrum, undoubtedly

produced in the same way as in other stars, that is, by an atmosphere of

lower temperature than the photosphere. The emission (bright-line) spectrum

cannot originate in a layer of gases about the nucleus at a higher temperature

than the nucleus, since the simultaneous presence of the absorption (dark-line)

spectrum has certified to the existence of a cooler atmosphere. We must

therefore assume that an enormous gaseous envelope (of unknown composition)

surrounds the absorbing atmosphere, and produces bright lines in the spectrum

by supplying to the slit of the spectroscope a greater quantity of light than

the star's photosphere, in spite of the higher temperature of the photosphere.

The existence of a large envelope of incandescent hydrogen about one of

the stars of this class. No. 43 of the list,=DM 30°3639, seems to be directly

proven by Campbell's latest observations, which he has also most kindly

transmitted to the translator. When the apparatus is in focus for the F
rays, "the F line, observed with a narrow slit, is a long line extending a
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very appreciable distance on each side of the continuous spectrum ; and

with an open slit, it is a large circular disk about 6" in diameter. The same

appearance is noticeable in the faint Hy and very faint Ha lines. It is not

noticeable in the other lines of this spectrum, nor has it been seen in the

spectra of any other stars of this class."

New or Temporary Stars

The first " new star '' to be subjected to spectroscopic scrutiny was

discovered by Birmingham on May 12 1S66, in the constellation Corona

Borealis. Of the second magnitude at tlie time of discovery, it rapidly

declined in brightness, reacliing the ninth magnitude before the end of the

month.

The most important spectroscopic observations of this phenomenon were

made by Huggins and Miller,* who observed it on five nights between May
16th and 23d. They say of it :

" In the telescope it was surrounded with a

faint nebulous haze, extending to a considerable distance and gradually fading

away at the boundary. A comparative examination of neighboring stars

showed that this nebulosity really existed about the star. On the 17th it was

suspected only ; on the 19th and 21st it was not seen. The light of the star

is compound, and has emanated from tAvo different sources. Each source of

light forms its own spectrum. In the instrument these spectra appear

superposed." One has dark lines and is an absorption spectrum; the other

has bright lines, — an emission spectrum. They describe the absorj^tion

spectrum as follows :
" In the red, a little more refrangible than C, are two

strong dark lines. The interval between these and a line a little less

refrangible than D is shaded by a number of fine lines very near each other.

A less strongly marked line is seen at about the place of solar D. Between

D and a portion of the spectrum about the place of h of the solar spectrum,

the lines of absorption are numerous, but very thin and faint. A little beyond

h commences a series of close groups of strong lines ; these follow each other

at small intervals, as far as the spectrum can be traced. . . . T^e gaseous

spectrum : . . . A bright line occupies a position coincident with F. At

rather more than one-fourth of the distance which separates F from G, a

second and less brilliant line was seen. Both the lines were narrow and

sharply defined. Beyond the^^ lings, and at a distance a little more than

one-tliird of that which separates the second bright line from the strongest

'bright line, a third bright line was observed. The appearance of this line

suggests that it was either double or undefined at the edges. In the more

refrangible part of the spectrum, probably not far from G of the solar

spectrum, glimpses were obtained of a fourth faint bright line. A bright line

* Proc. R. S. Vol. 15, p. 14(5.
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was seen . .
.* at the place of C. . . . Froiii the 16th of May the continuous

spectrum diminished in brightness more rapidly than the gaseous spectrum,

so that on the 23d, although the spectrum as a whole was faint, the bright

lines were brilliant as compared Avith the continuous spectrum." The fourth

bright line mentioned was, doubtless, Hy.

The other observations of this star, by Stone and Carpenter,* and by Wolf

and Rayetjt fnlly confirm those by Huggins.

.The advance in instrumental equipment in the following ten years made

spectroscopists much better prepared for the next new star, Xova Cygni,

which was discovered by Schmidt on November 24, 1876, as a reddish star of

the 3-5 magnitude.

The earliest spectroscopic observations Avere secured on Dec. 2d and 5th

by Cornu,$ who employed a relatively high dispersion, and did not recognize

that the star had an absorption as well as an emission spectrum. The wave-

lengths of the bright lines were measured by him as follows :

661 fxfx C 500 iMfj.

588 D3 483 Y
531 451

517 435 Hy

He identified the line at A oHS with Dg, that at 531 with the corona line,

that at 517 Avith b, so that (excepting the line at A 500) an analogy Avith the

brightest lines of the chromosphere Avas suggested. The line at A 500 fjifx.

later became the predominant one, so that the analogy Avith the chromosphere

Avas at any rate not permanent.

The most numerous spectroscojjic observations of Nova Cygni Avere made

by Vogel,§ Avho continued his Avork upon the star for more than a year. His

first examination of the spectrum Avas made on Dec. 5, Avhen tlie star's

magnitude Avas 4-5 and its color yellowish-red, but not especially different

from the usual star color. The spectrum Avas crossed by numerous dark

shadings, of which one in the green Avas particularly conspicuous on account

of its intensity and another in the blue on account of its breadth. It Avas

apparent at first sight that this absorption spectrum had no resemblance to

that of Type Ilia or Type Illb. Four bright lines could be recognized Avith

certainty, and there Avere several other bright places in the yellow and green

Avhich might not have been bright lines but brighter points of the continuous

spectrum, rendered more conspicuous by the contrast Avith neighboring dark

absorption bands. Vogel remarked especially that the l)lue and violet portions

Avere strong in comparison Avith other stars having a band spectrum, and that

as a consequence of the comparatively slight absorption suffered by these

* Month. Not. Vol. 26, p. 295. t Comptes Rendus, T. 8:], p. 1172.

t Comptes Rendus, T. (32, p. 1108. § Berichte d. k. Acadeniie zu Berlin, Mai 1877.
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portions of the spectrum the color of the iS^ova differed very slightly from

that of the average star.

The intensity of the spectrum, at first very brilliant, decreased very

rapidly, so that three months later it was extremely faint, and only partially

visible at all. The decrease in intensity Avas not uniform throughout the

spectrum, the blue and violet rays losing their brilliancy more rapidly than

the green and yellow rays. The red portion, even at the first observation

very faint and crossed by heavy absorption bands, soon wholly disappeared,

so that a bright red line appeared to be quite isolated. At first a dark stripe

in the green was particularly noticeable, later a very broad dark band in the

blue became conspicuous.

At first the bright lines, except the one in the red, were only slightly

brighter than the continuous spectrum and hence were seen with difficulty.

With the rather rapid decline of the continuous spectrum they became more

noticeable, the hydrogen lines C and F being then the strongest, but later a

line near A 499 fx/x surpassed them, as they in turn became fainter, C first.

The results of Vogel's measurements of the wave-lengths of the bright lines

are as follows :

Ha and llfi are certainly present, in all probability H7 also.

X 499 ± 1 fj-iJ-. This line coincides within the limits of error with the brightest line

of the nitrogen spectrum.

580 A diffuse line, proljably identical with the line at X 581 in the Wolf-

Rayet stars.

467 A diffuse line nearly coinciding with a close group of lines of the

air-spectrum.

Other bright lines were repeatedly seen in the region of b and E, but their

position could not be measured Avith any certainty. On the first two nights

lines were seen in the blue (at \ 474 and 470 fi/x), but later only the second

one could be perceived, as a diffuse stripe.

Fig. 68 is a truthful reproduction of Vogel's drawings of the spectrum of

this star, and shows very clearly the gradual changes which the spectrum

underwent. The dates of the drawings are Dec. 8 and Dec. 14, 1876 and

Jan. 1, Feb. 2, and March 2, 1877.

When observations of the star were resumed in the autumn of 1877, it

being then of the tenth magnitude, hardly a trace of continuous spectrum

could be recognized, but the whole light of the star seemed to be concentrated

in the line at X 500 fi/x, which is characteristic of the nebulae. It therefore

almost seemed as if the star had been transformed into a planetary nebula.

This line could indeed be still seen by Vogel on Feb. 18 1878, when the Nova

was fainter than the eleventh magnitude. In 1880 Pickering states* that the

* Annual Report for 1880, p. 7.
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object appeared to give a continuous spectrum like that of an ordinary very-

faint star. Tliis is analogous to the case of T Coronae, which is still visible

as a star of the tenth magnitude with nothing unusual about its spectrum.

Fjc, OS

The observations of Nova Cygni by Copeland * agree with those of Cornu

and Vogel in respect to the brightest lines, but his measurements of the

fainter lines are discordant. The wave-lengths of the bright lines were found

bv him to be as folloAvs :

At X 055 mm intense, bright-red line.

594 a very narrow line.

581 middle of a rather bright band in the yellow, fading off rapidly on both

sides.

504 bright, well-defined line.

486 the same.

456 faint line in the violet.

434 measurement uncertain ; line excessively faint, but still certainly and

repeatedly seen.

''Between wave-lengths 655 and 594 the spectrum was certainly banded,

and most probably there were two additional faint maxima of brilliancy in

* Ast. Nach. Bd. 89, pp. 03, 79; Bd. 90, p. 351; in Copernicus, Nos. 18, 19, the wave-
lengths are given as: (656-2), 589-5, 577-5± 1-1, 502-3 ± 0-8, (480-1), 463-5 ± 1-0, 437-6 mm-
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that interval." The wave-length of the single line to which the spectrum

became subsequently reduced was measured as 4987 by Copeland and Lindsay.

Secchi's observations* cannot here come into consideration, as he at once

_
assumed the lines to coincide with those of hydrogen, magnesium and sodium

without making any measurements.

Other measurements were made by Backhouse,! who also compared

particularly the intensities of the different bright lines. F was at first the

brightest line, but subsequently the line at A 500 fxfj. became so.

We now collect the measurements already cited into the following table :

Cornu
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impression was occasionally received later that they might be present. Vogel

further noted a certain resemblance between the spectrum of the Nova and

that of the nebula, which is also continuous, and stated that the star certainly

did not belong to Class 1 1 lb.

Maunder's observations* agree well with those just cited. He describes

the spectrum as perfectly continuous without either dark or bright lines. The

red, orange and violet portions were very faint so that the spectrum could be

practically observed only from the position of D to that of F; the great

resemblance to the spectrum of the nebula was also noted by Maunder. He
examined the spectrum later with a lower dispersion and describes it as

follows : The spectrum could be seen from A 430 |u,/a to X 660 fx-fx , but was

very faint in the red and orange, increasing suddenly in brightness near the

Avave-length of D. A comparatively bright region followed, extending about

equally on both sides of the position of the E line, with its brightest point,

which sometimes strongly suggested a bright line, at about wave-length

548 /A/x. Besides this one, other bright lines, at about 533 (x/jl and 5oS fx/x were

suspected.

The remaining, much less extensive observations of Nova Andromedae, by

Perry t and others, only contirm the observation that the spectrum was

essentially continuous.

It seems safe to conclude that the bright lines, which were at most only

suspected, were not actually present, a faint suggestion of them being caused

by portions of tlie continuous spectrum which had suffered only slight

absorption.

It is not at all impossible that Nova Andromedae was not a new star in the

ordinary sense of the term. That was certainly the case of the Nova Orionis

discovered in December 1S85, which is now recognized as a simple variable

star under the name U Orionis.

We have now to record the history of one of the most interesting objects

yet subjected to spectroscopic analysis. Nova Aurigae of 1892, a stellar

ajiparition which has at once greatly extended our knowledge of the peculiar

class of new stars and at the same time presented new and most perplexing

problems for solution.

This remarkable object was discovered by an amateur, Thomas D. Anderson

of Edinburgh, on January 24, as a yellowish star of the fifth magnitude. He
announced his discovery anonymously to the Astronomer Royal for Scotland on

January 31. The discovery was speedily confirmed, and the intelligence was

at once communicated to the astronomical world by telegraph. We are fort-

unately able to fix quite closely the time at which the outburst of this star took

place. In the course of the systematic surveys of the heavens at the Harvard

College Observatory, the region of the Nova (whose mean position for 1892-0

* Month. Not. Vol. 4G, p. 19. t Month. Not. Vol. 40, p. 22.
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was R. A. 5i^25'"3^ 8 + 30°21'.8), had been photographed with the automatic

transit photometer on thirteen nights from October 21 to December 1, 1891,

and on twelve niglits from December 10th to January 20 1892. The former

series of plates showed no trace of the Nova, while it was plainly visible on

each plate of the latter series, its photographic magnitude being 5-4 on

December 10. The gap of ten days was now happily found to have been

supplied by a photograph obtained by Wolf of Heidelberg on December 8,

upon which the star does not appear, as would have been the case if its

magnitude had been as bright as the ninth. The outburst of the star must,

therefore, have occurred very suddenly within twenty-four hours of the

evening of December 9 1891.

The Harvard photographs showed that the star attained a maximum of

about 4-4 magnitude on about December 20. It was also found that the

spectra of tlie Nova had been unwittingly photographed on hve nights

between December 16 and January 31 at the Harvard Observatory.

Photometric observations of the Nova were very extensively made, and

indicate that the brightness fluctuated between the fourth and sixth magni-

tude in the })eriod from February 1 to March 6. Maxima occurred on al)out

the 4th and on the 18th of February and on the 2d of March, and minima on

the 16th and 23d of February. After March 6 the brightness declined very

rapidly and the last observation was made at the Lick Observatory on April

26, when the star had fallen to the sixteenth magnitude. When the great

refractor was again directed toward the region of the Nova, on August 17, the

observers were surprised to find that it had revived in brightness and was of

the 10-5 magnitude, but, astonishingly enough, it seemed to have been

transformed into a planetary nebula Avith a diameter of about 3". The

spectrum had also undergone extensive changes and now more closely

resembled that of a planetary nebula.

On account of this transformation between the time of the first appearance

and the revival, it is necessary for us to discuss these two phases of the

phenomenon separately.

The earliest spectroscopic observations in February revealed to the eye a

continuous spectrum crossed by numerous brilliant lines, most conspicuous

among which were C, D, F and Hy (all readily identified), and two strong

lines in the green, one near the position of the principal nebular line. The

resemblance of the visible spectrum to that of Nova Cygni was noted by Vogel

as very striking.

Visual observations, however, failed to bring out the most remarkable

features of the spectrum of Nova Aurigae, and the important aid rendered to

spectroscopy by photography was now signally emphasized ;
for, on examining

the photographs of the spectrum, it at once appeared that the bright lines

were in many cases accompanied on their more refrangible side by broad dark
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bands. The distances between the bright and dark oomi)onents of each pair

widened toward the violet in proportion to the increasing dispersion in tlie

prismatic spectrum, thus proving the identity of the two components.

It thus became evident that the spectrum was in reality composed of (at

least) two superposed spectra, one belonging to a body (or bodies) emitting

Fig. 70

bright lines, and the other to a body whose light suffered absorption so that

its otherwise continuous spectrum was crossed by dark lines.

The displacement of identical lines in the two spectra indicated an

enormous velocity of the two bodies in opposite directions.

Fig. 69, reproduced here through the courtesy of the Publisher of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, represents the visual spectrum and intensity-

curve of Nova Aurigae as observed at the Lick Observatory on February 2Sth

1892 by W. W. Campbell.

Fig. 70 has been engraved from an enlargement of a photograph of the

spectrum secured on March 4th by the translator with a small spectrograph

attached to the Potsdam photographic refractor.

Extensive observations of both the visual and photographic spectrum of

Nova Aurigae were carried on at a large number of observatories. The most

important of these researches were conducted at the Lick Observatory by

Campbell, at Potsdam by Vogel, at Stonyliurst by Sidgreaves, at Tulse Hill

by Dr. and Mrs. Huggins, at Pulkowa by Belopolsky, and at Harvard by

Pickering. (A discussion of the last-named observations has not as yet been

published.) For the very extensive literature of Xova Aurigae the reader is

referred to the Bibliography appended to this volume.*

We must now discuss in order: the wave-lengths and identiiications of the

lines in the spectrum, the analysis of individual lines, the displacements of

* A particularly important memoir is that by H. C. Vogel, Ueber den neuen Stern im

Fuhrmann (Abhandl. der Akademie zu Berlin, 1893), in which he. discusses, in addition to

the observations at Potsdam, all the more important researches carried on elsewhere.
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lines, and tlie consequent motions in the sight-line of the bodies emitting

them.

The accurate determination of the Avave-lengths of the lines in the

spectrum of the Nova was rendered very difficult by the complexity of the

lines and the conse(]uent uncertainty as to the precise location of their middle

points upon which the settings should be made. In addition to this the

motions in the line of sight produced marked displacements of the spectral

lines, as compared with the artificial comparison lines.

We now give the wave-lengths of the bright lines seen and photographed

at ^rt. Hamilton * and at Potsdam. f The Avave-lengths as given are corrected

for motions in the line of sight. A strong resemblance between the bright-line

spectrum of the Nova and that of the chromosphere was early noted by
several observers, and therefore a column is added giving the wave-lengths of

those of Young's chromospheric lines which seemed to be identifiable with

star lines. The probability of the occurrence in the star of a chromospheric

line is a function of the product of the frequency and intensity of the line in

the chromosphere, and a column, F X I, is accordingly added. The element

to which the chromospheric line may be attributed is named in the column

with the wave-lenijth :

Nova Auuigaic
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Nova Al'Rigae
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A peculiar interest is attached to the bright line in the green near A 5016

on account of its proximity to the chief nebular line (X 5007-05), and this

interest is hightened by the apparent coincidence of the stellar and nebular

line at the revival of the star in the autumn.

The wave-length of this line during February and March was determined

by different observers as follows :

Campbell (visually) X 5014

Campbell (photographically) 5018

von Gothard 5019

Huggins 5014

Sidgreaves 5016

Vogel 5016

Young 5015

Mean 5016-0

The line lies quite near the [losition of the bright line observed in spectra

of Type lib, the mean wave-length of which, from Campbell's measurements

on thirteen stars, is 5021 -0. Otherwise, however, it is very difficult to detect

any resemblance between the briglit lines of the Wolf-Rayet stars and those

of the Xova, the hydrogen lines being left out of account.

The line practically coincides with a strong dark line with a briglit edge

toward the red measured by Belopolsky and Keeler in the spectrum of

/8 Lyrae, and in P Cygni (as a bright line) by Keeler. A similar agreement

is found for the band at X 4923.

It is difficult to give a list of all the dark absorption lines present in the

spectrum of Nova Aurigae during its first appearance. In the visual spectrum

Campbell recorded ten, in contact with the more refrangible edges of ten of

the' strongest bright lines. They were from 12 to 14 tenth-meters broad, and

their centres were about 11 tenth-meters more refrangible than the most

intense points in the corresponding bright lines. All of the bright hydrogen

lines Avere accompanied by heavy absorption lines.

The microscopical examination of the photographic spectra showed the

individual lines, both dark and bright, to be quite complex. A fine bright

line could be seen extending down through the middle of many of the dark

lines (to be seen in Fig. 70), and many of the bright lines had two or more

points of maximum intensity. Campbell was able to measure such fine bright

lines within the dark ones at A 5159, 5007, 4913, 4851 and 4431, and he

considers that others were present at A 6552, 6285, 5885 and 5307. Vogel

inclines to the interpretation of these as reversals of the dark lines in the

body producing them, but does not consider that the double intensity-

maximum of the bright lines can be explained in the same way.
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It was observed at Potsdam and Pulkowa that on the first days of March

this tine briglit line had become doubled in the dark Hy line. We have

already stated that the star percejitibly increased in brightness at this time.

Belopolsky's photographs were obtained after an exposure of about live

hours, and show a large amount of detail, part of which might possibly be

unreal, being due to changes in the instrument during the long exposures,

Avhich were made at quite low temperatures. An excellent plate obtained by

Sidgreaves on February 3 exhibits a similar complexity, however, so that the

bright Hy line could be resolved into five components at X 4338, 4343, 4348,

4351 and 4355. We quote Belopolsky's measurements on the Hy line on a

plate obtained ]\rarch 2d:

X 4300-7 Edge of the bright Hy line.

4354-9^

4349-6 r]\Iaxima of intensity in tlie bright II7 line.

4344-6 -J

4343-5
"I

4339-3 ^ Edges of a broader maximum of intensity, or possibly three bright lines.

4336-9 J

I Two bricfht lines within the dark II7 line. .

4325-.5 i

4320-9 Edge of the dariv II7 line.

W^e now pass to the consideration of the motions in the line of sight

corresponding to the displacements of the components of the star's lines as

compared with the artificial line of hydrogen, or with the lines of a star of

k:iown motion whose spectrum was photographed on the same plate with that

of the Nova. (The former method was employed at Mt. Hamilton and

Pulkowa, and the latter, from necessity, at Potsdam.) In view of the great

difficulty in precisely measuring the displacements in the complex system of

broad lines, a large linear unit of velocity in the line of sight was adopted by

Vogel and Belopolsky, namely, the German geographical mile, which is one-

fifteenth of the length of one degree of longitude at the earth's equator, or

7-42 km, or 4-61 English miles. We shall here employ the kilometer,

remarking, however, that the first significant figure will be that expressing

the tens of kilometers, so that (as far as precision goes) our unit is 10 km.

From measurements on nine plates obtained by the translator at Potsdam

between February 14 and March 4, Vogel deduces the following results, to

which are added those calculated by Vogel from Campbell's measurements on

six plates taken between February 8 and March 6, and those published by

Belopolsky from measurements on six plates taken from February 24 to

March 3, 1892. The velocities have been corrected for the motion of the

earth and are, therefore, relative to the sun. A + velocity denotes recession

from the sun, a — velocity approach toward the sun :
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We must now leave the discussion of the first appearance of Nova Aurigae

(in the nomenchiture of variable stars known as T Aurigae) and examine its

spectroseopical history at its revival in the latter part of the summer.

As the brightness of the star hardly rose above the tenth magnitude,

accurate s})ectroseopic observations were possible only with the largest

telescopes. "When its reappearance was first discovered at jVIt. Hamilton, the

spectrum was at once examined with a small spectroscope, and three lines

were seen at approximately A. 501, 49G and -iSG fx/x, or in other Avords at the

positions of the three chief nebular lines, on a l)ackground of faint continuous

spectrum as of an eleventh magnitude star. During the next few months

eighteen lines were measured by Campbell * Avith the following wave-lengths.

The strong resemblance of the spectrum to that of planetary nebulae Avas at

once noted, and a column is added to the list giving the wave-lengths of lines

in planetary nebulae (or in the Orion nebida) apparently corresponding to

those in the transformed Xova. The approximate relative visual intensities

of the lines of the Nova are given in the second column :

Xo.
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A 372 fifi. Von Gothard felt convinced of the substantial identity of the two

spectra.

The character of the brightest lines of the altered spectrum of the ISTova,

particularly of the line apparently coincident with the chief nebular line, was

abnormal. Campbell noted that the line was "at least eight uenth-meters

broad, with diffuse edges and a brighter central region about four tenth-meters

broad. On August 30 the line was suspected to be double, and the grating

measures on that night refer to a point midway between the two conden-

sations. On September 7 the measures refer to a point of maximum brightness

slightly less refrangible than the center of the line." *

Important observations were made in February, 1893, upon the character

of this line (or band) and of that near the position of the second nebular line

by Dr. and Mrs. Huggins, who employed the second order spectrum of a

powerful Rowland grating.

f

The first band was about fifteen tentli-meters broad, and was " clearly

resolved into groups of bright lines upon a faintly luminous background."

" The most prominent features are : two lines (of Avave-lengths approximately

5002 and 5004), the brightest in the group and about equally bright, which

form the termination of the group towards the blue ; a line nearly as bright

at about the middle of the group (A 5010) ; and a third prominent line at the

end of the group towards the red (X 5018)." The wave-lengths are stated to

be liable to an uncertainty of two tenth-meters. Three dark absorption

bands were suspected on the more refrangible edges of the three lines last

mentioned, and other fine bright lines were occasionally glimpsed. A some-

what similar breaking up into lines was observed in the case of the second

band.

In conclusion they say :
" We wish to speak at present with great reserve,

as our knowledge of the Nova is very incomplete, but we do not regard the

circumstance that the two groups of lines above described fall near the

positions of the two principal nebular lines as sufficient to show any connec-

tion between the present physical state of the Nova and that of a nebula of

the class which gives these lines."

Campbell t has since observed that the lines F, and those near A 463 and

A 436 [jifji have a very similar character to the two mentioned, and suggests the

possibility that several component nebulae are involved in the latest stages of

the history of the Nova.

It is very difficult to trace a connection between the spectrum of Nova
Aurigae at its first appearance and at its revival. It is possible, though

hardly probable, that the nebular lines were present near their normal position

from the first, but were overlooked on account of the superior brilliancy of

* Astronomy and Astrophysics, XI, p. 718 (1892). t Ibid., XII, p. 729 (1893).

t Ibid., XII, p. 609 (1893).
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other lines. It seems rather more likely, as suggested by Campbell that a

great change in the displacement of the lines occurred as a result of the

motion (orbital?) in the sight-line, so that the lines at A 5003 and A. 4953 in

August were really the same as those at A 501G and A 4969 in February.

In examining now the motion in the line of sight corresponding to the

observed displacements of the bands of the revived Xova, Ave must observe

that such determinations do not depend upon the assumption that the line

near A 5002 actually is the cliief nebular line, since the wave-length of the F
line was compared by Campbell with tliat of the hydrogen tube on several

nights in the Autumn of 1892, and was found to be displaced toward the

violet by a corresponding amount (live tenth-meters) as the line near A 5002
was from the true normal position of the principal nebular line A 5007-0.

A photograph on September 8 showed a corresponding displacement of Ky.
Campbell's measures were chiefly made, however, upon the " nebular " line,

and are accordingly uncertain by the amount of error of the setting of the

micrometer thread upon the true middle of the broad and diffuse line. A
powerful grating attached to the Lick refractor was employed. It Avould

appear that the body emitting tlie bright lines was rapidly approaching the

solar system at a rate which seemed to increase during September 1892, but

has diminished gradually since that time. The results are abridged as

follows :

Date
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The phenomena attending the appearance of Nova Andromedae seem to be

of a quite different sort, so that we are perhaps justified in considering it as

belonging to a distinct class of Novae from that of the others. It may be

remarked in passing that Seeliger * has shown that the decrease in brightness

of Nova Andromedae agreed closely with that which theoretically ought to

accompany the cooling of a hot sphere of a constant interior conductivity

which had suffered an impact violent enough to render its temperature

uniform throughout. The rapidity with which the star's light waned,

however, would either indicate that the body must have been very small, or

else point to a modified theory,— that only the outer portions of the body

were affected by the catastrophe.

In 1865, before tlie spectroscope had been applied to the observation of

new stars, Zollner f advanced a tlieory of their origin based solely upon the

accounts of the phenomena of Tycho's star of 1572. Zollner assumes that the

cooling of a star has so far advanced that a sort of crust, no longer

incandescent, lias been formed over its surface. Some accident causes a rent

in the crust, and throiigh the fissure the glowing matter Inirsts fortli from

within, rendering a greater or less portion of the surface luminous according

to the extent of the surface it overflows. The chemical combinations

previously present on the surface of the l)ody are decomposed, with a great

evolution of heat and light, by the accession of the heat from within, so that

tlie high degree of incandescence of the revived star is not solely to be

attributed to the hot matter l)ursting forth from within, but also to

simultaneous processes analogous to combustion.

In order to adapt Zollner's In-pothesis to the fact of the continued

existence of T Coronae as a tenth magnitude star, Lohse | suggested the

folloAving modifications : It is .only necessary to suppose that the star lias

cooled oft' sufticiently so that it is surrounded by a cool, thick and strongly

absorptive atmosphere. At a certain stage of this cooling process sudden

combinations of particular chemical elements may occur, and the heat thus set

free may render the body again luminous. Certain chemical combinations are

now known which can be formed at (piite elevated temperatiires, so that it

may be possible for temporary outbursts of the star to occur before the star

becomes non-luminous. The vapors arising from the combinations would tend

as time went on to hinder the ])assage of light from Avithin and thus cause the

decline of the star's brightness, until perhaps another outliurst should occur

as the critical temperature is reached for the combination of other elements.

A serious objection to this theory immediately arises from the fact that

these chemical unions would need to occur suddenly and simultaneously

throughout a great part of the body, which would, therefore, need to have a

* A. N. Bd. 113, p. 353 (1886). t Photometrische Untersuchungen. 18G5.

i Monatsberichte der Akad. Berlin. 1877.
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uniform temperature. But this condition is quite impossible, and entirely

contrary to experience in the case of the sun. Such sudden combinations of

elements could only occur m very limited areas or volumes of the body as the

critical temperature was there reached, and then would follow, throughout the

limited area, a constant struggle between union and decomposition until

the loss of heat by radiation into space caused the former to prevail. For any

individual point of the surface this process would be discontinuous, but for

the star as a whole it would be continuous and uniform, so that no general

outbursts could be observed.

An important hypothesis as to the development of new stars was recently

advanced by "Wilsing,* not long before the appearance of Xova Aurigae.

In the course of his investigations on tlie variability of stars according to

the theory of Klinkerfues that variables are close double stars whose

atmospheres suffer i)eriodic deformation as a result of their mutual attrac-

tions, Wilsing observed that the theory might also be applied to new stars.

It is necessary to imagine a new star as a very eccentric binary with an
exceedingly slight periastron distance, so that the deformations produced by
the mutual attractions shall be of the same order of magnitude as the hights-

of the atmospheres themselves. At the time of periastron a portion of the

strongly absorptive atmosphere Avill be withdrawn from a portion of the star's

surface, and hence a considerable increase in the intensity of the continuous

spectrum will be noted. Tidal effects will also take place within tlie interiors

of the stars simultaneously Avith tne deformations of their atmospheres,

so that powerful outbursts of incandescent vapors from the interior may
result.

The continuous spectrum is crossed by dark absorption bands due to the

portions of the surface still covered with the heavy atmosphere, and by bright

lines due to the incandescent vapors issuing from the interior. As the

satellite recedes after passage of the periastron, the surface will gradually

l)ecome covered again and -the intensity of the continuous spectrum will

decrease. The incandescent gases, which on account of their lesser density

will for tlie most part lie above the heavier absorbing atmosphere, will

gradually cool off and cause the decline in the intensity of the briglit lines.

It should be noted that this hypothesis would also account for the case of

Nova Andromedae, since it is only necessary that here a deformation of the

atmosphere should occur, without an outlxirst of incandescent gases from

within ; hence there would result only an increase in the intensity of the

continuous spectrum, which was previously so faint as to be invisible.

It cannot be denied that there is something improbable in the assumption

of binaries with periods of many hundred years and yet with such exceedingly

slight periastron distances, but the existence of binaries with distances of only

* A. N. B(l. 124, p. 13.5 (1890).
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five to ten million kilometers and periods of only a few days has already been

proven in the cases of Algol, Spica, ^ Auriga.e and other stars.

The Wilsing-Klinkerfues theory is the only one of those previously

existing which adapts itself to the new conditions spectroscopically discovered

in Nova Aurigae (if we except that of a direct collision between dark bodies

Avandering through space, — an hypothesis very early advanced to account for

temporary stars), and Huggins considers that it best explains many of the

remarkable peculiarities displayed by that extraordinary star.

In view of the great relative velocity of the component stars of the Nova,

Huggins* favors the view that the case is that of the casual near approach of

two bodies previously possessing considerable velocities in space,— such a

near approach being far less improbable than an actual or partial collision.

Enormous disturbances of a tidal nature would inevitably follow such approach

and produce sufficiently great changes of pressure in the interior of the

bodies to caiise tremendous eruptions from within, similar in kind to solar

outbursts but immensely greater. The conditions would then be very favorable

for the production of changeable reversals, and the integration of the light

from all parts of the disturbed surfaces of the bodies would cause the lines

to be broad and perhaps unsymmetrical.

The fact that one of the bodies (that approaching) gave a continuous

spectrum overlaid with broad absorption bands, similar to that of the white

stars, while the other body (that receding from the solar system) emitted

bright lines, may be explained by the difference in the stage of evolution of

the two bodies and hence in their density and temperature. We must assume

a similar chemical nature for both bodies, and that they existed under

conditions sufficiently similar for equivalent dark and bright lines to appear

in their respective spectra.

The rapid calming down of the tidal disturbances, after some swaying

to and fro, and the closing in of the outer and cooler gases, together with

the lack of transparency which might result in such circumstances as the

bodies separated, might account for the curious fluctuations and rapid decline

of the brightness of the Nova as well as for the absence of change in its

spectrum during February and March.

Objections to this theory as advanced by Huggins may be found in the

fact that the doubling of the bright lines can hardly be interpreted as

reversals, and hence the presence of more than two bodies seems very

probable. Moreover, Seeliger has shown that tidal actions strong enough to

alter the external conditions of the stars could have lasted hardly more than

a few hours. However, the tidal action ought perhaps to be regarded more as

a sort of trigger, which may suddenly set in operation forces which do not

* Proc.R. S. Vol. 51, p. 493 ; Astronomy and Astrophysics, XI, p. 571 (1892).
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exhaust themselves for a long period. Finally, tlie theory of Huggins

does not account for the apparent transformation of Nova Aurigae into a

nebula.

Vogel inclines to the opinion tliat in the phenomena of Nova Aurigae we
see the consequence of the entrance into a system, composed of a faint or dark

central body surrounded by planets, by a dark body wandering through space

with tlie enormous velocity of at least 700 km per second.

It is liighly probable, according to Laplace's nebular hypothesis as well as

according to our experience, that the stars, whether bright or dark, are

accompanied by planets. It may be remarked in passing that none of the

hypotheses proposed for Nova Aurigae account for the unusually liigh velocity

of translation of the body having the continuous spectrum crossed by dark

bands. This velocity is, however, perhaps not much greater than that

corresponding to the proper motions of some stars already known. It may
also be observed that the chance of entering the domain of some other

celestial object or system will increase with the original velocity of translation

through space.

The perturbations produced in a system lik6 that supposed by Vogel by

the advent of such' a visitor would be enormous, and might easily result in

collisions among the different planets of the system as well as in direct impact

between the visitor and some of the smaller planets or asteroids. The
entering body would obviously be raised to the high degree of incandescence

evidenced by the extent of the continuous spectrum of the body shoAving the

absorption lines, while the planets would be more or less reduced to vapor

and emit bright lines. They would also have different velocities imparted to

them and hence their bright lines would be differently displaced, thus causing

the several maxima of intensity of the bright lines.

The revival of the Nova in the late summer would be accounted for by

the meeting of the visitor with an outlying planet of the system.

Without entering into the objections raised by Seeliger against Vogel's

theory, we would note as an obvious one that no reason is assigned for the

great change in the spectrum between the first appearance and the revival of

Nova Aurigae. It is, moreover, difficult to see how the effects of the passage

of the body through the inner portions of the supposed system should have

disappeared so quickly, while the results of the meeting with the outer planet

should have remained unchanged for (at this writing) considerably more than

a year.

Vogel and Huggins have opposed the view that the star has become

transformed into a planetary nebula, the former interpreting the nebulous

aureole observed about the star at Mt. Hamilton and Pulkowa as the circle of

chromatic aberration of the blue hydrogen rays when the telescope is focused

for the most intensive rays of the star's light— those of \ 5002.
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It does not seem that there should be great difficulty in admitting the

possibility of a temporary reversal of the usual order of development, as the

result of some catastrophe. In accepting the nebular hypothesis of Laplace we

must admit that a time occurs when the spectrum changes, (whether suddeuly

or not is comparatively unimportant), from that of a gas to that of an

incandescent liquid or solid. It therefore appears by no means incredible

that a reversal of this order may be caused by some tremendous upheavals

such as Nova Aurigae evidently must have uudergone.

A new hypothesis as to the origin of temporary stars has been proposed by

Seeliger* since the appearance of Nova Aurigae, and it certainly aifords a

better explanation of many of the phenomena observed than any other

hypothesis yet suggested.

In recent years celestial photography has shown that space is filled with

more or less extensive but faintly-luminous agglomerations of matter in a

rarified state, presenting the general appearance of diffuse, amorphous nebulae.

The penetration of a wandering celestial body into such a cosmical cloud is

much more probable than a near approach to another compact, solid body.

However rare the matter in the cloud may be, and whatever its physical

constitution — whether dust-like, liquid, or gaseous— an intense superficial

heating of the visiting body will result, with the vaporization of its outer

portions. These vaporized portions will in part soon detach themselves and

rapidly assume the velocities of the portions of the cloud through which they

are moving. We shall tlierefore obtain two superposed spectra, the one due

to the incandescent body being continuous, and crossed by dark bands caused

by the absorbing vapors surrounding it, while the other spectrum will chiefly

consist of bright lines. The two spectra will be relatively displaced in

proportion to the relative velocities in the sight-line.

It is not necessary to assume that the original relative velocities of the

cosmical cloud and tlie dark star were very lai^e. As the star approached

the cloud, the latter would extend out to meet it, the relative velocities of

the individual cloud particles in the direction toward the star thus rapidly

increasing as the two bodies came into nearer proximity. Supposing that the

cloud is so constituted that its particles become chiefly subject to the action of

the entering body, they will then describe hyperbolas about it as a focus and

will accordingly have very different velocities among themselves, so that their

bright lines Avill be broad, diffuse and liable to any of the peculiarities

actually displayed in the spectrum of Nova Aurigae.

As long as the body remained within the cloud, variations in its brightness

and in its spectroscopic condition would repeatedly occur, but the decline of

its brightness would naturally be slow until it emerged from the cloud, and

thereafter rapid,— which would agree with the observed facts. Seeliger

* A. N. Bd. 1.30, p. 303 ; Bd. 133, p. 305. Astronomy and Astrophysics, XI, p. 904.
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considers that the star entered the cloud early in December and emerged

during the last days of February. The long duration of the high relative

velocities, Avithout sensible diminution, is explained by comparison with the

resistance experienced by a meteor in passing through the upper strata of the

earth's atmosphere. The conclusion is reached that no marked reduction of

the relative velocities would ensue, although suflRcient heat would be evolved

by the transformation of the kinetic energy to account for the observed facts,

even if the density of the cloud is assumed to be very slight as compared with

that of the air strata in which a meteor begins to be luminous.

The revival of Nova Aurigae may be considered as quite coniirmatory of

Seeliger's theoiy, since it is quite possible that these cosmical clouds are

clustered more thickly in certain regions of space than in others ; and perhaps

the second encounter took place in an adjoining portion or arm of the original

cloud. It is not at all surprising that a spectrum strongly resembling (or

identical Avith) that of a nebula should finally result from the changes taking

place within the cloud as a result of its penetration by the visiting body.

There remains, however, a considerable difficulty in accounting for the

apparent changes in the displacement of the bright nebular lines which

Camjibell's measurements indicate. An orbital motion would be more con-

sistent with the hypotheses of Vogel or Huggins (the latter modified by

supposing that one or both of the bodies is attended by planets) than with

that of Seeliger.

Other hypotheses have been advanced besides tliose already discussed, but

they correspond far less to the observed facts or to the general probabilities.

Lockyer* considers that Nova Aurigae is the result of a collision of two

meteor swarms, the denser one moving with great velocity toward the solar

system. No reason is assigned why the denser SAvarm should give only a

continuous absorption spectrum Avhile the less dense swarm should give only

bright lines, nor is any explanation afforded for the continuance of the great

relative velocity of the tAvo swarms after the collision during Avhich a vast

number of direct iinpacts must have taken place. Finally, no connection has

yet been established between nebulae and meteorites.

Attempts have been made to explain the phenomena of Nova Aurigae on

the assumption of but a single body, but they cannot be considered as

successful and do not share in any degree the probability of the hypotheses

of Huggins, Vogel, or more especially Seeliger.

As this passes through the press, Pickering f announces the discovery by

Mrs. Fleming of a temporary (or variable) star in the constellation Norma,

which first made its impress upon the Harvard plates on July 10 1893, when
it was of the seventh magnitude. Its spectrum is said t to be apparently

identical Avith that of T Aurigae.

* Proc. R. S. Vol. 50, p. 485. t A. N. Bd. 134, p. 59. { Ann. Report for 1893, p. 5.
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Spectra of Type Ilia

The stars of Class Ilia are distinguished by their pronounced reddish

color, which shades from reddish-yellow through orange to yellowish-red in

different representatives of the class. Many variable stars of long period

belong to this class.

The reddish color is immediately explained from the appearance of the

spectrum. The number of dark lines constantly increases towards the more

refrangible end of the spectrum, and they become so strong that the spectrum

appears as if sharply cut off at the band G. A strong general absorption also

occurs simultaneously in this part of the spectrum, so that the greater part of

the light of these stars is composed of the red, yellow and green rays.

The principal absorption bands of Type Ilia coincide with those of the

solar spectrum, and hence there is a general resemblance between the two

spectra, but this does not extend into the details, as the intensities of the lines

are very different, —- many of the fainter solar lines being much strengthened

in the star's spectrum, in which also many new lines appear. All the

absorption lines are in general stronger in the star, and this, combined with

their greater number, causes the lines of the individual groups to merge

together so that the continuous spectrum is almost wholly absorbed at the

points where they occur.

The conspicuous departure of tlie spectrum of Type Ilia from that of

Type lla which is thus shown is still hightened by the peculiar absorption

bands occurring in the red, yellow and green, and overlying the metallic

absorption lines to which we have already referred. Bands like these, sharply

defined on one side and gradually shading off on the other, are characteristic

of chemical combinations, and their presence in the spectra of Type Ilia

proves that at certain elevations in the atmospheres of these stars the

temperature has sunk so low that chemical combinations can be formed and

maintained. This accords perfectly with the evidence afforded by the

behavior of the metallic lines, and is probably to be interpreted as indicating

the development of the stars of Class Ila in the direction of descending

temperature.

The brightest star of Class Ilia is a Orionis, and its spectrum has

accordingly been most carefully investigated, a Herculis is perhaps a more

perfect representative of the class, but it is hardly bright enough to permit

the study of its minutest details.

There are six of these bands that are especially conspicuous, being sharply

defined on the side towards the violet. The best determinations of the

wave-lengths of these bands have been made by Vogel and by Duner, and

refer to the edges, or to the strong lines which are generally found at the
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sharp edges of the bands. The measurements of the diffuse edges are of

course much less exact.

The results of Vogel's measurements upon several stars of Class Ilia are

contained in the followinsc table :

No.
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In this compilation we have followed Duner,* giving the measurements on

a Orionis twice the weight of those on a Herculis. A less extensive series of

observations of these bands has been publishedf by Maunder. They agree

well with the "results of Vogel and Duner, if they refer to the more refrangible

edges, instead of the less refrangible edges as printed.

The fifth and seventh bands are the strongest, but there appear to be

differences in the relative intensity of the bands among the different stars.

Duner has called attention to the fact that several of these bands end with

very strong lines ; Band No. 2 ends with the double line of calcium at X 6167,

while No. 3 begins with the calcium line at A 5858. No. 4 ends Avith two strong

lines belonging to calcium and iron, No. 5 with the strong iron lines at A 5456

and 5445, No. 7 with the h group, No. 8 with the iron line at A 4959, and Band

No. 9 also ends with a strong line. We shall revert to this at a later time.

Passing now to the line spectrum of a Orionis Ave find that Huggins was

able to measure the wave-lengths of 78 lines and Vogel 87. Their results,

Avith those of Duner, are collected in the folloAving table :

Vogel
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Vogel
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assertion made above that a close resemblance prevails as to the most
conspicuous groups, while in details there are very marked differences,— all

the absorption lines of a Orionis being considerably stronger and more diffuse

than the solar lines ; for this reason lines which are distinctly separated in

the solar spectrum run together, and broad bands take the place in the star of

the easily recognizable groups of the solar spectrum.

The relative intensities of isolated lines are generally different than for

the solar lines, heavy lines often appearing where none at all or only very

faint ones were present in the solar spectrum.

The author has been able to recognize a special peculiarity of the spectrum,

in that a number of the strongest lines have a nebulous attachment on one

side which gives in miniature just the appearance presented by the heavy

bands, except that the attachment is found on different sides with different

lines. This makes the identification of the lines with those of the sun very

difficult in spite of the accuracy of the measurements. In the following list it

has been possible to assign a corresponding solar line to nearly every line

measured, but it is often questionable on account of the differences of

intensity whether the correspondence is an actual one or whether the star lines

are absent from the sun. The running together of the stellar lines makes it

often necessary to cite a series of solar lines.

The arrangement of the table is the same as that of similar tables

heretofore. The wave-lengths of both stellar and solar lines are expressed on

the Potsdam scale. The column Cor. gives the correction to be applied to the

solar line to reduce it to Rowland's scale. Where two solar lines occur on

the same line, the dagger indicates the one to which the correction applies :

Photographic Spectrum of a Orioxis

No.
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Photographic Spectrum of a Orioxis— Continued

No. a Orioiiis Cor. Remarks

18
1!)

20

21

24
25
20
27
28
29
no

;55

37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
40
47
48
49
50
61
52
53
64
55
60
67
58
69
60

01

02
(i3

04
05
(iO

07
08
09
70
71

4321-30
I

4322-10 I

4324-00

4325-07
(

4327-01
I

4330-08
4333-24
4:)34-43

4oo5 -oo

4337-35 )

4339-13
i

4340-71
4343-38
4344-79
4347-01
4349-25
4350-95

I

4352-23
\

4353-22
4355-10
435()-28

4357-11
4358-77

4300 01

4301-22
4302-30
43(53-09

4305-00
4300-23
4300 -(iS

4308-05
4308-49
4370-20
4371-00
4373-03^
4374-82 I

4370 -38 J
4379-00
4382-02^
4383-90 I

4385-35 f
4385-81

J

4389-58

4:;92'

4395'

4398'

4400
4400
4401
4404
4400
4407
4408
4409

11

15
10

I
12

74 J

49
68

82^
04

\

33 J

() diffuse toward red.

very broad
2 weak, diffuse

very stroiis baud.

3 diffuse toward red.

3 sliarp

2 sliarp

2 sharp

diffuse toward red ...

broad
1 sliarp

(i diffuse toward violet..

diffuse toward violet

.

2 sharp

broad baud

2 sharp
4 diffuse toward violet.

3 sharp
1 ?

4

3 sharp
2

1

3

1

2

2

3 bi'oad.

3 broad

.

2 sharp .

5 sharp .

broad baud.

6 shades toward violet

broad band

shades toward red

4 sliarp

(i shades toward violet

.

4 shades toward violet

.

broad band

5 shades toward violet.

1

broad band

0-15

0-05

0-10

0-11

0-17

0-22

0-24

0-23

0-24

0-20

0-20

0-31

0-28

0-20

0-28

0-24
0-24

0-30

0-10

0-00

0-00

0-04

4321-23
4322-20
4323-74

4325-43
4327-51

4330-68
4333-25
4334-44
4335-29
4337-35
4339-08
4340-71
4343-49
4344-79
4347-52
4349-30
4350-80
4352-23
4353-12
4354-95
4350-37
4357-01
4358-54
4300-01
4301-21

9

Fe

and 4324-32 (5)

f several lines, among
< them 4326 -22 (10) Fe

I [- 0-28]

Fe and several lines.

//

Fe, Cr
Fe

Fe
several faint lines follow.

Fe

and 4358-91 (0) tFe

Fe

4303
4365
4300
4360'

4308
43(58

4370
4371
4373
4374
4376
4379

(5)

(3)

(5) Fe
(5) tFe and 4307-00 (0)

(7)Fe
(-5)

(0) Fe
(0) and 4371-75 (0)

(4) and several other lines.

(0) Fe and several other lines.

(0) Fe
(6)

4383-96 (8) Fe
4385-12 (0) tFe and 4385-50 (6)

4385-76 (6) Fe
4389-61 (5) several lines toward the

red.

4392-08 (5)

4395-35 (7) Fe
9

4400-00 (6)

4400-09 (())

4401-08 (6) Fe
4404-99 (8) Fe
4400-81 (0)

4407-85 (6) tFe and 4408-37 (4)

4408-64 (0) Fe
4409-32 (4)
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Photographic Spectrum of a Orionis— Continued

Remarks Cor. Sun Remarks

4410-96
4412-32
4415 -SS

4417-19
4417-71
4420-19
4421-57
4422-91
4424-23
4425-63
4427-35
4430-60

4433-89^
4435-33 I

4436-86 J
4438-17
4440-27

4441-93^
4443-20 I

4444-31 r

4444 -49 J
4445-75
4447 -52

4448-12
4449-42
4450-81
4452-13
4453-53
4455-16
4457-73
4460-07
4461 -98

4464-98

4467 04
4468-87
4471-82
4473-05
4475-69
4476-27
4480-00
4482-68
4484-40
4486-00
4490-02
4494-77
4496-64
4499-25
4501-50
4501 -83

4504-83
4506-94
4508-53
4509-96
4512-88
4515-63
4518-37

5 ! sharp
6 shades toward violet,

feeble absorption
1 ?

2 shades toward red ..

2

2 sharp
4 sharp
5 sharp
6 diffuse toward violet.

broail band

4 sharp
1 weak

broad band

3 sharp
4 diffuse

shades toward violet

3

2

2

3

4 shades toward red

2 sharp
broad, weak
6 shades toward red
3 weak

3 two lines?.

4 diffuse

2 sharp
2 weak
2

6 shades toward violet

6 both sides diffuse.

4

5 diffuse

2 sharp
3 broad
3 broad, diffuse.

1 sharp
2 broad
1

sharp

0-29

+ 0-05

- 0-1)2

+ 0-04
-)- ()-l»»

- (l-l.-)

- 0-JO

— 0-20
— 0-18
— 0-21

- 0-18
— 0-20
— 0-22

- 0-31

0-21

015

— 0-08
— 0-06

0-01

0-02

0-10

0-09

4410
4412
4415
4416
4417
4420
4421
4422
4424
4425-

4427-
4430-

4433-

4435-
4436-

4438-
4440-

4442
4443
4444
4444
4445
4447
4448
4449
4450
4451
4453
4455
4457
4460
4461
4464
4466
4468
4471
4473
4475
4476
4479
4482
4484
4485
4489
4494
4496
4499
4501
4501
4505
4507
4508
4509
4513
4515
4518

67 (4) and 4411 -21 (5)

35 (4)

10 (8) Fe and 4415-59 (6)t

87 (5) and 4417-34 (4)

79 (6)
•33 (3)

70 (3)
69 (6) Fe
•42 (5)
•63 (7)
•46 (7) Fe
30 Fe and 4430-89 (6) Fe [-0 -09]

•53 (6) Fe
•33 (8) Ca
•62 (5)
•13 (4)

-22 (4) Fe
-07 (5) 4442-70 (6)t Fe
-20 (4) and 4443-57 (5)t Fe
-18 (6)
-55 (4)

•85 (4) Fe
•51 (5) and 4447-21 (5)t Fe
12 (6) Fe
-51 (5)
-81 (6) Fe
-96 (5)
-71 (4) Fe ?

-K) (6) Ca
-87 (6)
-12 (4)
-98 (5) Fe
•77 (5) and 4465-08 (5)
84 (6)t i^e and 4467-24 (5)
•97 (6) and 4469-64 (6)t Fe
•93 (3) ?

05 (6)

52 (3)

27 (6) Fe
81 (5) Fe
37 (7) Fe and 4482^99 (5) Fe
47 (5) Fe
92 (5) Fe
•95 (5) and 4490 ^35 (5)t Fe
77 (6) Fe
27 (5), 4497 ^13 (5)1 Fe
•35 (4)

•50 (6)
•99 (3)

•07 (5) Fe
•01 (3)

63 (5) Fe
98 (4) Fe
01 (5)

•63 (5) Fe
•29 (4)

^
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Photographic Spectrum of a Orionis— Concluded

No. a Orionis Remarks Cor. Sun Remarks

128
129
130
181

l:J2

13:5

134

135
13()

137

138
13i)

140
141

142

143

144
14.)

14(3

147

148
149
150
151

152
153
154

155
150
157
158
159

100

101

102
1(53

1(34

105
100

107

108

109

4520-19
4522-90
4527-10
4528-94
4531-18
4533-39

(

4530-08
i

4539-07
1

4540-08
4542 -20 J

4544-90
4548-90

I

4549-90
i

4552-31

4553-95
4555-47
4558-31
4500-01
4502 -29

1

4503-40 !

4505-28 f
4500 -03 J
4508-08
4571-57
4574-98
4577-2
4580-4
4584-0
4580-2

4594 1

4000-2
4000-4
4608-5
4610-1
4610-0
4612-4
4614-6
4615-1
4618-1
4618-5
4(320-6

4625-4

6

3 very diffuse.

3 diffuse

4 sliarp

broad band ...

0-18

0-10
0-09

0-06

broad, diffuse band

diffuse

band

3 sharp
3

1

1

5 broad

broad band

2 sharp ..

6 diffuse

2 broad...

1

4 sliades toward violet.

3 broad
4 broad

diffuse

.

2

2 broad
2 shades toward red

— 0-27

0-12

0-28

0-18

2 broad.
4 bi-oad.

2 broad.
3

— 0-18

— 0-20

— 0-14

4522-90 (6) Fe
4527-21 (5)

4528-94 (7) Fe
4531 -40 (5) Fe
4533-47 (5) Fe
4535-90 (0) and 453(5-27 (0)

•1
? > numerous lines.

?j
4544-95 (5) Fe
4549-08 (4)

4549-90 (0) Fe

4545-31 (4)

4558-30 (3) Fe

n
o ^numerous faint lines.

?J
4505-87 (0) Fe
4508-01 (4)

4571-42 (0)

4575-07 (5) Fe

4580-38 (5) Fe
4584-17 (0) Fe
4580-22 (0) Fe

4600-17 (4)

4614-53 (4) Fe
4615-92 (4) Fe ?

4619-14 (6) Fe

4025-40 (0) Fe

The list show.s that, as in the spectra of Type Ila, the iron lines strongly

predominate, comprising more than half of the whole number of lines.

The careful examination of the lines which shade off on one side, or are

diffuse unsymmetrically, gives no evidence of an ultimate resolvability, and it

remains a question v/hether the case is really that of a continuous decrease of

intensity, or that of the merging together of systems of lines. It is not

known that the former case has ever been observed, as it has always been

possible to resolve absorption bands into their components, and there seems to
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be no reason for supposing a contrary condition here. The lines comprising

these bands must certainly be exceedingly close or they would be resolved

with a high dispersion. The hydrocarbon bands, for example, are resolved

into separate lines by the spectrograph, as has been shown in Fig. 59.

It may be still questioned whether this shading off, so similar to that of

the strong bands, is due to a clustering of fine lines which are accidentally

present on one side of the stronger lines, or whether it has some physical

connection with the line. Although a few cases of accidental clustering are

seen in the solar spectrum, yet it is exceptional, and the author inclines

to the view of a physical connection between tlie diffuse appendages and the

lines.

Accurate observations of the origin of this unsymmetrical broadening of

spectral lines have not yet been secured. It is known to accompany certain

chemical combinations of tlie metals, particularly their oxides, and hence the

phenomenon would, like other peculiarities of the spectrum of Type Ilia,

point to a lowering of temperature.

We may recall that very similar instances of unsymmetrical shading off

of strong lines were observed by Vogel in the spectrum of sun-spots, and it

seems fair to consider the two phenomena as identical, since the sun-spots

without doubt generally represent areas of lower temperature (although

exceptional cases have been observed by Langley and by the translator where

the thermal radiation from the nucleus was higher than from the adjacent

portions of the photosphere when near the limb).

Bands similar to those in spectra of Type Ilia have also been found to be

present in spot spectra, so that quite a marked resemblance can be traced

between the spectrum of sun-spots and that of stars of this class. All this

goes to show that these stars represent a further stage in tlie development in

the direction of lowering temperature and increasing density, and we should

accordingly imagine the greater part of their surface to be in a condition

similar to that of sun-spots, •— whence Ave obtain an explanation of the fact

that so many stars of this class are either irregular or long-period variables.

The commonly accepted theory of the variability of these stars has been

that spots cover a great part of their surface, not uniformly but more thickly

on one hemisphere, so that in consequence of the axial rotation of the stars

(which is assumed to have a period corresponding to the period of variation

of brightness) there would at one time be presented to the earth the spotted

hemisphere and at a later time the other, undisturbed portion of the star's

surface. The great regularity of the period of some of the long-period

variables would be well explained by this hypothesis, while any minor

irregularities might be accounted for by supposing tliat the spots possess

a proper motion of their own and undergo changes in their position and

intensity.
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A very strong objection to this explanation is found in the long periods

of the majority of this class of variables, which would give them a period

of axial rotation of something like a year— much longer than is probable.

It therefore seems much more plausible to connect the variability with a

phenomenon similar to the eleven-year periodicity of solar activity. The
period of axial rotation would not then come into account, and the minima of

the stars would be interpreted as spot-maxima. Since we know nothing as to

the true cause of this periodicity of sun-spots, the shorter periodicity of these

stars would not cause difficulty, for it is not at all unlikely that the period

would shorten as the intensity of the action increased.

This was the theory advocated by the author in the German original of

this book, but important modifications are now rendered necessary in view of

the recent discoveries which indiaate that the majority of the long-period

variables having spectra of the third type develop bright lines, chiefly due to

hydrogen, at their epochs of maximum.

The detection or observation of bright lines in stellar spectra is, under

ordinary circumstances, a very delicate matter. Even in examining sharp

negatives of spectra special care must be exercised in distinguishing between

bright lines and adjacent strips of continuous spectrum. Numerous visual

observations of alleged bright lines, such as those reported by 0. T. Sherman,

have been found to be wholly incorrect upon closer examination. This remark

does not apply to the work of Espin of "Wolsingham Observatory, who has

discovered many bright lines in stars of the class now under consideration,

employing for his observations a 17-inch reflector and ocular spectroscope.

In 1887 Pickering announced* that the Harvard photographs obtained

Avith an objective-prism clearly showed the hydrogen lines from h to 8i

(excepting He) to be bright in the spectrum of o Ceti (Mira). The Hy line

was later seen by Maunder and Espin, but the lower hydrogen lines, C and F,

have not been recorded. At the same time Pickering stated that this variety

of a third type spectrum was not unique, but was shared by U Orionis, which

was first called a Xova (1885), but was soon found to be a variable with a

period of about a year.

Exquisite photographs of the spectrum of Mira, on a greatly enlarged

scale, have since been obtained by Pickering. The H and K lines of calcium

are broad and dark, and the e line of hydrogen, which surely must be bright

of itself, is overpowered by the absorption of the H line. This indicates that

the hydrogen vapors, whose high state of incandescence is evidenced by the

presence of the ultra-violet lines, cannot lie far above the star's photosphere,

for the stratum of less intensely radiant calcium must obviously be situated

above it.f

* Henry Draper Memorial. First Annual Report.

t Cf. Miss Gierke's The System of the Stars.
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The theory does not demand, however, that both of the bodies shoukl be

luminous.

An entirely novel theory has recently been advanced by Lockyer* to

account for variable stars of long period. He assumes the " star " to be a

system of two swarms of meteorites revolving in elliptical orbits. The
maximum of light is produced by the passage of the smaller swarm through

the larger one, within or near which the center of gravity of the system must

be supposed to lie. Lockyer contends that bright " flutings " of carbon are

present in the spectra of these stars, and considers the development of bright

hydrogen lines at maximum to be confirmatory of the theory, being due to the

rise in temperature from the increased number of collisions which would cause

the '• interspaces " to be occupied by a greater amount of incandescent gas.

He holds that under normal conditions " the bright lines from the interspaces

balance the dark ones from the meteoritic nuclei," so that neither dark nor

bright hydrogen lines are ordinarily present.

Of the serious objections to Lockyer's hypothesis we shall mention but

two. First, there is actually no sufficient resemblance between the spectrum

of this class of stars and that of meteorites to suggest a connection between

the two. Second, the conditions in a system of colliding swarms could not be

permanent, for with successive collisions the smaller swarm would become

spread out so as to form a ring, and hence the variability of the star Avould

cease. As a matter of fact, however, the variations in brightness of one of the

best examples of the class, o Ceti, although not uniform, have not diminished

in range during the period of nearly three hundred years since a maximum
was first observed.

The most simple explanation of the phenomena of this class of stars would

seem to be found in the assumption of conditions analogous to those prevailing

in case of the sun, although we do not attempt to explain the cause of the

periodicity of the solar activity. The resemblance between the sun-spot curve

and the light-curve of many of these variables is strong, and the very

irregularities of some of these stars assist in completing the analogy between

the two phenomena. But the stellar maximum should be considered as the

phase corresponding to the sun-spot maximum, instead of the minimum. It

has not yet been established that the light (or heat) of the sun is less at a

time of maximum spotted area than when its surface is free from spots.

Certain it is, however, that the solar prominences (and in less degree the

corona) share the periodicity of the spots, passing a maximum at practically

the same time. Xow in the case of a star surrounded by an extensive

atmosphere containing large quantities of hydrogen, the amount of light

entering the slit of the spectroscope from the prominences, supposed to be at a

* The Meteoritic Hypothesis, Chap. XLII.
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uiaximuni in abundance, extent and brilliance, might readily exceed in quantity

the light received from the star's photosphere, and thus occasion the bright

lines, which would disappear with the decline of chromospheric activity. It

would be natural that the absorption in the band spectrum should be

diminished at a time of maximum, but should increase as the star waned.

Such changes have been noted by Maunder.

We ought to state here that Huggins has expressed the opinion that the

spectrum of a C)rionis may be variable, since a broad band observed by him
near X oTo /^/x in 1864 was missing in 1866; moreover, Secchi saw a band near

A 562 /X|u. in 1866 but could not find the one first mentioned. The time at

which it Avas absent corresponded to a maximum of brightness of a Orionis,

and according to Baxendell an alteration of the star's color took place

simultaneously, in such a manner as would necessarily follow from the absence

of the band.

jSTevertheless, H. C. Vogel observed the spectrum of a Orionis for several

years, through a complete period of the star's variation (1871-73), and was

always able to see the bands in question. He therefore does not believe that

an actual variation of the spectrum occurs, but considers that the use of

various magnifying powers along with the changes of atmospheric conditions

afford sufficient explanation of the apparent variation.

Spectra of Type Illb

It is very unfortunate that only faint stars — none brighter than the fifth

magnitude— exhibit this interesting type of spectrum. The bands character-

istic of the type are of especial interest, since they have been identified with

certainty with those of a chemical combination— hydrogen and carbon.

If we pass over the observations of Secchi there remain only those of

Vogel and Duner which are capable of furnishing a true description of the

spectra of Type Illb. It can hardly be doubted that metallic absorption lines

are also included in the spectrum, but the faintness of the stars has prevented

the discovery of more than three or four such groups, and observation has

accordingly been directed chiefly to the broad absorption bands.

The contrast is so sharp between the dark bands and the continuous

spectrum that these spaces appear almost like bright bands, as Secchi at first

supposed them to be. At \ 430 /a/a, or near the G group, the spectrum comes

to a sudden end, more abruptly than in the spectra of Type Ilia.

Vogel* summarizes the results of his observations as follows

:

(1) The spectra of Type lllb show no variation in respect to the position

of the bands in different stars. Slight differences in the relative intensities

of the bands are alone met with.

* Publ. d. Astroph. Obs. zu Potsdam. Bd. Ill, p. 31.
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(2) The characteristic bauds of these spectra appear to be due to the

absorption by hydrocarbon vapors present in the atmospheres of the stars.

{p) There is a broad dark line of unknown origin at A. 576 fijx, which is

peculiar to the spectra of this type.

(4) Lines are also recognizable which indicate the presence of metallic

vapors in the atmospheres of the stars, sodium being proven to be present.

620 600 460Mill.Mm

Vogel's measurements on spectra of this type were made on the stars

having the following numbers in Schjellerup's catalog: 152, 273, 78 and 51,

and on the star DM + 34° 4500. Vogel's drawings of the spectra of the first

and last named stars are reproduced in Fig. 72.

The results of the measurements are collected together as follows. (The

measures in the first, second, and fourth columns were made with the Vienna

refractor, the others at Bothkamp:)
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The following wave-lengths were measured by Duner:

19 Piscium
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In view of the above agreement no doubt can remain as to the coincidence

of the absorption spectrum of Type Illb with that of the hydrocarbons, so

that some of the hydrocarbon combinations must exist in an incandescent

condition in the atmospheres of these stars. It does not necessarily follow

that hydrocarbons form a large constituent of the atmospheres, since we know
that combinations generally have a much stronger absorptive power than

simple gases.

In our discussion of cometary spectra we have already alluded to the fact

that the spectrum of all the hydrocarbons is the same, and probably that of

acetylene (CoHo), a combination to which all the hydrocarbons are reduced at

high temperatures. We may therefore go a step farther and consider that in

the stars of Class IIIb carbon and hydrogen are united in the form of

acetylene, which is the first combination of these two elements which would

ensue as the temperature fell.

The wave-lengths of the lines in the spectra of this type were given in the

above tables as

5897 5445

5760 5282

5515 5133

The first line undoubtedly coincides witli D, the fifth with E and the adjacent

group of lines, but no lines or groups can be found in the solar spectrum to

correspond with the remaining ones. In the spectrum of a Orionis, however,

prominent lines were seen by the different observers at wave-lengths near

these, namely :

Vogel Hugijiiis Duller

5760 5750 -

5529 5526

5451 5449 5449

5143 5143 5146

Lender the circumstances, the agreement may be considered satisfactory, and

it therefore does not seem hazardous to assert that the metallic lines of

Type IIIb resemble those of Type Ilia, so that the differences in these two

sub-types are only due to the different chemical combinations present in their

atmospheres.

While it is easy, as we have shown, to trace a continuous transition from

the spectrum of Type lla to that of Type Ilia, there arise difficulties in the

way of extending this to Type IIIb, so that it cannot yet be definitely decided

whether these two sub-types are co-ordinate, or whether Type IIIb represents

a farther stage of development than Type Ilia.

Fechlile* is disposed to accept the latter view, and considers that the

* Expedition danoise pour robservatioii du passage de Venus. 1882.
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transition occurred suddenly as the result of a catastrophe during which the

star showed bright lines. It is difficult, however, to see why the absorption

spectrum of the stellar atmosphere should suffer so great a change as is

involved in a transition from Ilia to Illb.

The difficulty in the assumption that these two sub-types are co-ordinate

really arises from the fact that we have no direct examples of the successive

stages of transition from Ila to Illb. Duner remarks as follows on this point:

" A consideration of the differences between Types Ilia and Illb shows that

we can hardly hope to find an example of a spectrum intermediate between the

two types. Type Ilia is as it were a variation on Ila. It follows that there

must be a phase of development, especially for the fainter stars, in which it is

impossible to distinguish which of the two types the spectrum sliould be

assigned to. In the spectra of Type Illb there are doubtless present

Fraunhofer lines, as D, the narrow band No. 8 (A 5282), Avhicli probably

represents nothing else than the group of strong solar lines near E, and

finally the narrow band No. 5 (A 5760), which agrees quite well with a strong

line ; — all of these details, however, are only secondary and relatively

inconspicuous. The chief characteristic of the type is the presence of the

three broad, nebulous bands which owe their origin to a hydrocarbon

compound. Accordingly the observer will note either the presence or the

absence of the bands, and will conclude that the spectrum is respectively of

Type Illb or Type Ila. The only intermediate varieties between sjiectra like

that of Aldebaran and the normal Ilia type will therefore be those in which

the bands are more or less faint or scarcely visible. I have in fact not only

proven that spectra exist in which the chief bands, i)articularly No. 6, are

faint in comparison with the brightness of the stars, bx;t I have also been able

to discover a spectrum which is scarcely of Type Illb but yet exhibits the

general characteristics of this type."

" This star is DM + 38° 3957 = 541 IJirm. I have seen a broad band in

its spectrum at the approximate wave-length 519 /x/x. The spectrum breaks off

abruptly near A 475 fifj.. Within the limits of their probable error these

wave-lengths are the same as those of the less refrangible edges of bands

9 and 10 in the spectrum of Type Illb. On a single occasion I thought I

could observe a very faint trace of light beyond A 475 fxfx, and under the best

atmospheric conditions I was also able to recognize faint traces of bands

4 and 6. The star is unfortunately of but the eighth magnitude, so that only

a slight amount of detail can be perceived in its spectrum with telescopes of

the size of mine. Nevertheless, it seems that ray observation is of some

importance for the question of how a spectrum of Type Ila can develop into

one of Type Illb."

" If this spectrum is compared Avith that of other stars of the same or of

less brightness, as Schj. 145, DM + 34° 56, or DM+ 36° 3168, it is at once
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apparent that in these the development of the principal bands has progressed

but slightly, and that if the bands had been only a little more indistinct under

medium atmospheric conditions, nothing unusual would have been noted in the

spectrum. The appearance of this spectrum, therefore, seems to prove the

correctness of my remark that no intermediate condition between the spectra

of Types Ila and IIIb properly exists, but that the transition from the one

type to the other has already occurred before the first traces of it are

noticed.'"'

" There is still another circumstance deserving our attention, which may
perhaps lead to the recognition of other spectra which are near the critical

point. This is the strong absorption of the most refrangible rays, which makes

the spectrum very short and gives a marked reddish color to the star. There

are known to be a number of strongly colored stars which have short spectra

but do not present other peculiarities. These should be examined from time

to time with powerful instruments, for I believe that among them the youngest

spectra of Type IIIb will be found."

Duner's reasoning seems still more probable when we remember that the

transition from Type Ila to Type Ilia is recognized chiefly by the alterations

in the metallic absorption, and by the development of the broad bands only

in so far as they are seen in different intensities in different spectra. The case

can arise that a spectrum would be without question included in Type Ilia as

far as metallic absorption is concerned, while the absence of the characteristic

bands forbids its being so classified.

The faintness of the stars of Class lllb makes it impossible to observe

their transition in respect to the metallic lines, so that judgment must be

based upon the appearance of the characteristic hydrocarbon bands, and even

then the decision is rendered difficult by the faintness. For stars fainter than

the fifth magnitude transitions from Types Ila to Ilia can only be discovered

in a limited degree.

All this leads us to the conclusion that Classes Ilia and IIIb are to be

regarded as co-ordinate, differing only in the chemical combination which has

first formed in their atmospheres. Until the chemical combination in

Class Ilia has been identified, we shall remain quite in the dark as to the

cause of the different development and separation into the two varieties of

spectrum.

Class III represents the last visible stage of stellar development. The
next class beyond would include the dark stars. The final cessation of

visibility of a star probably occurs long before the surface has really cooled

off below the temperature of incandescence, and while of course partly due to

the decrease in the brightness of the continuous spectrum it is chiefly caused

by the ever-increasing absorption in the star's atmosphere. Since the

absorption spectrum is composed of three parts, an increase in its intensity
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will affect all its three portions, the metallic lines becoming broader, the

characteristic bands becoming darker, and the general absorption becoming

greater. The ultimate cause of extinction would probably not arise in the

three portions just mentioned, but in a newly developed fourth,— products

of condensation within the atmosphere, similar to the clouds in our own.

Even if the existence of dark stars were not otherwise proven, we should

necessarily be led to believe in their existence by the spectroscopic evidence of

stellar evolution, Avithout including the evidence afforded by the new stars.

[At this point it seems proper to allude to the objections which have been

raised against Vogel's system of classification. More properly these objections

are directed against the implications of the classification rather than against

the system itself.

Many spectroscopists are unwilling to admit that the only course of stellar

development visible to us is along the line of descending temperature ; in

other words, they consider it quite as probable that the white stars represent

the 'oldest' as the 'youngest' phase of stellar evolution. The further

question may be raised— Is it not possible that a celestial body, after having

reached the condition in which we define it as a star, may twice be red and

exhibit a spectrum of the third type, once in its ' youth ' and again in its ' old

age'? In view of the fact that a gaseous body contracting under its own
gravitation rises in temperature, until the laws of perfect gases cease to apply

to it, we can hardly assert that a red star may not become hotter (under its

own proportion of gaseous and liquid constituents) and finally pass into

Class Ila or la.

Nevertheless, Vogel's view that we can observe only the descending branch

of the temperature curve of stars appears to be confirmed by many of the more

recent spectroscopic discoveries. We may cite the evidence afforded by the

gaseous stars, by the intimate connection of nebulae with many stars of the

first class, by the fact that the Algol-type variables— apparently young systems

— belong to the first class, and by the relatively slight density of the binaries

with spectra of Type la as compared with those of the solar class.— Tk.]

Although we avoid in this book the discussion of any cosmical theories, it

may be stated that nearly all the most recent spectroscopic work which can

lay claim to scientific accuracy seems to give evidence of the validity of

Laplace's nebular theory.

We must now examine some of the general conclusions which may be

drawn from the spectroscopic study of the stars.

[A final judgment as to the distribution in the heavens of the stars of the

different spectral classes can only be reached after Pickering's spectroscopic

Durchmusterung, knoAvn as the Draper Catalogue, shall have been extended to
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the southern skies. The data upon which Duner's investigations on this

subject were based lacked sufficient homogeneity and completeness to lead to

any definite results. The zone of stars from 1° to 20° of North Declination

observed by Vogel and Miiller* at Potsdam is also too limited to serve as the

basis of a study of the distribution of the spectral classes. The Draper

Catalogue, however, containing the spectra of over ten thousand stars between

— 'Jo° Dec. and the North Pole, is sufficiently extensive and accurate for our

present purpose.

AVe must therefore examine the Draper Catalogue a little more closely.

The apparatus employed consisted of a photographic portrait lens of 20 cm

aperture and 114 cm focal length, over which a prism 20 cm square and of 13°

angle was placed, with its refracting edge parallel to the celestial equator.

The spectrum Avas broadened by allowing the driving clock to run a little fast

or slow. "With an exposure of about five minutes for the equatorial stars,

spectra 10 mm long and 1 mm Avide were obtained of all stars brighter than the

seventh magnitude (unless red) included in a space 10° square.

The spectra so obtained Avere classified for convenience in sixteen varieties

distinguished by the letters from A to Q. Varieties A, C and D would be

included under Type la, B under lb ; E, F and G appear to be intermediate

in the transition from la to Ila ; H, I, K and L fall under Ila, M under Ilia,

and N under Illb ; corresponds to lib, including the Wolf-Rayet stars
;

P is used for planetary nebulae, Avhile Q is employed to denote peculiar spectra

like those of Type Ic.

The spectra of comparatively feAV stars of Classes Ilia and Illb could be

obtained OAving to their faintness and red color. The photographic spectra of

both the second and third types shoAV a sudden diminution of intensity at

A 431 in passing in the direction of decreasing Avave-length. The distinction

between the spectra of Types Ila and Ilia is indeed not readily made on the

photographs, being chiefly indicated by a sudden increase in the intensity of

the Ilia spectrum at X 4762, in passing in the direction of decreasing

AvaA'e-length. The photographic spectrum does not extend far enough toAvard

the red to shoAV the characteristic bands of Type Ilia.

The HarA^ard photographs, being made Avith an objective corrected for the

photographic rays, extend farther toAvard the ultra-violet than those obtained

Avith the spectrograph. Some features of that part of the spectrum thus become

conspicuous, Avhich Avere not especially noticeable on the Potsdam plates.

Although the K line is generally present in spectra of Type la, its

intensity varies greatly in the spectra of different stars of the class, and as

this may be a point of significance, its intensity, in terms of that of the H
line, is giA-en for the spectra in the Draper Catalogue. In spectra of Type lb

the line at A 4026 is found to be quite as characteristic as that at A 4481.

* Potsdamer Publicationen. Bd. Ill (1883).
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An important part of the work of preparing the Draper Catalogue was

the determination of stellar magnitudes by the novel plan of measuring the

photographic brightness of certain definite portions of the spectra of all the

stars. This was accomplished by comparing the photographic density of the

spectrum at the wave-lengths prescribed with that of a standard photographic

" wedge " of uniformly varying density and so graduated that the magnitude

could be read off directly. The undertaking may be considered as successful,

but a discussion of the results obtained does not properly belong here.

In studying the distribution of the spectral types on the basis of the data

of the Draper Catalogue, Pickering divided up the sky into forty-eight equal

parts and compared the numbers of the different types occurring in the

different regions, which Avere then grouped together into larger areas. The
results of this investigation* may be summarized as follows : The stars of the

solar class (Ila), and in a less degree those of Class Ilia, appear to be equally

numerous in all parts of the sky. Stars of Class la, hoAvever, are very much
more thickly aggregated near the Milky Way, so that we must consider it to

be " a distinct cluster of stars, to which, from its composition or age, the sun

does not seem to belong.'' The proportion of stars of Class la in the Milky

Way seems to be greater for the faint than for the bright stars.

This distribution may perhaps be accounted for in part by the fact, pointed

out by Monck, that a star of Class la is intrinsically brighter than a

neighboring star of equal mass but of Class Ila, so that more stars of the

former class would be found upon a spectrum plate ; or, in other words, the

instrument would penetrate farther into space for stars of the first class than

for those of the solar class.

The tendency to cluster in the Milky Way is exhibited still more by stars of

Class lb, and most strikingly of all by those of Class lib. Of the fifty-five

stars of this class contained in the list on page 269, but a single one is

situated more than 9° from the galactic equator, and three-fourths of them are

within 3° of that circle. Tliey are also very curiously bunched in galactic

longitude, sixteen of them lying between Gal. Long. 249° and 259°, while ten

others fall between 32° and 48°, and eight are included between 309° and 315°.

The interpretation of this remarkable distribution of these remarkable stars is

at present impossible, but as our knowledge of the structure of the sidereal

universe increases some satisfactory explanation will doubtless be reached.

The existence of a relation between the spectral class of a star and its

angular proper motion seems to be proved by the researches of Monck and of

Kapteyn.f The stars having a large annual proper motion for the most part

belong to the second or solar class, while the stars of Class la as a rule possess

* Annals of the Observatory of Harvard College, Vol. XXVI, Part I, p. 152.

t Cf. Miss Gierke's review in Astronomy and Astrophysics, XII, p. 515 (1893).
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only a slight proper motion. On the assumption that in the general average

the distance of the stars is inversely proportional to their proper motions, it

would follow that the stars of Class Ila are situated relatively near to the sun.

The distribution of the stars of the solar class having large proper motions

appears to he wholly independent of any relation to the Milky Way, but the

stars of both the first and second classes whose proper motions are slight or

inappreciable tend to cluster near the galactic plane.

It does not follow from what has been said that stars of the solar class

actually have a greater linear velocity of translation through space than stars

of the first class, for it seems that the latter are about two magnitudes brighter

than equally distant and equally massive stars of the second class. Hence the

distance of the stars of Class la would be much greater than that of solar stars

of the same visual magnitude, and the apparent angular velocity of the white

stars would be correspondingly reduced.

In now considering the relative number of the spectra of the different types

occurring in the sky, we may again avail ourselves of the Draper Catalogue.

Of the spectra of 10 345 stars north of — 25° Dec, about 62 <^ are classified

as of the first type, 37% of the second type, and about 1% of the third type.

Since the spectral type of the fainter stars could not be determined with much
certainty, more accurate results may be obtained by comparing only the stars

brighter than magnitude 6-25. Of the spectra of 4 334 such stars, 73% are of

Type la, 2% of Type lb, 23% of Type Ila, and 1% of Type Ilia, the spectra

of the remaining 1% being classed as peculiar, which includes those of

Types lib, Ic, etc.— Tr.]

The observations by Vogel and Midler also furnish us with exact data upon

this point for the zone of stars between 1° and 20° North Dec. For 3 702

spectra the percentages were as follows : Type la, 58-4%; Ila, 33-5%; Illa,

7-8%; and Illb, 0-3%. The percentage of spectra of Type Illb would

doubtless be increased if the observations could be extended to stars of fainter

magnitudes, since the brightest of this class are of but the fifth magnitude.

The percentage of spectra of Type Ilia would also rise, though in a less

degree, if the faint stars were included.

Let us now, even at the risk of briefly indulging in speculation, examine

the reasons for the great difference in the numbers of the spectra of the

different types.

Assuming the order of stellar development asserted by Vogel's classification

to be correct, we may more exactly state the question in this way :
" Why

does the number of stars (in a given stage) constantly decrease as their

condensation and cooling progresses?"

We might answer this by supposing that the development of all the stars

in our stellar system began at the same time. Then, since the extent of the

cooling off within a given period would depend upon the mass of the star, the
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white stars would have the greatest mass and those of the third class the least.

Our sun would thus be a star of medium size, but smaller than the great

majority of the stars.

It is in any case plain that the different stars will by reason of their

unequal masses require very different lengths of time for their development,

and hence we cannot summarily dismiss the above hypothesis. The distribu-

tion of the spectral classes, however, renders it improbable, since we m\ist

suppose the masses of the great number of the stars are distributed according

to chance, so that a medium mass would most often occur and the greater or

smaller masses only seldom. Hence the majority of the stars would be in an

intermediate spectral condition and certainly could not belong to Class la.

In the author's opinion the only explanation of the disproportion of the

spectral types possible in the light of our present knowledge is this : If the

stellar system visible to us is actually an island in the infinite space of the

universe, it can, despite the eternity of the universe, have had its own
beginning. It is not at all necessary that this beginning should have so

occurred that all the stars should simultaneously reach the condition Avith

which the idea of a star would be associated. The duration of the period of

genesis may indeed have been of the same order as that of the period of

development. During this period,— and there is no good reason to show that

we may not be still in it,— all intermediate stages between birth and decay

Avill occur, and the relative age of the stars will be fortuitously distributed.

All the spectral types would then occur with equal frequency, provided that

tlie time spent in passing through each spectral class was equal. This proviso

surely cannot be fulfilled, however, for the duration of the condition when the

star is best capable of condensation must be the longest, because the Y)rocess of

condensation itself develops an equivalent of heat for that lost by radiation,

and therefore a high degree of temperature would be longer retained.

iSTow the stars which are least condensed will naturally possess the greatest

capacity for condensation, and such will be those of Class I ; Class II would

be next in order, and lastly would come Class III. On tliis hypothesis we can

thus easily explain the disproportion of the different spectral classes, and

possibly we might conversely reach some conclusion as to the relative length

of time passed by the star in the different classes. On this basis it would

appear that a star remains something like five times as long in the condition

of Class III as in Class II, and twice as long in Class I as in Class II.

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that dark stars must occur in the

heavens, and the number of them would depend upon how much time we must

suppose to have elapsed, in terms of the average duration of a star's

development, since the first beginning of the genesis of our stellar system; but

with this we refrain from further speculation.

In the author's opinion one of the most important results of the spectro-
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scopic surveys which have been carried out by d' Arrest, Vogel, Duner and

Pickering is the fact that hardly a s])ectrum has been found which cannot be

brought under Vogel's classiticatiou. This is by no means because the

cLassitication provides for all possible combinations of spectra, for we can

readily imagine new combinations, such for instance as the broad hydrogen

lines of Type la associated with the broad absorption bands of Type Ilia.

The fact tliat such do not occur must be regarded as bearing important

testimony to the practical correctness of the classification.

Apparently abnormal spectra have been often discovered, but they have

finally found a place in the classification. Some of the peculiar spectra

detected by Pickering were soon recognized as belonging to planetary nebulae

and not to stars at all. The singular spectrum exhibited by a few faint, very

red stars, Avhich is simply continuous, without bands, but terminating suddenly

in the blue, is indicative of a transition state between Types Ila and Illb, or

possibly Ilia. Strong lines of metallic absorption are doubtless present, but

are invisible on account of the faintness of the spectrum, and the character-

istic absorption bands of chemical compounds are not present or are too

slightly developed to be visible.

We have already referred to the special case of the variable stars of

Class Ilia, whose spectra contain bright lines at maximum, and we have found

a reasonable explanation of the phenomenon, without invalidating the other

views held as to the conditions prevailing in stars of that class.

The cases where stars which are not variable show bright lines in their

spectra (not including Class lib) are not yet wholly accounted for, although

they most nearly fit into Class Ic. Some of these spectra may turn out to be

compound, emanating from two different bodies whose individual spectra, when
separated from each other, may be of not unfamiliar types. (Jther stars like

0^ and 0"^ Orionis, which exhibit bright lines or bands in their spectra, seem to

have a most direct physical connection with the nebula surrounding them,

so that we should hardly expect them to resemble ordinary stars.

The spectrum of li Geminorum is a difficult one to classify. The best

observations of it thus far published are by Vogel,* who observed it several

times in 1874. He found dark bands and dark lines to be present, and in

addition a number of bright lines whose wave-lengths were determined as

follows :

\ Intensity

517 MM - } broad, diffuse, and only

493: -) occasionally visible.

482 2

472: 1-2 ) broad, diffuse, and only

400: 1-2 ) occasionally visible.

* A. N. Bd. 84, p. 120.

X
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The colon denotes as usual that the measurements were uncertain.

Vogel called attention to the absence of bright hydrogen lines and D3, and

to the correspondence in the wave-lengths of the bright lines present with

those of the dark lines of Type Illb. From this we might conclude that the

lines of the hydrocarbon vapors which cause the strong absorption in

Type Illb are ' reversed,' appearing bright instead of dark, and furnishing a

case which could not be brought under the system of classitication.

It is very improbable, however, that such a reversal actually occurs, since

the stars of Class Illb cannot ordinarily possess extensive atmospheres, and a

very hot atmosphere woidd certainly cause the reduction of the hydrocarbons

into their elements. Now Vogel stated that the observations of tkis spectrum

were so difficult that the wave-length of some of the lines which were several

times measured may be uncertain by several
fj-fj..

I)ut if we allow this range

of uncertainty it is possible to bring some of the lines into agreement with

those in Type lib. The line at X 482 /x/x would then be identified with Y

(A 486), that at X 581 with the characteristic line at X 5813 of Type lib, that

at X 527 with the corona line (X 5317) and that at X 517 /x/a with the b group.

Several of the lines will, however, still remain unaccounted for, but,

nevertheless, we cannot positively assert that the spectrum of R Geminorum

is wholly abnormal. '

CHAPTER VI

THE AURORA AND ZODIACAL LIGHT

1. The Spectrum of the Aurora

However much the different theories which have been advanced in

explanation of the aurora otherwise differ among themselves, they all agree in

treating the phenomenon as an electrical luminosity of very rare gases at

considerable elevations in our atmosphere.

A large number of spectroscopic investigations of the aurora are available

for discussion, but in general the results are very inaccurate on account of the

faintness of the light even during the brightest displays. The great extent of

the luminous area makes it practically useless to employ telescopes for

concentrating the light, so that the spectroscope itself must be directed toward

the light. It is easy to see that special constructions of condensing lenses

might be made which would increase the intensity, but no experiments appear

to have been made in this direction. *
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The auroral spectrum is a discontinuous emission spectrum of variable

appearance according to the intensity of the light and the place observed.

The spectrum of the diffuse greenish portions is always different from that of

the reddish beams, Avhich contain an additional line in the red.

The lines are all quite faint with the exception of one in the green which

characterizes all auroral spectra and is therefore commonly known as the

aurora line.

The most complete representation of the spectrum of the aurora is due to

H. C. Vogel,* and is reproduced in Fig. 73. The positions of the following

lines are given :

X 6298 a bright band

5572 brightest Hue of all

539— extremely faint line

5234 fairly bright line

fairly bright line

a liriu'lit line

5190

5005

4695

4664

463(1
J

on a faintly

ilhuninated

background.

a broad band, less bright in the middle.

In addition to these, Eand Capront gives in his list of auroral lines still

another at A 4350 Avhich, according to Lemstrom, lies on the more refrangilde

side of G.

As already stated the red line at A G29S can be seen only in the red beams

or strongly reddisli portions of the aurora, and as soon as it appears the green

line becomes perceptibly fainter. The line at A 5190 becomes on the contrary

stronger when the red line appears.

* Berichte der kd. siicbs. Gesellsehaft der Wissenschaften, 1871.

Aurorae, their Character and spectra. London, New York, 1879.
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Many determinations of the wave-

The following compilation of them is

1867

1868

1868

1869

1870

1871

1871

1871

1872

1872

1872

1872

Angstroni

Struve . .

Lenistrom

Peirce .

Proctor

Smyth

Lindsay .

Barker

.

Vogel . .

Denza .

l^onati

Oettiiigen

X 5567 ± 1

5552 ± 15

5659 ± 14

5565 ± 11

5595 ± 25

5579 ± 95

5680 ± 50

5594 ± 13

5571 ± 1

5568 ± 12

5569 ± 10

5548 ± :50

length of

given by

1872

1872

1873

1873

1873

1874

1874

1879

1880

1882

1884

the green line have been made.

Gyllenskiold :
*

Respighi .

Wijkander

Backhouse

Barker

Lenistrom

Backhouse

Maclear .

Nordenskiokl

Copeland .

Gyllenskiold

Gyllenskiold

X 5574

5572

5660

5569

5569

5570

5522

5563

5572

5568

5569

± 10

± 1

± 10

± 14

± 05

±10
±37
± 10

± 2

± 2

± 6

These wave-lengths have not been reduced to Rowland's scale.

To these measures should be added :

1882

1882

Krafft .

Schroeter

5591

5587

1874 5571 ± 0-5

A glance at this list and at the probable errors of the measures shows that

so many inaccurate determinations are included that a mean value obtained

from them all would be quite illusory, even if weights should be given them.

We therefore select those values whose probable errors do not exceed two

tenth-meters, namely:

1867 Angstrom X 5567

1872 Vogel 5571

1872 Wijkander 5572

1874 Huggins X 5571

1880 Copeland 5572

1882 Gyllenskiold .... 5568

1873 Lenistrom 5569

We thus obtain as the mean wave-length

A 5570 -0.

o

Assuming that all these measures are expressed on Angstrom's scale, we obtain

for the wave-length of the aurora line on Rowland's scale

A 5571-0.

Hugginst finds as the most probable value A 5570-8, so that the above

value must be very nearly correct. The wave-length resulting from eighteen

comparisons recently made by Campbell at Mt. Hamilton, and kindly

communicated to the translator in advance of publication, is 5571-6.

* Aurores bor^ales par Carlheim-Gyllenskiold. Stockholm, 1880.

t On the Wave-Length of the Principal Line in the Spectrum of the Aurorae.

Vol. 45, p. 430 (1889).

Proc. R. S.
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It was early proved by Young that this line is not identical with the

corona line at A 5317.

Since the phenomenon of the aurora undoubtedly occurs within our

atmosphere, we should naturally expect that its spectrum would be identical

with that of some one or of several of the gases constituting the atmosphere.

Yogel has compared the spectra of the aurora and of these gases and finds that

the line at A 5002 exactly coincides with the point of maximum brightness of

the air-spectrum, and that the other lines probably correspond with gaseous

lines, the red line coinciding with the brightest part of the first group of lines

of the spectrum of nitrogen, with another very faint line of which the

principal aurora line agrees.

Vogel remarks further that " in view of the great variability of gaseous

spectra under varied conditions of temperature and pressure, it would be

hardly possible to produce a spectrum artificially which should resemble that

of the aurora in all respects. On the supposition that the aurora is due to

electrical discharges in the rarer strata of the air, it would be necessary to

assume that the strata conducting the electricity have a very considerable

thickness. But then the conditions of pressure will be so varied in these

strata that within certain limits each stratum will furnish its own spectrum,

and we shall see the summation of all these spectra, situated, as it were, one

behind the other. Thus the difficulty or indeed the impossibility of obtaining

a perfect agreement between the auroral spectrum and the artificial spectra of

mixtures of gases becomes apparent."

Vogel therefore regards the auroral spectrum as a modification of the

air-spectrum, a view which we shall find to be confirmed by the theoretical

investigations of Zollner and the experiments of Hasselberg.

Attention is called by Vogel to the apparent near coincidence of auroral

lines with many of the stronger iron lines. The comparison is as follows,

Thalen's wave-lengths and intensities of the iron lines being employed :

Aurora Iron

X 5U05 X.3000 -.5 ) , . ,

} very bntiht.

4695 4691-7 very bright.

4630 4625-4 ) , . , ,
y briiiht.

4619-7 y

4351 4353-1 bright.

Such an agreement as this can, in the first place, be accepted only with the

greatest reserve on account of the extraordinary number of the lines in the

iron spectrum, while, in the second place, as Vogel stated, it cannot be

regarded as a proof of the existence of iron in our atmosphere until Ave have

succeeded in producing analogous modifications of the relative intensities of

the lines as a result of variations of temperature and pressure,— therebv

Aurora
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accounting for the presence in the auroral spectrum of comparatively faint

iron lines and the absence of the strongest ones.

Especial interest attaches to Zollner's* demonstration that if the aurora is

the result of electric luminosity of gases this must occur at a temperature

lower than that at which it is possible to observe the spectra of luminous

gases in Geissler tubes. The demonstration is based upon the theorem of the

equivalence of the thickness and density of a radiating stratum of gas. We
have previously found that

the symbols being the same as before. It follows that no effect is produced

when the diameter of a Geissler tube is increased by a certain amount if the

pressure of the gas is simultaneously reduced in the same ratio,—always

provided that the temperature remains constant.

Let us suppose that Ave have a Geissler tube tilled with atmospheric air at

a pressure of about 50 mm, and that the thickness of the radiating stratum of

gas is 1 mm ; suppose further that an induction current of a certain strength

produces a sufficient quantity of light to enable us to observe the spectrum of

the air.

"The thickness of the stratum here employed is almost infinitesimal as

compared with the thickness of the strata in which the aurora occurs, for

these may be estimated in miles at places remote from the zenith. But if we

assume the thickness of the atmospheric stratum to be only 1 km, its

temperature being the same as that within the tube, then its density could be

only the millionth part of that of the air in the tube, or have a pressure of

only 0-00005 mm at 0°, if the spectrum of the luminous gas in the tube is to

agree perfectly with that of the aurora. The question therefore arises

whether it is permissible to suppose that the pressure is so low in the regions

of our atmosphere in which the aurora is developed.

Zollner now assumes the elevation of the aurora to be from forty-five to

ninety miles, an estimate rather too high than too low. On the assumption of

a uniform temperature of 0° C. and of normal barometric pressure at the

earth's surface, we should obtain 0-078 mm as the pressure of our atmosphere

at an elevation of forty-five miles, or 0-00001 mm at an elevation of ninety

miles. A layer, one meter thick, of air luminous under auroral action Avould

therefore be equivalent, when at an elevation of forty-five miles, to a body of

air in the Geissler tube at a pressure of 78 mm, or when at an elevation of

ninety miles, to air in the tube at 0-01 mm pressure, in order that at the same

temperature the spectrum of the tube might equal that of the aurora in

brightness. Since the thickness of the radiating auroral stratum must be

reckoned in kilometers, however, instead of meters, we should obtain such

* Ueber das Spectrum des Nordlichts. Gesammelte Werke, Bd. IV.
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enormous values for the pressure in the tube equivalent to the thickness of

the auroral spectrum,— for instance, 78 meters of mercury pressure for a

stratuni 1 km thick at an elevation of forty-five miles,— that our supposition

is evidently an impossible one.

The (|i;antity of the luminous gas in a Geissler tube is therefore extremely

minute in comparison with that involved in the aurora. Since, nevertheless,

the spectrum of the gas in the tube must be at least as bright as that of the

aurora in order to be observed even with the most powerful spectroscopes, it

follows that the emissive power of the incandescent particles of gas in the

tube must be immensely greater than that of the gases producing the aurora.

This difference in emissive power, however, can be only due to differences of

temperature, and hence the himinosity of the auroral gases must take place at

a temperature vastly lower than that in the Geissler tube.

This is a sufficient explanation for the statement that "the spectrum of the

aurora fails to coincide with that of known atmospheric gases only because it

is the spectrum of another form of our atmosphere which cannot as yet be

reproduced."

This assertion of Zollner's, which is in agreement with the conclusions

from Vogel's investigations, still retains its validity, although it has become

possible to imitate the auroral spectrum more closely than at the time the

assertion was made.

Angstrom* passed an induction current through a large flask filled with

very rare dry air and found that the whole flask appeared to be full of the

violet light which ordinarily is seen only at the negative pole. In the

spectrum of this light he could measure the wave-lengths of several bright

stripes at X 4273, 4708, 5228, 4655 and 4602, which thus fell near the positions

of auroral lines. The line at X 5005 was not present, but according to Vogel

it occurs in the auroral spectrum only when conspicuous beams are developed,

— when disruptive discharges may be presumed to be taking place ; but under

the effect of disruptive discharges this line Avas present and brighter than the

other lines in the spectrum of the tube. In the spectrum of the negative pole

Angstrom thus obtained most of the fainter auroral lines, while the principal

line at X 5571 was wholly lacking.

Similar results were obtained by Hasselberg,t who rendered gases luminous

at exceedingly low temperatures by conveying the induction current to tinfoil

strips on the outside of the tube and not directly into it. The rise in

temperature at each discharge was finally reduced to from ten to twenty

centigrade degrees, and under these conditions Hasselberg was able to prove

the presence in the spectrum of the luminous air of three of the auroral lines,

those at X 5228, 4708 and 4273.

* Poggendorffs Annalen, Jubelband.

t Ueber das durch elektrische Erregung erzeugte Leuchten der Gase bei niedriger

Temperatur. M^moires de I'Acad. Imp. de St. P^tersbourg (VH), Tome 27, No. 1.
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In this case again no trace of the principal aurora line could be discovered,

so that we are forced to conclude that the aurora spectrum consists of two

superposed spectra, the one of which is a modification of the air-spectrum

produced at very low temperatures of luminosity and differently according to

the circumstances of the aurora, while the second spectrum, consisting of but

a single line, must as yet be considered as of unknown origin.

An explanation of the origin of the principal line as a result of fluorescence
o

or phosphorescence was suggested by Angstrom, but it seems to have very

slight probability. His words of explanation are as follows :
'' Since

fluorescence may also be caused by complex rays, we can readily imagine an

electrical discharge which although faint in visible rays may yet be rich in

ultra-violet light and thus capable of producing a sufliciently strong

fluorescence. The fact that the intensity of the yellow line is weakened when
red light appears in the aurora, and that the violet and ultra-violet portions

probably also lose in strength in connection with this, would appear to favor

the assumption made. It is also known that oxygen is phosphorescent as well

as many of its compounds, among them nitrous oxide, which de la Rive's

observations have shown to possess the property in a high degree."

It seems much more plausible to ascribe the principal auroral line to some

unknown gas which can be found only in the higher regions of our atmosphere,

being perhaps of very low specific gravity. Such an assumption would agree

well with the fact that the green line becomes fainter when the red line

appears, or what is probably the same thing, when the intensity of the electric

discharges increases or disruptive discharges take place. It is often noticed

in the spectra of mixtures of gases which have been rendered luminous by an

induction current that an increase in the intensity of one spectrum is

accompanied by a decrease of the other. The law seems to hold here, as far

as the observations allow a conclusion, that the spectra of metallic vapors

crowd out those of the other gases, while similarly the spectra of chemical

compounds crowd out those of the simple gases. This would apply to the

aurora line if we could assume that the spectrum of the negative pole is not

that of nitrogen but that of a chemical combination of nitrogen and oxygen.

2. The Spectrum of the Zodiacal Light

The spectroscopic observations of the zodiacal light are quite contradictory,

some observers having described the spectrum as simply continuous while

others have announced the presence of the aurora line in addition. This

contradiction is, however, only apparent, for it can no longer be questioned

that the spectrum is purely continuous, being the reflected solar spectrum, in

which the Fraunhofer lines are unrecognizable on account of the wide slit

which the faintness of the light makes it necessary to employ.
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Kespighi* observed the zodiacal light from the Red Sea and recognized a

continuous spectrum which seemed to be separated by a narrow, dark space

from the green aurora line which was also present. He also found that the

aurora line could be observed in all parts of the sky whenever even a slight

auroral display occurred. As he had always previously seen the aurora line in

the spectrum of the zodiacal light he concluded that there must be some

connection between the two phenomena.

D 5 E 1)

Fig

No. 1 is the spectrum of the zodiacal light.

No. 2 is that of twilight.

No. 3 is that of moonlight.

No. 4 is that of light reflected from the sky.

No. 5 is that of the zodiacal light, observed with a narrow slit.

No. 6 is that of the zodiacal light according to Piazzi Smyth.

A solar spectrum is placed below' for reference.

Vogelf observed the zodiacal light during an aurora and thus obtained a

direct comparison of the two ; the aurora line was plainly present in the

spectrum of the zodiacal light, but Vogel noted that the aurora line could be

seen in all parts of the sky.

* C. R. T. 74, pp. 514, 74.3. t A. N. Bd. 79, p. .327.
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Piazzi Smyth* observed the zodiacal light at Palermo on several evenings

in 1872 and, in accord with Tacchini, Cacciatore and Ricca, never found the

aurora line to be present. The spectrum was perfectly continuous and could

be traced from A 500 /x/x to X 555 /a/a, the point of maximum brightness being at

OOO /A/A.

The most extensive spectroscopic observations upon the zodiacal light were

carried on by Wrightf in 1874. He reaches the conclusion that the spectrum

is simply continuous, extending from about D to G, with a gradual decrease of

intensity toward the ends. It very closely resembles the spectrum of faint

daylight observed with a wide slit, except that the latter extends farther into

the blue. This is explained by supposing thp zodiacal light to be sunlight

reflected by particles outside of our atmosphere, which the light must

therefore traverse, while the daylight spectrum is reflected from the particles

of our atmosphere itself.

Wright also often observed the aurora line in the spectrum, but only when
it could also be seen in other parts of the sky,— which sometimes happened

when no aurora was directly visible. The aurora line was therefore

accidentally superposed upon the spectrum of the zodiacal light, but had no

connection with it. It is easy to see why the aurora line may be visible

when no auroral display is observed, since the light is practically

monochromatic and therefore but slightly weakened in the spectroscope,

while the more or less illuminated sky, which may overpower the aurora

to the eye, is invisible in the spectroscope.

When the air was very clear Wright was able to employ a comparatively

narrow slit, and then succeeded in detecting the absorption band 8 in the

continuous spectrum of the zodiacal light.

Wright's observations of the spectrum of the zodiacal light and of other

related faint sources of light are graphically represented in Fig. 74.

I

CHAPTER VII

THE DISPLACEMENTS OF SPECTRAL LINES

One of the most delicate and difticult problems of modern Astronomy is

the measurement of the displacement of the spectral lines of celestial objects,

due, in accordance with Doppler's principle, to a changing distance between

the source of light and the observer. The difficulty arises chiefly from the

minuteness of the displacements corresponding to very high cosmical velocities

* Month. Not. Vol. 32, p. 277. t Am. Journ. (3) 8, p. 39 (1874).
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in the line of sight. In order to perceive the displacements at all, high

dispersions must be employed, but then the faintness of most of the objects

examined generally quickly sets a limit to the dispersion possible.

The sun is the only body of sufticient brightness to allow the use of a high

dispersion without serious diminution of its light, and the first successful

observations of displacements were accordingly made in the solar spectrum.

An opportunity for such observations is afforded by the sun in two

different ways. First, eru})tions of incandescent gases having very high

velocities often occur in the solar atmosphere, and the resulting displacements,

or more properly distortions, of the lines emitted by these gases can be

frequently observed without difficulty. They cannot, however, be employed

to test the correctness of Doppler's principle, since it is impossible to secure

an independent determination or confirmation of the velocities involved.

Doppler's principle as applied to light-waves may be fairly considered as

demonstrated by the determination of the difference of the velocity in the line

of sight of the two opposite limbs of the sun resulting from its axial rotation.

The linear velocity of a point on the sun's equator is 2 km per second, so that

the difference of velocity to be observed at the two limbs is 4 km per second.

The displacement corresponding to this is but one seventy-seventh of the

distance between the I) lines, yet the powerful dispersion which may be now
employed permits this minute quantity to be quite accurately measured.

The first confirmation of Doppler's principle by this method was obtained

in 1871 by H. C. Vogel,* who succeeded, with the aid of a Zollner reversion

spectroscope, in demonstrating the mutual displacement of the lines when the

spectra of the opposite points of the solar equator were superimposed. Vogel

was also able to detect the displacement when he employed an ordinary solar

spectroscope of high dispersion, but no measurements of its amount could be

made. Hastings! in 1873 so arranged a four-sided prism before one-half of the

slit of a spectroscope that the spectrum of different portions of the solar disk

could be simultaneously compared, and readily observed the displacement of

the lines due to rotation.

In 1876 Young, $ utilizing the powerful dispersion of the spectra of the

seventh and eighth order of a Rutherfurd diffraction grating, successfully

measured the displacement of several of the solar lines, including the D lines.

The measurements were not limited solely to the equatorial points of the limb,

but extended to 15° of heliographic latitude. The observed displacements

were not reduced to their value at the sun's equator by simply multiplying by
the secant of the latitude, but Faye's formula, which is deduced from the

rotation period of spots in different latitudes, was employed. This procedure

is not entirely justifiable, since it assumes that the layer producing the dark

lines follows precisely the same law of rotation as the sun-spots.

* A. N. Bd. 78, p. 250. t Am. Journ. (.3) 5, p. .369. t I^id., 12, p. -32.3.
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The linear velocity of rotation of a point on the solar equator was thus

found by Young to be 2-29 km per second, while the computed value, from

observations on spots, is 2-01 km. In the reduction of the observations no

correction was made for the effect of the width of the slit upon the displace-

ment ; this would make the observations refer to a point at least one-half

of the slit's width within the disk. The neglect of this correction, however,

would only tend to make the result too small rather than too large, so that

the discrepancy between observation and computation is not explained.

In 1877 Langley* designed a special form of apparatus (somewhat similar

to that employed by Hastings) for comparing the spectrum of two portions of

the sun's disk, one half of the slit receiving light from one point of the disk

while the other half of the slit received the light from a point of the solar

image 180° distant in position angle. If the instrument was in perfect

adjustment and there was no difference in the velocity in the line of sight of

the two points compared, the upper and lower halves of a spectral line would

appear to be in the same straight line. Any difference in the velocity of the

two points would produce a shift of the upi)er and lower halves of the line in

opposite directions. The telluric lines in tlie spectrum, which would not be

subject to any such displacement, were used to test the adjustment of the

ap[)avatus.

Langley pointed out that this method could be utilized for distinguishing

tii8 atmospheric from the solar lines, and it has since been so employed by

Cornut and others. Another method used by Cornu, also based upon the

principle of displacements, has been described on page 168.

In this connection we may mention an observation made in 1883 by

Copeland,t who found the strong line at X 5884 -05 to be double on the eastern

(approaching) limb of the sun, but single on the western (receding) limb. The

one component is solar (iron) while the other is atmospheric (aqueous vapor),

and the solar rotation is just sufficient to cause the iron line to fall upon the

atmospheric line when observed on the receding limb. A somewhat similar

observation had been previously recorded by Thollon.§

We now turn to certain recent researches in which Doppler's princij^le has

been utilized in investigating the law of rotation of the absorbing layer upon

the sun's surface.

The subject was taken up in 1887 by Crew,|| who employed a powerful

Rowland grating. He obtained for the difference of the equatorial velocity of

rotation at the two limbs 3-86 ± 0-043 km, which corresponds to a sidereal

* Am. Journ. (3) 14, p. 140.

t Bulletin a.stron., Tome I, p. 74.

I Month. Not. 44, p. 170.

§ C. R. 01. p. 368 (1880).

II
Am. Journ. (3) 35, p. 151; 38, p. 204. Haverford College Publ. 1889.
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period of rotation of 26-23 days. The observations extended to 70° helio-

graphic latitude and seemed to indicate that the rotation of the absorbing

layer is uniform and independent of the latitude.

A much more extensive and accurate investigation of the rotation of the

absorbing layer upon the sun was made during the years 1887-9 by Duner,*

whose results are contradictory to those of Crew in regard to the variation of

the rotation with the latitude. A Rowland grating furnished the high dis-

persion necessary, and a simple but effective arrangement was employed for

making a single lens serve as both collimator and observing telescope.

The displacements were obtained from micrometric measures of the dis-

tances between certain solar and telluric lines of band a, and a degree of

accuracy Avas attained which had been hitherto unequalled.

The resulting values of the angle of daily rotation, |, for the different

heliographic latitudes are as follows :

*

Latitude

0°-4

15 -0

30 -0

45 -0

60 -0

74 -8

Duner then compared these values with those derived from the three following

formulae for the rotation of the solar surface as deduced from observations

of spots :

(1) ^ = 14°-077 — 4°-535 sin^c^,

(2) ^=7 -286 + 6 -723 cos <^,

(3) ^= 8 -596 + 5 -522 cos0-O°-759 sin<^,

and obtained the followins: residual errors :

1
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contains ; the second formula may however be considered as amply sufficient,

since the residual errors hardly exceed the probable errors of observation.

The comparison between the rotation as observed spectroscopically and as

obtained from the spots shows substantial agreement, the former method

giving a velocity very slightly less than the latter. The law of the variation

of the rotation with the latitude is evidently practically identical with that of

the spots. It will be noted that the spectroscopic method has the advantage

of permitting measurements in all latitudes, while the spots cannot be observed

beyond latitude 45°.

I
Fig. 75

2^38'"

Fn;. 70

^h,,m

Fifi. 77 Fk;. 78

The eruptions and outbursts which take place within the solar atmosphere

manifest themselves in proportion to their velocity in the line of sight in

distortions of the lines belonging to the moving gases. Figures 75 and 76

illustrate such distortions of the C and F lines as observed by Young on

Sept. 22 1870. A velocity as high as 400 km per second would be required

to produce such effects. A drawing of a similar distortion of the F line, as

observed by Vogel in a prominence on June 3 1871, is given in Fig. 77. The
peculiar curling of the upper part of the bright F line indicates a cyclonic

motion within the prominence. The cyclonic motion is still more conspicuous

in a prominence observed by Vogel on March 5 1871, and shown in Fig. 79.

In this case the displacement amounted to 2-3 tenth-meters, corresponding to

a velocity of about 160 km per second in the sight-line.

The bright lines which are sometimes observed in the spectrum of a sun-

spot also exhibit similar distortions, thus indicating outrushes and inrushes

of the gases producing them.
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In spot spectra, displacements of all the dark lines have also been observed,

showing that in this case all the gases which produce the absorption are in

rapid motion. A particularly striking example of this was recorded by Vogel

on May 6 1871. The spot was crossed by two luminous "bridges" upon

Avhich the slit of the spectroscope was set. The lines from the portion near

the edge of the larger spot were then displaced towards the violet, but those

near the smaller spot towards the red. A portion of the spectrum near the

h lines is shown in Fig. 78. The dark stripes running along the length of the

spectrum are due to the nuclei of the spots, and the lines are broadened where

they cross these stripes. Where they cross the " bridge " enclosed between

the two dark stripes the lines are bent twice. The velocity of the uprush of

the gases at the edge of the larger spot must have been from 30 to 40 km per

second.

The only remaining bodies within tlie limits of the solar system whose

motions can be spectroscopically examined are the planets and occasional

comets. The velocities of the planets in the sight-line are generally slight,

so that it has only recently become possible to measure them with certainty.

The accuracy of the measurements can evidently be tested by comparing the

results with the velocity computed from the known orbital motion of the

])lanets. As examples of recent measurements we may cite observations of

Venus made upon negatives obtained with the Potsdam spectrograph, and

others secured visually by Keeler with the star spectroscope attached to the

Lick refractor.

Potsdam
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joining the star and the sun. The component in that direction of the star's

absolute velocity in space can be determined only after the sun's proper

motion in space has been accurately ascertained, but our observational data

are still inadequate for that purpose.

To facilitate the reduction of the observed displacements of spectral lines

to velocities in the line of sight, we reproduce here the tables given by

Campbell in a paper published in Astronomy and Astrophysics, Vol. XI, p. 319

(April 1892). In view of the great desirability of the general adoption of the

kilometer as the standard unit of velocity per second in the line of sight, the

translator has modified the tables accordingly.

The Reduction of Spectroscopic Observation's of Motions in the

Line of Sioht (W. W. Campbell)

" The reduction of spectroscopic observations of motions in the line of

sight is made exceedingly simple by the use of suitable tables. I herewith,

publish my tables with an explanation of their construction and use, in tlie

hope that other observers will find them convenient. The results are expressed

in kilometers per mean solar second. The remarkable accuracy of recent

spectroscopic observations requires that the corrections he applied to the

nearest tenth of a mile (=046 km) per second. The still greater accuracy

Avhich may reasonably be expected in the future will require that they be

applied to the hundredth of a mile (=0-01(> km) per second, and such is the

limit of precision adopted in these tables. While the values of the variable

quantities (e and IT only) have been taken for the epoch 1895, yet they vary

so slowly that the errors do not amount to O-Ol kin per second for some twenty

years.

According to Doppler's principle, the motion of a star in the direction of

the observer, or from the observer, is indicated by a displacement of the lines

in its spectrum from their normal positions ; toward the red end if the star is

receding from him, and toward the violet end if it is approaching him. The

observation, whether visual or photographic, consists in the measurement of

this displacement, Avhich is generally expressed in terms of the unit of
O

wave-length in Angstrom's scale. This unit is the tenth-meter, and denotes

a change of one ten-millionth of a millimeter in the wave-length. A table

giving the velocities of the star corresponding to a displacement of one

tenth-meter in the different parts of the spectrum will enable us to obtain

quickly the velocity corresponding to any observed displacement.
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Let X be the wave-length, expressed in tentli-meters, of the line whose

displacement is measured ; V^ the velocity of a star in kilometers per

second corresponding to a displacement of one tenth-meter
;

i; the velocity

corresponding to any measured displacement A A ; and let the velocity of light

be assumed as 299 860 km (186 330 miles) per second. Then

v, =J^ ^^^

and i; = /; -AA. (2)

A A and therefore i; are considered positive when the Avave-length is increased,

and denote a recession of the star; they are considered negative when the

wave-length is decreased, and denote an approach of the star. Table I is

constructed from equation (1), and gives the values of F, for the principal

Fraunhofer and other lines, and for each hundred units of wave-length in the

photographic part of the spectrum.

The observed velocity is due both to the motion of the star and of the

observer. The latter is made up of four components, all of wliich must be

eliminated from the observation before the component of the star's velocity,

with reference to the sidereal system, can be determined. The four

components arise from

(1) The rotation of the earth on its axis. The elements of this diurnal

component are well known, and it can be eliminated completely from the

observed results.

(2) The revolution of the earth around the common center of gravity of

the earth and moon. This monthly component is small and readily allowed

for.

(3) The revolution of the earth around the sun. The form of the earth's

orbit is well known, but there is at present an uncertainty of from one-half to

three-fourths of one per cent, in the assumed value of the solar parallax, or

in the absolute value of the semi-major axis of the earth's ellipse ; Avhich

introduces a corresponding uncertainty in the earth's orbital velocity of from
()-14 to 0-23 km per second. By assuming the earth's mean distance from the

sun to be 148 860 000 km (92 500 000 miles), which corresponds to a solar

parallax of 8 "-838, it is probable that the resulting orbital velocities will not

be in error by more than 0-16 km per second. There is reason to hope that

the probable errors of spectroscopic observations will soon reach this low

limit, in which case the problem will be reversed and the spectroscope will be

iised to measure the earth's orbital motion and thus to determine the solar

parallax.

(4) The motion of the solar system as a whole. At present we have not

sufficient data for estimating its direction and velocity, and this component can
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not now be eliminated from the observed velocities of tlie stars. When the

velocities of several hundred stars distributed uniformly over the celestial

sphere liave been well determined, we shall be able to obtain a fairly accurate

knowledge of the motion of the solar system. The corrections for the solar

motion can then be applied to the observations of the individual stars, and we
shall be able to obtain their velocities in the line of sight with reference' to

our sidereal system.

When the corrections for the first three motions are applied the observa-

tions are said to be reduced to the sun.

Let e = the eccentricity of the earth's orbit,

= 0-016752 for 1895,

a = the semi-major axis of the earth's orbit,

= 148 860 000 km or 92 500 000 English miles,

90° — i = the angle which the tangent to the earth's orbit makes with the

radius vector drawn to the point of tangency,

T=^the number of mean solar seconds in a sidereal year,

= 31 558 149,

n = the longitude of the sun at perigee,

= 281° 8'-0 for 1895,

Q = the sun's longitude at the time of observation,

(§ = the moon's longitude at the time of observation,

A. = the longitude of the star observed,

/3= the latitude of the star observed,

t = the hour angle of the star observed,

8 = the declination of the star observed,

<^ = the latitude of the observer,

F„= the earth's velocity in kilometers per second in its orbit,

r^= the correction to the observed velocity of the star for this annual

motion,

F„, = the earth's velocity in kilometers per second due to its revolution

about the center of gravity of the earth and moon,

j;^^
= the correction to the observed velocity of the star for this monthly

motion,

V,i= the velocity in kilometers per second of a point on the earth's

equator due to the diurnal rotation, and

r,, := the correction to the observed velocity of the star for this daily

motion.

The values of / and V„ are given by*

, . e sin (Q — n) .

tan t = :;—, —-
(3)

1 + e cos (O — n) ^ ^

* Equations similar to (3) and (4) are derived in Cliauvenet's Spherical and Practical

Astronomy, Vol. I, § 391.
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a ^TT
<and V„= —

.
—

. \1 + e cos (O — n)] sec i. C4)

When tlie sun's longitude is O the earth is approaching the point of the

ecliptic whose longitude is O -f 270° — /, Avith a velocity V„ . Projecting this

motion upon the line joining the observer and the star (A, /8) we obtain

' „ = — 7'„ sin (A — O + /) cos /3. (5)

In Table II the values of F„ and i are tabulated as functions of O ; so that

to find the value of the correction i;, it is only necessary to find O in the

Xautical Almanac for the instant of observation, take the values of F",, and i

corresponding to this value of O from Table II, and substitute them in

equation (5). The maximum error introduced by neglecting i is 0-50 km per

second. If it is desired to use a value of the solar parallax different from that

employed here, it is only necessary to multiply the values of F„ given by

Table II by a constant factor.

The vali;e of the lunar correction i;^^ can usually be neglected. But its

maximum value is about 0-01 km per second, and the degree of precision

adopted for these tables requires that it shoiJld be considered here. It is not

necessary, however, to take into account the ellipticity of the orbit and its

inclination to the ecliptic. The average value of F,„ is nearly 0-01 km per

second, and the motion is toward the point of the ecliptic Avhose longitude is

(© + 270°. Projecting this motion upon the line drawn to the star (A, fi), we

have

v„ = — V„, sin (A — (i) cos ;8 = — 0-01 sin (A — ®) cos /3. (6)

Owing to the diurnal rotation the observer is constantly approaching the

east point of the horizon, with a velocity

F,, cos <{> = 0-47 cos <^.

Projecting this motion upon the line drawn to the star (f, 8), we have

f\, = — V,, sin f cos 8 cos <^ ^ — 0-47 sin t cos 8 cos </>. (7)

The values of this correction for the latitude of Mt. Hamilton (37° 20') are

tabulated in Table III with the arguments t and 8. The corresponding

corrections at any other latitude <^' caii be 'obtained from these by multiplying

them bv —-— . K/ is negative if the star is observed west of the meridian,
^ cos <^ ''

^ '

positive if the star is observed east of the meridian.
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Example. At Mt. Hamilton, 1891 November 24, 9^^ 35"^ Pacific standard

time, measures of the position of Dg in the third spectrum of Aldebaran

showed a displacement of 0-908 tenth-meters toward the red. Required the

velocity of the star with reference to the solar system.

For Aldebaran we have

a = 4'' 29"' 40», S = + 16°17'-4,

X = 68°16'-0, /8 = - 5°28'-5.

The solution of (2) gives

log F, = log 50-90 = 1-70(37

logAA = log 0-908 = 9-9581

log i\= 1-0648

y^ = + 46-22 km per second.

For the instant of observation the Nautical Almanac gives

O = 242° 41 '-5;

and for this argument Table II gives

log V„=^l -4775, / = - 35'-5.

The solution of (5) is therefore

log r„= log 30-03 =1-4775
sin (A — O + /) = sin (

184° 59'-0) = 8-9388,,

cos /3 = cos ( - 5° 28 '-5) = 9-9980

log v,= 0-4143

r,= + 2-60 km per second.

The value of the moon's longitude given by the Nautical Almanac is

» = 173°.

The solution of (6) is therefore

log F„ = log 0-01 —8-00

sin (A — (1 ) = sin 255° = 9-98„

cos yS= cos (
— 5° 28 '-5) = 0-00

log v^^= 7-98

v^= + 0-01 km per second.
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The hour angle of the star at the instant of observation was

f= 'JV 14'"
;

and the value of i^, equation (7), given by Table III is

i\i= + 0-23 km per second.

Applying the three corrections r, , v,,, and Vj to the observed velocity of the

star i;, we obtain the star's velocity with reference to the solar system,

-f-
49 -06 km per second,

the positive sign indicating a recession."

TABLE I

Velocities Correspoxdixg to Displacements of Oxe Tenth-meter

Line
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TABLE II

The Earth's Orbital Velocity V„ and the Deyiatiox i when the

Sun's Longitude is ©

O K.



Eng. mi
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Systematic observations of this character have nevertheless been carried on

for many years at Greenwich, chiefly by Maunder, and at the Rugby Observa-

tory by Seabroke. All these measurements are naturally very inaccurate,

the extreme range of the values found for the same star on different evenings

at Greenwich not seldom reaching nearly 200 km. It is very diflicult to avoid

constant errors in such observations, and the tendency to overestimate the

displacement was common to all the early observers.

It seems unnecessary for us to give these results here, but by way of

illustration we may cite the results on a few stars that were observed on at

least thirty nights at Greenwich, as compared with those of Huggins and

wdth those recently obtained at Potsdam by the new spectrographic method,

presently to be described. The probable errors of the Potsdam results are

hardly one-tenth as large as those at Greenwich.

The results are expressed in kilometers. + denotes recession ;
— denotes

approach.

star
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star line was often covered by tlie artilicial line in such a way as to render

measurements upon it difficult, the plan was adopted for spectra of Types II

and III of connecting the artificial line by differential measurements with

several neighboring star lines on either side of Hy. Corresponding measure-

ments were made upon the solar Hy line and the same neighboring lines. The

mean of the differences in the readings on the lines of the two spectra gave

their displacement as they were brought together under the microscope, and

when this mean was applied to the difference of the settings on the Hy of the

solar negative and the artilicial Hy, the actual displacement of the star lines

as referred to the artificial line was obtained.

Fig. 80, reproduced here through the courtesy of Director Vogel from

Bd. YII of the Potsdamer PnhUcatlonen, illustrates admirably the appearance

of the solar and stellar negatives under the microscope.

The measurement of the displacement in spectra of Type I presented more

difficulty, on account of the lack of solar lines for comparison. The brighter

stars, however, show many
very line lines due to iron,

"which also occur in the solar

spectrum, and when these

faint lines were sufficiently

intense, the solar negative

could again be used, or the

iron spectrum could be em-

ployed for comparison in-

stead of that of hydrogen.

In case of the fainter stars

measurements were restrict-

ed to the hydrogen lines.

If the more or less pro-

nounced maximum of inten-

sity of the star line fell on

one side of the artificial line,

no particular difficulty was

exi)erienced; but usually the

artificial line was superposed

upon the broad and diffuse star line, and the gradual decrease in the darkening

of the negative at the line made it impossible to determine accurately the

position of minimum darkening, unless the displacement Avas large.

The plan was therefore devised of covering both the Hy line in the star

and the artificial line with a broad strip, placed symmetrically over the middle

of the broad star line. Fig. 81, from the same source as Fig. 80, may illus-

trate the procedure. The upper figure, a. shows the appearance of the negative
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of the stellar spectrum near Hy, with the artificial Hy line superposed. It

is easy to see that measurement would be difficult. In the case b the

artificial line is covered by the strip,

which has been placed over the middle

of the star line ; the micrometer thread

must now be set upon the center

of the strip and the reading taken.

Strips of breadths varying from 0-05

to 0-21 mm were iised, being photo-

graphically produced upon small slips

of glass which could be moved along

over the surface of the gelatine by an

attachment operated by a fine screw.

In case c the strip has been removed,

and the direction of the displacement

can be readily seen. The micrometer

thread is next set upon the artificial

line, and the difference between this

reading and the previous one gives

FKi. 81 the displacement in revolutions of the

micrometer.

In some spectra of Type la the Hy line was very broad and without a

distinct maximum of intensity, so that still another method was em})loyed,

where the displacement was so large, as in the case of Spica, that the artificial

line fell almost on the border of the star line. A number of dark lines of

different breadth and blackness were photographed upon small slips of glass,

which could be moved over the negative by a fine screw. The one was selected

which most closely resembled the artificial Hy on the negative to be measured,

and was moved by the fine screw until its position was just symmetrical as

regards the one border of the star line with that of the artificial Hy on

the other. The micrometer thread was then set successively on these two

symmetrical lines, and the difference of the readings was twice the displacement

sought for.

We now give the Potsdam catalog of the velocities in the line of sight.

Each star was on the average observed 3-3 times, and every negative was

measured independently by two observers, Vogel and Scheiner. The unit

originally employed was the German geographical mile, and the results were

given to hundredths of a unit, and rounded off to tenths in the adopted mean

from the results of the two observers. In accordance with our practice in

this book, we shall express the velocities in kilometers per second. The

+ sign denotes recession ; the — sign approach.
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Motions of Stars ix the Line of Sight

Star

o Andromedae...
/3 Cassiopeiae

a Cassiopeiae

7 Cassiopeiae

fi Andromedae...
a Ursae Minoris.

7 Anilroniedae...

a Arietis

(3 Persei

a Persei

a Tauri
a Aurigae

^ Ononis
7 Ononis
|3 Tauri
5 Orionis
e r)rionis

f Orionis

a Orionis

/3 Aurigae
7 Geminorum
a Cani.s Majoris.

a Geminorum
a Canis ^Minoris.

(i Geminorum
a Leonis

7 Leonis

^ Ursae Majoris.

a L'rsae ^lajoris.

3 Leonis
/3 Leonis

7 Ursae ^Majoris.

e Ursae Majoris

.

a Virginis

f Ursae Majoris
rj Ursae Majoris.

a Bootis

€ Bootis

/3 Ursae ^linoris.

/3 Librae
a Coronae
a Serpentis

/3 Herculis
a Ophiuchi
a Lyrae
a Aquilae

7 Cygni
a Cygni
6 Pegasi

j3 Pegasi
a Pegasi

Mag.

2-0

2-1

var.
2-0

2-:]

2-0

2-4

2-0

var.
2-0

1

1

1

2-0

2-0

2-5

2-0

2-0

var.
2-0

2-3

1

2-3

1

1-3

1-3

2-0

2-3

2-0

2-3

2-0

2-3

2-0

1

2-1

2-0

1

2-0

2-0

2-0

2-0

2-3

2-3

2-0

1

1-3

2-4

2-3

var.

2-0

Type

la

la-IIa
Ila

Ic

Ila

Ila

Ila

Ila

la

Ila

Ila

Ila

lb
la

la

la

lb

la

Ilia

la

la

la

la

la-IIa
Ila

la

Ha
la

Ila

la

la

la

la

la

la

la

Ila

Ha
Ha
la

la

Ha
Ila-IIIa

la

la

la

Ha
lb
Ha
Ilia

la

Epoch

1889-93
1889-04
1890-14

1888-89
1889-2(3

1888-90
1889-34
1889-69
1889-94
1888-93
1889-16

1888-98
1889-24

1890-37
1889-65
1890-07
1889-00
1889-00
1889-32
1890-50

1889-83
1890-09
1889-10
1889-68
1889-06
1889-22
1889-76
1889-39
1889-11
1889-94
1889-59
1889-40
1889-39
1890-34
1890-33
1889-83
1889-57
1889-36
1889-24
1889-34
1890-91
1889-36
1889-40
1889-09
1889-64
1888-81
1888-93
1888-99
1888-81
1889-90
1888-81

Velocitv Relative to the Sux

Vogel

f 1-9 km
+ 1-3

— 14-9

+ 4-0

+ 9-0

— 25-5
— 7-9

-14-5

-10-8
+ 47-6

+ 24-8

+ 17-6

+ 12-9

+ 9-0
— 0-1

+ 27-8

+ 17-1

+ 15-6
— 25-8
— 15-7

-13-6
-29-7:
— 7-9

+ 1-9

— 8-5

-36-5
-30-3
-10-3
— 14-9

-13-9
-30-0
-34-4

-32-6
-28-7
— 7-0

— 16-8

+ 14-2
— 9-6:

+ 31-8

+ 22-3:
-34-2
+ 20-7
— 14-0
-39-7

6-0

7-3

6-7

1-8

Scheiner

+ 7-1 km
+ 9-0

-15-6
— 11-1

+ 13-4
— 26-2

-17-8
— 14-9

— 9-8

+ 49-4

+ 24-1

+ 15-3

+ 5-4

+ 7-0

+ 2-2

+ 25-2

+ 12-6

+ 18-8
— 30-3
-17-4
— 20-2
— 29-7:
-10-5
+ 0-4
— 9-8

-40-5
-28-3
-12-7
-13-9
-10-5
-23-2
-26-1

— 29-8
-23-8
— 8-3

-15-7
+ 14-2

+ 32-2

— 36-4

+ 17-6

-16-5
-34-0
— 6-9

— 10-0

+ 8-7

+ 0-7

Mean

+ 4-5 km
+ 5-2

-15-2

+ 11
— 25
— 12
— 14
— 1

-10
+ 48
+ 24
+ 16'

+ 9-

+ 8'

+ 0'

+ 26'

+ 14

+ 17'

-28'
— 16
— 15
— 29
— 9

+ 1

— 9
-38'
— 29
-11
-14
— 12
— 26
— 30
-14
-31
— 26
— 7

— 16

+ 14
— 9

+ 32

+ 22

+ 19
— 15
— 36
—

(!

— 8

+ 8

+ 6

+ 1

"Weight

4

6

10

(4)

4

3
3
4

5

4
()

0)
5

4

4

4
3

6

3

3
•>

3

10

6

4

()

(1)

4

(1)

3

4

8

5

4

4
o

(1)

The brighter component of a Geminorum and of ^ Ursae Majoris was
observed.
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The velocity given for yS Persei, /3 Aurigae, and a Virginis is that of the

system. The weights assigned in the last column are the products of the square

roots of the number of plates and a certain factor (1, 2 or 3) assumed to

express the degree of accuracy of the measurement, as determined by the

character of the spectrum and the brightness of the star.

In this list the greatest velocity of recession is that of a Tauri, 48-6 km.

The greatest velocity of approach is that of y Leonis, 38-2. The average

velocity in the line of sight for the fifty-one stars is 16-5 km. Seven stars

recede and eleven approach with a velocity greater than 16-5 km per second.

The average probable error of the measurements on one plate and by one

observer is ±2-6 km.

One of the most astonishing discrepancies between the results obtained at

Greenwich and by Huggins and those at Potsdam is shown in the case of

a Bootis (Arcturus). The spectrum of this bright star, of Class Ila, is such

that the displacement can be measured with ease. The comparison on page

346 showed tliat the velocity of approach was measured at the three observa-

tories, respectively, as 73, 89, and 7 km. Fortunately the velocity of this star

was measured by Keeler,* from tlie displacement of the D lines in the

spectrum given by a grating of 14 438 rulings to the inch attached to the Lick

refractor, at about the same time it was under observation at Potsdam. The

•mean of Keeler's accordant measurements on three evenings, 6-9 km, is in

almost exact agreement with Yogel's result.

From measurements on one plate obtained 1893 May G with the Pulkowa

spectrograph, with iron for the comparison spectrum, P>elopolsky obtained a

similar velocity of — 5-7 km.

Spectrographic work has been but recently begun at Pulkowa, so that no

extensive results can be given, but we may add to the catalog of velocities a

star to which Belopolsky has lately called attentionf on account of its high

velocity, — t, Herculis (brighter component), Mag. 3-0, Class Ila, Epoch

1893-42, Velocity — 70 -5 km. Excepting T Aurigae, this is the highest

velocity of translation in the sight-line yet recorded.

The Potsdam measurements make it necessary to revise our views as to the

magnitude of the velocities of the stars in the sight-line to which we had been

led by the very high values earlier obtained by Huggins, Vogel and Maunder.

Those observations had indeed always been open to a suspicion of systematic

errors, since the values they gave were considerably higher than the average

velocities across the line of sight obtained from stars whose proper motion and

parallax were known. In view of the minuteness of the quantities involved and

the difficulties of the measurement, with tlie comparatively small telescopes and

thereby limited dispersion employed by those observers, it is not surprising that

there should be a physiological tendency to over-estimate the displacement.

* Publ. Ast. Society of the Pacific. Vol. II, p. 285. t A. N. Bd. 1.3.3, p. 257 (1893).
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The physiological element of course enters into the measurement of the

plates obtained with the spectrograph, as is amply evidenced by the compari-

son of the results obtained by Vogel and Scheiner from the same plates, and

practice and experience are quite as essential to good measurements as in any

branch of Astronomy.

The results obtained with the spectrograph attached to the Potsdam

refractor of 30 cm aperture seem to possess the same degree of accuracy as the

direct observations with the line star spectroscope attached to the giant Lick

refractor of 90 cm aperture with its nine-fold greater light-power. Therefore

when the spectrographic method shall have been thoroughly applied with the

great modern telescopes, we may confidently look forward to an enormous

expansion of our knowledge of motions in the stellar universe.

The idea has very likely already suggested itself to the reader that the

velocities already ascertained may be employed in a spectroscopic determi-

nation of the apex of the sun's way. Such attempts have recently been made,

at Potsdam by Kempf,* and independently by Risteen.f The co-ordinates

obtained for the apex are

Kempf, from fifty-one stars . . . R. A. 206° ± 12°, Dec. + 46° ± 9°

Risteen, from forty-five stars ... 218° + 45°

This position is not in good agreement with the values found by the

proper-motion method, demonstrating what might have been expected, that

the number of stars employed is much too small for an accurate determination.

The spectroscopic method, however, furnishes a much more accurate value of

the sun's velocity of translation than the other method, in spite of the fewness

of the stars. Kempf finds it to be 18 -G ± 3-0 km per second, while Risteen

obtains the accordant value of 17-5 km. Employing L. Struve's co-ordinates of

the apex (a= 266°-7, 8= H-31°-0), Kempf found for the velocity 12-3 ±3-0 km,

so that the true value probably lies between 12 and IS km.

SPECTROSCOPIC BINARIES

C)ne of the most important results of the employment of the ])hotographic

plate in spectroscopy has been the discovery at the Potsdam and Harvard

Observatories of extremely close binary systems, the existence of which could

be ascertained only by the spectroscope.

The systematic observations at Potsdam of the velocity of Algol in the

sight-line soon led to the complete demonstration of the previously suspected

duplicity of that star. The hypothesis tliat the variability of this star was

due to a periodic eclipse by a dark satellite had not previously been accepted

* A. N. 132, p. 81. t Ast. Journ. XIII. p. 74 (1H93).
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with confidence, because the extremely slight distance between the two bodies

demanded by the short period of the star's variation (68'' 48'" 56®) seemed to

be inconsistent with a condition of stability in such a system. The existence

of the orbital motion is now absolutely proved, and we shall presently see that

these objections can be fully met on theoretical grounds.

The observations of Algol thus far made at Potsdam are collected in the

following table. The first column gives the date, the second the interval

between the time of observation and the nearest epoch of minimum of the

star's light, and the third column gives the observed velocity (reduced to

the sun) of Algol in the sight-line at the time of the observation. On
the assumption of a circular orbit, the most probable value of the orl)ital

velocity is found to be 41-0 ± O-.'! km per second, while the resulting velocity

of translation of the system is

— l(j ± 0-3 km per second.

(The probable error of an observation is ± 2-1 km.)

Employing these values the velocity at each observation has been computed

and is given in the fourtli column, with the difference between observation and

computation in the last column :

Date
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On the assumption that the inclination of the circular orbit to the line of

sight is so slight that an exact transit of the satellite occurs, and that the two
bodies have the same density so that their masses will be in the ratio of their

volumes, Vogel deduced the following elements of the system, utilizing only

the first six observations, which were all that had been then secured :

Diameter of the principal star 1 700 000 km
Diameter of the satellite 1 330 000

Distance between their centers 5 180 000

Orbital velocity of Algol 42

Orbital velocity of the satellite 89

Masses of the two bodies i and | of the sun's mass.

In view of the uncertainty involved in the assumption of equal densities

for the two bodies Vogel did not consider it worth while to repeat the

calculation from the data of the twelve observations, remarking only that with

the more exact orbital velocity of 41 km the distance of Algol from the center

of gravity of the system comes out 1 617 000 km.

In computing the diameters, the ill-defined, extreme limits of the duration

of the eclipse were not taken from the light curve, but those points were taken

at which the curvature begins to be more marked. The interval between these

points is 6" 30"'. We must certainly suppose the bodies to possess extensive

atmospheres, that of Algol being highly luminous and that of the satellite

being strongly absorptive. The light curve is much better explained on the

assumption of atmospheres, the hight of which would be respectively 400 000
and 300 000 km, on the basis of a total duration of partial eclipse of 9^ 45'"

as deduced by Scheiner* from Schonfeld's observations.

The investigations by Wilsingt have wholly removed the doubts previously

entertained as to the possibility of the stable existence of such a system.

Wilsing has not only shown that the deformations suffered by two such close

bodies as a result of their mutual attractions are far too slight to affect the

permanence of the system, but he has also proved that the assumptions which
must be made as to the constitution of these bodies are in harmony with the

results of our observations of the sun.

The demonstration of the duplicity of Algol permits us to explain in the

same manner the variability of all the other stars of the Algol type, of Avhich

nine have been thus far discovered, so that such extremely close binary

systems cannot be considered to be very rare.

In order for such a system to be perceptible to us through variations of

its light, it is necessary that the plane of its orbit should lie nearly in the

* Ueber den Lichtwechsel Algols. Bonn, 1882.

t A. N. 124, p. 121.
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line of sight. If the two bodies are of equal brightness, the light variation

will be small, not exceeding 0-8 magnitude ; but if one is appreciably fainter

than the other, more marked variations may occur.

According to the theory of probabilities there must therefore be a large

number of systems like that of Algol, in which the conditions for variability

are not fulfilled, so that they can only be detected spectroscopically by the

periodic changes in the displacement of the lines in their spectra.

The existence of such systems was speedily confirmed by the discovery of

the binary character of a Virginis by Vogel from the spectrographic plates,

and of (3 Aurigae and ( Ursae Majoris by Pickering from negatives obtained

with an objective-prism.

From the 27 successful negatives of the spectrum of Spica secured between

April 1889 and May 1891 we may cite nine, which gave the following results

:

1889 April 21

April 29

May 1

1890 April -1

9

Assuming the orbit to be circular, the component of the orbital velocity

in the line of sight at any time t may be expressed by the formula (deduced

from all the observations of 1889 and 1890)

Q Time
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being more diffuse than the other on plates taken at a time of maximum
displacement, and the line as a whole being narrower on plates taken at a time

of minimum displacement. If this effect is real, the magnitude of the

companion would be about the third.

A somewhat diiferent effect of the displacement of spectral lines led to

Pickering's discoveries of the duplicity of ^ Ursae Majoris and ^ Aurigae. It

perhaps ought to be mentioned that these discoveries were announced,*

respectively, slightly before those in respect to Algol and Spica.

It has not thus far been found possible to secure an artificial comparison-

spectrum on plates obtained with an objective-prism, and hence a displacement

can only be detected when it occurs between two stellar lines. Such a case is

presented by the spectrum of a close double star, both of whose components

are bright, but have different velocities in the sight-line. If the spectra of the

two components contain different lines, the distance between any two lines

compared must vary periodically. If the spectra are identical in respect to the

lines they contain, the lines must periodically become narrower and broader,

perhaps doubling.

The K line in the spectrum (of Type la) of ^ Ursae Majoris was clearly

seen to be double on photograpbs secured on 1887 March 29 and on various

subsequent occasions. The duplicity seemed to recur at intervals of between

fifty-one and fifty-two days, indicating a period of orbital revolution of about

one hundred and three days, or possibly of half that time. The maximum
separation of the two components of the K line slightly exceeded twenty

tenth-meters, which would correspond to a relative velocity of one star as

compared Avith the other of about 160 km per second. Several other faint lines

share the duplicity of the K line, particularly the Mg line at A 4481. The

subsequent observations have shown the case to be quite complicated,

suggesting either an elliptic orbit of considerable eccentricity or possibly the

presence of a third body.f The analytical conditions for determining the

exact form of such an orbit are comparatively simple. In the formulae for

elliptic motion it is only necessary to place the differential coefficient of the

component of the motion parallel to the line of sight equal to the separation,

and discuss its variation with the time. If the orbit is circular the curve is

that of sines ; if elliptic, with the major axis directed toward the sun, the

maximum separation of the lines will not occur midway between the times at

which the lines are single. If the major axis is perpendicular to the line of

sight, the alternate separations will vary in amount, and the time required for

any line to become single will be alternately long and short. The latter case

seems to be represented by Mizar.J

* Am. Journ. (3) .39, p. 46 (1890).

t Annals of Harvard College Observatory, Vol. XXVI, Part I, p. xviii.

I Pickering. Month. Not. Vol. L, p. 297.
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An idea of the masses involved may be gained by supposing the orbit-plane

to pass through the sun and the orbit to be circular. The circumference

travelled by one component of the star in a period of 104 days, if the masses

of the components were equal, would have a radius of about 110 million

kilometers, so that their distance apart would be tAvice that, or about 140

million miles, and their masses would each be about twenty times that of the

sun. The effect of the inclination of the orbit-plane to the sight-line would be

to increase these figures. The final results of a discussion of the measurements

on some two hundred photographs of this spectrum thus far obtained at

Harvard have not yet been published.

The duplicity of the K line in the spectrum of /3 Aurigae was first detected

on the Harvard plates by Miss A. C. Maury during the autumn of 1889. The

period is so short (3^ 23'' 36'" -7) that the plates taken on successive nights

showed the line to be alternately single and double, and the changes occur

with great regularity, indicating a nearly circular orbit. The type of spectrum

is the same as that of t, Ursae Majoris but the hydrogen lines are finer and the

fainter lines are more distinct. About 150 lines can be seen, when single, on

a good plate, and of these nearly all the hydrogen lines and a dozen or more

others can be seen and measured Avhen double. The displacement of the

components of the double lines indicates a relative velocity of the two

components of the star of about 240 km per second in the line of sight. This

would make their distance apart about 13 million km and their combined mass

about 4-6 times that of the sun.

The parallax (relative) of /3 Aurigae is given by Pritchard as 0"-065 ± 0"-024,

and for this value, which probably approaches the absolute value, the maxi-

mum angular separation of the two stars would be about 0"-005. Since the

angular separation of the two components of the lines in the spectrum is about

20", the effect of the objective-prism is to increase the separation about 4000

times.

The Potsdam observations of /3 Aurigae fully confirm those made at

Cambridge and furnish additional details of the system. Its velocity of

translation with respect to the sun is found to be — 28 km, and the fact that

the greatest deviation from this value, under various positions of the two

component stars, amounted to less than 12 km shows that their center of

gravity must lie nearly midway between them, so that their masses must be

nearly equal. Moreover two photographs were secured at Potsdam on which

the lines were double, but at times when the phase of revolution of the bodies

was opposite. Now if the orbital velocity of the two components is equal, the

distance from the middle of the doubled star-line to the artificial Hy line must

be the same on both photographs, after correction for the earth's motion. If

the orbital velocity of the two components is unlike, this distance would differ

on the two plates by twice the amount of the inequality of the displacement
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corresponding to the unequal velocities. The distance was the same on both

plates, hence the orbital velocities are nearly equal.

As Vogel remarks, it would not be difficult with a powerful telescope and

spectrograph to analyze the motions of the two components separately.

Pickering assigns as an epoch at which tlie lines were single : Greenwich

INIean Xoon on January 1 1891. On Vogel's plates there seems to be a slight

difference in the intensity of the two component lines, and he states that at

the next following epoch of duplicity, January 2 1891, the stronger component

was on the more refrangible side.

"We ought here to mention the fact that tlie lines in photographs of stellar

spectra (i)articularly those obtained with an objective-prism) not infrequently

show signs of duplicity simply as a result of maladjustment or flexure of the

apparatus, or of marked changes in the temperature during the exposure.

Very special care must therefore be taken in the elimination of all such

sources of error before any conclusions can be drawn as to tlie complex nature

of the star in question.

A method has recently been suggested by Pickering* for detecting close

double stars by their spectra. When the components of a double star are of

unequal brightness, the color of the brighter star is usually (but not always)

redder tlian that of the fainter star, which is commonly green or blue. This is

due to the difference in the spectra, the brighter component being ordinarily

of the second type while the fainter is of the first type, with strong hydrogen

lines. If two such stars were very close, the combined spectrum would

resemble that of the sun, except that the hydrogen lines would be especially

intense.

Spectra of Type II with very strong hydrogen lines may therefore in some

cases be composite, although other causes, depending upon the extent of

atmosphere, or the temperature, or the pressure, may be responsible for the

unusual intensity of the hydrogen lines. A criterion as to the actual binary

character of such stars may hoAvever be gained by measurements on the

spectrum. An unequal velocity of the two components in the sight-line would

cause the hydrogen lines to be displaced with reference to the other lines of

the spectrum, so that if the wave-lengths of known lines on either side of a

hydrogen line are taken from the solar sj)ectrum, and the wave-length of the

hydrogen line is deduced from measures of its distance from these lines, this

Avave-length will be found to be greater or less than its normal wave-length in

the hydrogen syjectrum, according to the motion of the fainter star in the

sight-line.

About a dozen examples of such composite spectra were found by Miss

jMaury on the Harvard yjlates of bright stars, and one half of these were found

to belong to stars already known to be double. The others were Procyon,

* A. N. Bd. 127, p. 1.j5 (IS'Jl).
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T Persei, ^ Aurigae, 8 Sagittarii, 31 Cygni and /S Capricorni. Measurements

have been published in the case of Procyon, and while not decisive they appear

to indicate a displacenaent of the G' and h lines of hydrogen of about 0-3

tenth-meters towards the red. This would imply that the faint component has

a velocity of recession of about 20 ± 3 km as compared Avith the bright

component. The quantities involved are too small to allow definite conclusions

to be reached at present, but with the use of higher dispersions the method

may be found serviceable.

The motions of the nebulae in the line of sight have been recently

investigated with remarkable success by Keeler at the Lick Observatory.

The first measurements were made in the summer of 1890, and are

contained in the PvUications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific (Vol. II,

pp. 265-280) under the title : On the ^Motions of the Planetary Nebulae in the

Line of Sight.

A Rowland grating of 14 438 rulings to the inch was employed and the

displacement of the chief nebular line was measured in the spectrum of the

third or fourth order. The difficulty immediately arose that the normal

wave-length (for nebula and earth relatively at rest) of the chief nebular line

could not be directly determined, since the line cannot be artificially produced.

The assumption therefore had to be made that the average velocity of the ten

planetary nebulae then measured, which were situated in diiferent parts of the

sky, would reduce to zero, so that the mean observed wave-length of the line

could be taken as its normal value. The results then published were therefore

to be regarded as preliminary until tlie wave-length of the chief line could be

more accurately fixed.

Keeler has since succeeded in measuring the velocity of the Orion nebula

by means of the displacement of the F line; with this the observed wave-length

of the chief line was corrected and its normal value accurately determined as

\ 5007-05 ± 0-02.

The final results of Keeler's investigations have not yet been published,

but he has very kindly communicated them to the translator for insertion

here.

The average epoch of observation may be taken as 1890-8.

A positive velocity denotes recession ; a negative velocity, approach.
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jNIotions of Nebulae in the Lixe of Sight

Nebula
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the middle of the broadened line. The intensity of the light from those

portions of the star's disk for which the components in the sight-line are

equal varies proportionally to the square of the coni})onents of the velocity.

But since the displacement is proportional to the component of the velocity

the two may be interchanged, and we may construct the following table,

giving tlie intensity of the broadened line at points distant by tenths from

the middle of the line to its eda:e.

Distance from
the middle
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A New Table of Staxdakd Wavp>Lekgths (Hexky A. Rowland)*

During the last ten years I have made many observations of wave-lengths,

and have published a preliminary and a final table of the wave-lengths of

several hundred lines in the solar spectrum.

For the purpose of a new table I have worked over all niy old observations,

besides many thousand new ones, principally made on photographs, and have

added measurements of metallic lines so as to make the number of standards

nearly one thousand.

Nearly all the new measurements have been made on a new measuring

m.achine Avhose screw was specially made by my process! to correspond with

the plates and to measure wave-lengths direct with only a small correction.

The new measures were made by Mr. L. E. Jewell, who has now become so

expert as to have the yjrobable error of one setting about ^7,^,7 division of

Angstrom, or 1 part in 5 000 000 of the wave-length. Many of these observa-

tions, however, being made with different measuring instruments, and before

such experience had been obtained, have a greater probable error. This is

especially true of those measurements made Avith eye observations on the

spectrum direct. The reductions of the reading were made by myself.

Many gratings of six inches diameter and t\venty-one-and-a-half feet radius

were used, and the observations were extended over about ten years.

The standard wave-length was obtained as follows : Dr. Bell's value of Di
was first slightly corrected and became 5896-20. C. S. Peirce's value of the

same line was corrected as the result of some measurements made on his

grating and became 5896-20. The values of the wave-length then become

:

* In place of the Potsdam table of wave-lengths in the visible solar .spectrum, which was
given in the original of this work, the translator has— for reasons already .stated— substituted

Rowland's third table of .standard wave-lengths, which is here reprinted from Astronomy and

Astrophysics for April 1893.

t See Encyclopaedia Britannica, Article Screw.
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Weight Observer Dj
o

1 . . Angstrom, corrected by Thal6n 5895-81

2 . . Miiller and Kenipf 5896-25

2 . . Kiirlbaiim 5895-90

5 . . Peirce 5896-20

10 . . Bell » 5896-20

Mean 5896-156

As the relative values are more important for spectroscopic work than the

absolute, I take this value without further remark. It Avas utilized as follows:

(1) By the method of coincidences Avith the concave grating, the wave-

lengths of fourteen more lines throughout the visible spectrum were determined

from this with great accuracy for primary standards.

(2) The solar standards were measured from one end of the spectrum to

the otlier many times and a curve of error drawn to correct to these primary

standards.

(3) Flat gratings were also used.

(4) Measurements of photographic plates from ten to nineteen inches long

were made. These plates had upon them two portions of the solar spectrum

of different orders. Thus the blue, violet and ultra-violet spectra were

compared with the visible spectrum, giving many checks on the first series of

standards.

(5) Measurements were made of photographic plates having the solar

spectrum in coincidence with metallic spectra, often of three orders, thus

giving the relative wave-lengths of three points in the spectrum.

Often the same line in the ultra-violet had its wave-length determined by

two different routes back to two different lines of the visible spectrum. The
o

agreement of these to ji^ division of Angstrom in nearly every case showed

the accuracy of the work.

(6) Finally, the imi)ortant lines had from ten to twenty measurements on

them, connecting them with their neighbors and many points in the spectrum,

both visible and invisible ; and the mean values bound the whole system

together so intimately that no changes could be made in any part without

changing the whole.

This unique way of working has resulted in a table of wave-lengths from

2100 to 7700 whose accuracy might be estimated as follows :

Distribute less than yi^ division of Angstrom properly throughout the

table as a correction, and it will become perfect within the limits 2400 and

7000.

The above is only a sketch of the methods used. The complete details of

the work are ready for publication but I have not yet found any journal or

society willing to undertake it.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE TABLE

The first column gives the name of the element whose wave-length has

been measured. If a letter stands at the left it is the "name" of the line in

the solar spectrum. An ? mark after an element means that it is doubtful if

the line is really due to the element named. If two elements are given on the

same line (e. rj. Mn-Di w. 1. 3295 -957), it is to be understood that they have

apparently coinciding lines at that particular wave-length. If two or more

elements are bracketed, e. g.,

Mn \

Ti [-W. L 52G0-384

Fe )

it means that the first one has a line coinciding with one side of the corre-

sponding line in the solar spectrum, the second one has a line coinciding witli

the middle, etc., and the appearance of the solar line itself is given in a later

column. An ? mark standing alone denotes that the element which corresponds

to the given wave-length is imknown.

The second column gives the intensity of the line in the arc-spectrum ; the

third its appearance, and the fourth and fifth do the same for the line in

the solar spectrum. K stands for "reversed"; d, "double"; t, "triple";

?, "doubtful or difficult." The size of the number indicates to some extent the

intensity of the line. For instance, the intensity 10 means that the line is

apparently ten times as intense as the intensity 1. Measurements of intensity

by eye observations, direct or on photographic plates, are of course most

uncertain. And so the figures given are estimates which do not apply to

comparisons of different portions of the spectrum, but which are intended to

give some idea of the relative effects. The intensity of some lines in the

arc-spectrum of a given substance, e. </., Ca, is often so much greater than that

of the others that the absence of some lines in the solar spectrum is easily

understood. The sixth column gives the character of the standard. M means

that the line is a standard in the arc-spectrum
; O means that the line is an

ordinary solar standard ;
©

', a better solar standard
; O ", a remarkably good

solar standard ; and Oi, a rather poor solar standard.

The next two columns give the " weights " to be attached to the values of

the wave-lengths as standards in the arc and solar spectra, respectively.

The last two columns give the final values of the wave-lengths measured

in Angstrom units, L e., in ten millionths of a millimeter in ordinary air at

about 20° C. and 760 mm pressure.

Notes marked J are by Mr. Jewell.
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A New Table of Stais^dard Wave-Lexgths
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II. Wave-Lengths of Lixes ix the Ultra-red Portiox of the Solar

Spectrum (W. deW. Abxey)

This list contains the wave-lengths of 589 lines between X 7146 and A 9867.
o

They are expressed on Angstrom's scale, as they could not be well reduced to

any other scale. A * before the Number refers to a note at the end of the list.

The intensities (I) have been estimated on a scale increasing from 1 to 5 from

Abney's map of this portion of the spectrum :

Xo.
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No.
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III. The Wave-Lengths of Selected Lines in the Arc-Spectrum of

Iron (Kayser and Runge)

111 place of Thalen's wave-lengths of the iron lines, which were given in

the German edition of this book, the translator has substituted the more

accurate values published by Kayser and Runge in their first memoir on the

Spectra of the Elements in the Ahhandlun(je)i tier Konirjl. Preuss. Alcad. der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin vom Jahre 1888.

Inasmuch as the intention has been only to provide a series of standard

lines for comparison throughout the most important portions of the spectrum,

and further, since great stress was not laid by Kayser and Runge upon the

purity of the iron used, only those lines have been inserted here which were

included in the lists of Thalen or (for the ultra-violet portion) of Cornu. We
thus obtain a table of 1134 iron lines whose wave-lengths and identifications

are very accurate.

The spectrum was produced by a jiowerful Rowland concave grating, and

the wave-lengths were determined by differential measurements (chiefly upon

photographic plates) of superposed lines in the spectra of the different orders.

The wave-length of Dj upon which Kayser and Runge based their measure-

ments was the value first emjjloyed by Rowland,— 5896-08. The wave-lengths

have accordingly been reduced by the translator to the later Rowland scale

(for Di, A= 5896-156) by the addition of the following corrections :

From
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III. The Wave-Lengths of Selected Lixes ix the Arc-Spectrum of

Iron (Kayser axd Runge)

Wave-
Le>-gth
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Wave-
length

414401
414()-17

4147-79

414U-49
4150-47
4152-30
4154-09
4154-62

4155 00
415(3-93

4157-95
4158-94

4161 -02

4163-79
4165-56
4168-01
4169-08
4171-04
4172-25
4172-86
4173-44
4174-05
4175-03
4175-76
4176-67
4177-71
4181-91
4182-51
4185-04
4187-22
4187-97

4191 -62

4195-76
4196-36
4198-47
4199-24
4201-06
4202-18
4204-12
4205-68
4206-83
4207-27
4208-76
4210-53
4213-80
4216-33
4217-74
4219-52
4220-49
4222-39
4224-32
4224-68
4225-66
4226-13
4226-57
4227-65

Intensity
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Wave-
length
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W'AA-E-
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Wave-
length
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Wave-
length
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IV. A Catalog of Stars of Classes IIIa and IIIb

This catalog of 1217 stars having spectra of Types Ilia and IIIb has been

compiled from various sources. Three hundred and hfty-two of the stars were

included in Duner's Catalog, a large number were contained in Yogel's

spectroscopic survey of the zone between — 1° and -|-20° Declination, and the

remainder have been announced by Espin in his lists of " stars with remark-

able spectra" published in Astronomische Nachrichten, and by Pickering in

the Draper Catalogue and in various publications of the Harvard College

Observatory. Some 230 stars have been added by the translator to the list

given in the German original of this book. They have been derived almost

wholly from the observations of Espin and from those conducted by the

Harvard College Observatory under Pickering's direction.

The arrangement of the catalog is as follows : The second column contains

the designation of the star— usually its number in the Bonn Durchmusterung,

but nearly always that assigned by the authority for the spectrum, so that

mistakes in the original identification may be more readily detected. Where

the star has subsequently proved to be variable, its name and position have

been taken from Chandler's Catalogue of Variable Stars. In several cases of

stars which have been photographically discovered to be variable at Harvard,

but which have not yet been visually confirmed, the name of the constellation

has been given without a letter for the star.

The third and fourth columns contain tlie approximate Right Ascension

and Declination of the star for 1900-0 with sufficient accuracy for finding it

with the telescope. Many positions which were inaccurate in Esj)in's lists

have been corrected by the author and by the translator, and in manj^ cases

the latter has sought out more accurate positions from recent star catalogs.

The magnitude of the star is given in the fifth column, that of the

Durchmusterung being always retained where possible.

The authority for the spectrum is stated in the sixth column. D refers to

Duner's Catalog without specifying the original observer, whether Duner,

Secchi, d'Arrest, Vogel, or Pickering. V refers to Vogel's spectroscopic

survey ; E denotes Espin ; and H signifies the Harvard College Observatory.

The last column gives the type and character of the spectrum. The

different observers have not employed the same method of designation, but in

general three exclamation points denote a brilliant example of a type, two a

very good example, and one exclamation point indicates a well pronounced

specimen of the type. The simple statement of the class, without other

symbols, signifies that the spectrum is not a conspicuous example of the type,

but that its character could be ascertained with certainty. Pickering does not

employ exclamation points to show the character of the spectrum. In cases
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where an interrogation point is ackled, or an assignment is made to two

different types, the determination is to be considered as doubtful, with the

probability favoring the assignment of the spectrum to the third type, and to

the sub-type which is not enclosed in parentheses.

Xo stars were included which were designated in the Potsdam survey as

Ila (IIIb), or III? Ila, since it is only possible and not probable that such

stars belong to the third class. Some of the doubtful stars in Espin's lists

have been omitted, as well as those whose Durchmusterung number did not

correspond with their position. The first part of Espin's list (up to Star

Xo. 187) was inaccessible to both author and translator, and hence these stars,

which were of Class Ilia, could not be included ; those of Class IIIb were

re-published in Monthly Notices (Vol. XLIX, p. 304) and are therefore given

here.

It has been recently discovered, chiefly at Harvard and by Espin, tliat

many variable stars of Class Ilia exhibit bright hydrogen lines when they are

near a maximum, as we have already stated on page 310. A complete list of

these stars as observed at Cambridge and Arequipa has been kindly furnished

to the translator by Professor Pickering. They are designated by an asterisk,

accompanied by a letter indicating the authority for the bright lines. In a

number of cases these bright lines were first suspected by Espin and

subsequently confirmed by the Harvard plates.

Of course this catalog can make no pretensions to completeness. Several

hundred stars of the third class have been discovered on the Harvard plates

of the southern skies, and Espin's sweeps are constantly bringing to light new
objects of this class among the stars of the Durchmusterung.
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TV. A Catalog of Stars of Classes IIIa and IIIb

No.
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No.
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No.
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Star K. A. (1900-0) Decl. (1900-0) Mai; Spectral Class

R Persei

+ fF447

+ 17°565

Birm. 64
+ 8°532

+ 18°507

Schj. 27a
+ (;2°597

r9°110
9''472

Birra. 66
8°5oo

Birm. 67
56^838

- 0^593

Birm. 69
TT Eridani
+ 8°567

+ 42°831

+ 61^644

+ 13^613

+ 13°616

+ 1°679

B.A.C. 1229
+ 1°685

7 Eridani
+ 61°667
4- 56°881

+ 9^543

Birm. App. I 13

+ 12^564

+ 14°672

+ 14°673

+ 61°690

+ 56°899

+ 23°654

+ 49°1152

+ 47°981

T Tauri
+ 34°874

+ 12°584

+ 4°686

+ 4°691

+ 16°602

+ 57^806

+ 15°630

75 Tauri
R Tauri
+ 45°940

+ 13°688

+ lo°635
+ 46°893

+ 14°711

+ 48°1106

+ 56°941

+ 16°625

47 Eridani

3h 23-" 41*

3 24 59
3 25 45
3 29 11

3 29 21

3 29 35
3 33 12

3 33 28
3 33 45
3 36 6

3 36 36
3 37 14

3 38 80
3 38 40
3 39 50
3 40 21

3 41 25
3 41 40
3 43 39
3 43 41
3 47 20
3 48 59
3 49 34
3 51 48
3 53 12

53 21

57 9

18

3 16

18

42
47
47
9

8

9

9 23
10 58
15 16

16

17

7

48
18 31

19 22
20 45
21 7

22 16

22 23
22 36
22 43
22 48
22 50
23 53
24 22
24 45
25 28
26 4

27 32
29 17

29 23

+ 35°

+ 10

+ 17

+ 19

+ 8

+ 18

+ 62
+ 62

+ 80
+ 9
+ 14

+ 8

+ 53
+ 56
-
+ 65
- 12

+ 8

+ 42
+ 62
+ 14

+ 13

+ 1

- 13

+ 1

- 13

+ 61
+ 56
+ 9
+ 32

-h 12

+ 14

+ 14

+ 62

+ 56
+ 23
+ 49
+ 47

+ 19
+ 35
+ 12

+ 4
+ 4
+ 16

+ 15

+ 57

+ 16
4- 16

+ 9
+ 45
+ 13

+ 15

+ 46
+ 14
+ 48
+ 57

+ 16

20'

7

28
29
50
35
20
54
1

46
28
20
36
59
37
13
25
39
18

2

5

28
47
53
10
40
31

36
50
16

31

18
22
6

56
51

37

26
18

1

45
28
9

48
53
11

5

9
57
44
42
57
46
53
29
6

59
26

var.
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No.
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Stak R. A. (19000) Decl. (1900-0) Mag. AUTH. Spectral Class

+ 31°1540

+ 25°1641

LI 2749
+ 1(3°1466

— 3^1886
— 2°2101

+ 48^1537

+ 23^728
+ 50^1439

+ 24'^1086

S Canis Minoris
107 Puppis U. A.
+ 3°1724

+ 2^715
— 2P2030
74 Geininorum
+ 13=1737

+ 20=1882

+ 14=1729

S Geminorum
+ 39=1996
Birm. 186
+ 5°1759

81 Geininorum
+ 5=1790
T Geminorum
+ 5=1797

+ 19=1855

+ 3=1824

+ 36=1735
26 Pickering
9/i'Cancri

+ 17=1778

+ 11=1784

+ 25=1880

R Cancri
+ 6=1919

+ 6=1923

+ 3=1958
V Cancri
+ 2=1948

+ 17=1833

+ 11=1830
27 Cancri
+ 48=1649
d Cancri
+ 15=1842

+ 78=293

58HydraeU. A.
LI 17304
+ 13=1994

+ 10=1876

+ 13=1995

+ 40=2111

+ 28=1659
S Hydrae

115 Schj.

T Hydrae

7h 14m

7 14

7 16
7 18

7 19

7 20
7 21

7 23
7 23
7 25
7 27
7 29
7 29
7 30
7 31

7 33
7 36
7 36
7 36
7 37
7 37
7 37
7 38
7 40
7 42
7 43
7 43
7 46
7 46
7 57

7 57

8

8 4

8 7

8 8
8 11

8 12

8 12

8 14

8 16

8 17

8 18

8 18

8 21

8 21

8 25
8 27

8 37
8 41

8 41

8 43
8 43
8 43
8 43
8 46
8 48
8 49
8 50

21>

30
58
4

56

13

21

19
28
51

18
12

39
54
46
44
18

45
27
3

24
33
4

22
45
18

27
21
55
8

30
23
19
10

46
3

18

40
52

2

27

27

13

44
53
7

31

19

21

11

12

16

29
29
21

45
48

+ 31= 43'

+ 25
-25
+ 16
— 4
— 2

+ 48
+ 23
+ 50
+ 24
+ 8
— 14

+ 3

+ 2
-21
+ 17

+ 13

+ 20
+ 14

+ 23
+ 39
— 10

+ 5

+ 18

+ 5

+ 23
+ 5

+ 19
+ 3

+ 36
— 12

+ 22
+ 17

+ 11

+ 25
+ 12

+ 6

+ 6

+ 3

+ 17

+ 2

+ 17

+ 10
+ 12

+ 48
+ 18

+ 15

+ 78
— 10
— 10

+ 12

+ 10

+ 12

+ 39
+ 28
+ 3

+ 17

11

42
52

2

57

9

1

15
44
32
19

34
18
56
55
44
41

27
41
5

39
11

46
40
59
41

43
33
38
45
55
19

29
2

2

34
32
3

36
28
32
58
59
23
26
36
32
39
28
55
48
57

58
49
27
37
44

8-7
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Xo.
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Xo.
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Stab K. A. (19000) Decl. (1900-0) Mag. Spectral Class

+ 14°4209

+ 5°4436

+ 35°3999

+ 47°3031

+ 8°4369

+ 5°4441

+ 3.5°4002

S Aquilae
+ 7°4398

+ 51°2787

+ 8°4376

+ 15°4096
— Sagittarii

+ 38°3957

+ 49°3225

238 Schj.

+ 24°4070

+ 53°2374
Es.-Birm. 659a
+ 0°4477

+ 42°3670

+ 33°3846

+ 12°4289

+ 37°3876

+ 53°2380

+ 33°3854

+ 46°2906

+ 72°945

U Cygni
+ 36°4025

+ 53°2384

+ 37°3903
— 0°3991

+ 33°3882

+ 68°1121

+ 63°1618

+ 15°4152

+ 7°4463

+ 9°4526

+ 11°4276

+ 15°4172

+ 37°3946

+ 27°3755

+ 39°4208

+ 33°3922

+ 0°4524

+ 25°4265

+ 15°4185

+ 18°4525

+ 32°3850

+ 32°3852

+ 45°3202

a;3 Cygni
+ 25°4284

G. C. 4591
+ 53°2435

+ 16°4315

20*> 5™ 54s

20 6 16

6 22

6 25
6 31

6 32
6 38

+ 14° 15'

7 9

7 51

8 18

9

9

9 46
9 53

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20 11 15

20 12 2

20 12 40
20 13 13

20 13 52

20 14 2

20 14 3

20 14 48
20 14 52

20 15 19

20 15 28
20 15 34

20 15 39
20 16 30
20 17 36
20 17 51

20 17 57

20 18 10

20 19 24
20 19 38
20 19 46
20 19 58
20 20 13

20 20 55
20 24 4

20 24 33
20 24 47
20 24 50
20 25 12

20 25 41

20 26 7

20 26 17

20 26 30
20 27 18

20 27 37

20 27 37
20 27 46
20 27 49
20 28 13

20 29 41

20 30 23
20 30 26
20 31 39

+
+ 35
+ 47

+ 8

+ 5

+ 35
+ 15

+ 7

+ 52

+ 8

+ 15
-39
+ 38
+ 49
— 21

+ 24
+ 53
+ 49
+
+ 42
+ 33
+ 12

+ 37

+ 53
+ 33
+ 46
+ 72

+ 47
+ 36
+ 53
+ 37
-
+ 34
+ 68
+ 63
+ 15
+ 7

+ 9
+ 11

+ 15

+ 37
+ 27
+ 39
+ 33
+
+
+ 25
+ 15
+ 18
+ 32
+ 32
+ 45
+ 48
+ 25
+ 27
+ 54

+ 16

58
59
33
26
47
39
19

23
5

49
58
29
26
9

37

18

51

38
17

25
47
56
9

42
52

13
18

35
37
16
13

47
6

34
40
49
23
45
45
56
28
31

39
30
29
27
26
36
19

14

11

15

53
17

58
6

28

7-5

7-9

9-0

9-3

7-5

7-8

9-5

var.

7-2

7-5

8-5

6-8

var.

8-2

8-7

7-4

8-7

7-0

8-8

8-9

6-5

7-8

5-6

9-5

8-6

8-7

8-0

7-0

var.
9-5

6-5

9-4

7-3

9-3

6-0

5-9

7-3

8-8

6-5

8-9

8-3

8-4

8-5

9-2

8-7

9-4

91
8-8

8-5

7-4

9-1

9-0

8-7

5-9

8-5

9-3

6-8

7-0

V
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V. A Partial Eevision^ of the Chromospheric Lines (C. A.Youxg)*

"AVheii the Halsted Observatory, in 1892, received its new spectroscope by

Brashear, with a five-inch Rowland grating of 20 000 lines to the inch, the writer

planned a systematic revision of the catalogue of chromospheric lines ; but illness

and other causes have delayed the work, so that it is now possible to offer only

the fragmentary results embodied in the following lists. Most of the observa-

tions, made on five or six days in the spring and summer of 1892, were visual,

but on June 20 1893 Professor Reed, my assistant, obtained five fine isochro-

matic negatives of the chromospheric spectrum in the region of the 'i's' during

an energetic outburst of chromospheric activity. The plates show forty lines

reversed, among them a new 'high-level ' line at \ 5165-2, probably due to carbon.

"In the list the number of a line is that given by the writer in his original

list, which is printed on pages 184-186 of this volume ; lines to which a number
is not assigned are new; an s prefixed denotes that the line is one of Rowland's

standard lines ; a ^ that the line appears reversed on at least two of the photo-

graphic plates
;
a * that there is no corresponding dark line in the spectrum.

The wave-lengths are read off directly from Rowland's photographic map of

1891, excepting Rowland's 'standard' lines, which are taken from his third

list. The columns headed F and I give the relative frequency and intensity

of the lines as reversed."
C. A. YouxG.

March 1894.

No. Wave-Lexgth Element Notes

* 7065-5

* 6678-3

s 6563-05

s 6516-32

6497 1

s 6495-21

s 6462-84

6456-6

I * 6451-2

8
! s 6439 -.30

10

6432-9

6417-1

100
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No. Wave-Length Element Notes

11

12

13

14

15

16
17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29

30

35

6411-5

s 6400-20

s 6393-82

6371-6

6369-7
* 6357-0

* 6355-4

6351-5

6347-3

s 6337-04

s 6335-55

s 6318-24

6302-7

6301 -72

6247-7

6238-6
6232-8
6230-95
6221-5
6221-0
6219-49
6216-5
6215-2
6214-9
6200-53
6191-77
6177-03
6175-5
6173-55

* 6167-8

s 6162-38
6160-9
6154-4
6149-4
6148-0

s 6141-93
6137-9

s 6136-83
6128-1

s 6122-43

* 6115-0

6113-5
* 6111-0

r 6103-45

s{ 6102-94

1 6102 -41

6084-3

s 6065-71

s 6042-32

s 6027-27

s 6024-28

s 6022-02

s 6020-35

10

1

1

1

1

10

10
5

2

1

1

3

3

2

1

2

10

1

1

1

1

1

5

5

15

2

2

1

5

1

1

4

2

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

5

1

1

1

2

3

1

1

3

2

3-5
2

2

1

3

?

Fe
Fe

f

Fe
Fe

Fe, Ca

Fe
Fe

Fe
Fe and Va

Fe
Va
Fe
?

Fe
Fe
Nim

Ca
Na
Na

Fe
Ba and Fe
Fe
Fem
Ca

?

Ba
Fe
Ca
Fe
f

Fe
Fe
Fe
Fe
Mn
Fe

Dark line in solar spectrum barely visible.

The upper component of the double.

Correction of old value. Atmospheric
lines embarrass the identification.

Conditions same as for No. 13.

Certainly not coincident with the dark
line at 6355-2.

Coincides with an extremely faint dark
line on map.

Lower component of the very close double.

The dark line is probably a close double;

uncertain which component reverses.

The upper component of the double.

Close double.

Double.
Dark line extremely faint.

Dark line extremely faint.

Dark line extremely faint.

Lower component of the double.

A high-level line ; less bright than the

metallic lines, but much longer.

Double line ; both components reverse.

( A high-level line, faint, but long; unlike

] the metallic lines.

Lower component of a faint double.

No dark line on map at this point.

1 The three components of the fine triple

[
line.

High-level line ; long but rather faint.

Lower component of double.
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No. Wave-Length Element Notes

119
120
121

122
123
124
125

126

127

128
129
130
131

132

133
134

135

136

137
138
139

140

141

142
143?
144
145

140

147

148

149
150
151
152

153

156
157

169

170
173
174
175
176

<p 5226-7
5225-1

s 5217-56
5216-5

s 5215-35
5211-7

s 5210-56

j 5208-8
(

\ 5208-6
S

{ 5206-2

(
5205-9

s 5204-71

s 5202-48

5200-4

s 5198-89

5197-8

5196-

5195-1

<p 5189-0

5188-1

5186-1

<t>
s 5183-79

0s 5172-87

s 5169-22

(p s 5167-57

<p 5165-2

<t)
5158-2

<f>
5153-5

s 5151-03

5149-2

s 5143-04

s 5133-87
5131-8

5130-6
5129-5

§5127-53
s 5126-37
5125-2

5123-5

5114-4

5112-3

5018-5

0* 5015-9

4934-2

s 4924-11

4922 -3

s 4919-18

4

1

4

4
2

1

15

1

2

10

2

50
50

40

20

3

2

30

30
30
40
30
20

5

2

5

3
4

1

10

1

2

5

1

2

35
30

25

10

2

2

15

10
5

10

Ti
Cr, Sr
Fe
Fe
Fe
?

Ti

Cr and Fe

Cr
Ytt

Cr
Fe
Ytt

Fe

Fe, Ya

Fe, Ca

Fe

Ti

Mg
Mg
Fe, Ni

Mg, Fe

C?

Ni
Na, Cu
Fe, Mn
Na

Fe, Ni, Al

Fe
Fe
Ni?
Ni
Fe
Fe
Fe

Ytt, Al ?

?

?

Fe, Ni

f

Ba
Fe
Ni, Cr
Fe

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen in this revision.

Both components reversed.

Double.

( Possibly 5197 -5 ; identification diiBcult on

I
account of the haziness of the line.

Not seen in this revision.

Close double ; not sure that both com-
ponents reverse.

A little doubtful whether the true position

of the reversed line is not about 5187-9.

Not seen in this revision.

bi.
bo.

bs ; double ; uncertain vi^hether both com-
ponents reverse.

b4 ; double ; uncertain whether the lower
(iron) component reverses.

High-level line, unmistakable on the pho-
tographs ; dark line extremely faint, if

visible at all ; agrees exactly with C
marked upon Rowland's map.

Not seen in this revision.

j Double ; uncertain whether both com-
/ ponents reverse.

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen in this revision.

Triple ; reversed component doubtful.

Not seen in this revision.

Not seen -in this revision,

j Probably a high-level line ; wrongly ideu-

i
tified in former catalogue.

Dark line hardly visible.

Dark line hardly visible,

j Close double ; uncertain which component
) reverses.

High-level line ; long and hazy.



APPENDIX

A BIBLIOGEAPHY OF ASTEOKOMICAL SPECTROSCOPY

This bibliography gives references to most of tlie memoirs and papers

bearing on the subject of astronomical spectroscopy which have appeared

down to the close of 1893. Articles dealing with special solar investigations

— the spectra of spots, faculae, chromosj^here and prominences, and corona—
are, however, excUxded. "Where an article appeared simultaneously in several

journals, the various references have been given as far as possible. Reviews

of papers are frequently cited here, but not those occurring in journals like

the ' Beiblatter der Physik,' which are solely devoted to reviews.

Xo hard and fast principle has been adopted in regard to shorter articles

of a somcAvhat popular character, such as often appear in 'ISTature.' In some

cases a short description of the article has been given in place of its real title.

The attempt has been made to reach a certain degree of completeness, but of

course this could not be fiilly realized, particularly in the first and last

sections. Acknowledgment should be made of the assistance received from

Tuckerman's ' Index to the Literature of the Spectroscope,' published by the

Smithsonian Institution in 1888.

The bibliography is divided into ten sections, the articles being arranged

alphabetically by authors under each section, but the different articles in a

single section by one author have not been especially arranged.

The sections are as follows :

(1) Spectroscopic apparatus, prisms, gratings, and optics of the spectroscope.

(2) The solar spectrum, idtra-red, A-isible and ultra-violet.

(3) Atmospheric absorption and telluric lines.

(4) The spectra of phmets.

(.5) The spectra of comets and meteors.

(6) The spectra of nebulae.

(7) Stellar spectra.

(8) Tlie spectra of tlie aurora and zodiacal light.

(9) Doppler's Principle, displacements of lines and motions in the line of sight.

(10) General, theoretical and historical articles, separate volumes and serial

pidalications.
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ABBEEVIATIONS EMPLOYED

A. and A. = Astronomy and Astro-Physics, formerly the Sidereal Messenger.

Am. Jour. = The American Journal of Science and Arts, formerly Silliman's Journal (New Haven).

Ann. Chim. et Phys. = Annales de Chimie et de Physique (Paris).

Arch, de Geneve = Bibliotheque universelle de Geneve. Archives des sciences physiques et

naturelles.

Ast. Jour. = The Astronomical Journal, B. A. Gould (Boston).

A. N. = Astronomische Nachrichten (Kiel).

Atti della R. Accad. di Roma = Atti della R. Accademia dei Lincei (Roma).

Ber. aus Ungarn = Mathematische und Naturwissenschaftliche Berichte aus Ungarn.

Ber. d. Wiener Akad. = Sitzungsberichte der mathematisch-naturwissenschaftlichen Classe der K.

Akademie der Wissensehalten, Wien.

Ber. d. K. Siichs. Ges. d. W. = Berichte iiber die Yerhandlungen der K. Sachsischen Gesellschaft

der Wisseuschaften in Leipzig.

Ber. d. K. Akad. d. W. Berlin = Monatsberichte der K. Preussischen Akademie der "Wissen-

schaften in Berlin.

Bull, de I'acad. R. Belg. = Academie Royale des sciences, des lettres et des beaux-arts de Belgique.

Bulletins des se'ances de la classe des sciences.

Bull, de Moscou = Bulletin de la socie'te' impe'riale des naturalistes de Moscou.

Bull. Acad. St. Pe'tersbourg = Bulletin de I'academie imjieriale de St. Pe'tersbourg.

Bull. Soc. Vaud. = Bulletin de la socie'te vaudoise des sciences naturelles (Lausanne).

Carls Rep. = Repertorium fiir Experimentalphysik von Carl, now edited by Exner.

Centralz. f. Opt. u. Mech. = Central-Zeitung fiir Optik und Mechanik (Leipzig).

Chem. Ber. = Berichte der Deutschen Chemischen Gesellschaft (Berlin).

Chem. News = The Chemical Ncavs and Journal of Physical Science (London).

C. R. = Comptes Rendus hebdomadaires des se'ances de I'academie des sciences (Paris).

Dinglers Jour. = Dinglers Polytechnisches Journal (Augsburg).

Gotting. Nachr. = Nachrichten von der K. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften und der Georgia-

Augusta Universitiit in Gottingen.

Jour, de Phys. = Journal de physique the'orique et applique'e (Paris).

Jour. Chem. Soc. = The Journal of the Chemical Society of London.

Jour, prakt. Chem. = Journal fiir jiraktische Chemie (Leipzig).

Jour. d. russ. phys.-chem. Gesellsch.=Journal der Physico-Chemischen Gesellschaft in St. Petersburg.

Jour. Franklin Inst. = The Journal of the Franklin Institute (Philadelphia).

Mem. Spettr. Ital. = Memorie della .societa degli spettroscopisti Italiani.

M. N. = Monthlj' Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.

Miinchener Abh. = Abhandlungen der Miinchener Akademie der Wissenschaften.

Miinch. Ber. = Sitzungsberichte der mathematisch-i^hysikalischen Classe der K. Bayrischen

Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen.

Nat. = Nature, a weekly illustrated journal of science (London).

Obs'y = The Observatory, a monthly review of Astronomy (London).

Phil. Mag. = The London, Edinburgh and Dul)lin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science.

Phil. Trans. = Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London.

Phys. med. Soc. Erlangen = Sitzungsberichte der Physikalisch-Medicinischen Societat inErlangen.

Pogg. Ann. = Annalen der Physik und Chemie, now edited l)y Wiedemann (Leipzig).

Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. = Proceedings of the Cambridge (Eng.) Philosophical Society.

Proc. Amer. Acad. = Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences (Boston).

Proc. R. S. = Proceedings of the Royal Society of London.
Proc. R. Soc. Edinburgh = Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Proc. Phys. Soc. = Proceedings of the Physical Society of London.
Pub. A. S. P. = Publications of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific.

Rend. R. Accad. d. Sc. fis. e mat. Napoli = Rendiconto dell' accademia delle science fisiche et

matematiche di Najioli.

Riv. Sc. = Rivista scientilico-industriale (Florence).
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Rep. Brit. Assoc. = Report of the meetiiii; of the British Association for tlie advancement of

science (London).

Scient. Amer. = Scientific American (New York).

Sid. !Mess. = Sidereal Messenger; after VoL X known as Astronomy and Astro-Physics (North-

field, Minn.).

AVied. Ann. = Annalen der Physik und Cliemie, also known as Poggendorff's Aunalen, N. F.

Wien. Anz. = Anzeiger der K. Akademie der Wissenschafteii (Wien).

Z. f. Instrum. = Zeitschrift fiir Instrumentenkunde (Berlin).

Z. f. ^Math n. Phys. = Zeitschrift fiir Mathematik iind Physik (Leipzig).

Z. f. Naturw. = Zeitschrift fiir Naturwissenschaften (Berlin).

1.— SPECTROSCOPIC APPARATUS, PRISMS, CxRATINGS, AND OPTICS OF
THE SPECTROSCOPE

Airy, G. B. Account of the apparatus which has been used at the R. Obs., Greenwich,

for the observation of the spectra of stars. M. N. 23, 188-191.

AiTKEX, J. A new variety of ocular spectroscope. Proc. R. Soc. of Edinburgh, 29, 40-44.

Ames, J. S. The concave grating in theory and practice. Phil. Mag. 27, 369-384;

A. and A. 11, 28-42.

AxDERSOX, T. On a varying cylindrical lens. Proc. R. S. 41, 460-461 (1886).

Baily, W. a new automatic motion for the Spectroscope. Phil. Mag. (5) 4, 100-104.

The spectra formed by curved diffraction gratings. Proc. Phys. Soc. 5, 1 81-185;

Phil. Mag. (5) 15, 183-187; Jour, de Phys. (2) 3, 152-154; Chem. Xews, 47,

54 (1883).

On a theorem relating to curved diffraction gratings. Phil. ]\Iag. (5) 22, 47-49

(1886).

Becker, L. The spectroscope of the Royal Observatory of Edinburgh. A. and A. 12,

542-545-

Bell. L. Rain-band Spectroscojiy. Am. Jour. (3) 30, 347-354-

Blake, J. ]\I. Xotes on diffraction gratings. Am. Jour. (3) 8, 33-39.

Blaserxa, p. D^placement des raies du spectre sous Paction de la temperature du

prisme. Arch, de Geneve (2) 41, 429-430; Pogg. Ann. 113, 655-656; Jour. Chem.

Soc. (2) 10, 118; Phil. Mag. (4) 43, 239-240.

Block. Beitrage zur Theorie der Lichtbrechung in Prismensystemen. Dorpat, 1873.

BoHX, C. Selbstleuchtendes Fadenkreuz. Z. f. Instrum. 2, 12-13.

Brackett, C. F. Xote on the Littrow form of spectroscope. Am. Jour. 24, 60-62.

Braxly. Sur la formule de r^seaux plans. Jour, de Phys. (2) 5, 73-76.

Braux, C. Ueber ein verbessertes Prisma a vision directe. Ber. aus Ungarn 1, 197-

200 ; Z. f. Instrum. 7, 399-400.

Browxixg, J. On a bright-cross micrometer for measuring the iiosition of lines in a

faint spectrum. M. X. 30, 71-72.

Xote on the use of compound prisms. ISl. X. 31, 203-205 ; 32, 211-233 ; 33, 410.

A tele-spectroscope for solar observations. ]M. X. 32, 214-215.

A Spectrometer. M. X. 33, 411.

Bruxn, J. Protuberanzspectroskop init excentrischer bogenformiger Spaltvorrichtung.

Z. f. In.strum. 1, 281-282.

Camphausex, L. Die cylindrische Linse im Spectroskope. Als ^lanuscript gedruckt.
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Champion, P., Pellet, II. et Grenier, M. De la spectrom^trie, spectrouatrometre.
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great dispersion, and on the general theory of the half-prism spectroscope. Proc.

R. S. 26, 8-40.

Note on the cnrvature of lines in the dispersion spectrnm, and the method of

correcting it. M, N. 34, 263-265.

Note on the above by Simms, ilnil. 31, 363-364.

Cooke, J. P. An improved spectroscope. Am. Jour. (2) 36, 266-267.

Construction of the spectroscope. Am. Jour. (2) 40, 305; Phil. Mag. (4)31,

1 10- 1 19.

CoRxr, A. Spectroscope destine a I'observation des radiations ultra-violettes. Jour.

de Phys. 8, 185-193.

Sur un spectroscope a grande dispersion. Stances de la Soc. fran?. de Phys. 1882,

165-170; Jour, de Phys. 12, 53-57; Z. f. lustrum. 3, 17.

Crew, II. On the use of the concave grating for the study of stellar spectra. A. and

A. XII, 156-159.

Crova, a. Sur les phenomenes d'interference produits par les reseaux paralleles, inter-

ference spectrometre. C. R. 72, 855-858 ; 74, 932-936 ; Ann. Chim. et Phys. (.5)

1, 407-432-

Etude des aberrations des prismes et de leur influence sur les observations spec-

troscoinques. Ann. Chim. et Phys. (.")) 22, 515-543.

Cruls, L. Sur I'emploi d'un verre birefringent dans certaines observations d'analyse

spectrale. C. R. 96, 1 293-1 294
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Notiz zur Theorie der Spectralapparate. Pogg. Ann. 129, 336.
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mung in dem Spectralapparat. Pogg. Ann. 129, 337.

Draper, H. On Diffraction Spectrum Photography. New Haven, 1873.

On the use of carbon bisulphide in prisms. Am. Jour. (3) 29, 269-277. Nat.

32 111.

Draper. J. "W. On a new form of spectrometer. Am. Jour. (3) 18, 30-34.
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Erck. W. Improvements in a solar spectroscope made by Mr. Grubb for Prof. Young.

M. X. ;58. 331-332.

EssELBACii. Eine Wellenlangenmessung im Spectrum jenseits des Violetts. Pogg.

Ann. 98, 513.

Fkhiuxi, R. Minimum oder Maximum der Ablenkung eines homogenen Strahles
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wave-lengths of ultra-red solar lines, 389-

392.

Abnormal stellar spectra, 323, 324.

Absorptive poviirer, 112, 12-5, 126, 135.
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effect of imperfect,, 3-5, 94.

Air, dispersion of, 188 ; unsteadiness of,
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Albedo, of Venus, 198 ; of Jupiter, 200 ; of

Saturn, 203.

Aldebaran (a. Tauri), spectrum, 237, 266, 267
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velocity in the sight-line, 342, 349.
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245.
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164 ; aurora, 329, 330.
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Angstrom and Thalex. Carbon spectrum,
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Aquilae, a (Altair), spectrum, 236, 240, 244-

245.

Arcturus (a Bootis), spectrum, 236, 237, 266
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motion in sight-line, 346, 349, 350.
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353.
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Bell, L. On the determination of wave-
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260, 300-307, 312, 315.

Binaries, spectroscopic, 150, 351-358.

Birmingham, J. Nova Coronae, 278.

Block. Prisms, 6.

Bolography, 160.

Bolometer, 157-158.
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motion in sight-line, 346, 349, 350.
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Camphausen, L. Ocular spectroscope, 31
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Cape/fa (a Aurigae), spectrum, 236, 237, 258,

259, 260-265, 266, 267.

Capron, J. R. Spectrum of aurora, 325, 326.

Carbon, in the sun, 166, 423 ; its spectrum,

210; in spectra of Type lib, 271; of Type

Ilia, 311 ; of Type Illb, 312-317.
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(Vogel), 237-238, 318 ; in Draper

Catalogue, 319.
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Comets, spectra of, 207-222.
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Density, of the solar atmosphere, 104.

Deslandues, H. Spectra of prominences,
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Development of photographs, 04 ; of stars,

321-322.

Deviation, minimum, of prisms, 0, 13, 42

;

of objective-prism, 24, 28 ; of gratings,

45, 46, 47 ; in spectrometer, 30 ; in star-

spectrometer, 70.

Diffraction Gratings, 8, 40, 50 ; used in

determining wave-lengths, 42-40 ; inten-

sity of their spectra, 43 ; transmission

and reflection, 42 ; adjustment, 44
;
pris-

matic error of plate, 45 ; mininmm of

deviation of, 45 ; tested for imperfect

ruling, 40 ; concave gratings, 52-55.

Direct-vision prisms, 7 ; used exclusively in

ocular .spectroscopes, 20-30
;
path of rays

through a system of, 32-35.

Displacement of spectral lines, 148, 332-360;

in the corona, 103 ; of j3 Lyrae, 252-255

;

of Nova Aurigae, 280-200 ; of nebular

line, 358 ; due to stellar rotation, 359.

Distortion, of lines, 330-337 ; of photographic

film, 101.

Distribution of stellar spectra, 318-322.

DiTSOHEixEii, L. Curvature of spectral lines,

14-10 ; equation of grating, 43, 45.

Don-ATI, L. Spectrum of comets, 208.

DoppLEK, C. Principle, 130-150, 332-338; 350.

Draper, H. Photogi-aphs of stellar spectra,

07 ; solar spectrum, 102 ; oxygen in the

sun, 166 ; spectrum of Jupiter, 202
; of

nebulae, 225, 226, 228 ; stellar spectra,

238, 240, 244.

Draper, J. W. Incandescence, 125 ; ultra-

red spectrum, 157.

Draper Catalogue of stellar spectra, 28, 20,

318-321, 400.

'DrxER, N. C. Stellar spectra, 238, 245, 323;

of Type Ilia, 300-303, 310, 400 ; of Tjpe
Illb, 312, 314, 310-317, 400 ; rotation of

the sun, 335-336.

Egoroff, N. Atmospheric lines, 173.

Elements present in the sun, 164-100.

Emissive power, 112, 125. 120, 135.

Enlargement of photographic spectra, 102-

104.

Espix, T. E. Stellar .spectra, 300, 310, 400,

401.

EssELBAcn, E. Solar .spectrum, 102.

ExxER, K. Atmospheric disturbances, 20, 22.

Exposure of a photographic plate, 05.

Faculae, spectrum of, 180-181.

Fave, H. Formula for solar rotation, 333.

Fleming, Mrs. M. Stellar spectra, 208; Nova

Normac, 200.

Flora, spectrum of, 20(5.

Fluorescence, 114, 131, 133, 330.

Focal lines of cylindric lens, 17-10, 32.

Fotcault, L. Reversal of sodium line. 111.

Fourier's Theorem, 118.

Fraxklani) and Lockei;. Nebular spectrum,

230-231.

Fracxhofer, J. Objective-prism, 23 ; spec-

trum analysis. 111 ; .stellar spectra, 234,

235.

Fratmhofer Lines, 152, 1()3 ; in the coronal

spectrum, 102 ; in planetary spectra, 105,

107, 108, 202, 203, 200 ; in cometary spec-

tra, 210; in spectra of Type Illb, 316;

of zodiacal light, 330.

Frohlich, J. Gratings, 50.

G

Geissler Tubes, used for comparison spectra,

63-65, 72, 77, 00, 140, 213, 252, 328. 340.

density in, 104.

Geminorum, a (Castor), spectrum, 230.

/3 {Pollux), .spectrum, 230, 258, 250, 200.

/?, spectrum, 237, 323-324.

GoTHARD, E. vox. Spcctra of comets, 200

;

spectrum of y Cassiopeiae, 250 ; of Nova

Aurigae, 287, 288, 201 ; of planetary

nebulae, 201.

Gratings, diffraction, 8, 40. 50 ; for deter-

mining wave-lengths, 42-40 ; anomalies

of, 40-50 ; concave, 52-55.
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Grating spectra, their intensity, 43 ; over-

lapping of different orders of, 43, 47, 55.

Greenwich Observatory, use of lialf-prism

spectroscope, 84; spectroscopic results at,

178; observations of comets, 220; of stellar

spectra, 245 ; of motions in line of siglit,

346, 350.

Gyllenskiold, C. Spectrum of aurora, 32(5.

Hale, G. E. Spectroheliograph, 91, 104-

107 ; sun-spot spectra, 180 ; faculae, 180-

181 ; chromospheric lines, 186-187, 190.

Half-prism spectroscope, 84-87.

Harkxess, W. Achromatism of object-

glasses, 5.

Harvard College (Observatory, use of ob-

jective-prism, 29 ; Xova Aurigae, 283-

285 ; Nova Normae, 299
; spectroscopic

binaries, 351, 355-358 ; stars of classes

ITIaandlllb, 400-401.

Hasselberg, B. Spectra of comets, 209,

212, 214, 215, 218; hydrocarbon spectrum,

211, 220, 221 ; .stellar spectra, 245; spec-

trum of aurora, 327-329.

Hastings, C. S. Solar rotation, 333, 334.

Helium, on the sun's limb, 189-190.

Helmholtz, H. vox. Prisms, 6; optics, 121;

luminous vibrations, 132, 194.

Henry, P. Atmospheric spectrum of stars, 22.

Herculis, o, spectrum, 236, 238, 300-302.

Herschel, a. Spectrum of meteors, 222.

Herschel, J. Distribution of nebulae, 233.

Herschel, "VV. Ultra-red si^ectrum, 157.

Hertz, H. Electromagnetic waves, 152.

Heustreu. Ocular spectroscope, 35, 71.

HiLGER, A. Design of slit, 61 ; registering

apparatus, 83; half-prism spectroscope, 86.

HoLDEN, E. S. Planetary nebulae, 223, 233.

Homocentric Pencil of rays, 6, 7.

HuGGiNs, "\V. Star-spectroscope, 79, 81
;
pho-

tographs of stellar .spectra, 96 ; .spectrum

of a Lyrae, 161 ; spectra of planets, 196-

205 ; spectra of comets, 209, 219 ; spectra

of nebulae, 223-232 ; .stellar spectra, 235,

238, 239, 240, 242, 244, 256, 258, 259, 266,

267; Nova Aurigae, 285, 292, 296, 297,

299 ; stellar motions in sight-line, 345,

346, 350.

HuGGiNs and Miller. Nova Coronae, 278.

Hydrocarbons, spectrum of, 211-215 ; 313-

317.

Hydrogen lines in spectrum, of the sun's

limb, 187-190 ; of the corona, 192 ; of

Type la, 236-241; of Type Ilia, 309-310;

appearance of H7 in spectrum of 7 Cas-

siopeiae, 250 ; nomenclature for, 360.

Hypothesis, nebular, 200, 206.

Intensity of diffraction spectra, 43; of inter-

ference fringes, 57; of .spectral lines, 248-

249, 360.

Interference Methods applied in spectro-

.scopy, 56-57 ; refractometer, 56, 57.

Iron lines, 163, 393-399 ; in spectrum of

Sirius, 244
;
and spectrum of aurora, 327.

Janssen, J. Method of observing promi-

nences, 88, 104 ; atmosphei-ic lines, 173,

179, 198; spectrum of Saturn, 203.

Jewell, L. E. Measures of wave-lengths,

363, 365.

Jupiter, spectrum of, 199-202; of its satellites,

206.

K
Kant, E. Nebular theory, 200, 206.

Kaptey'n, J. C. Proper motion and .spectral

class of stars, 320-321.

Kayser, H. Metallic spectra, 163.

Kayser and Ruxge. Metallic spectra, 163
;

carbon in the sun, 166 ; dispersion of air,

188; carbon spectrum, 210; harmonic rela-

tions of spectral lines, 241 ; iron spectrum,

260 ; table of wave-lengths of iron lines,

393-399.

Keeler, J. E. Comi)arison prism, 65 ; Lick

spectroscope, 73 ; spectrum of Saturn's

rings, 203 ; of Uranus, 204-205 ; nebular

lines, 224-225, 227-228
;
gaseous nebulae,

232 ; spectrum of ^ Lyrae, 254, 255, 288
;

spectrum of Pleione, 256 ; spectrum of

P Cygni, 257, 288 ; velocity in sight-line,

of Venus, 337 ; of Orion nebula, 345, 359;

of nebulae, 358-359 ; of Arcturus, 350.
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IvEMi'r, P. Apex of sun's way, 351.

Kettkler, E. Doppler's Principle, 139, 140,

145-147.

KiRCHHOFF, G. Law, 111-135, 189, 230,235,

239, 248 ; function, 125, 112-129
; map of

spectrum, 162, 192.

Klixkerfues, W. Doppler's Principle, 139;

double stars, 295.

KoxKOLY, X. V. Meteor spectroscope, 110;

spectrum of meteors, 222 ; spectrum of

7 Cassiopeiae, 25(5.

KrRLBAU.M, F. Determination of wave-

lengths, 50, 154, 364.

Lamaxsky, S. Ultra-red spectrum, 157.

Lamont, J. Ocular spectroscope, 31.

Laxgley, S. p. Ultra-red spectrum, 157-

160, 174 ; solar rotation, 334.

Laplace. Nebular Theory, 206, 297, 298, 318.

Leon is, a (Regulus), spectrum, 238.

13, spectrum, 244, 245.

Leonis minoris, R, spectrum, 301.

Le Sueur, A. Spectrum of planets, 196,

200 ; of r; Argus, 272.

Librae, ^, spectrum, 238.

Lick Observatory, its .star-spectroscope, 73-

77, 224, 225 ; Xova Aurigae, 284, 285.

Limb of sun, its spectrum, 181-191.

Line of sight, Motions in, 149, 150, 253, 290,

293, 337-359.

Lines, atmospheric, 167-174 ; bright, 105,

179, 180, 182-190, 192, 193, 195, 205, 217,

218, 223-2.34, 237, 2-39, 249-257, 268-293,

309-312, 323, 325-327 ; Fraunhofer, 152,

163, 192, 195, 197, 198, 202, 203, 206, 219,

316, 330, 3.39, 343; focal, of cylindric

lens, 17-19, 32.

LixDSAY-, Lord. Spectrum of Jupiter, 202

;

Xova Cygni, 282.

LivEixG and Dewar. Carbon in the sun,

166.

LocKYER, J. X. Method of ob-serving i^romi-

nences, 88, 104; elements in the sun, 164;

carbon in the sun, 166 ; reversing layer,

182 ; method of long and short lines, 191

;

basic lines, 191; .spectrum of Uranus, 205;

of nebulae, 230-231
; of stars, 271 ; Xova

Aurigae, 299 ; variable stars, 311.

LoHSE, J. G. Spectra of comets, 218.

LoHSE, (). Prominence spectroscope, 104,

107; spectrum of Jupiter, 201; temporary

stars, 294.

Lmninescence, 134, 135.

Luminosity, of gases, 131-135 ; of nebulae,

132; of Jupiter, 202; of comets, 217.

Ltmiinous motions, 133
; energy, 133.

Lyrae, a (Vega), spectrum, 161, 236, 237, 238,

240, 240.

i3, spectrum, 237, 249, 251-257.

M
McCleax, F. His form of star-si^ectroscope,

71 ; atmospheric spectrum, 168
;
photo-

graph of Band A, 172, 173.

Mach, E. Doppler's Principle, 140-144.

IVIars, spectrum of, 198-199, 234, 235.

Mascart, E. Solar spectrum, 162.

Maunder, E. W. Spectrum of Mars, 199
;

of comets, 209 ; of y Cas.siopeiae, 250 ; of

Xova Andromedae, 283 ; spectra of Type
Ilia, 302 ; Mira Ceti, 309 ; motions in

sight-line, 346, 350.

Maurv, Miss A. C. Spectrum of Pleione,

257 ; of /3 Aurigae, 356 ; composite spec-

tra, 357.

Maximum brightness of cometary bands,

212.

Measuring Apparatus for spectrum plates,

102, 346.

Measurement of photographs of stellar spec-

tra, 99-103, 346-348.

Mercury, spectrum of, 196-197.

Meteors, spectrum, 222 ; and temporary

stars, 299; and variable stars, 311.

Michelsox, a. a. On the application of

interference methods to spectroscopic

measurements, 57, 153.

Michelsox and Morlev. Interference re-

fractometer in spectroscopic measure-

ments, 56.

Micrometer Attachments to compound spec-

troscopes, 65-69; pointer, 05; illuminated

scale, Q6, 67.

Milky Way, occurrence of stars in, 320.

Minimum of Deviation, of prisms, 6, 13 ; in

case of objective-prism, 24, 28 ; measured

by the spectrometer, 39 ; variation with
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temperature of prism, 42; of gratings, 45,

46, 47; employed in star-spectrometer, 79.

Mira (o Ceti), spectrum, 236, 309-311.

Mizar (f Ursae majoris), spectrum, 354, 355-

356.

MoNCK, W. H. S. Distribution of stellar

spectra, 320.

MoNTiGNY. Atmospheric spectrum of stars,

22.

Moon, spectrum, I'.Ki.

Motions in line of sight, 149, 150, 253, 290,

293, 337-359; Potsdam catalog (stars),

349; Keeler's list (nebulae), 359; of Algol,

352 ; of Spica, 354 ; of Mizar, 355 ; of

/3 Aurigae, 356-057.

MuLLER, G. Effect of temperature on prisms,

41; wave-lengths, 155; brightness of Comet

Wells, 220 ; stellar spectra, 319.

MiJLLER, J. Solar spectrum, 162.

Mi'LLEi: and Kempf. Determination of

wave-lengths, 40, 50, 154-155, 364.

N
New Stars, 278-299.

Nebulae, spectroscope for, 81-82 ; spectrum

of, 223-234; continuous spectrum of, 231;

planetary, 232-233; gaseous, 232; motions

in sight-line, 358-359.

Neptune, spectrum of, 206.

Nitrogen, and nebular spectrum, 224 ; and

aurora, 327.

Nomenclature of hydrogen lines, 360.

Norma, temporary star in, 209.

Nova Coronae, 278-279 ; 293, 294.

Cygni, 279-282, 293.

Andromedae, 282-283, 294, 295.

{U) Ononis, 283, 309.

Aurigae, 283-299, 310.

Normae, 299.

Objective, of telescope, 1,3; effect of its

imperfect achromatism, 3-5
; focal length

for different rays, 5.

Objective-Prism, 1, 23-29; purity of its

spectrum, 24 ; its adjustment, 28 ; com-

bined with compound spectroscope, 109-

110 ; used by Fraunhofer, 234 ; no com-

parison spectrum, 355.

Ocular Spectroscopes, 29-37
;

principles of

construction, 30 ; adjustment, 37.

Ophiuchi, a, spectrum of, 238, 239.

Orbit, of /3 Lyrae, 253 ; of Algol, 351-353
;

of Spica, 354; of f Ursae Majoris, 355; of

/3 Aurigae, 356.

Orionis, a (Bete/geuse), spectrum, 236, 238,

266, 300-307, 312, 315.

/3 (Rigel), 242, 246, 247.

e, 246, 247.

f, 239, 246.

e, .323.

Nebula, 223 ; spectrum, 224-228, 242
;

motion in sight-line, 345, 358-359.

Oxygen, in the sun, 166.

Pechlle, C. F. Spectra of Type Illb, 31.1-

316.

Pegasi, o, spectrum, 238.

/3, 239, 301.

Peirce, C. S. Wave-lengths, 154, 363, 364.

Perry, S. J. Sun-spot spectra, 174, 178;

Nova Andromedae, 283.

Persei, p {Algol), spectrum, 242; orbital revo-

lution, 150, 351-354.

p, 301.

Petzval, J. Doppler's Principle, 139.

Phosphorescence, 114, 131, 133, 330; used

in ultra-red spectrum, 156-157.

Photography applied to spectroscopy, 91-

107; to ultra-red spectrum, 160; to nebu-

lar spectrum, 225-226 ; to stellar spectra,

100-101, 346-348.,

Photosphere, 151; its spectrum, 152; origin

of its luminosity, 181.

Pickering, E. C. Loss of light in prisms, 9-

12; use of objective-prism, 28, 29; enlarg-

ing apparatus, 102 ;
planetary nebulae,

232-233, 323; fifth type of stellar spectra,

236, 238, 270 ; stellar spectra, 251, 268,

269, 310, 323, 400, 401 ; Nova Cygni,

280 ; Nova Aurigae, 285 ; Mira Ceti,

309-310 ; Draper Catalogue, 318-321
;

spectroscopic binaries, 354, 355, 357.

Planets, spectra of, 195-207.

Pleione, spectrum, 256, 257.

Pluvinel, L. de la B. Spectrum of the

corona, 192.
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Pollux (j3 Geminorum). spectrum, 236, 258,

259, 2(>G.

Potsdam Observatory, its refractor, 5 ; its

large spectrometer, 50-51 ; spectrograph

slit, 61 ; its small star-spectroscope, 73

;

its star-spectrometer, 77-79; its promi-

nence spectroscopes, 90-91 ; its spec-

trograph, 97-100, 104 ; its measuring

apparatus for spectrum plates, 102
;

employment of spectrographic method,

346-354
; spectroscopic binaries, 351-354,

356.

Potsdam sj'stem of wave-lengths, 154-155.

Pkazmowski. Polarization of light of comets,

219.

Prisms, 6-16; reflection from, 9-11; absorp-

tion in, 10-12; deviation by, 10-12; mini-

mum deviation of, 39 ; half-prisms, 84-

86 ; Rutherfurd prisms, 8, 12, 78, 99.

Pritchard, C. /3 Aurigae, 356.

Procyon (a Canis minoris), .spectrum of, 244,

258, 357, 358.

Prominences, 152, 179, 188-191
; and vari-

able .stars, 311.

Prominence Spectroscopes, 87-91, 104-107.

Proper Motion, of sun, 149, 339; of stars as

related to spectral class, 320-321; of stars,

345.

Provostaye and Desains. Theory, 114.

PcLFRicH, C. Effect of temperature upon

dispersion, 41.

Pl'lsifer, W. H. Reversing layer, 182.

Purity of a spectrum, 12, 13.

Rayleigh, Lord. Prisms, 12.

Reed, T. Chromospheric spectrum, 423.

Registering Apparatus for star-spectro-

scopes, 82-84.

Repsold. Star-spectrometer, 77.

Respighi, L. Stellar spectra, 268, 269

;

zodiacal light, 331.

Reversal of spectral lines, 179, 180, 181-183,

423-426.

Reversing Layer, 182.

Reversion, prism, 77 ; spectroscope, 107-

lOs.

Revolution of earth, its effect upon displace-

ments, 339.

RiccA. Zodiacal light, 332.

Risteen, a. D. Apex of sun's way, 351.

Rotation, of the sun, 149, 333-336 ; of stars,

359-360 ; of earth, effect on displace-

ments, 339, 341.

Rowland, H. A. Anomalies of gi-atings,

50 ; concave gratings, 52 ; standard wave-

lengths, 154-156, 162, 168, 183 ; map of

spectrum, 162, 224 ; metallic spectra, 163
;

elements in the sun, 164-166 ; table of

standard wave-lengths, 363-388.

Rowland's Gratings, 49, 52-55, 77, 91,

160.

Rubens and Snow. Ultra-red spectrum,

158.

Rulings of a diffraction grating, 42, 49, 50

;

their interval affected by temperature, 47

;

their interval determined, 50.

Russell, H. C. Atmospheric lines, 173.

Rutherfurd, L. M. Solar spectrum, 162
;

spectrum of Mars, 198 ; spectrum of

Jupiter, 200 ; stellar spectra, 235.

S

Saint Victor, N. de, 112.

Satellite, of Jupiter, 206; of Algol, 351-353;

of Spica, 354-355.

Saturn, spectrum, 203.

Scale of wave-lengths, Ang.strom, 154; Pots-

dam, 154-155; Rowland, 154-155; Cornu,

168.

ScHEiN'ER, J. Chromospheric spectrum, 183;

stellar velocities in sight-line, 348-351

;

Algol, 353.

Schmidt, J. Nova Cygni, 279.

ScHONFELD, E. Algol, 353.

Schuster, A. Focusing a telescope upon a

spectrum, 7, 8; resolving power of a spec-

troscope, 12
;
purity of a spectrum, 12.

Seabroke, G. M. Prominences, 104; motions

in sight-line, 346.

Secchi, a. Use of objective-prism, 27, 29

;

design of ocular spectroscope, 30; arrange-

ment for slit, 62 ; star-spectroscope, 71-

72 ; combination of objective prism with

compound spectroscope, 109 ; sun-spot

spectra, 179; planetary .spectra, 196-205;

spectra of meteors, 222 ; .stellar spectra,

235, 236, 238, 270, 312, 400.
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Seeligek, H. Atmospheric spectrum of stars,

22; Nova Andromedae, 204; Nova Aurigae,

296-299.

Seidel, L. Albedo of Venus, 198.

Sensitiveness of photographic plates, 92-

94.

Sestixi, B. Doppler's Principle, 138.

Sherman, ( ). T. Bright lines, 309.

SiDGREAVEs, W. Xova Aurigac, 285, 289.

Sirius, spectrum, 23(3, 237, 238, 240-244, 246.

Slit of a spectroscope, 13; of a concave grat-

ing, 55; of a compound star-spectroscope,

59 ; its orientation, 60 ; arrangements of,

60-63
; how to keep a star in the slit of a

compound spectroscope, 70-71 ; detach-

able slit of Vogel's star-spectroscope, 71

;

of Observatory of Vienna, 63 ; of spec-

troheliograph, 105.

Smyth, P. Spectrum of zodiacal light, 332.

SsoAv, B. W. Ultra-red spectra, 157.

SoHNCKE, L. Doppler's Principle, 139.

Spectrograph, 2, 96 ; as u.sed by Huggins,

96-97; by II. Draper, 97; of the Potsdam

Observatory, 96, 97-99 ; for motions in

sight-line, 346-348.

Spectroheliograph, 91, 104-107, 180, 181.

Spectrometers, 1, 37-57; arrangement, 38;

measurements with, 39; Pot.sdam spectro-

meter, 51; star-spectro meters, 57-87.

Spectrum, solar, 152-166 (ultra-red, 156-160;

ultra-violet, 161-162) ; of earth's atmo-

sphere, 167-174; of sun-.spots, 174-180;

of the faculae, 180-181 ; of sun's limb,

181-191 ; of corona, 192-193 ; of planets,

195-207 ; of comets, 207-222 ; of meteors,

222 ; of nebulae, 223-234
; of stars, 234-

324; of aurora, 324-330; of zodiacal light,

330-332; composite, 150, 357.

Stars, spectra of, 234-324 ; temporary, 278-

299; variable, 236, 300, 308-312, 318, 353;

motions in line of sight, 345-357.

Star-spectroscopes, compound, 57-87
; ar-

rangements for slits, 60-(J3; production of

comparison spectra, 63-65 ; micrometer

attachments, 65-(39 ; adjustment to the

telescope, 69-71.

Stewart, B. Kirchhoff's Law, 112.

Stokes, G. G. Sodium in the sun, 112.

Stone, E. J. Nebular spectra, 233-234.

Stone and Carpenter. Nova Coronae, 279.

Stoney, J. Hydrogen lines rhythmically

connected, 240.

Struve, L. Apex of sun's way, 351.

Sun, 151-152
; spectrum, 152-174.

Smi-Spots, their spectra, 174-180; and vari-

able stars, 308-309, 311.

Sun's Way, apex of, 351.

Swan, ^X. Kirchhoff's Law, 111 ; hydro-

carbon spectrum, 211.

Tables, 361-424; Rowland's standard wave-

lengths, 3()3-388
; Abney's ultra-red solar

lines, 389-392 ; Kayser and Runge's iron

lines, 393-399
; catalog of stars of classes

Ilia and Illb, 400-422; Young's revision

of chromospheric lines, 423-426.

Tacchini, p. Sun-spot spectrum, 179; zodi-

acal light, 332.

Tauri, a (A/debaran), spectrum, 237, 266, 267;

velocity in sight-line, 342, 349.

/3, spectrum, 242.

Tavluu, a. Nebular spectrum, 225, 227.

Telluric lines, 167-174; in planetary spectra,

197-206.

Temperature, its determination in prisms,

42 ; its effect on prisms, 41, 42 ; effect on

gratings, 48 ; effect on focal adjustment

of compound star-spectroscope, 70 ; on

photographs of spectra, 100-101 ; involved

hi Kirchhoff's Law, 111-135 ; of nebulae,

230 ; of stars of cla.ss la, 244 ; effect on

lines, 248-249.

coetKcient of prisms, 41.

Temporary Stars, 279-299; theories of their

origin, 294-299.

Tenth-meter, defined, 156.

Thalen, K. Iron-spectrum, 154, 163, 327,

393.

Thollon, L. Band B, 172, 173; disjalace-

ment of lines, 334.

Tidal Disturbances of close binaries, 295-

297.

Topfer. Design of slit, 63.

Transition between spectral types, 238, 245,

315-317.

Trowhridge and Hutchins. Carbon in the

sun, 166.
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Tvciu) Bkaiie. New star. 204.

Types of stellar spectra. 236-238
; la, 238-

245; lb. 245-241); Ic. 240-257; Ila, 258-

268; lib, 268-278; Ilia, 300-312; Illb,

312-318.

U
Uranus, spectrum, 203-205.

Ursae majoris, s" (Mizar). spectrum. 354, 355-

356.

rj. 242.

Variable Stars, spectrum of, 230, 300, 308-

310; theories of, 308-300, 311-312; of

Algol-type, 318, 353.

Vega (a Lyrae), spectrum, 161, 236, 237, 238,

240, 246.

Velocity in the line of sight, 140, 150 ; of

p Lyrae, 253; of Nova Aurigae, 200, 203;

of Venus, 337 ; of Algol, 352 ; of Spica,

354 ; of Mizar, 355 ; of /3 Aurigae, 356-

357 ; of stars, 345-358
; of nebulae, 358-

350.

reduction of, observations of, 338-345.

Venus, spectrum, 107-108, 234, 235; velocity

in sight-line, 337.

Vesta, spectrum, 206.

Vienna Observatory, slit of its star spec-

trometer, 63 ; its refractor, 77 ; its star

spectrometer, 70, 80.

Virginis, a {Spica), .spectrum, 242, 348, 354;

a spectroscopic binary, 354.

Visibility of interference fringes, 57.

VoGEL, H. C. Achromatism of object-glasses,

5; ocular spectroscope, 31, 35; solar spec-

trum, 40 ;
pointers for micrometers, 68,

69; star-spectroscope, 71, 81; star-spectro-

meter, 77 ; registering apparatus, 83

;

rotation of sun, 108 ; map of solar spec-

trum, 155 ; oxygen in the sun, 166 ; sun-

spot spectrum, 174 ; spectrum of planets,

196-206; of comets, 209, 211-215, 217,

220; of nebulae, 223-225, 227-228; stellar

spectra, 236-238, 242, 244, 245, 251, 250,

266, 267, 270, 271; Nova Cygni, 279-283;

Nova Aurigae, 284-290, 207, 209; spectra

of Tj'pe Ilia, 300-303, 308, 312; of Type
Illb, 312-315, 318; of R Geminorum,

323-324 ; of the aurora, 325-327
; of the

zodiacal light, 331 ; confirmation of Dop-

pler's principle, 333 ; distortion of lines.

336, 337 ; motions in sight-line, 345-351
;

spectrographic method, 346-348
; spectro-

scopic binaries, 351-354, 356-357
; stellar

rotation. 350; nomenclature of hydrogen

lines, 360.

VoGEL and Ml'ller. Zones of stellar -spec-

tra, 310, 321.

VoGEL, H. "W. Hydrogen lines, 240.

W
Watts, W. M. Metallic spectra, 163; hydro-

carbon spectrum, 211.

"Wave-frequency, 187.

Wave-length, reduction of deviations to,

40 ; connection with temperature-coeffi-

cients of prisms, 41 ; determined by dif-

fraction gratings, 42-40, 153-155
; deter-

mined by overlapping of spectra of differ-

ent orders, 47 ; modified b}' changes of

temperature and atmospheric pressure,

47 ; determined on spectrum plates, 101
;

involved in Kirchhoff's Law, 113-135
; as

a standard of length, 153 ; scales of,

154-156; of hydrogen lines, 187, 241; of

bands in cometary spectra, 200 ; of nebu-

lar lines, 223-228.

Wave-number, 153.

Wells, C. S. Comet, 217.

Wheatstone bridge, 157.

Wiedemann, E. Luminosity of gases, 133-

135 ; spectrum tubes, 218.

WiLLiGEN, S. M. VAN DER. Doppler's Prin-

ciple, 130.

WiLSiNG, J. D3 line, 180 ; temporary stars,

205-206, 310 ; Algol-system, 353.

Winnecke's comet, 200.

Wolf and Rayet. Stellar spectra, 237. 268,

260. 270.

"Wolf-Rayet Stars ":= Stars of Class lib,

268-278.

Wolf, M. Nova Aurigae, 284.

Wright, A. W. Polarized light of comets,

210 ; spectrum of zodiacal light, 332.

WuLLXER, A. Luminositj' of gases, 131-

134.
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YouxG, C. A. Achromatism of object-glasses,

5; comparison spectrum, 65; photographs

of prominences, 104 ; sun-spot spectrum,

174, 178-180 ; chromospheric spectrum,

182-186, 286, 287 ; spectrum of the

corona, 103 ; sun, 194 ; spectra of comets,

209 ; of Nova Aurigae, 288 ; of aurora,

327; solar rotation, 033-334; distortion of

lines, 336; partial revision of chromo-

spheric lines, 423-426.

Zodiacal Light, spectrum of, 330-332.

Zkn(;er, C. Prominences, 104.

Z()LLXER, F. Design of ocular spectroscope,

37, 81; method of observing prominences,

88, 90 ; reversion spectroscope, 107-108
;

theory, 113, 126-130, 194, 215, 229-230
;

albedo of Venus, 198 ; theory of tempo-

rarj^ stars, 294 ; spectrum of aurora, 327-

329.

KEMARKS ON THE PLATES OF SPECTRA

The two plates give reproductions of photographs of several stellar spectra secured by

Dr. Scheiner with the Potsdam spectrograph. They have been enlarged and broadened

by means of the apparatus described on page 103. The spectra extend from wave-length

4170 to 4510, the H7 line being situated near the middle.

The first plate contains spectra of Type la (a Canis majoris), lb (a Cygni), and Ic

(7 Cassiopeiae). The spectrum of 7 Cassiopeiae was artificially produced, but the resem-

blance to the actual spectrum is very close. The lowest spectrum on the first plate, that

of a Orionis, of Type Ilia, would naturally follow the spectra on the second plate, which

are all of Type Ha. The spectrum of a Aurigae comes first, as a perfect example of

Type Ha, coinciding precisely with that of the sun. The three following spectra, of

a Bootis, o Geminorum, and a Ursae majoris, in succession increasingly approach Type Ilia,

— their lines becoming stronger and darker until in Type Ilia the spectrum is almost

wholly broken off a little beyond G. This gradation in the intensity of the lines could

not be brought out in the reproduction.
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